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ABSTRACT
Medb of Connacht, a central female character of medieval freland's Ulster Cycle
(a set of tales compiled between the eighth and twelfth centuries from eariier oral
sources), is read traditionally from two critical approaches: as an example of a
misogynistic, patriarchal Christian campaign to suppress and silence women in early
Ireland, or as symbolic of a primordial, mythic pre-Christian goddess, exempt from
patriarchal censure because her behavior is ascribed to her duties as a divine sovereignty
figure who confers the right of kingship on the man with whom she mates. Even recent
attempts at analyzing her character from an explicitly feminist perspective privilege one
of these two traditional views, with the result that, either way, she is still read as
"deviant." A reading of her behavior itself through a new lens is needed in order to
transform Medb into a figure of independent agency and power.
This study presents a comparative and comprehensive character analysis of the
Connacht warrior queen across numerous tales, using rhetorical/discourse analysis
strategies informed by the feminist theory claiming that gender is "performative" and can
be used as a form of resistance to/subversion of patriarchal norms, as proposed by Luce
Irigaray, Judith Butler, Jennifer Coates, Deborah Cameron, and Joan Radner and Susan
Lanser. Analysis through such a lens allows for a deconstruction of traditional
patriarchal gender assumptions in order to redefine the concept of gender and gendered
behavior. The study includes a careful re-evaluation of historical sources, in freland and
beyond, both prior to and contemporary with the literary period of the Ulster Cycle
compilation. In addition, research is presented about the general social and legal
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environment of Old Ireland between the ninth and twelfth centuries that sheds light on the
status of women and the subtle and overt ways in which women affected family strucmre,
legal proceedings, and other power relationships, all of which have bearing on a reading
of Medb that places her in a historical and political context. This study reveals that Medb
can be read as a realistically, if dramatically, drawn character, rather than an anomalous
and misogynistic invention that belongs in the shady, pagan, mystical past.
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PREFACE
Many, perhaps even most. Old frish scholars have long regarded Queen Medb
[Mayv] of Cormacht a purely fictional and mythological character, with little or no
relation to the historical environment of the medieval Ireland that produced the
manuscripts containing the Ulster Cycle (ca. eightii through twelfth centuries CE). For
many scholars, especially those of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Medb
as a queen and military leader is an historical impossibility and fictional anomaly. Other
scholars in the early twentieth century (and still today) insist that Medb is a clear deity a goddess of sovereignty - in order to counter the moralistic attitudes expressed by early
translators and scholars, who described Medb's actions as shocking and inappropriate to
her gender.
Medb became my primary focus in this study because of her unique status in the
Old Irish Ulster Cycle, a group of tales written dovra, most likely, by Christian monastic
scribes between the eighth and twelfth centuries. Other than the battle-goddess The
Morrigan, Medb appears as a primary figure in more separate tales and interacts v^th
more of the primary male figures than any other female character in the tales. She also
has the unique role of being a ruler in her own right, not simply presented as an
appendage to a powerfiil male ruler, and she makes independent decisions that others
follow, placing her on the same "active" level as several of the male characters in the
tales. Additionally, she is a fully sexual being, one who often makes the first overtures,
and is not "pimished" in the fraditional maimer of many female characters in medieval
tales. This is the case in all tales in which she appears except for her anomalous death
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tale, dating from ca. mid-twelfth century, and which can only be read as a blatant and
deliberate character assassination. Although an in-depth analysis of Medb's death tale is
beyond the scope of this study, I do discuss it briefly in Chapter V.
Furthermore, this study provides a reading of Medb across many tales, offering a
comparative picture of her character and personality. Her character shows remarkable
consistency in her actions and personality that cannot unquestionably be categorized as
negative or attributed to an obvious misogynistic intent on the part of the monastic
commimity, in spite of the insistence of many scholars to the confrary. My research into
Old frish scholarship has shown that criticism and analysis of Medb have been focused
primarily on her role in the Tain Bo Cuailnge [The Cattle Raid of Cooley], the central
literary epic of the Ulster Cycle; therefore, this study presents a more complete picture of
her character across the tales.
The Ulster Cycle is made up of the central epic the Tain Bo Cuailnge and several
pre- and post-tales that tell the story of the rivalry between the provinces of Ulster in the
north and Connacht in the west. Conchobor is king of Ulster and was first husband to
Medb, queen of Connacht. The tales were most likely known m oral form prior to the
coming of Christianity sometime in the mid-fifth century and may be based on some
historical elements. It is more likely, however, that the stories are, as James Carney
describes them, an "amalgam" of fact and fiction ("Early Irish" 116). The bulk of the
tales that comprise the Ulster Cycle are found in two major collections of manuscripts:
the Lebor na hUidre [Book of the Dun Cow], dating from about 1106, and the Book of
Leinster, dating from about 1160. A later compilation, the Yellow Book ofLecan, dating

to the late fourteenth century, includes some important pre-tales and a later, fragmented
version of the 7am Bo Cuailnge.
The dates of the compilations or collections, however, do not necessarily date the
tales contained in them. Some of the tales reveal language particularities that indicate a
much earlier written version than the compilation itself. Language in the first recension
(version) of the Tain (refen-ed to commonly as TBC I) indicates a transcription date of as
early as the eighth century, with some portions of the tale possibly even earlier (Findon
18; Carney, "Early Irish" 122). These compilations, mixing language that contains
grammatical archaisms with later evolutions in the language, make it difficult to
determine manuscript dates with any certainty. Monastic scriptoriums often shared and
borrowed manuscripts from one another, and scribes often copied language archaisms
into versions that may have been compiled and disseminated long after the language
particularities had fallen out of use in the general society (Findon 13). In addition, as
Jeffrey Gantz explains, as these manuscripts were borrowed and copied, scribes most
likely modified and altered elements in the tales to suit their particular coimnunities and
traditions, sometimes in the service of political aims (15).
Most scholars agree that the Ulster Cycle tales are meant to depict a pre-Christian
culture somewhere between the first and fourth centuries CE. The elements included in
the tales - battle customs, weapons, provincial rivalries, and political divisions - reflect
the culture that is thought to have existed in Ireland during the few centuries before the
coming of Christianity. The setting reflects the legendary division of ancient freland
known as the coiceda [the fifths]: five separate and powerful provinces, all vying for
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stams, wealth, and power, although it is doubtfiil that such a distinct political division
ever actiially existed ( 6 Croinin 110). Tara, the legendary seat of the High King of all
Ireland, was located in die "center" province, Mide (modem-day Meath), a territory
carved out of the middle of freland said to represent the unifying throne of all freland
(modem-day Tara can be found north of Dublin in eastem freland). Most scholars agree
that the position of high king of freland, while mentioned in the historical legal tracts,
was more a theoretical than a realistic possibility, as there is no evidence in the historical
documents of a king ever assuming such power (F. Kelly 18).
While the Ulster Cycle is said to depict a pre-Christian, pagan setting, the political
and cultural elements found in the tales most likely reflect the later eleventh- and twelfthcentury Irish environment (Gantz 7-8, 24). The tales may be a literary reflection of the
historical political rivalries between Connacht and the different branches of the powerful
Ui Neill families of the northern and eastem areas (Gantz 7-8). The monastery of
Armagh in Ulster was, until the twelfth century, the most powerfiil of the Christian
monastic centers, and produced a great many annals and manuscripts. Clonmacnoise, on
the northeastern border of Connacht, took over primacy in the twelfth century, a blow to
the northern Ui Neill families (6 Croinin 147-164). Leinster, in the east, also became a
political power, and it is interesting to note that many of the stories in the Ulster Cycle
emerge from monasteries in Leinster, in effect, telling the story from outside Ulster and
Connacht ( 6 Croinin 46), which may explain why neither side of the conflict (in the
tales) seems especially virtuous - all the characters are portrayed with ambiguous morals
at best.
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Aside from the problems of dating the manuscripts and determining the "origms"
of the fraditions found in the Ulster Cycle tales, the tales contain quite a few ambiguities
and seeming incongmities, which has often made it difficult for scholars to appropriately
categorize the literature and made it challenging (and even frastrating) for modem
readers to understand or appreciate (Kinsella xiii; Gantz 15). These problems, no doubt,
have led to much of die criticism the Ulster Cycle has received from many scholars over
the years. Critics have labeled the literature childish and primitive and lacking the
seriousness of tme heroic literature, as compared to Anglo-Saxon or Germanic literature
(Edel 146). That negative assessment of the literature extended to the characters,
especially Medb, and, by association, the Irish people and their culture as well, often
leading to reactionary attempts on the part of Irish scholars to salvage and legitimize their
literature and their traditions (Edel 146).
The long-held contention that Medb is a purely fictional or mythological
character, with little or no relation to the historical environment that produced the texts in
which she appears, has led to the two primary analytical approaches concerning Medb,
approaches that have become so pervasive and entrenched that they seem to have
obscured the possibility of reading her from any altemative methods. Several scholars
posit her as a primordial, mythic pre-Christian goddess, exempt from patriarchal censure
because her behavior is ascribed to her duties as a divine sovereignty figure who confers
the right of kingship on the man with whom she mates. Other scholars claim she is an
example of a misogynistic, patiiarchal Christian campaign to suppress and silence women
in early freland, describing Medb's behavior as deliberately painted by the monastic
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scribes to portray a woman who is deceitful, selfish, and mthless - a negative version of
the accepted cultural norms of early freland and, therefore, an object of derision.
I propose a new reading of Medb as warrior queen, one that questions and
deconstmcts these fraditional and enfrenched approaches to her character. Ffrst, by
examining historical and legendary female mlers and warriors, both prior to and
contemporary with Medb, I question the validity of the insistence that she is an historical
impossibility. Next, through an examination of historical and legal records of the period
in which the tales were compiled and reshaped, I question the reactionary assumption that
her character is an "obvious" sovereignty figure, based on kingship and inheritance laws.
Finally, I examine the behaviors she exhibits in the tales that mark her specifically as a
mler and warrior using rhetorical/discourse analysis strategies informed by the concept of
deliberately using or assmning gender stereotypes as a form of resistance to and
subversion of the patriarchal status quo, as proposed by Luce Irigaray, Judith Butler,
Jennifer Coates, Deborah Cameron, and Joan Radner and Susan Lanser. This approach
makes it possible to deconstmct the gender assumptions of Old Irish scholars, particularly
those of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, under which Medb has been
analyzed for so long.
From a historical perspective, the fraditional view of Medb is that she is a purely
fictional invention, based on the historical fact that Old Ireland did not have titular
queens listed in the annals and genealogies, only queen consorts. As Fergus Kelly
asserts: "The annals provide no instances of a female political or military leader" (69).
This unhistorical fact led many scholars to view Medb as a humanized version of the
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mythological sovereignty goddess, degraded by the monastic scribes into a mortal queen
with immoral characteristics. However, research in the past two decades, especially, on
female mlers and warriors (from various centuries and geographical areas) points to the
realistic possibility for a character like Medb, and my research into the annalistic records
from medieval Ireland show evidence of queen consorts with considerable political
importance and power. In Chapter II, I review in some detail the historical evidence that
female mlers and female warriors did exist in more numbers and in more geographical
areas than is often assumed, laying the groundwork for seeing Medb not as an anomalous
fiction but as a character with some basis in fact. This includes Briton (British "Celtic")
queens Cartimandua and Boudica, across the Irish Sea, from roughly the same period
Medb is supposed to have existed, the first century CE, giving more credence to the idea
of a historical "Celtic" warrior queen. In addition, I look closely at the annalistic records
of five important Irish queen consorts from the ninth through eleventh centuries that,
while not titular queens like Medb's character, certainly provide evidence that women
with Medb's traits existed, making Medb a more realistically drawn character than
claimed by scholars. Irish annals include significant and respectful reference to 10th
century Anglo-Saxon queen ^thelflasd of Mercia, daughter of Alfred the Great, which
shows Irish clerics and annalists did not necessarily view women in positions of political
authority as "deviant" or "unnatural." Their respectfiil comments about some of the Irish
queens listed in the armals also show the annalists and monks may not have been as
overtly or consistently misogynistic as claimed by scholars.
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For many scholars, the supposedly unhistorical nattire of Medb's position as
queen and military commander and a desire to explain Medb's otherwise "shocking"
behavior have prompted the insistence that Medb be read as an "obvious" case of a
humanized goddess whose actions should not be viewed as those of a mere mortal
woman. The most representative comment regarding this view comes from Tomas 6
Maille, one of the earliest scholars to propose such a reading of Medb: "This makes the
significance of Medb pretty clear

it means nothing else than the sovereignty of

Ireland" (139, original emphasis).
As a goddess - of sovereignty, fertility, or war - Medb's lustful ambition and
mthless behavior are more tolerable. Only by placing her into a separate and exempt
category are the behaviors Medb exhibits palatable - mling a kingdom, leading an army,
fighting in battle, using sex or the promise of sex as incentive or weapon. As the
celebrated Celtic scholar Proinsias MacCana explains: "Her moral misdemeanours were
all performed as it were in the line of duty [as the sovereignty deity] and had a sound
mythological motivation" (522). According to several scholars, the kingship ritual of the
"sacred marriage" to the tribal goddess of a kingdom or province - found in many ancient
cultures ~ still existed and was practiced into the historical period, making it impossible
for a woman to mle, as she could not be "married" to the tribal goddess. Medb, for many
of these scholars, could only be, therefore, one of these tribal goddesses whom the
monastic scribes mistakenly humanized, not approving of the sacred marriage ritual turning Medb's marriages, then, simply into a long list of husbands for a promiscuous
queen.
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hi Chapter III, I review the concept that kinship mles and rituals in medieval
freland precluded the possibility of a female mler, as Fergus Kelly attests (69). While it
is tme that the armals do not list any female mlers during the historical period, the legal
tiacts do allow for the possibility of what is called a "female heir." When a father has no
sons to whom to leave his property, he can leave his land to a daughter, which she
confrols legally imtil her death. If she marries a man with considerably more property,
then he has controlling interest in the marriage, but the land does not pass into her
husband's ownership and she cannot leave it to her children at her death - it passes back
into the hands of a male relative of her father's family. In addition, marriage laws allow
for a woman who brings more property into a marriage to have the controlling interest in
the marriage - she can make decisions and enter into contracts on her own as long as her
activities do not destroy the family's welfare. A man from outside the kingdom (or
country) who married a female heir did not, by Irish law, own any property, and, in this
case, the wife held all the legal and commercial control m the marriage. Furthermore,
while the legal tracts on kingship include the commentary that a king symbolically was
married to the tuath (the community), it is evident from annals and other historical
records that any kind of ritualized ceremony symbolizing such a marriage was no longer
practiced by about the sixth/seventh centuries (Jaski 63-6).
Based on the historical research, it is possible to suggest the following initial
conclusions. Medb may have had counterparts m the "real" world of ninth through
twelfth-century freland that could have served as models for Medb's character, even if we
concede that Medb herself is not a historical character. Theoretically, a woman could
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have mled a kingdom based on the laws of female hefrs and laws of marriage allowing
for a wife to have a controlling position in the union. As the ritualized "sacred marriage"
custom mentioned in the law tracts was no longer practiced, it was not necessary to see
kingship as a sexual union between king and "territorial goddess" - thereby allowing for
the possibility of a female ruler. I suspect that there were no female titular queens
because there was no shortage of male heirs during the historical period, including males
from other kingdoms intent on gaining new territory. The fact that the laws do allow for
female heirs, however, is a tantalizing element. 1 would also suggest that the idea of a
"sacred marriage" can remain intact even in the case of a female mler - she can marry her
people (a case of gender reversal), in perhaps the way Elizabeth I would later
symbolically "marry" England. This would allow the titular queen to take a king consort,
but still be the titular mler, especially if she had more possessions and were a female heir
to a king. Such a possibility is also suggested when one looks to the pre-Indo-European
goddess Inanna of Sumer, who is both a titular queen and sacral (titular) goddess of the
city of Uruk, discussed in Chapter III. These suppositions set the foundation for viewing
Medb as a realistically drawn character, with possible historical counterparts (even if not
titular mlers), and allows for an analysis of Medb through the idea of behaviors that
"real" women might exhibit - hence, gender performance/parody.
The most accepted reading of Queen Medb in her role as political and military
leader in the Ulster Cycle presents her as an unnatural and aggressive woman who has
overstepped the bounds of her gender by aspfring to a leadership position. Patricia Kelly
says "Medb is thus a failed embodiment of kingship itself, the supreme male role which
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se seeks to usurp" (83), expressing the most common assessment of Medb's role. This
view of Medb as an incompetent and willfiil mler and military commander is so
persistent that it seems to have precluded the possibility of reading her character through
altemative lenses. However, based on my historical research supporting the idea of
Medb as a realistic character, I propose applying a new lens to Medb, a lens that allows
for reading her as a character who acts in accordance with her cultural and political
environment, as do the male characters, but who also uses her "distinctly feminine
thinking" (Bitel 213) to upset the status quo of her culture.
It is important to understand some cultural and political constmcts of early freland
in order to properly examine Medb's character as a figure aware of and acting in
accordance to or in defiance of those constmcts. The ffrst is the significance of cattle to
the Old Irish culture and the political connotations associated with cattle raids. Cattle
were regarded as the standard reference for all fransactions and activities and represented
the strength, wealth, and status of a kingdom - the more cattle a king or noble owned, the
more status he acquired (O Croinin 99; Green 180). In addition, cattle raids were
measures of a kingdom's political and military might, and kings often used cattle raids to
assert authority over lesser client-kings or to humiliate rival kingdoms (Jaski 103, 160).
Medb's desire for the great bull of Ulster, the Donn Cuailnge, which is the central episode
of the Ulster Cycle is deeply rooted in the cultural and political climate of the period the
tales were composed, reshaped, and disseminated, as can be attested to by the numerous
annalistic records describing how kings raided rival kingdoms and carried off women and
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cattle. Stealmg Ulster's bull would humiliate Conchobor and Ulster, Medb's long time
enemy, and inflicting shame is a strong element in the Old frish culture.
Public honor and shame were considered elements of social sanction in early
freland. Philip O'Leary comments that laughter, ridicule, and shame were more
destmctive than physical damage or even death in early Irish culture ("Jeers" 15), because
laughter (which implies shame) was immediate, predictable, and "devastatingly
efficacious" as a method of social sanction ("Jeers" 16). The concept of public shame
and honor is at the center of the conflict between Medb and Conchobor. Conchobor has
perpefrated various humiliations on Medb by the start of the raid: he raped her publicly at
a political gathering after she left him (he was her first husband); he killed her second
husband in a duel that her husband, Tindi, demanded as revenge for the rape; he defeated
her and her father in a decisive battle; and he killed her son Mani More on his wedding
day. Based on her previous humiliation at the hands of Conchobor, in exacting revenge
against him and Ulster in the most publicly humiliating way - stealing Ulster's prize bull,
which can be seen to symbolize the wealth and fertility of Ulster - Medb is adhering to
this constmct of public honor and shaune.
Seeing Medb as a realistic reflection of her culture allows for approaching her
character through the lens of gender performance. Using the theories of gender
developed by Luce Irigaray (who calls the strategy mimicry), Judith Butler (gender
parody), Deborah Cameron (performative gender), and Jeimifer Coates (gender
performance), wherein gender is adaptable, fluid, and impermanent, Medb's character can
be read as deliberately adopting, appropriating, or performing certain gendered behaviors
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in order to infilfrate and subvert the patiiarchal culttu-e in which she must compete and
survive. The Ulster Cycle tales lend themselves to such a reading because, as Doris Edel
has said, the texts contain "a certain ambiguity of style which seems to have been
consciously intended in order to widen the range of interpretation" (152). Joanne Findon
expresses the sentiment that, "even in the more overtly misogynistic depictions of
women, an embedded resistance can often be discerned" that opens up the texts to a
variety of interpretations and readings on the part of the receivers of the tales (5). Using
awareness of cultural preconceptions and gender performance theory can open up a new
reading of Medb in the Ulster Cycle, looking specifically for how and where she speaks
and acts against the dominant discourse, even though she was constmcted by scribes
operating from the cultural codes in that dominant discourse. Medb and other female
characters in the Ulster Cycle were constmcted based on preconceptions about
female/feminine behavior (and what motivated that behavior) on the part of the monastic
scribes, preconceptions based on church teachings and exegesis, as well as what they
could observe of women's behavior. However, readers/listeners of the tales (both then
and now) apply their own interpretations of those same behaviors and possible
motivations, also based on cultural paradigms and/or observable experiences (and, in the
case of the women in the audience, perhaps personal experience of those behaviors). As
Cameron says, "[ajnalysis is never done without preconceptions, [and] we can never be
absolutely non-selective in our observations" (270). This applies to the scribes, the later
scholars, and even to feminist scholars attempting new femmist readings of female
characters in male-constmcted texts.
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Joan Radner and Susan Lanser have have developed a useful set of categories of
what they call "coding sfrategies" that can be applied to oral and literary "texts" (10-23),
categories which fall under the theoretical framework of gendered "performance"
developed by frigaray, Butier, Coates, and Cameron. These strategies can be classified in
the following fashion: appropriation of either stereotypical "feminine" behavior, or
adoption of traditionally "masculine" behavior in order to subvert the dominant culture
(10-13); distraction or covering up of the subversive behavior through some deliberate
"noise" (performance, verbal strategy, humor, or pathos) (15-16); mdirection through
ambiguity in the message - through metaphor, impersonation, or hedging (16-19);
trivialization of message through adopting a behavior considered unimportant or
iimocuous by dominant culture (19-20); and, finally, the appearance or claim of
incompetence, especially when a competent female claims incompetence in "male"
activities (20-23). Radner and Lanser explain that these so-called strategies of coding are
usually "undertaken in situations of risk . . . are [often] ambiguous in that neither the fact
of coding nor the key to the code has been made explicit, and . . . are therefore [often]
indeterminate in mtentionality" (4). They argue that coding need not be deliberate; that
is, the writer or performer may not have consciously intended to embed coding into the
text or performance that is perceived as coded by those reading, hearing, or vievving it
(6). This form of unconscious and unintended coding relies on the concept that
"plausible, if provisional, meanings can be inferred through an understanding of the
situation in which they have been produced" (7). Because of the ambiguity present in the
Ulster Cycle tales, these tales lend themselves especially well to an altemative reading
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that relies on inferred meanings based on the culttu-al, political, and social sittiations that
produced them.
Episodes in which Medb takes part and actions that she exhibits throughout the
Ulster Cycle tales included in this study are analyzed in Chapters HI and IV using
cultural, political, and gender performance approaches, but the readmg proposed of Medb
in this study does not seek to invalidate nor replace the prevailing traditional views.
Instead, I wish to simply present an altemative lens through which to re-examine Medb's
role as political mler and military commander. While it is important to expose
patriarchal subjection and suppression of women, it is equally important not to analyze
the female figures simply as victims or products of a misogynistic, patristic agenda
without also finding ways to reclaim their agency and individual power. In one post-tale,
a character utters: '"Mighty are the deeds of Medb. No foe of hers should neglect her'"
(Stokes, Togail 313). Applying the same cultural mles of behavior to Medb as has been
applied to male characters allows us to see this statement in the proper context. She is no
more or less treacherous, devious, manipulative, honorable, brave, and heroic than the
men with and against whom she fights. Applying the lens of gender performance showing how Medb uses her "femaleness" to her advantage - allows us, perhaps, to see
her as Antonia Fraser does: "the tme heroine of The Tain . . . a vivid character in her own
right, both glamorous and ferocious" (15).
Ultimately, reading Medb as a strategic military commander and political mler
depends much on the perspective of readers and analysts, as Deborah Cameron argues
(270-1). Reclaiming a character like Medb from the centuries of "unsavoury polemic"
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(Edel 149) does not mean she must be turned into a saint or made into a morally superior
or even moral character; she is heroic and deserving of admiration not because she is
morally superior or because her cause is virtuous, but because she challenges the
seemingly closed and impenetrable world of male heroics and honor, playing by their
rules and often besting them at their ovra game. This study seeks to provide an altemative
lens through which to view Medb, one that allows the character to be re-inscribed with
independent and strategic agency, by applying theories of deliberate performance to
episodes and actions traditionally read as clear instances of ridicule or misogynistic
oppression. Medb's actions as a mler and military commander can be viewed as her
adoption of the mles by which the men in her environment "play" in order to survive in
the cultural climate she inhabits. At the same time, however, that she appropriates men's
mles and behavior, she does not discard her "distinctly feminine thinking" (Bitel 213),
which proves to be beneficial, for it disarms her enemies (and some allies) into
underestimating her abilities, thereby giving her the upper hand she needs to not only
compete and survive, but also to succeed. Reclaiming and recovering the strong females
of the past, both historical and fictional, can help modem women and men begin to
dismantle the stereotypes about what behaviors or fraits are gender "appropriate" and can
go a long way toward redefining gender parameters that allow for a full diversity of
behaviors within each gender "category."
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List of tales analvzed in this studv
Aside from the central epic the Tain Bo Cuailnge, which is discussed in Chapter
rV, the following tales are analyzed in this comparative and comprehensive reading of
Medb's character as a sfrategic and culturally aware political ruler and military
commander. Several fore-tales that help to establish a common tradition for seeing Medb
as a legitimate ruler are reviewed in Chapter III. The poetic text Conailla Medb Michuru,
which dates from about the early- to mid-seventh century, establishes that Medb's
position as independent and titular mler of Connacht has a long history. "Cath Boinde"
[The Battle of the Boyne], found in two fourteenth century collections, but containing
language that dates it from about the early tenth century, establishes how Medb became
queen of Connacht and gives information about her four marriages. This tale is thought
to be the source for the expljmatory introduction popularly labeled the "Pillow Talk"
prologue in TBC II in the Book of Leinster, which dates to the early twelfth cenmry. The
"Pillow Talk" prologue explains a prime motivation for imdertaking the raid (discussed in
Chapter III).
Along with "Cath Boinde," two fore-tales, "Tain Bo Flidais" [The Driving of the
Cattle of Flidais] and Fled Bricrend [The Feast of Bricriu], establish Medb's reputation as
a qualified decision-maker. "Tain 86 Flidais" is found in both LU {Lebor na huidre
[Book of the Dun Cow], compiled ca. 1100) and LL {Book of Leinster, 1160), but
probably derived from an older (and more clearly supernatural) fradition. Fled Bricrend
is found in LU (1100), most likely based on a prototype composed perhaps as early as the
eighth century.
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Legitimate political and culturally defined motivations for the cattle raid can be
found in several fore-tales, including "Catii Boinde" and the TBC II "Pillow Talk"
prologue. These motivations and tales are discussed at the end of Chapter III, m
preparation for a full discussion of Medb's role as a competent and strategic military
commander in Chapter FV. "The Courtship of Ferb" recounts the tale of Mani More, one
of Medb and Ailill's sons that Conchobor kills on his wedding day to Ferb, daughter of a
neighboring king and ally to Connacht. The oldest version of the tale is found in the
same compilation as TBC II, the Book of Leinster (1160), but with language revealing it
may be as old as the tenth century. Echtra Nerai [The Adventures of Nera] is found in a
collection known as Egerton 1782, dating from the early sixteenth century, but must have
had a much earlier fradition, as elements found in the tale are referenced in both TBC I
and TBC II, both dating from the early twelfth century and earlier. "Tain Bo Regamna"
is found in the Yellow Book ofLecan, a collection dated to the late 1300s, but this tale
also must have had an earlier version, for several incidents in the tale come to pass in
TBC, where the tale is referred to by name. Along with episodes in "Cath Boinde" and
"The Courthship of Ferb," both of these tales set up the inevitability of the raid, a
foregone conclusion that cannot be avoided based on prophecies and vows made by
different characters.
Chapter IV includes an m-depth review of the military campaign and Medb's
actions during the raid as presented in the Tain. One more fore-tale is discussed at the
beginning of this chapter, Longas mac nUislenn (The Exile of The sons of Uisliu), which
explains why Fergus and the Ulster exiles number among Medb's allies in the raid against
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Ulster. Versions of this later tale (ca. late eighth or ninth century) are found in the
twelfth centiiry Book of Leinster and the fourteenth centtrry Yellow Book ofLecan, and
the tale provides a more honorable reason for Fergus and the Ulster Exiles' presence in
Connacht than the reason found in earlier genealogies and the seventh century Conailla
Medb Michuru. Ironically, while the tale does rehabilitate Fergus's character to some
extent, it seems to vilify Conchobor's character, making Medb's campaign against Ulster
to humiliate and defame its king all the more palatable. The majority of Chapter IV
reviews, in great detail, the two first recensions of the central Tain {Lebor na huidre
(TBC I) and Book of Leinster (TBC II) versions), as the version found in the fourteenth
century Yellow Book ofLecan is quite similar to TBC I, but has many gaps in the story
that make it difficult to compare to the other two versions for the scope of this study. At
the end of Chapter IV, I analyze three post-tales to the Tain that recount the deaths of
three Ulster heroes, directly and indirectly caused or instigated by Medb. Conchobor's
death tale is found in five different manuscripts, the oldest versions in the Book of
Leinster (twelfth century) and the XL Manuscript in Edinburgh (sixteenth century).
Although Medb is not mentioned as the dfrect instigator of Conchobor's death (seven
years after the Tain), the warrior who ultimately kills Conchobor is traditionally
identified as Ailill's brother, Cet mac Matach of Connacht. Cii Chulainn's death tale is
found in two different versions, the older version dating back to possibly the eighth
century, and found in the Book of Leinster (1160). His death is directly instigated by
Medb, who recruits the children of several of the men of Ireland he had killed throughout
the Tain, who she trained in wizardry in order to coerce Cii Chulainn to break his sacred
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taboos and fight in a weakened state. Finally, the death of Cormac Con Loinges Conchobor's son, and one of the Ulster exiles who took refirge in Connacht with Fergus is recounted in the post-Tain tale Togail Bruidne Da Choca [The destmction of Da
Choca's Hostel]. The tale is found in two manuscripts, one from the sixteenth century
and the other from tiie seventeenth, but references to the tale and its events appear in
several other texts and annals as early as the ninth century.
Medb's ovra death tale. Aided Meidbe [The Violent Death of Medb], is reviewed
briefly in Chapter V. The tale was probably not compiled any earlier than the midtwelfth century, although brief mention is made of one element in the story in a
manuscript composed ca. 1024, making it possible that parts of the tale were known as
early as the mid-eleventh century. This makes the bulk of the tale roughly
contemporaneous to or later than the tradition of Medb's accession to the throne as
recounted in "Cath Boinde" and the TBC II "Pillow Talk" prologue, elements that are
important for an in-depth study of this tale, for it seems to widely distort that common
tradition found elsewhere in the Ulster Cycle. Summaries of each of the tales listed in
this overview are found in the chapters in which they are analyzed as the tales are
introduced. They are listed here in the order in which they appear in the study, presenting
something of a chronological examination of Medb's career as a political mler and
military commander.
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CHAPTER I
"AILL AMAE! MEADB CRUACHAN SIN' [AH! THAT IS MEDB OF CRUACHAN]:
INTRODUCTION AND LITERARY TRADITION

Introduction
This study began when I became dissatisfied with the way the sfrong female
characters in the Old Irish Ulster Cycle, especially Medb [Mayv], the powerful queen of
Connacht, did not conform to Joseph Campbell's hero-cycle as defined in The Hero With
a Thousand Faces. Developed on the basis of Carl Jung's concept of archetypes and his
psychoanalytic theory that it is through the integration of the anima or animus and the
Shadow figure that a human being achieves psychological wholeness, Campbell's hero
cycle is a useful tool wdth which to approach myth and hero-tale criticism and analysis.
However, I increasingly found that, when applied to female heroic characters, many
modifications and adjustments were necessary to achieve any sense of "fit." I realized
that, in spite of Campbell's carefiil insistence of dual gender inclusion in his writing and
analysis, his assumption is, as Carol Pearson and Katherine Pope claim in The Female
Hero in American and British Literature, that "the hero is male.. . [and that] heroism is a
male phenomenon" (vii).
My dissatisfaction with this "imperfect fit" was magnified when my friend Lisa
Spindler sent me the following from Leni Venero's review of Maureen Murdock's The
Heroine's Journey and its companion workbook in a 1999 issue of Sage Woman:
As a student of mythology, Maureen Murdock asked her mentor, noted
mythologist Joseph Campbell, how the story cycle of the Hero's Journey could be

applied to women. His reply that "Women don't need to go on the joumey, they
are already the Destination" did not satisfy her, and she set about uncovering the
ways this mythic cycle applies to women's lives and experience. (78-79)
This categorization of "woman as Destination" implies that women only serve as
passive objects. They serve as rewards, or as objects to be tamed, punished, saved, or
otherwise acted upon, but not as subjects who act on their own. As Pearson and Pope
state: "One . . . assumption is the traditional belief that the female protagonist and her
real-life counterpart seldom travel beyond the protective environment of the home" (8).
Carol Gilligan confirms this implication in her now classic 1982 book In a Different
Voice: "The sex differences in the world of fairy tales . . . indicate repeatedly that active
adventure is a male activity. . ." (13).
Medb certainly does not fit Campbell's definition of passive "destination"; rather,
she conforms to Pearson and Pope's conviction that "[i]n fact, the female protagonist
frequently ventures as far beyond her childhood environment as her male counterpart"
(8). Medb became my primary focus in this study because of her unique status in the Old
Irish Ulster Cycle, a group of tales written down, most likely, by Christian monastic
scribes between the eighth and twelfth centuries. Other than the battle-goddess The
Morrigan, Medb appears as a primary figure in more separate tales and interacts with
more of the primary male figures than any other female character in the tales. She also
has the unique role of being a mler in her own right, not simply an appendage to a
powerful male mler, and she makes independent decisions that others follow, placing her
on the same "active" level as several of the male characters in the tales. Additionally, she
is a fully sexual being, one who often makes the first overtures, and is not "punished" in

the fraditional manner of many female characters in so many medieval tales (in all tales
in which she appears except for her anomalous death tale, which I discuss briefly in
Chapter V). My research into Old frish literary scholarship has shown that criticism and
analysis of the Connacht queen predominantly have focused on misogynistic readings of
Medb and have been concentrated primarily on Medb's role as she appears in the Tain Bo
Cuailnge [The Cattle Raid of Cooley], the central literary epic of the Ulster Cycle. My
intent became to find a way to read Medb from a female-centered point of view, and to
provide, perhaps, a "cycle" of Medb stories that would present a more complete picture of
her character across the tales.

Traditional and Recent Feminist Approaches to
Reading Strong Women in Literature
In my subsequent search for this way to read Medb from a feminist perspective,
however, I found myself also dissatisfied with the scholarly work done on feminizing the
heroic "myth-cycle," as much of it is still based on Jungian precepts, modeled on the idea
of binary opposites, and of the integration of those opposites, including "masculine" and
"feminine," in order to achieve a whole. Pearson and Pope state: ". . . the symbols for the
final state of wholeness usually are androgynous" (15). However, they also maintain that
". . . society denigrates 'feminine' qualities . . . . [and] labels the feminine as inadequate,
trivial, and in some cases even evil. . ." (14), bringing up the problem in applying even a
modified Jungian approach to a feminine hero-cycle analysis. Annis Pratt confirms this
problem in hexhodk. Archetypal Patterns in Women's Fiction: "Although [Jung] sees
androgyny, involving the transcendence of gender, as a necessary element in human

development, his definitions of these gender qualities tend to be rigid to the point of
stereotyping" (7). In her sttidy of Jungian archetypes in connection to feminism, Jung
and Feminism: Liberating Archetypes, Demaris S. Wehr states, "these [Jungian] images
need to shed the potential they now carry for legitimation of patiiarchal society's fear and
devaluation of women [before they can] be useful to women and men" (124). However,
even with a remodeling of Jungian thought and terminology to represent women's
experiences less stereotypically, the binary oppositions of "masculine" and "feminine" are
encoded with their androcentric interpretations. As Wehr states:
We have all become so habituated to misogyny and adrocentrism in patriarchy
that until the recent advent of feminism we have not noticed them. Partly as a
result of this habituation, and even more deeply because of fear of violating
socially agreed upon codes, for women to cast aside misogyny and the
corresponding habit of self-hafred is extremely difficult.... (125)
An analysis of Medb, therefore, using an approach that requires binary integration
subconsciously brings up the androcentric values encoded into "masculine" or "feminine"
qualities. Estella Lauter and Carol Schreier Rupprecht explain these gendered
"principles" in the introduction to their volume of essays on Jungian archetypes, Feminist
Archetypal Theory: Interdisciplinary Re-visions of Jungian Thought:
[Jung] set arbifrary limits on the development of both sexes and reinforced the
stereotypes of man as thinker, woman as nurturer. By associating men with
thought, the cultural category with the higher value in the twentieth century in
most Western societies, he helped to perpetuate the inequality of women.
(Introduction 6)
While a Jimgian approach does mean integration into an ideal androgynous
whole, it perpetuates the idea that there are "masculine" and "feminine" spheres, with
their accompanying value systems. Pearson and Pope describe this ideal as an

"accommodation with the best qualities associated with men and with women, integrating
strength with humility, independence with empathy, rationality with intuition, and
thought with emotion" (15). However, the legacy of patriarchal perspectives, of which
Jungian concepts are a product, endow those "best qualities" with the active/passive
binary that feminist approaches to a heroic "myth-cycle" are trying to dispel in the first
place.
Recent attempts at "transforming the male myth," to quote the sub-title of Nadya
Aisenberg's 1994 book Ordinary Heroines, while claiming to make room for a female
hero with integrated qualities, tend to reject female aggressive or ambitious behavior as at
odds with a feminist interpretation of heroism. Aisenberg describes the new, feminist
hero as one "who aims to improve society rather than to exercise individual will, to
emphasize moral above physical courage, to stress the joyfulness of life rather than its
death" (36). Pearson and Pope reject the "macho heroic ideal" that "masters the world .. .
by dominating, controlling, or owning" (4-5) in favor of the integrated female hero who
"has no reason to entrap [others], make them feel guilty, or dominate them" (15). While
this thinking is certainly in line with Pearson's and Pope's claim that it is "an important
step in defining a tmly human - and tmly humane - pattern of heroic action" (5), it leaves
no place for the women who do exhibit traits of individual will, physical or sexual energy
or aggression, and who wish to win and dominate, in addition to reveling in life-affirming
activities (like sex and motherhood) - such as Medb. •This definition of the new feminist
hero seems to imply that females who pursue power and engage in competition only do
so because they have learned "to play like a boy" (GiUigan 10), and should simply be

seen as victims of thefr patiiarchal cultiu-e rather than as active subjects with strong wills
of their own.
Approaching a stiidy of Medb through the existing "heroic myth" paradigms, both
the fraditional Jungian and die feminist transformation versions, brings up the specter of
the conventional misogynistic criticism of Medb's character: that she stands as a waming
against froublesome "animus-possessed women who [are] inferior men; that is, their
tiiinking processes [persist] at the level of irritable argvmientation, and their intellects
[are] desperate and driven" (Lauter and Rupprecht, hitroduction 8). While there are clear
instances of misogyny directed at Medb in the Old Irish tales, they should be read in the
context of the story, and, therefore, it is something of an exaggeration to claim, as Frank
O'Connor does in his 1967 A Short History of Irish Literature: A Backward Look, that
"rancorous anti-feminist irony ... occurs again and again through the [tales]" (34), or, as
T. F. O'Rahilly does in his article "On the origin of the names of Erainn and Eriu," that
she is "but a masterful woman, with the inevitable result that her character has sadly
degenerated . . . so that at times she is no better than a strong-willed virago with
unconcealed leanings towards a multiplicity of husbands and paramours" (16). On this
subject, Charles Bowen states convincingly in his article "Great-Bladdered Medb:
Mythology and Invention in the Tain Bo Cuailgne": "If the redactors' undoubted
antifeminism had confroUed their responses to the extent Frank O'Connor implies, we
would probably have gotten a much less powerful and impressive Queen Medb..."(31).
I propose that the "rancorous anti-feminist irony" (O'Connor 34) that many of the
scholars in this analytical camp (many of whom are clearly influenced by Victorian

paradigms of feminine/masculine behavior) claim is rampant and obvious is more a
product of their own gender assumptions, rather than blatantly present in the texts
tiiemselves, a claim supported by Doris Edel in her 1997 article "Caught between history
and myth? The figures of Fergus and Medb in the Tain Bo Cuailnge and related matter,"
when she states that the texts seem to have been composed in a deliberately ambiguous
style that can, therefore, be interpreted in a variety of ways (152). In spite of instances of
misogyny in the Ulster Cycle, "Medb is a powerful mixture" (Bowen 34), one which
prompted Thomas Kinsella, in the infroduction to his franslation of the Tain, to say:
"Probably the greatest achievement of the Tain and the Ulster Cycle is the series of
women . . . on whose sfrong and diverse personalities the action continually turns . . . . it
is they, under all the violence, who remain most real in the memory" (xiv-xv). Reading
Medb through a paradigm that implies her aggression is both "unnatural" and a reason for
conderrming her negates the possibility of seeing her as a whole character, which is my
ultimate intention.
A second problem with the feminized heroic "myth-cycle" lies with its symbolic
or archetypal qualities. One difficulty is that Jungian archetypal images, originally
described as complex and subject to variations in perception, have come to be "frequently
imderstood as absolutes. Instead of being explanations of reality experienced by females,
archetypes of the feminine [have] become categories to contain women" (Lauter and
Rupprecht Infroduction 7). A prime example of this containment can be seen in the
various attempts made by Old Irish scholars to "rescue" Medb from the category of
emasculating harpy or deviant virago by interpreting her character as a humanized

version of a pre-Christian sovereignty goddess, a figure who appears in more direct and
obvious fashion in other Old frish tales. Tomas 6 Maille's 1927 article "Medb Cruachna"
led die way for interpreting Medb's actions in die tales as symbolic of the ritijalistic
behavior of the mythological sovereignty figure, one who imparts kingship to the rightfiil
male by mating witii him in a symbolic or actual marriage or sexual union. That early
article was a response to an even earlier 1911 article by German Celticist Heinrich
Zimmer in which, 6 Maille writes, Zimmer claimed that Medb was "the most striking
example in support of his theory as to the moral looseness which is supposed to have
existed in the Tain epoch" ( 6 Maille 129).
While interpreting Medb as a goddess figure did help to redeem her character
from the sometimes impassioned misogynistic rhetoric she was often subjected to in
scholarly criticism, 6 Maille's approach opened the way for Celtic scholars like Proinsias
MacCana to assert: "virtually all the ... heroines of medieval Irish literature [are
adaptations] in human terms of the archetypal goddess figure" ("Women in Irish
Mythology " 522). MacCana defines Medb's actions, primarily in the Tain Bo Cuailnge,
as part of this mythological fradition, explaining that her "moral misdemeanours were
performed as it were in the line of duty and had sound mythological motivation, since the
primary function of a goddess of sovereignty was to mate en serie" (522, original
emphasis). He mentions that this must be the logical conclusion when faced with the line
uttered by Medb to Ailill, her husband, in the opening scenes of the 7am: "I never had
one man without another waiting in his shadow" (MacCana 522; Kinsella 53).

T. F. O'Rahilly, likewise, makes a claim of "clear" euhemerism as regards many
of the characters in the Ulster Cycle, seeing Medb and the other principal characters as
euhemerized divinities that have undergone humanization, and categorizing the Ulster
Cycle as mythological in origin, rather than literary creations based on earlier oral heroic
tales, as he does m his classic (but considered outdated by several contemporary Old frish
scholars) Early Irish History and Mythology (260-3). Like MacCana and 6 Maille,
O'Rahilly uses this divine origin to explain what would otherwise be perceived as Medb's
"shocking" behavior: "Zimmer was so shortsighted as to take our euhemerized myths at
their face value as sociological documents; and so, after discussing Medb's amours at
length, he drew the wholly unfounded conclusion that her shamelessness reflects the
culture of the pre-Aryan inhabitants of Westem Europe" ("On the Origin" 16, n.l). I do
agree that Zimmer's conclusions were shortsighted, but not because he failed to
understand Medb's disguised divinity, but, rather, because he failed to see the tales as
literary constmcts, shaped by redactors and scribes with their own cultural and political
agendas - a short-sightedness perhaps shared by O'Rahilly himself, for, ironically, he
makes a strong case for seeing the tales as literary manipulations.
The medieval monks of the eighth through twelfth centuries who transcribed the
Ulster Cycle tales, O'Rahilly says, "[b]y thus humanizing and mortalizing the divinities of
pagan freland,... hoped to eradicate the pagan beliefs that still lingered on among many
of dieir countrymen" {Early Irish 261). In fact, he adds,"... witii die lapse of time and
the disappearance of pagan beliefs the original divine character of the euhemerized
personages became increasingly difficult to recognize and was frequently forgotten"

{Early Irish 261), which, I would argue, sets tiie stage for analyzing the tales and
characters from a literary perspective rather tiian a mythical one. In his desire to
counteract Zinuner's (and others') denigration of the early frish cultiire, O'Rahilly
dismisses the process of literary manipulation on the part of the Christian monastic
scribes, insisting, instead, on seeing Medb's behavior, as Edel states, as "merely the
literary expression of an essential function of the Celtic goddess" (149). This mythical
approach results in making Medb a rigid archetype or stereotype, equivalent to and,
ultimately, interchangeable with, as O'Rahilly claims, several other females in the Ulster
Cycle and the earlier Mythological Cycle, a set of tales that does depict obvious
supematural beings ("On the Origin" 16).
The highly respected Celtic scholar James Carney makes a case for literary
manipulation, as well, in his introduction to Eleanor Knott and Gerard Murphy's Early
Irish Literature, proposing that the stories, if originally euhemerized, would have
undergone a considerable amount of modification and manipulation on the part of the
Christian scribes in order to negate the pagan divinity of the characters (13-14).
Additionally, Carney casts some doubt on the widespread and popular theory of Medb's
obvious divinity:
It is very likely, indeed, that our early and medieval literature is partly a result of
this process of euhemerization [sic], but it is very difficult to assess how
widespread the process has been. Hence it would be haizardous, at the present
stage of Irish studies, to deny emphatically that Cii Chulainn, Medb, Conchobar
and others were originally gods. But it would be equally hazardous to assert it
strongly, as does O'Rahilly in his Early Irish History and Mythology. Without
taking too decided a view of the matter I must confess that in my own mmd the
balance tips somewhat against the assumption of euhemerization on a very great
scale: it is an idea that enjoys a vogue and which, whatever amount of tmth may
underlie it, appears to be over-used. (15)
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He goes on to state: "[A] stage has come in Irish studies when characters in
fradition are made into gods, goddesses, or 'ancestor-deities' on the slenderest evidence. I
would like my comments here to be regarded as a plea for the development in the future
of a better and more convincing methodology" (17). Carney's words, written in 1966,
still apply today, in light of the continuing pervasiveness of reading Medb as a goddess of
sovereignty. Joanne Findon, in her 1997 A Woman's Words: Emer and Female Speech in
the Ulster Cycle, a landmark study of Emer, another strong female character in the Ulster
Cycle, echoes Carney's plea for a new approach when she criticizes the consequences of
an over-reliance on a mythological analysis, for "[wjomen are read not as themselves but
as archetypes in disguise, bearing the weight of a mythic past that can be glimpsed only
dimly at best" (8). Under a sovereignty model approach, Medb and the text cease to be
relevant in terms of literary analysis.
In addition, while the sovereignty goddess approach to Medb seems, on the
surface, to bestow incredible power on Medb, it actually creates a passive being that must
"wait" for the right king to prove himself worthy of her in order to mle. While it implies
that she has the ultimate power over males, to select from them the proper king, it is the
male figure that still does the "acting." As in classic fairy tales or traditional romances,
"the courtly lover embarks on a cmsade to prove his love. The courtly lady merely
waits," as Pearson and Pope point out (34). As Findon states, "Medb's otherwise
shocking behaviour was categorized and explained away [by the sovereignty myth],
brought within a framework which subjugated the woman - powerfiil though she might
be - to the larger political interests of men" (8-9). The goddess figure simply confers on
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the male the right to mle by marrying or mating with him. Thus, it is his actions and
character qualities that mark him as "fit to mle" and, in many cases, even qualified to
seek her out. It is his fitaess, not her divine power, that brings prosperity to the kingdom
and, in some tales, actually restores beauty and youth to a horribly disfigured and
withered representation of the sovereignty goddess herself Erica Sessle takes this
approach in her analysis of Medb's role in the 7am, "Misogyny and Medb: Approaching
Medb with Feminist Criticism," explaining what she calls Medb's shrewish behavior as
the consequence of not having found the proper mate in either her husband Ailill or her
lover Fergus (138). While she shifts the "blame" for Medb's behavior to the male
characters, ostensibly exonerating her "bad" qualities as unavoidable because of their
failures, Sessle succeeds in making Medb a weak figure, a woman dependent on a man to
make her into a "real woman." Once again, the sovereignty goddess is simply a pawn to
patriarchal power. The bottom line is that she cannot bring prosperity and fertility to the
land and kingdom on her own. "Divinity," Findon says emphatically, "is not empowering
for women" (9).
Another way the sovereignty myth ultimately disempowers Medb is that it creates
the implication that her actions and character are "exempt" from die realm of patriarchal
criticism traditionally aimed at "misguided" or "troublesome" women like Medb,
adjectives often associated with the Connacht queen. Reduced to divine attiibutes, she is
stripped of her personal (and mortal) power and sexuality - which she uses to her great
advantage, as I will show - and becomes simply a symbolic figure interchangeable with
other female characters, all of whom can be seen as derivations of a romanticized
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"mother" goddess archetype, which privileges the goddess's benevolent, nurturing, and
loving nature, rather than depicting her as a multi-faceted and "human" female. One
problematic aspect of this patiiarchal goddess archetype is stated effectively by Sarah B.
Pomeroy in her remarkable study of both mythological and historical ancient Greek and
Roman women. Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves: women in classical antiquity:
"The goddesses are archetypal images of human females, as envisioned by males. The
distribution of desirable characteristics among a number of females rather than their
concentration in one being is appropriate to a patriarchal society" (8). Like the
sovereignty myth, the "mother" goddess archetype seems to endow the female with
power, but on further investigation, one can see, like Pomeroy, that:
A fully realized female tends to engender anxiety in the insecure male. Unable to
cope with a multiplicity of powers united in one female, men from antiquity to the
present have envisioned women in "either-or" roles. As a corollary of this
anxiety, virginal females are considered helpful, while sexually mamre women
like Hera are destmctive and evil. The fact that modem women arefioistratedby
being forced to choose between being an Athena - an intellectual, asexual career
woman - or an Aphrodite - a fiivolous sex object - or a respectable wife-mother
like Hera shows that the Greek goddesses continue to be archetypes of female
existence. (8-9)
A feminized Jungian "hero-cycle" mterpretation would make Medb a symbolic
"monomyth" figure with its inherent quality of containment. This approach ultimately
aligns her too closely with the passively powerfiil sovereignty goddess tradition already
so prevalent in Old Irish scholarship, as well as the one-dimensional, loving mother
goddess whose maternal attributes are separated from all other aspects of her personality.
Neverdieless, in spite of my reluctance to associate Medb with patriarchal
permutations of divine women, tiiere are stiiking similarities between Medb's character
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and some earlier, pre-patriarchal goddesses. Shari L. Thurer describes the earliest of
these goddesses, in The Myths of Motherhood: How Culture Reinvents the Good Mother,
her study of motherhood throughout myth and history:
The Great Mother, as She has come to be called, gave birth, underwent
transformation, death, rebirth, and everything in between, and She caused mortals
to do the same. This maternal goddess was the oldest of all the gods, the original
deity, and She was all-powerful. She made the mles. (I)
One notable example of this Great Mother-Goddess type is the Sumerian Inanna, a figure
who can be read as a "whole" woman, as Diane Wolkstem and Samuel Noah Kramer
show in their book, Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth. Inanna embodies Pomeroy's
claim that, "[i]f the characteristics of the major goddesses were combined, a whole being
with unlimited potential for development. .. would emerge" (9). Wolkstein says of
Inanna that she is "the goddess who mles over the sky, the earth, and the underworld . . .
the goddess in all her aspects" (xvi, original emphasis). The existence of other dualnatured goddesses (even some from patriarchal cultures) helps to emphasize the
possibility of seeing Medb as a human woman in all her aspects.
The description that Antonia Fraser presents in her ground-breaking study of
historical warrior queens throughout the ages. The Warrior Queens: The Legends and the
Lives of the Women Who Have Led Their Nations in War, of the Hmdu goddess Durga
expresses qualities that can be found in Medb: "although seen as basically benevolent and
maternal and endowed with a serenely beautiful face, [she] also displayed a remarkable
capacity for aggression, with the help of her ten arms, each bearing a different weapon,
and her eight accompanymg demonesses" (276). Medb, m one passage of the first
recension (version) of the 7am (hereafter referred to as TBC I), translated and edited by
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Cecile O'Rahilly, is described with the same mixture of beauty and terror by Cethem, an
Ulster warrior she has wounded in battle:

"Domanic ben maethainech banainech lecanfata chainmar. Mong find fuirri,. da
en oir for a giialaind, brat tlachtgorm corcan-da hi cennfait impe. Coicdomn
fuillechta di or ara dmim. Craisech foraith faebrach etrom ina leim. Claideb
benndomach iama imdae ose amulach. Is mor a delb. Is e rombi
cetadomthanic." (C. O'Rahilly, TBC 191)
["There came to me a tall beautiful woman with pale, tender face and long cheeks.
She had long fair hair and two golden birds on her shoulder. She wore a dark
purple hooded mantle. On her back she carried a shield five hands in breadth and
overlaid with gold. In her hand a javelin, keen, sharp-edged and light. A sword
with pointed hilt across her shoulders. Great was her beauty. She it was who first
came to me and wounded me."] (C. O'Rahilly, TBC 1210)
Even her arch enemy, Cii Chulainn, the champion of Ulster, understands and, although
gmdgingly, expresses respect for her power. His response to the wounded warrior quoted
above is "Aill amae! . . . Meadb Cniachan sin" (97) ["Ah indeed! . .. That was Medb of
Cmachan." - my translation]. Like Inanna and Durga, and others like them, Medb is not
a woman with whom to trifle.

A New Approach - Gender Performance Theory
Ultimately my goal has become to find a way to read Medb that distances her
from both her misogynistic and mythological past. In spite of Medb's similarity to
goddesses like Inanna and Durga - figures of both benevolence and aggression - this
study seeks to separate the fiery Irish queen from her association with divine attributes,
primarily to remove her from the constraint of the traditional "obvious" sovereignty
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figure, which weakens her power as it ties it to men's political and social ambitions.
Medb, I propose instead, can be seen as a human and mortal heir to the Great Mother
goddess who, as Thurer says, "was not expected to be all good . . . . [and] was whole in
ways that future female divinities and their human counterparts would be denied" (10).
By providing a multifaceted and dual-natured altemative to the goddess/whore dichotomy
under which Medb's character has labored for so long, it is possible for Medb to be
transformed into an accessible and human model for womanhood (if not necessarily a
role model); she is a female character who "expresse[s] her complete psychic reality"
(Thurer 10), and who has both light and dark sides, like all women do, even if reluctant to
admit it. A fuller picture of Medb also helps to explode the entrenched assumptions
about women's "natural" behaviors and subordination, which have arisen out of a
patriarchal system so pervasive and long-lived as to seem naturally (or divinely) ordained
from the beginning (Thurer 27). As this study is primarily focused on her role as a mler
and military leader, it is doubly important to present Medb as a realistic and human
model by showing historical evidence that dispels the myth that women are too fragile or
emotionally incapable (too peace-bound) of mling nations and leading men into combat,
evidence and support that is provided in Chapter II.
The problem that arises, however, with this or any medieval text is how to
interpret women's actions and speech from a feminist perspective when those behaviors
and words were most likely placed into the text by not only males, but patristically
frained monastic scribes influenced by their society's cultural and gender paradigms. I
am guided in this effort by the position that Pearson and Pope take:
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Whedier explicitly feminist or n o t . . . works with female heroes challenge
patiiarchal assumptions. In addition, both traditional and contemporary works
with a female hero typically depict her primary problems as outgrowths of the
culture's attimdes about women and of women's economic and social
powerlessness. (12)
Findon asks: "When an eleventh- or twelfth-cenhxry listener heard the story of the
Tain, did he or she see goddesses or 'real' women?" (12). This question can be applied to
a modem audience; does Medb appear to the non-scholarly reader as divine, or does she
display traits tiiat can be recognized in a fiilly human woman, even if some of those
actions are categorized as questionable? To answer that question, I propose an altemative
to the traditional readings of Medb as either goddess or "troublesome" whore. Using
cultural and historical research, and feminist rhetorical/discourse analysis informed by
the theories of Luce frigaray, Jennifer Coates, Judith Butier, and Deborah Cameron, this
smdy seeks to resituate Medb's role in the Ulster Cycle as one endowed with independent
agency and individual power, and seeks to re-inscribe her as an accessible and
multifaceted symbol of female empowerment in her roles as queen and military
commander.
Irigaray's theory of sexual difference provides an important foundation for the
whole study, and is especially significant in the discussions, in Chapters III and IV, of
Medb's "use" of her sexuality to gain an advantage over several male characters - be they
potential mates, allies, or enemies, frigaray argues in her 1994 book Thinking the
Difference: for a Peaceful Revolution, that "denying that women and men are different in
the name of some hypothetical social equality is a delusion" (viii) because it implies there
is some common standard by which to be measured, and it threatens, then, to assimilate
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or dominate one or the other gender out of existence, as she previously claimed in her
1993 essay, "Sexual Difference" (17)^ This "neufral, more or less equal" {Thinking 62)
category brings up the specter of the problematic androgynous "whole" that Pearson and
Pope posit as the ideal, which, because it is based on Jungian concepts, still privileges the
masculine principles as positive or superiors Irigaray states that to accept this universal
definition of equality entails "[renouncing] my sex and its properties" {Thinking ix), and,
in effect, would "promote a totalitarian ideology" (xi) that does not leave room for
individual human identity. Rosi Braidotti in her 1994 Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment
and Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist Theory echoes this same sentiment:
The fantasy of "beyond sex," that is to say outside time, is one of the most
pernicious illusions of our era. Blurring sexual difference, desexualizing
masculinity precisely at the historical moment when the feminism of sexual
difference is calling for the sexualization of practices seems to me an
exfraordinarily dangerous move for women.... this fantasy can lead to the
homologation of women into a masculine model.... In a cultural order that, for
centuries, has been governed by the male homosocial bond, the elimination of
sexual difference can only be a one-way street toward the appropriation,
elimination, or homologation of the feminine in/of women; it is a toy for the boys.
(54)
Toril Moi states in her 1999 What is a Woman?: "it is as oppressive and theoretically
unsatisfactory to reduce women to thefr 'general humanity' as it is to reduce them to their
femininity" (8). Although Medb utilizes sfrategies that stereotypically could be defined
as "masculine," she does so in what can only be called a distinctly "feminine" way especially when it comes to the way she uses the "promise" of sex.
Although Irigaray states that "sexual difference ... constimtes the most basic
human reality" {Thinking ix), she insists that the masculine and feminine should not be
seen as binary opposites, which traditionally implies a hierarchical relationship, with the
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feminine usually cast in an inferior, antagonistic, or competitive position, and the
feminine often labeled the "negative" pole. Reversing the binary definitions - i.e.
privileging the feminine - "does not seem a desirable objective," for this would only
mean "history would repeat itself in the long run, would revert to sameness: to
phallocratism" ("This Sex" 32-33). Rather than trying to eradicate difference "neufralizing" it - or privileging one gender/sex over the other, frigaray calls for "a
respect for the difference between the sexes . . . without repressing or crippling our
human identity" {Thinking xi)
While sexual difference can seem to imply the same exclusionary and
stereotypical gender categories as Jungian concepts do, difference does not have to be
seen as containment, as relegating women to some "biological" category that sees all
women as "Woman" — homogeneous and invariable like the Jungian binaries. In her
work, Irigaray repeatedly discusses the concept of the plurality or multiplicity of
femininity and female sexuality. In her landmark essay "This Sex Which Is Not One,"
first published in French in 1977, and translated into English in 1985, Irigaray destroys
the very notion of binaries:
She is neither one nor two. Rigourously speaking, she cannot be identified either
as one person, or two. She resists all adequate definition. Further, she has no
"proper" name. And her sexual organ, which is not one organ, is counted as none.
(26, original emphasis)
histead of die patiiarchal binary of one/none - in Freudian terms, the male penis in
opposition to the female "lack/hole" - Irigaray presents female sexuality as plural: none
(vagina), one (clitoris), two (lips of the vagina), and beyond two because "woman has sex
organs more or less everywhere" (28, original emphasis).
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frigaray's model of plurality in female sexuality franslates into the concept of
multiple femininities within the "feminine" gender. Jennifer Coates, in her article "Thank
God I'm a woman," defines this idea succinctly: "We take it for granted that we are
women. But we assume that 'being a woman' is a unitary and unified experience . . . .
However, the woman we perform is not the same woman in all circumstances" (295).
Applying this sexual difference viewpoint to a reading of Medb would allow for
seeing her not as a symbol of androgyny - a melding of masculine/feminine qualities but as representative of a whole (but multiple) woman who "performs" her gender
according to what the circumstance calls for. This concept of "gender performance," as
Coates calls it, holds that most behavior is "performed" or adopted (whether consciously
or not) in order to achieve some result - to be part of the culmral norm or to produce
resistance to that cultural norm. Coates states that, under this theory, those traits
considered "unfeminine" in traditional patriarchal culture, rather than being viewed as
"deviant," should simply be seen a.fi "part of a different type of femininity, a femininity
which is distinct from masculinity but not inferior to it" (3161 /Coates's theory of "gender
performance" closely resembles Irigaray's discussion of mimicry in her article "The
Power of Discourse and the Subordination of the Feminine" - the deliberate assumption
of patriarchal, stereotypical "female" traits in order to "convert a form of subordination
into an affirmation" (76). Irigaray says: "One must assume the feminine role
deliberately" in order to begin to subvert the stereotypes associated with "femininity"
(76). In other words, if a woman deliberately acts like a helpless "bimbo" because she
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knows it will "inspire" men to lift a heavy object for her, can she really be labeled a
"bimbo"?
-Closely related to the idea of adopting stereotypically "feminine" characteristics
to undermine patriarchy is the concept of questioning the validity or "naturalness" of
gender categories altogether, especially as proposed by Judith Butier. If gender is not a
fixed element to begin with, how can one insist that a woman is not behaving the way a
woman should behave?/This question is at the core of my study of Medb.
Judith Butler, in her now classic Gender Trouble, says, "the gender that is
infroduced through tiie simile [does not act like a woman, she looks like a man] lacks
'reality,' and is taken to constitute an illusory appearance" (xxii). This perception of
reality/unreality results because gender is taken for granted at the same time that it is
culturally controlled (xix). "It [is] assumed to be a natural manifestation of sex or a
cultural constant that no human agency could hope to revise" (xix-xx). She further states:
Those . . . who are willing to decide between subversive and unsubversive
expressions of gender, base their judgments on a description... . But what
conditions the domain of appearance for gender itself? We may be tempted to
make the following distinction: a descriptive account of gender includes
considerations of what makes gender intelligible, an inquiry into its conditions of
possibility, whereas a normative account seeks to answer the question of which
expressions of gender are acceptable, and which are not, supplying persuasive
reasons to distinguish between such expressions in this way. The question,
however, of what qualifies as "gender" is itself already a question that attests to a
pervasively normative operation of power, a ftigitive operation of "what will be
the case" under the mbric of "what is the case." Thus the very description of the
field of gender is no sense prior to, or separable from, the question of its
normative operation, (xxi, original emphasis)
If "gender," then, cannot be "defined" without referring to culturally prescribed
norms, "the reality of gender is . . . put into crisis: it becomes unclear how to distinguish
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die real from the umeal" (xxiii, original emphasis). Adding yet another layer of gender
confiision, that of parody (similar to Irigaray's mimicry), "reveals tiiat the original
identity after which gender fashions itself is an imitation without an origin. To be more
precise, it is a production which, in effect - that is, in its effect - postiires as an imitation"
(175-176). Gender parody - deliberate simulation of cultiirally defined behavioral traits,
whetiier intended as satirical/sarcastic rebellion of norms, as survival sfrategy in order not
to attract unwanted attention, or as sincere desire to "fit in" to a norm - especially calls
the cultural norms into question because it means that, as Butier states, "'reality' is not as
fixed as we generally assume it to be" (xxiii-xxiv). Parody reveals that, perhaps, it is not
gender that determines how one acts/behaves/looks, but, rather, that it is how one
acts/behaves/looks that determines gender; and, if one assumes or "performs" different
behaviors or appearances, gender then becomes fluid, not fixed. Just as in Coates's
theory, wherein she says that "being a woman" is not "a unitary or unified experience"
(295), Butler says the following:
[T]he very injunction to be a given gender takes place through discursive routes:
to be a good mother, to be a heterosexually desirable object, to be a fit worker, in
sum, to signify a multiplicity of guarantees in response to a variety of different
demands all at once. The coexistence or convergence of such discursive
injunctions produces the possibility of a complex reconfiguration and
redeployment; it is not a transcendental subject who enables action in the midst of
such a convergence. There is no self that is prior to the convergence or who
maintains "integrity" prior to its entrance into this conflicted cultural field. There
is only a taking up of the tools where they lie, where the very "taking up" is
enabled by the tool lying there. (185)
The "tools," when dealing with gender parody, performance, or mimicry, are those
behaviors a woman (or man) adopts or assumes (again, consciously or not) in order to
conform to or rebel against the cultural models.
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However, how does one apply such a modem feminist theory like gender
performance and/or parody to medieval texts tiiat feature a male-constmcted female
figure that, it must be assumed, was not intended to express a feminist political rhetoric?
How does one find the location of resistance on the part of the female character in such a
patriarchal text? Deborah Cameron provides a foundation for applying this idea of
gender as "performative" to an analysis of narrative text, even medieval texts such as
those in the Ulster Cycle. In her article "Performing Gender Identity: Young Men's Talk
and the Constmction of Heterosexual Masculinity," she proposes that those who
constmct stories (about themselves or others) do so "with a view to performing certain
kinds of gender identity" (271). Analysts, in their tum, interpret text, speech, or behavior
based on their preconceived notions or expectations of gendered behavior, or, as
Cameron states: "with a view to making it exemplify certain patterns of gender
differences" (271). Therefore, analysts "constmct" meaning (based on preconceptions)
out of discourse that is itself constmcted (based on a perception the "performer" wishes to
impart). Like Butler, Cameron posits that the discourse - speech, action, text - is what
constmcts the perception of gender, not that one's gender determines what that discourse
will "natvu-ally" be (271). She asks, do analysts and other observers, and
conversationalists and other story "constmctors" interpret behavior or speech as
"gendered" because they have seen/heard/exhibited it in real life, or is their
mterpretation/constmction based on die cultiiral definitions/prescriptions they have been
exposed to, cultural norms that are so pervasive as to seem natural (270-71)? According
to Cameron (and Butler, Coates, and frigaray), the answer to this question is the latter -
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cultural norms, especially about gender, create preconceptions that lead to selective
decisions about data used to interpret or constinct gender identities. As Cameron states,
"it is exfraordinarily difficult to subdue certain expectations" about gender and gendered
behavior (270).
Applying a social theory like gender performance to literature, especially
literature of earlier periods, is always a speculative and tricky exercise. Joan Radner and
Susan Lanser, in their introductory essay to Feminist Messages: Coding in Women's Folk
Culture (edited by Radner), have developed a usefiil set of categories of what they call
"coding sfrategies" that can be applied to oral and literary "texts" (10-23), categories
which fall under the theoretical framework of gendered "performance" developed by
Irigaray, Butler, Coates, and Cameron. What follows is a general discussion of Radner
and Lanser's premise; explanations/definitions of the six categories of "coded" sfrategies
proposed by Radner and Lanser is fovmd in Chapter III. Radner and Lanser define these
codmg strategies as "a set of signals - words, forms, behaviors, signifiers of some kind that protect the creator from the consequences of openly expressing particular messages"
in the dominant, usually oppressive, culture (3). They further explain tiiat the "coding
presumes an audience in which one group of receivers is 'monocultural' and thus assumes
that its own interpretation of messages is the only one possible, while the second group,
living in two cultures, may recognize a double message - which also requires recognizing
that some form of coding has taken place" (3). While some coding may be botii
conscious and intentional, what Radner and Lanser identify as complicit and explicit
methods of coding (5), other instances of coding, they argue, may be neither intended nor
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consciously deliberate (6-7). These are "acts [of coding] whose very codedness is
arguable," and that "raise complex questions about the creator's conscious and
subconscious intentions and about the interpretations that may be constmcted both by the
original receiving community and by outside observer-analysts" (6). friterpretation of
behavior or speech as coded when there is no direct knowledge of intention to code "must
be inferred from the contextual knowledge available, and this knowledge includes an
understanding of the conventions for aesthetic production in a given cultural
cfrcumstance" (7).
This concept of inference, however, brings up the very dilemma of reading text or
performance as coded. As Radner and Lanser ask: "What conventions are operant in any
given performance, and who identifies them? What is the 'communicative context as a
whole' and for whom does it have to make 'sense'?" (7). And, most importantly in
relation to this study, "does it mean that if we, as feminists ever alert to the possibility of
feminist messages, say that something is coded, then coding has occurred?" (7). Radner
and Lanser propose that
it is theoretically feasible to argue that intentionality is built into communicative
contexts; with careful and respectful scholarship grounded in the specific cultural
context of the performance, it seems feasible to posit at least the possibility that an
act of coding has occurred. We suggest that a context for implicit coduig exists
when there is a situation of oppression, dominance, or risk for a particular
individual or identifiable group; when there is some kind of opposition to this
situation that cannot safely be made explicit; and when there is a community of
potential "listeners" from which one would want to protect oneself Sometimes,
some context of danger or taboo is recognized first and coding is inferred on this
basis . . . . In the absence of explicit evidence of coding, one has to demonstrate
that a coded reading is plausible. (9, original emphasis)
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The dilemma of inference certainly applies to the behaviors and words attributed
to Medb in the Ulster Cycle tales by the monastic scribes; the tales fall under tiie category
of texts in which "there has been neither the signaling of an intention to code nor an open
complicity in a coding system; the performance is meant to pass for an uncoded activity"
(7), especially if one supposes that the monastic scribes were all male and certainly
would have had no intention of creating a character who went against the cultural norms
in order to promote subversion among the listening/reading audience. In cases such as
the Ulster Cycle or other supposed male-authored texts created in a culture rife with
misogynistic attitudes, reading "coded messages" becomes arguable and even
confroversial; as Radner and Lanser admit, "the specific acts of coding we identify might
not necessarily be considered such by other interpreters" (10), the same issue at the heart
of Cameron's discussion of gender as performative (270-71). An added layer of
complication is added by Radner and Lanser: "Even when interpreters agree on the fact
of coding, there may be no agreement on how to read the coded message - that is, what
attimdes and values it conveys" (8). However, in spite of the assumption that deliberate
coding was (most likely) not embedded into the Ulster Cycle in connection with Medb's
character, it is still possible to assume, as Radner and Lanser do in their own smdy, "that
plausible, if provisional, meanings can be inferred through an understanding of the
situation in which they have been produced" (7).
I suggest that a close cultural examination of the period in which the Ulster Cycle
tales were produced does present the possibility of reading the texts through a lens of
"coding" or "performance-in-context" (7). Both Edel (152) and Findon (5) suggest that
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tiie texts and characters were created in a deliberately ambiguous style that allows for
varied interpretations. Reading Medb's behavior and speech in the Ulster Cycle as coded
relies on tiie concept that, while conversationalists and authors/scribes constmct gender
identities according to their own notions of gendered behavior and speech, listeners,
readers, and analysts will interpret/understand gendered behavior/traits according to their
preconceptions of those gender concepts (Cameron 271). This combination of
preconceptions based on cultural gender norms and gender performance theory has
important ramifications for new readings of female characters in medieval texts like the
Ulster Cycle. E. Jane Bums uses this method in her 1993 Bodytalk: When Women Speak
in Old French Literature to approach male-authored texts from the French Middle Ages
that feature important female figures. She states that the heroines of these tales:
. . . provide a particularly apt limit case for reading the problematic emergence of
female subjectivity within a dominant discourse, for hearing a marginalized
gendered speaker in a complex relational dynamic with a more central one.
Fictive and constmcted as the female protagonist's body is, we read that body as
anatomically female, interpreting her voice and words in relation to a
constellation of cultural codes that bear on female, not male, anatomy. While
often speaking a dominant discourse that figures woman's oppression, the
Arthurian lady and fabliau wife [of the French tales] can also be heard to speak
against those dominant discourses, to resist and dissent, turning their borrowed
speech into something else. (17)
In the same way, using awareness of cultural preconceptions and gender
performance theory can open up a new reading of Medb in the Ulster Cycle, looking
specifically for how and where she speaks and acts against the dominant discourse, even
though she was constmcted by scribes operating from the cultural codes in the dominant
discourse. Medb and other female characters in the Ulster Cycle were constmcted based
on preconceptions about female/feminine behavior (and what motivated that behavior) on
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the part of the monastic scribes, preconceptions based on church teachings and exegesis,
as well as what they could observe of women's behavior. However, readers/listeners of
the tales (both then and now) apply their own interpretations of those same behaviors and
possible motivations, also based on cultural paradigms and/or observable experiences,
and, in the case of the women in the audience, perhaps personal experience of those
behaviors. The interpretations of the audience must not be assumed to be the same as the
interpretations of the scribal redactors (who may have seen in Medb a pagan queen who
exemplified the lack of proper Christian moral decorum), just as they must not be
assumed to be the same as the interpretations of the scholars who smdied, translated, and
"explained" the tales and characters in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
(who would have viewed Medb as symbolic of negative femininity according to the
gender paradigms of their Victorian-uispfred culture and time). As Cameron says,
"[a]nalysis is never done without preconceptions, [and] we can never be absolutely nonselective in our observations" (270). This applies to the scribes, the later scholars, and
even to feminist scholars attempting new feminist readings of female characters in maleconstmcted texts.
One aspect of the Ulster Cycle that makes gender performance theory relevant
and applicable as an analytical tool is the fact that the characters rarely reveal personal or
psychological thoughts in the way that readers have come to expect of literary works of
tiie last two centuries. Therefore, readers/listeners and scholarly analysts apply thefr own
perceptions of motivations and desires to the actions and speech of the characters based
on their own understanding of gender identity markers, tiiereby opening up tiie text and
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the characters to variant readings and interpretations, which is at the very core of gender
performance theory. It also allows for an interpretation of Medb herself eis a "conscious
[agent] who may - albeit often at some social cost - engage in acts of transgression,
subversion and resistance" (Cameron 272). For, while it is tme that Medb is a maleconstmcted figure, and, therefore, constmcted on male ideas and perceptions (or
fantasies) of what women do and say, and why they do and say so, she is also meant to be
read and interpreted as "female/feminine," and, as such, can take on different meanings
when read by different audiences,/especially women who might see in Medb some
element of their own, perhaps less aggressive, gender performance tactics. As Cameron
comments:
As active producers rather than passive reproducers of gendered behaviour, men
and women may use their awareness of the gendered meanings that attach to
particular ways of speaking and acting to produce a variety of effects.... People
do perform gender differently in different contexts, and do sometimes behave in
ways we would normally associate with the "other" gender. (272, original
emphasis)
A reading of Medb that takes into account differing perceptions and different
behavioral contexts has the effect of destabilizing and deconstmctmg the very idea of
gender categories. This approach veers away from reading the tales featuring Medb as
symbolic of a "quest for a mythic or primordial past [tiiat] can tell us little about what
tiiese texts meant to their medieval creators, readers, or hearers," as Findon suggests (10).
Findon also comments thajt"tiie women in these texts [often] seem to challenge the very
stereotypes that seek to constrain them" (5), giving credence to Irigaray's assertion that
women can tum subordination into an element of power ("Power" 76), thus makmg a
gender performance reading both relevant and viable. Gender performance theory also
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means tiiat Medb can be interpreted as an accessible (and realistic) figure, to both
medieval and modem audiences.
The possibility for a complex reading of Medb based on multiple perceptions of
her behavior exists in the cultural and literary environment of medieval Ireland. Old Irish
literature from the seventh to the twelfth centuries, during which Medb's stories were
recopied and reshaped by scribes, exhibits conflicting portraits and ideologies of women,
reflecting the tensions present in the cultural, social, and political environment of freland
during this period. It is, therefore, important to understand the social context in order to
understand the literary context of a character like Medb.
To ask, like Proinsias MacCana does, would "a society which in its literature
attributes such independence to its women characters as does much of early Irish
literature . . . on the other hand deny it or rigidly curtail it in real life?" ("Women" 523) is
both simplistic and unsupported by archaeological and textual evidence. However, to
assume, on the other end of the spectrum, that women simply accepted their powerless
positions without question or protest is just as naive and unsupported by evidence.
Accepting either of these extremes as tme would imply that women either
accepted Medb as a realistic role model and, therefore, acted accordingly in both social
and political matters, or, conversely, understood and complied with the wammg Medb
represented against such "deviant" behavior. The historical evidence clearly denies the
first simation, as early Irish culture, technically, did not have timlar, independent female
mlers (although historical records attest to women who exercised great political and
social power, as I discuss in Chapter II), and women during this period had little legal.
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political, or social power on thefr own (excluding marriage and property laws, which did
allow women some limited legal power, also discussed in Chapter II). The evidence from
religious, legal, and other secular documents tends to confirm that the latter situation was
also not entirely tme, as marriage and property laws will show, as well as other tracts,
which seem to have been written with the intent of curbing behavior that did not conform
to prescribed guidelines, indicating that women did act, with some frequency, in ways
that "froubled" the legal and church authorities. Lisa Bitel, in Land of Women: Tales of
Sex and Gender from Early Ireland, best states the likely reality of the social situation:
Women in early freland were no goddess-queens, but neither were most of them
prisoners or slaves. They were participants in the culture, members of society,
players in politics, and partners in the economy. They were not social or political
equals of men, but equality was not a concept comprehensible to the early Irish.
Early medieval European societies assigned to women a limited set of roles to
play, but women in Ireland, as elsewhere, colluded in creating and maintaining
those roles, as well as subverting them. Literate men recorded a profusion of
ideas about women, positive and negative, about which women had thefr own
ideas and to which they responded with their own strategies. (II)
It is entirely possible, then, to suppose that medieval readers and listeners,
especially women, may have seen in Medb a reflection or confirmation of their own,
most likely less overt/"critique of the contemporary social landscape, and even of its
particularly male norms" (Findon 5). The tensions present in the political, social, legal,
and narrative landscapes of medieval Ireland point to the assertion that "early Ireland
hosted a set of gender relations every bit as flexible and complex as our own" (Bitel 16).
Given tiiis probable "reality," an "eitiier-or" reading of Medb, as inaccessible, mythic,
passively powerful goddess or censured "[mouthpiece] for a patriarchal discourse"
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(Findon 7) is unlikely. This study seeks to place Medb in that, as yet, under-explored
middle ground.
Findon herself explores the possibility of a "middle-ground" interpretation already
existing for medieval audiences of these tales:
By challenging the expectations that cluster around tiie standard male/female
oppositions, women in these texts can emerge as ambiguous figures who express
a subtie critique of the rigid assumptions of standard male discourse. While one
could argue that such women are ultimately employed to encode an exploration of
male anxieties, they at least allow for an opening up of the text to multiple
readings by members of both sexes in the audience. (5)
Municry, gender performance, gender parody, performative gender, coding
sfrategies, and the idea of the multiplicity of the feminine inherent in Irigaray's concept of
sexual difference do make a space for the aggressive, ambitious, and competitive female
in literature and in reality, without having to excuse the behavior as a "forced" by-product
of patriarchal culture - unlike the concepts of the feminist hero posited by Pearson and
Pope, and Aisenberg. Rather than a victim or product of patriarchy - both terms that
imply passive objectification —/Medb can be converted, through gender performance
theory, into a strategic agent/subject who uses the "tools" available to her through
patriarchy: a woman in a man's world who makes conscious choices about her behavior
and appearance in order to subvert the very society that has, in its tum, tried to use her as
a tool to suppress and condemn her and other women based on its patriarchal and patristic
worldview. The ultimate irony in a feminist gender performance reading of Medb is that
behavior and speech, traditionally purported by scholars to cast Medb in a misogynistic
light, become traits she deliberately adopts to assume control, over herself and her
environment; this "performance" reading, then, imbues her with a clearly "gendered"
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power, making her "a whole being with unlimited potential for development" (Pomeroy,
9), a woman "in all her aspects" (Wolkstein, xvi), and a figure that begins to dismantle
the cultural and gender paradigms under which Medb has previously been analyzed.
Finally, the question must be asked: why undertake this particular approach, at
this time, in reading Medb? hi large part, this study seeks to counter the entrenched
approaches to Medb's character, the virgin/whore dichotomy that itself has become so
pervasive as to seem, like patriarchy and gender paradigms, a "natural" occurrence.
Findon herself, who strongly advocates the need for both literary and feminist readings of
the women in Old Irish literature, seems to imply that Medb's character is too firmly
enmeshed in the "divine"/"troublesome woman" scholarship camps to be a viable subject
for an altemative feminist reading, one of the reasons she claims for choosing Emer as
the subject of her study (8-22).
Although studies, including feminist readings, examining Medb's feminine power
have been undertaken, they generally focus on her "obvious" divine characteristics, as
exemplified by the approaches taken by Proinsias MacCana, T. F. O'Rahilly, Miranda
Green, Rosalind Clark, Jean Markale, Charles Bowen, and Erica Sessle, all of whom still
see her as a figure with negative qualities in spite of her divinity. Additionally, studies
dealing with Medb focus almost exclusively on her role in the 7am Bo Cuailnge, and
often include her in a discussion about other female characters in the Old Irish tales, most
of whom are studied for their divine attributes as well.
Approaches to Medb and other Old Irish female characters as literary figures are
rare and often focus on their constmction by male patristic scribes conforming to the
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dictates of a leamed class that, increasingly, privileged the Christian and patriarchal
worldview. These readings generally center on exposing the negative portrayal of the
central female character, and Medb is especially singled out in this type of reading. The
most representative examples of this approach can be seen in Patricia Kelly's and Lisa
Bitel's interpretations of Medb in the Tain, both of whom seem to simply perpetuate the
misogyny-laden critiques of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century scholars.
Findon also takes this approach to Medb's character in her review of the conflicting
portraits of women in medieval Irish literature (13-14).
In spite of the general sense among Old Irish scholars that Medb's character
cannot be read as other than a goddess figure or a troublesome woman to be censured, I
argue that the same questions Findon poses about Emer, whom she calls "of great interest
to feminists"(22), can be applied to Medb to ehcit an altemative reading of this powerful
figure. Findon asks: "How do we read such a woman? And how might the medieval
hearers or readers of these texts have 'read' her? Does she owe her independence to some
archaic and half-forgotten conception of the pagan goddess, or to the lives of'real
women' in early medieval freland?" (8).
In light of some emerging voices that have begun to question the continuing
relevance of the goddess/whore dichotomy applied to Medb, I argue that the stage is set
to accept a more literary, openly feminist, and performative perspective of the Connacht
wanior queen. Edel comments that scholars like Patricia Kelly have applied the
sovereignty goddess symbolism to historical "Celtic" queens like Cartimandua and
Boudica, as well as to fictional characters like Medb, but asks: "Why not proceed the
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other way round and take the goddess as the divine reflection of the earthly reality?"
(151, n.33). Donncha 6 Corrain brings up the possibility of a "realistic" portrayal of
Medb when he claims: ""we need not doubt that there were many like her in real life" in
freland during the same centuries in which Medb's tales appeared (10). Roger Sawyer
declares in his 1993 "We Are But Women": Women in Ireland's history, a remarkable
study of historical (and some mythical) women who changed the face of Ireland over the
centuries, that Medb is "as bmtal and aggressive as any legendary man" and should be
read as a character with "no need for . . . apologies" (5). Edel states that characters in
Irish narrative literature "are hardly ever delineated in terms of black or white" (152-153)
while Findon states that many medieval Irish texts feature female characters that defy
simplistic "saint/sinner" definitions (5). This ambiguity, I argue, includes Medb, in spite
of the overwhelming tendency to analyze her with such rigid parameters.
Elizabeth Abel states in her introduction to her 1982 edited collection of essays
Writing and Sexual Difference that a "more acutely literary perspective" using a sexual
difference approach allows even male-authored texts to be "examined less as documents
of sexism than as artful renditions of sexual difference. Women emerge in these analyses
no longer as the passive victims of male authorial desire but rather as powerful figures
that elicit texts crafted to appropriate or mute their difference" (2). In the past two
decades, Abel's "more acutely literary perspective" (2) has been used to great effect in the
study of female characters in (male-authored) medieval texts: Jane Chance {Woman as
Hero in Old English Literature), and Helen Damico and Alexandra Hennessey Olsen
{New Readings on Women in Old English Literature) in their studies of women and the
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heroic principle in Old English literatiire; E. Jane Bums, in her study of female characters
in French medieval texts using a sexual difference approach; and Joanne Findon, Frances
Devlin-Glass ("Re-Membering Archaic Women: The Body in Archaic frish Epic and
Nan-ative"), and Anne Dooley ("The Invention of Women in the Tain."), in their
examinations of female characters in Old Irish literature, studies that expressly do not
depend on seeing the characters as humanized goddesses. Dooley, in her article, includes
an analysis of a key scene featuring Medb in the 7am using Irigaray's discussion of
mimicry. Thus, my reading of Medb places my study into this emerging trend of feminist
criticism, an approach that positions her as a literary figure to be examined based on
textual analysis. More importantly, this approach makes her an accessible figure of
feminine power not as far removed from the daily lives of female "readers" of the text as
once thought - audiences both contemporary to Medb's tales and of today.

Literary, Social, and Religious Tradition of Early Ireland
In order to generate an effective discussion of Medb as a literary character that
can be approached from a gender or feminist perspective, it is important to have a basic
understanding of the literary and social cultures that produced the tales in which she
appears, which includes the reUgious milieu. Although there has been much discussion
in the scholarship of the oral tradition from which the tales emerged, this study focuses
on the literary (i.e. written and compiled) versions of the Ulster Cycle tales, which, most
scholars agree, are confined to between the late seventh and mid-twelfth centuries,
although evidence seems to suggest that a few selected texts may have existed even
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earlier, to perhaps the mid- or late-sixth century (Camey, "Early Irish" 122). Since the
bulk of the tales analyzed in this study are found in manuscripts or compilations dating to
between the mid-tenth to mid-twelfth centuries, this period will be the focus for
discussions conceming the social, political, and historical influence on the transmission,
composition, and shaping of the tales and character of Medb, with further background
provided where necessary. This section discusses the general literary and social/religious
culture of medieval Ireland during the period mentioned; short summaries and relevant
manuscript tradition information are provided as each individual tale is introduced in the
following chapters.
One aspect of the literary climate of medieval Ireland that supports the viability of
an analysis of Medb as a literary constmction is the argument by many scholars that the
scribes engaged in composing and reshaping the Irish texts "were also remarkably
conversant with a wide range of secular Latin literature, including the works of Isidore,
Ovid, Vergil, and Sidonius, and that they often used classical texts as models even when
writing in the vernacular" (Findon 13). Findon explains that although the tales
themselves may have come out of an oral pre-Christian tradition, because the written
forms of the stories were compiled and collected by scribes trained in a monastic
Christian environment, "the entire corpus of medieval Irish literature .. comes down to
us mediated through a literate. Christian culture. As a result, even texts which may
appear archaic and 'pagan' are likely far removed from their original forms" (13). This is
a vitally important point, for the tradition has been to see Medb and many of the Ulster
Cycle (and other) tales as a "window" into a mythic, primordial past, and that these tales
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reveal, for modem readers, some kind of "tmth" about pre-Christian freland. The
scholarship of Kim McCone {Pagan Past and Christian Present), Joseph Falaky Nagy
{Conversing with Angels and Ancient: Literary Myths of Medieval Ireland), and James
Camey have helped, to a great extent, to dispel the romantic notion of natively-trained
scribes desperately trying to preserve their way of life under the onslaught of the
Christianizing hoards of outsiders. Camey states:
It must, however, be stressed that there is no such thing as a literature which is
Irish, pure and uncontaminated. The literamre that we know came into being
mainly as a result of the impact upon a primitive society of Christianity and of
Graeco-Latin civilization. The cross-fertilization took place at a period that antedates our earliest literary monuments, and there is no piece of literature that can
be taken without question as an accurate reflection of Ireland's pagan past.
(Introduction 2)
Findon makes a case for scribal intervention that could sometimes be drastic,
stating that the scribes "clearly did not view [the tales] as sacrosanct, [and] had their own
ideas about what should or should not be included in the versions they copied" (11). "All
of these interventions," she adds, "suggest that the redactors and scribes who preserved
the tales were conscious of their role in mediating between the texts and their audience"
(11), an audience that, like the scribes, "embraced both the heritage of the Latin-Christian
worid and the pre-Christian native tradition" (II). Like other scholars, Findon explains
that "it is clear that from an eariy date oral and written texts existed side by side" (13),
meaning that the ongoing oral tradition also influenced the transformations of the literary
constmctions being circulated and transmitted.
This continuing oral culture is important for more than the effect it may have had
on the manuscript composition, for it means that the tales circulated among communities
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in two mediums, thereby expanding the level of what Camey terms "cross-fertilization"
(Introduction 2). Vincent Dunn explains the influence of this oral culture on the literary
one in his 1989 Cattle Raids and Courtships: Medieval Narrative Genres in a Traditional
Context:
Among the vast majority of people in the medieval period, little was changed by
the achievements of the literati. Certainly we cannot assume that narrative
structures endowed with cultural relevance and handed down over centuries
would have been allowed to fade from customary popular usage overnight. More
important still, we must recognize that the literati themselves were a product of
their culture and that, however sophisticated their achievements in a developing
written medium, their perceptions of the world could not help but reflect the
stmctured formulations they had inherited along with the rest of their culture. (6)
He adds, "We need to remind ourselves that even the most sophisticated of medieval
audiences was experientially grounded in a traditional culture" (6), a point that Findon
confirms when she discusses that the predominantly Christian audience of the eleventhor twelfth-century would still have harbored or accepted "a number of archaic survivals
in society" that they would have expected and, perhaps, even demanded be present in the
tales they listened to or read (19-20). In addition, the co-existence of both oral and
written modes of communication assured that these tales extended beyond individual or
insular communities or monasteries (see below for a discussion of the social/monastic
stmcture of Ireland during this period). As Findon states: "[A]s recent scholarship has
shown, the monastic scriptoria borrowed manuscripts from each other to recopy them for
their own communities, a practice which suggests that these tales were well known in
many areas of Ireland" (19). This practice of borrowing manuscripts also creates a
common tradition of tales, and a common tradition of characters from those tales,
elements that become important in undertaking a comparative literary analysis of Medb
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in the different tales. Historian Daibhi 6 Croinin remarks in his comprehensive look at
Irish history. Early Medieval Ireland: 400-1200, that the Ulster Cycle is remarkable for
the fact that it relates the history of Ulster and its legendary royal capital, Emain Macha,
"from outside the Ulster kingdom" (46). This gives rise to the possibility that the core
traditions of the story were brought southwards from Ulster by historical migrating tribes,
creating a saga history that eventually became a "national" tradition, like the language,
law tracts, genealogies, and annals (46).
The blend of oral and literate cultures, of both secular and sacred tales, of literati
intent on both preserving and consciously changing the literary tradition, and of
audiences both sophisticated (and perhaps aristocratic) and grounded in archaic tradition
helps to explain why the literature of this period demonstrates "a remarkable consistency"
(II) among its many tales, on the one hand, yet reveals "a conflicting set of views
pertaining to women" (15), on the other hand. Findon remarks that this contradiction is a
reflection of the numerous political and cultural tensions in existence in freland during
the period, tensions that existed
between the pre-Christian heritage of myth on the one hand and Christian
tradition on the other; between the production of fixed, written manuscripts and
the ongoing influences of oral tradition; between the native Irish laws of marriage
and the demands of canon law (particularly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries);
and in the turmoil of inter-tribal conflict as native political models came
increasingly under Continental influence. (15)
Those tensions can be understood best through a description of the social and
religious (monastic) stmcture of Ireland between the late seventh and twelfth centuries,
which had major influence on the development and dissemination of the manuscripts and
traditions associated with the Ulster Cycle. Camey calls the Ulster Cycle an "amalgam"
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of fact and fiction, a series of fictional stories "set against what I would regard as the
fimdamentally historical background of the central epic," in his 1983 article "Early Irish
Literature: The State of Research" (116). That same concept of an "amalgam" can be
applied appropriately to the seemingly paradoxical mixture of homogeneity and
fragmentation found in the social and political organization of this period in Irish history
(compared to Ireland's continental and British neighbors of the same time), as 6 Croinin
shows (110-11). While medieval Ireland boasted a standard vemacular language, a
widespread common tradition of legends and saga material, and a shared set of religious
and legal customs and fraditions, the political organization consisted of a "patchwork of
local tribal kingdoms, each confident in its own distinctiveness" (110). O Croinin states:
There is a further distinction in the laws between the minor king {ri tuaithe) and
the over-king, a man who was overlord of three or four lesser kings {fuirig<fo +
rig). Such an over-king - termed "great king" {ruiri), or "king of tuatha" {ri
tuath) - might in tum be subject to the most exalted class of king recognized by
the laws, the "king of over kings" {ri ruirech), otherwise described as "chief of
kings" {ollam uas rigaib), or "provincial king" {ricoicid). ( I l l )
This fragmentation and intricate set of alliances and loyalties gave rise to constant
competition between the kingdoms, which, in tum, gave rise to the fragmentary nature of
the emerging Christianity (110-111). In order to conduct missionary activities, traveling
Christian monks found it necessary to purchase safe passage from the different kings they
encountered (as St. Patrick himself explained in his writings), and there are numerous
references in these early Christian writings to sons and daughters of minor frish kings
entering the monastic or abbey life, indicating that these religious centers undoubtedly
came under the influence of the tuath [kingdom] kings, which, in tum, put them into
competition with other monastic centers tied to other tuaths (111). Therefore, rather than
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a system of central bishoprics that controlled outlying parishes (as in Britain or the
continent), early frish Christianity emerged as a system of nearly autonomous monastic
centers that were intimately tied to the over-kings of each province, and as the prospects
and prosperity of the kingdom over-lords rose and fell, so did the primacy and
importance of the monastic centers (110-111). This state of affairs, in mm, meant that,
while customs, traditions, and even laws may have had a general uniformity, each tuath
applied tiiose principles individually. While, in theory, the people of one tuath enjoyed
the same rights and protections as the people of another tuath, the practice of such
concepts largely were dependent on the virtue, connections, or political strength of the
individual over-kings (III).
However, in spite of the political power the over-kings may have held, they did
not have the power to override individual confract law already established by the law
tracts (largely administered and compiled by a generally cohesive and consistent leamed
order), which were largely concemed with compensating victims of wrongdoing, rather
than imposing punishment on the wrongdoers, a trait that sets Irish law apart from the
laws established in Britain and on the continent of the same period (112-15). To a great
extent, the laws governed the daily aspects of life and strove to impose some set of
behavior on its inhabitants, but not by directly prescribing what such behavior should be;
instead, the laws dictate the compensatory consequences of breach of certain behaviors.
O Croinin explains that the very nature of these laws as compensatory and not codified in
any permanent way meant that the laws had to be reinterpreted and modified when new
situations arose (116). Often, the changes were simply added to the existing mles, and
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the law tracts then provided a growing and evolving body of circumstances to which that
law applied (117).
ft is possible that the practice of simply adding to and expanding the categories to
which a certain law applied contributed to the law tracts possessing "uniformity" across
the provinces of freland, for, in spite of regional differences or circumstances arising in
different regions, the laws would eventually become sufficiently comprehensive to deal
with those individual circumstances (119). Another contributing factor to the overall
unified nature of Irish law was the practice - also seen with the sagas, genealogies, and
annals - of different centers borrowing and copying law tracts for their own provincial
administration. The law texts that were collected and compiled - that seem to imply this
unified or uniform nation-wide "code of law" - seem to represent a "superstmcture on a
much larger base of custom" (115). Customs and practices that applied to more mundane
matters were generally not written into the law tracts that circulated among the provincial
law centers, and they could be changed at the local level by agreement at assemblies,
although they generally remained unchanged over generations (115).
The combination of the written tracts, with their constantly evolving legal
reinterpretations, superimposed on individual tuath customs and practices reveals a
society - as politically fragmented as it was - largely concemed with describing and
maintaining status and rank, personal relationships, political alliances, inheritance and
property issues, and the establishment of compensatory procedures for the loss of or
damage to those categories (115-16), all issues principally secular and which are often at
odds with Christian canon laws. A remarkable characteristic of the frish legal tracts is
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that, without exception, they are all written in Old Irish, in spite of the fact that Christian
monastic scribes well-versed in Latin were most likely involved in giving them their
shape (123-24). It is generally accepted that writing (in both Latin and the old Irish
vemacular) was introduced to freland with the coming of Christianity, some time around
the fifth cenmry (121), thereby supporting the case for monastic scribes being involved in
helping to write both the secular law tracts and the religious canon laws (124). This
likely state of affairs - secular and canon clerics working side by side, and sometimes on
each others' tracts - is another aspect of the "amalgamated" nature of early Irish culture.
In spite of this "cross-pollination," Christian canonic law did not succeed in replacing or
erasing the earlier secular Brehon laws (named after the brithemain, [judges/jurists]
whose ftmction it was to preserve and write the laws), in the way it did on the continent
and in Britain, until the advent of the Norman-Anglo invasion in the late twelfth century,
and even as late as the seventeenth century in the case of marriage practices (127). In
severalcases, "law texts contrast ecclesiastical and secular law, often acknowledging that
aspects of the older customary law embodied features which were not necessarily
compatible with God's law but which could be justified in terms of'natural law' {recht
aicnid)" (124).
The co-existence of Brehon and Christian canon laws seems particularly tied to
political expediency in the forming of political alliances between kingdoms in the case of
the man-iage laws. 6 Croinin writes: "eariy Irish society was unequivocal in its
recognition of and support for multiple maniage and divorce," which put these laws
greatly at odds with canonic law regarding maniage (127; F. Kelly 70-75). hi addition.
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Irish secular law allowed for equal inheritance rights for the offspring of both a principal
wife and a second partner, sometimes described as a concubine (127; F. Kelly 102-3),
and the secular law clerics used biblical (Old Testament) precedent to justify and argue
against canonic attempts to invalidate or eliminate this practice: "if the Hebrews in Old
Testament times could have many wives, why should not the Irish?" (127; F. Kelly 71).
In a society based on forming and maintaining political power, multiple marriages were a
vital means for cementing political alliances. Muireann Ni Bhrolchain writes in her
article "The Banshenchas Revisited": "Marriages would have been initiated and
terminated by a father or brother to secure an existing alliance or to appease and pacify
enemies. This was similar to the general European situation where royal marriage was
also a political expedient. As the direction of the family's political ambition shifted so
might the woman's husband" (70).
The politically fragmented stmcture of the tuath society, with its system of tribal
kings, overlords, and chief over-kings is significant in understanding why a cohesive and
centralized Christian social and legal order did not become the norm until after the socalled reform of the church at the end of the twelfth century, coinciding with the AngloNorman invasion. Because of the frish social stmcture, the church eventually adopted a
system of important monastic houses established in the province of the chief over-kings
that were, in tum, connected to smaller "branch" monasteries, and, so, extended its reach
into the lesser kingdoms while still keeping its ties to the influential chief over-king, a
system called/^arac/?/a {paruchiae - plural) to indicate a network of inter-tribal
properties ( 6 Croinin 164). This monastic system was markedly different from the
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continental and British system of bishop-mled dioceses, but allowed the church officials
to have farther-reaching influence in the non-cenfrally organized social system of freland
(147). Although the church initially tried to organize along the Roman system of
dioceses, this arrangement limited the territorial area of influence, and, because Ireland
was not set up on a system of large cities with outlying country villages (as on the
continent and in Britain), "the older diocesan churches saw their future in an alignment
with the newer monastic system" (164).
The paruchiae could cross political and territorial boundaries, and the monasteries
were built on land that belonged to influential families, who, in some instances, joined
the monastic community in their entirety, explains Michael Richter in Medieval Ireland:
The Enduring Tradition (61). Because ownership of the land remained in the hands of
the family, and not particular individuals, many monasteries ended up becoming part of a
family's possessions, often passed down as inheritance property (61). While it was an
advantage for monastic communities to be allied with powerful families, it also meant
that monasteries "were often established without the land passing into the legal
possession of the monastery" (61), leaving the monastic community vulnerable to losing
its holdings and influence if the family lost its holdings or political power through the
many inter-tribal wars for supremacy during this period (64-65). Furthermore, as many
abbots of the more powerful and influential monasteries were members of equally
powerful and influential noble families, "the Church in Ireland assumed certain features
of secular society in the early stages of its history" (61), that existed alongside the purely
secular and pre-Christian group of poets or seers {filid), showing "that Christianity had a
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vigorous competitor in the cultural area" (65). There is also evidence to show that
Christianity may not have been as widely accepted or embraced by all areas of society in
freland as some of the Christian sources depict, which were, Richter says, "written mostly
by Christian authors who had an interest in endorsing their own religion" (64). The
reality, he states, is more likely that Christianity did not simply replace the oral secular
traditions of the filid: "It appears to have been received into the established circles of
learning and politics as having equal rights and status without, however, achieving an
exclusive position" (65).
Christianity was accepted by many of the nobihty and intellectual class - at least
until its consolidation and reform in the late twelfth century - "as an additional
enrichment to life; for many it had the attraction of dramatic entertainment, for some
individuals it was their sole purpose in life, but for the population at large, it was by no
means an all-embracing way of life" (67), as is evidenced by the often contradicting and
conflicting law texts, annals, and genealogies. The monastic stmcture, which
complemented the power stmcture of the kingdoms, as well as the "family-based"
monastic power base, explains the unique parallel existence of Christian/biblical canon
laws with secular "older" laws that many of the kings and other nobles followed when
politically expedient - especially when it came to marriage for political purposes and
advantages. Both the secular and canon laws "represent attempts on the part of members
of a non-centralized political community to standardize every aspect of the domestic
economy" and the problematic behavior of its members ( 6 Croinin 146). He adds: "The
implication of the myriad mles and regulations seems to be that eariy frish society was
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engaged in a constant stmggle to control its members and restrict as much as possible the
likelihood of clashes between them. While this may appear to us an excessively rigid and
inhibiting stmcture, it had one great advantage - it worked" (146), and it attests to the
many situations that arose constantly that needed redress, and, therefore, more laws.
The Ulster Cycle, with its preoccupation with status, honor, possessions, and
redress for lost possessions, damaged or dishonored reputations, and breach of political or
personal alliances mirrors the Irish society of the eighth through twelfth centuries.
Although said to represent a pre-Christian period in Irish history (see below), and,
therefore, politically divided into the mythical "Fifths" or five provinces of an ancient
Irish system, which may or may not have existed ( 6 Croinin 110), the concems and
simations depicted in the Cycle tales seem to represent the political and personal
concems of the members of the society that would have been the tales' primary audience.
Elements in the Cycle tales seem to specifically represent the tensions that Findon
describes (15) between the older ways of frish laws, including Brehon marriage laws, and
the laws, customs, and mles the Christian canon clerics were attempting to impose on the
island.

Stmcture and Summary of the Ulster Cycle
It is generally agreed upon by scholars that the Ulster Cycle's setting and events
depict a pre-Christian period, with most scholars suggesting the oral tradition of these
tales emerged between the second century BCE and fourth or early fifth century CE
(Jackson 55; Murphy 115-16; Kinsella ix; Gantz,8; Green 13). A brief outhne of the
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Ulster Cycle is provided here, but summaries of the individual tales are included in
subsequent chapters as they are introduced. The central, and longest, tale of the Ulster
Cycle is the Tain Bo Cuailnge, around which the other tales in the Cycle revolve. The
principal action concems the rivalry between two powerful provinces, Ulster, mled by
Conchobor mac Nessa, and Connacht, mled by Medb and her fourth husband, Ailill. The
rivalry between the two provinces is both political and personal, as Medb was once
married to Conchobor, left him, and was later raped by him at a public festival attended
by representatives of all the great provincial mling houses. Although the rivalry shows
itself in numerous small ways throughout the tales, the most important and intense
manifestation of this rivalry is the great cattle raid into Ulster, spearheaded by Medb, to
steal Conchobor's magical bull, the Donn Cuailnge (The Brown Bull of Cooley), which
would give Medb greater power over both her husband, Ailill, and Conchobor. Cii
Chulainn, the great boy-hero of Ulster, single-handedly must defend Ulster and the Donn
from Medb's forces for several days while the Ulster warriors recover from a magical
spell that makes them weak. Additionally, Fergus - Cii Chulainn's foster father and
Conchobor's former ally - has defected to Medb's province after a falling out with
Conchobor, and he and Medb become lovers. Fergus fights against his Ulster friends and
relatives, but his loyalty to Medb and Connacht comes under serious question at several
junctures. Several of the tales connected to the Tain recount adventures of individual
Ulster or Connacht characters, explain events leading up to the cattle raid, and give
accounts of the deaths of several of the cattle raid heroes or principal players.
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Gerard Murphy, in his "Saga and Myth in Ancient freland" section of Early Irish
Literature (written with Eleanor Knott), describes the Ulster Cycle as part of freland's
Heroic Cycle:
Heroic literature is aristocratic in outlook. As virtues it recognises loyalty,
prowess, and fulfilment of one's word. Boasting, providing that the boast be
equaled by the deed, is not considered a fault. It idealizes its heroes, yet remains
fundamentally realistic: those heroes are made of flesh and blood; their success or
failure depends more on character and action than on accident or magic, though
fate and the gods may be regarded as inscmtable yet necessary factors in life.
War is the profession of the princes of whom it treats, a type of war which is
direct and straightforward, almost devoid of strategy, and commonly decided by
the personal prowess of leaders. Description of the ceremony of court life, of the
interior of palaces, and of the ornament of clothes and weapons, is universal in
heroic literature. (114-115)
Kinsella comments that "the barbaric world of the stories, uninfluenced by Greece or
Rome" is similar to the "La Tene fron Age civilisation of Gaul and Britain," which
includes the description of weapons, methods of warfare, and elements of social standing
and behavior, particularly boasting and cattle-raiding (ix). Jeffrey Gantz states in his
introduction to his translations of Early Irish Myths and Sagas that the information
generated by the elements found in the tales supports the idea "that the Irish society
represented by the Ulster Cycle is still very similar to the Gaulish civilization described
by Caesar; and there are good reasons to think it not very different from the Celtic world
of an even earlier period" (25). Because of the nature of epic, or heroic, hterature,
Kinsella states, modem readers may find "there is no unifying narrative tone: the story is
told in places with a neutral realism, in places with an air of folk or fantasy" (xiii). He
continues: "to see [what has often been called inconsistency in the storytelling] as
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'mistakes,' or even flaws, is to misapply modem conventions and ignore the real namre,
and perhaps the oral origin, of the stories" (xiii).
However, in spite of the Ulster Cycle's "pagan" setting, it is important to
remember that the tales were shaped into their literary form by Christian scribes, and, as
such, underwent much scribal intervention and modification. As Gantz states, in written
form, the Ulster Cycle suffers "from faulty transmission, political distortion, historical
overlays and church censorship" (15) and, most likely, reflects political and historical
situations closer in time to the written compositions than a distant pagan past (7-8, 24).
For this reason, this study focuses on the written compilations of the Ulster Cycle tales as
literary productions, and includes discussions of the socio-political environment of the
period (ninth through twelfth centuries) that might have most influenced the scribes as
they reshaped and recopied the tales that feature Medb as major character.
The two most important compilations of manuscripts connected to the Ulster
Cycle are the Lebor na huidre [Book of the Dun Cow] (hereafter referred to as LU-TBC I
or TBC I), dating from about 1100, and the Book of Leinster (LL-TBC II or TBC II),
which dates to about 1160. Both compilations contain versions of the 7am Bo Cuailnge,
as well as several of the connected pre- and post-tales featuring many of the main
characters of the Tain. The Yellow Book ofLecan (YBL), dating to the late fourteenth
century, also includes a partial version of the Tain, as well as several important pre-tales,
including the tale known as "Cath Boinde" [Battle of the Boyne], in which Medb's
several marriages and the conditions by which she comes to the throne of Connacht are
recounted, as well as revealing a strong emotional motivation (her rape by Conchobor)
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for the cattle raid in the Tain. This tale most likely inspired the "Pillow Talk" section that
begins TBC II, wherein an important political motivation for the cattle raid is disclosed.
However, scholars point out that the dates of the compilations do not necessarily date the
stories contained in them. Language in TBC I, for instance, has been dated to as early as
the eighth century, with some portions possibly even earlier (Findon 18; Camey, "Early
Irish" 122). Other tales in the Cycle, although surviving only in later manuscripts, clearly
must have had earlier versions and traditions, as references to the events in those tales are
made in manuscripts with earlier composition dates (as is the case, for instance, with the
tale known as "Echfra Nera" [The Adventure of Nera], found in a manuscript dated to the
early sixteenth cenmry, but whose events are referred to in TBC I, and which contains yet
another motivation for the cattle raid in the Tain).
These compilations, mixing earlier and later manuscripts, are a product of the
tendency among scribes to share and copy manuscripts, thereby ensuring, Findon says,
"the continuity of a literary tradition in which the eleventh- or twelfth-century reader or
listener had access to texts from a variety of time periods, and would have been familiar
with stories that had been circulating for hundreds of years" (13). Additionally, this
continuity created a set of tales and traditions linked in a number of ways - many of the
tales feature characters found in other tales and/or refer to events from other tales.
Findon states that these connections would have meant that "any reading or performance
of one tale would have immediately evoked [for the audience] not only the other tales,
but also variant versions of them, both oral and written" (17).
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Tom Chadwin explains in his article "The Remscela Tana Bo Cualngi" that the
Ulster Cycle represents "intertextuality in its most concrete forni" because the 7am and
its pre-tales, known as remscela [fore-tales], "are all bound together" (75). These links
between texts work in three different ways: "remscela are linked to other remscela...;
remscela are linked to TBC, whether by supplying background, cause, or reference;" and,
in a few interesting cases, "TBC is linked to the remscela," whereby a direct mention of
an event in a fore-tale is referred to in the Tain itself (75). Chadwin states that this
intertextuality is essential to understanding the whole of the Ulster Cycle, as meaning is
lost when tales are "divorced from the texts with which they are inextricably associated"
(75).
In addition to understanding its intertextual nature, readers and researchers should
be aware, says Edel, that there "is a certain ambiguity of style which seems to have been
consciously intended in order to widen the range of interpretation" (152). That ambiguity
extends to the characters, including Medb, so that, as Edel states, "the relation between
the royals [Medb and Ailill, and perhaps even Conchobor] is much less clear-cut than is
often assumed" (152). Findon argues that, even in the most overtly misogynistic texts (a
category into which she places the 7am), female characters can often be read as
"ambiguous figures who express a subtle critique of the rigid assumptions of standard
male discourse" (5).
Especially important in this study is this consideration of intertextuality and
ambiguity in the Ulster Cycle, as it provides a foundation for analyzing the figure of
Medb across the tales, with the intent of forming an overall picture of her character and
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personality as a warrior queen. Her character shows remarkable consistency in her
actions and personality that, I contend, cannot immediately and obviously be categorized
as negative or misogynistic (with the exception of her anomalous death tale, discussed
briefly in Chapter V), in spite of the insistence of many scholars to the contrary. I argue
that her character lends itself to, as Findon says of Emer and other female characters in
Old Irish literature, a "more subtly nuanced [reading]" that seems "to challenge the very
[stereotype] that [seeks] to constrain [her]" (5), especially in light of the instances of
praise or respect directed at Medb by even some of her enemies. Edel calls Medb's
relationship with her husband Ailill and other characters "just what one might expect. . .
in real life - and thus both psychologically and politically convincing" (153). These
considerations allow, as Findon says, "for an opening up of the text to multiple readings
by members of both sexes in the audience" (5), both of the period of the tales and today.

Stmcture and Overview of Subsequent Chapters
In order to capitalize on the intertextuality of the Ulster Cycle tales and the
ambiguity of Medb's characterization, and to underscore more strongly Coates's concept
that "the woman we perform is not the same woman in all circumstances" (295), this
study focuses on the different "performances" that Medb engages in to fulfill her roles of
political mler and military commander. Analyzing Medb's actions and words as tools (to
use Butler's term) to achieve specific outcomes based on the part she happens to be
playing avoids the pitfall of evaluating whether such behavior falls within "proper" or
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"moral" gendered norms. Often, Medb uses similar "tools" in different roles, but for
different purposes and with different strategies, as when she uses her sexuality.
Chapter II considers, in some detail, the historical evidence that female mlers and
female waniors did exist throughout historical and geographical areas in more numbers
than is often assumed, laying the groundwork for seeing Medb not as an anomalous
fiction, but as a character with some basis in fact. In addition, I look closely at the
annalistic records of five important Irish queen consorts and the tenth century AngloSaxon queen Mhelflaed of Mercia, daughter of Alfred the Great, which provide evidence
that historical women with Medb's traits existed, making Medb a more realistically
drawn character than claimed by scholars.
Chapter III analyzes Medb's character in terms of her performance as a political
mler. Scholars have long maintained that Medb's femaleness would have precluded her
from mlership based on Old Irish laws and customs about kingship, using this factor to
base their analyses of the queen as a symbol of the patriarchal, patristic campaign to
ridicule her and, by association, all women who do not conform to conventional behavior
patterns, traditionally viewing her as an unnatural and aggressive woman who has
overstepped the bounds of her gender by aspiring to a leadership position. While I do not
argue that this approach is invalid or incorrect, I propose that the pervasive focus on her
femaleness as a disqualification of her ability to mle seems to have excluded, for many
scholars, the possibility of examining the behaviors attributed to Medb in the tales in
terms of the cultural/political environment of early freland. This chapter specifically
analyzes her role as a political mler based on cultural aspects of the early Irish culture
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depicted in the tales, the political climate of the period in which the tales were composed
and modified (ninth through twelfth centuries), an examination of what seems to be a
remarkable precedent for Medb's role in the Ulster Cycle from the pre-Indo-European
tales of the Sumerian Inanna, as well as offering an analysis of her behavior through the
concepts of coding strategies and gender performance to reveal Medb as a shrewd
political player who both understands and uses the customs of her culture and her very
femaleness in order to gain a political advantage. Approaching Medb and the tales
through these lenses allows for a reading of Medb as a reflection of reality - if
exaggerated - and allows for an analysis of her behavior as conscious acts in connection
with her role as a mler, and not simply as outright fabrication on the part of the moralistic
scribes intent on using her as an example of negative feminine behavior.
Chapter IV examines her role specifically as military commander on the Tain.
This chapter seeks to reposition Medb as a competent and shrewd commander who
understands the responsibilities and consequences of leadership, a role that she properly
regards as a performance. She uses strategies of distraction, indirection, and feigned
incompetence - the "only a weak woman" syndrome (Fraser 213) - to generate a more
practical solution from her generals, which allows them to take credit. In addition, the
chapter explores how she can be read as subverting the early Irish cultural norms of
shame and honor in order to achieve ultimate revenge against her enemies. A re-reading
of the military campaign in the Tain itself through these various perspectives allows
Medb to be viewed as cunning, strategic, and mthless a leader as her male counterparts, a
commander who is no more and no less treacherous, devious, manipulative, honorable.
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brave, and heroic than the men with and against whom she fights, converting her into an
example of what John Keegan calls, in his introduction to The Mask of Command: A
Study of Generalship, "leadership of the heroic style: aggressive, invasive, exemplary,
risk-taking" (10).
Chapter V presents overall conclusions about Medb as presented in this study, and
offers brief summaries of planned further research. Additionally, implications and
further applications of this approach to Old Irish literature, in general, and to the female
characters in medieval Irish literamre, specifically, are discussed.
This study is the first full-scale attempt to offer not only an altemative way of
reading and reclaiming Medb as a figure of empowerment, but also a comparative and
comprehensive character analysis of the Connacht warrior queen across numerous tales in
which she appears as a major player. This analysis reads narratives of Medb as less
inconsistent and misogynistic than do previous studies. Additionally, by examining her
character from a literary, textual perspective, it is possible to find those points of
"embedded resistance" (Findon 5) to the dominant patriarchy, making it possible to read
her as a character that acts in accordance with her cultural and political environment, as
do the male characters, but that also uses her "gendered" status to upset the status quo of
her culture.
I hope this research will provide an altemative approach to reading the many
powerful warrior and "goddess-like" females in Old Irish literature. Finding a way to
read these females that does not depend on seeing them as symbols of a primordial,
mythical past can help make them accessible and relevant figures of empowerment for
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today's readers and scholars, especially women. This is not to insist that Medb should be
regarded as a role model for modem women, for, I must admit, she does not always
exhibit "model" behavior; rather, this study simply provides an altemative to the
traditional and pervasive "goddess/harpy" dichotomy that has existed in Old Irish
scholarship. Thurer states: "an affirmative view . . . is useful as an antidote to the
entrenched historical tendency to demonize pagan goddesses" (32), and fictional and
historical women who do not conform to the rigid gender stereotypes so prevalent in
patriarchal societies. If women were viewed (and even revered) as powerful and
multifaceted once, they can certainly be so again (Thurer 3). While it is important to
expose patriarchal subjection and suppression of women, it is equally important not to
analyze the female figures simply as victims or products of a misogynistic, patristic
agenda without also finding ways to reclaim their agency and individual power. As
Sandra Harding says in her introduction to her 1987 Feminism and Methodology: Social
Science Issues:
Victimologies have their limitations too. They tend to create the false impression
that women have only been victims, that they have never successfully fought
back, that women cannot be effective social agents on behalf of themselves or
others. But the work of other feminist scholars and researchers tells us otherwise.
Women have always resisted male domination. (5, original emphasis)
This study can help place Medb into the category of effective resister and social
agent, and perhaps lead other feminist researchers to do the same for the other strong
females of Old Irish literature, in the wake of Findon's important study. Reclaiming and
recovering the strong females of the past, both historical and fictional, can help modem
women and men begin to dismantle the stereotypes about what behaviors or traits are
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gender "appropriate" and can go a long way toward redefining gender parameters that
allow for a full diversity of behaviors within each gender "category."
Cheryl Glenn, in her 1997 Rhetoric Retold, calls this reclamation process a
"remapping" of the patriarchal territory (3). Her explanation of the way the rhetorical
landscape traditionally has been mapped applies to the traditional concepts involved in
reading Medb's (and other women's) place in Old Irish literature:
For years, we ignored the borders of our map, the shadowy regions where roads
mn off the edge of the paper and drop away at sharp angles. We assumed that
some areas were barren territories devoid of scenic routes, historic events,
influential people (i.e., influential men). Other regions were off-limits, like those
murky territories on Renaissance charts that bore wamings of monsters beyond
the sea. (3)
A new map that includes women must allow for angles of vision, for "[b]y
constmcting our map by means of angular as well as linear measurements, we can chart
and account for previously unseen and unmeasured contours of the landscape" (5).
"Through angular lenses" says Glenn, "we catch fragmentary glimpses of the previously
unconsidered 'irregularities' that had been smoothed over by the flat surface of received
knowledge" (5). Gender performance theory is an angular lens that can be applied to the
Ulster Cycle and Medb, and provide an altemative reading that can bring her out of the
"deviant" fringes and mythic shadows she has inhabited for so long.
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CHAPTER II
"WE NEED NOT DOUBT THAT THERE WERE MANY LIKE HER IN REAL LIFE":
MEDB AS REALISTIC REFLECTION OF HER CULTURE

Introduction to Chapter
Scholars have long regarded Queen Medb of Connacht a purely fictional and
mythological character, with little or no relation to the historical environment of the
medieval Ireland that produced the manuscripts containing the Ulster Cycle. For many
scholars, especially those of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Medb as a
queen and military leader is an historical impossibility and fictional anomaly. Other
scholars in the early twentieth century (and still today) insist that Medb is a clear deity a goddess of sovereignty - in order to counter the moralistic attitudes expressed by such
eariy franslators as Lady Anne Gregory and Standish O'Grady and such early scholars as
Heinrich Zimmer, who were appalled by Medb's aggressive and "immoral" behavior.
Both of these approaches - historical impossibility or mythological, and, therefore,
"fictional" figure - serve to deny Medb individual or independent agency; she is relegated
to the traditional female landscape in the background and on the fringes, which privileges
the male-dominated society at the expense of female agency. However, in spite of the
pervasiveness of these traditions among Old Irish scholars - still popular into the late
1990s - voices of dissension can be heard that question the validity of both the
sovereignty characterization and the insistence on the unhistorical aspect of Medb's mling
and warrior status. As more research is done on the annalistic and legal records of early
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Ireland, it is clear that, while it is tme that Old freland did not have independent, titular
queens, it did have its share of historical queen consorts, several of whom are named in
the annals and genealogies, and can clearly be seen to have influenced provincial politics
and dynastic affafrs, as scholar Donncha 6 Corrain maintains in his 1979 article "Women
in Early Irish Society" (10).
The past two decades has seen a boom in research and publications about women
as leaders and warriors throughout history, and the same methods used to re-evaluate
thefr place in what has been a predominantly patriarchal world can be applied to a literary
figure like Medb, to try to extract those elements of her character that may have been
modeled on real figures in Irish history, even while conceding that she herself might
never have been a historical character. The historical evidence, especially, for Boudica
and Cartimandua, Briton queens across the Irish Sea in England, at roughly the same
period in Ireland depicted in the Ulster Cycle (ca. first -second century CE), and the
references to fighting women and queens in Irish legal fracts and annals certamly invite
the notion that Medb might be historically possible, or, at the very least, modeled on
historical women. In this chapter, I review the traditional approaches to Medb's warrior
queen status and begin to deconstmct those views to show that she is not such a fictional
or historical anomaly. I specifically examine the historical and annalistic records of five
ninth- tiirough eleventh-century Irish royal women (and one Anglo-Saxon queen
mentioned in the Irish annals) who easily conrespond to 6 Corram's claim that "we need
not doubt that there were many like [Medb] in real life" (10).
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Joanne Findon suggests that possibility in her comments about medieval audience
reception and interpretation of the Ulster tales: "While these people likely recognized
mythic overtones in the female figures who appear in the narratives, they also most
certainly had other images of women in mind - the women of the Old Testament, Mary,
and the saints (especially St. Brigit), as well as queens and other secular women [just
prior to or of thefr own time]" (12). Additionally, the chapter includes research about the
general social and legal environment of Old Ireland between the ninth and twelfth
centuries that sheds light on the status of women - as mothers, daughters, wives, and
queen consorts - and the subtle and overt ways in which they affected family stmcture,
legal proceedings, and other power relationships, all of which have bearing on a reading
of Medb that places her in a historical and political context. In light of these sources, it is
both reasonable and plausible to suggest that Medb's character in the later manuscripts
may have been fashioned after these historical queens, especially given the fact that many
of the stories surrounding the historical women appeared as legends or saga-like tales
about the same time as those later Ulster Cycle tales. This chapter reveals that Medb can
be read as a realistically, if dramatically, drawn character, rather than an anomalous
invention that belongs in the shady, pagan, mystical past.

Review of Traditional Scholarly Approaches
Diversity of scholariy opinion has denied the historical reality of Medb, and often
has posited her as a humanized goddess. Many scholars claim she has little or no relation
to the historical environment of the medieval freland that produced the Ulster Cycle, in
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spite of historical records that show early Ireland did have its share of historical queens
(even if not officially titular queens), several of whom are named in the annals and
genealogies, and can clearly be seen to have influenced provincial politics and dynastic
affafrs. In the wake of the pervasive scholarly insistence of the unhistorical nature of the
Connacht queen, Medb has become, even today, convenient and titillating fodder for
propaganda agamst political power for women, like the Amazon warriors and thefr
warrior goddess patron Artemis (Diana) in classical myth and literature.
Many scholars, even several since the mid-1980s, deny the possibility of Medb as
representative of any historical reality. Early Irish legal historian Fergus Kelly states
confidently in A Guide to Early Irish Law: "The annals provide no instances of a female
political or military leader. Indeed, the male imagery which surrounds the office of
kingship would seem to preclude even the possibility of a female mler" (69). In her 1996
Celtic Goddesses: Warriors, Virgins and Mothers, Old frish scholar Miranda Green
concurs when she says that the image of "powerful and autonomous women, like Medb,"
as presented in the sagas, was not "reflected in the secular law-texts" (24), for, as she
claims, "there is little allusion in the laws to women taking a prominent position in public
life" (25). For Charles Bowen, in his article "Great-Bladdered Medb: Mythology and
Invention in the 7am Bo Cuailgne," the historical fact is clear:
[I]t was quite foreign to frish tradition for a woman to exercise kingship [and t]he
idea of a woman commanding royal authority and organizing a great military
expedition would have oufraged the patriarchist [sic] prejudices of the redactors,
laymen no less than clerics, and Medb could hardly appear otherwise to them than
as a willfiil woman of dangerously subversive tendencies. (30-1)
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Lisa Bitel, in Land of Women: Tales of Sex and Gender from Early Ireland, her
tiiorough and well-researched smdy of women in medieval freland, describes the warrior
women of tiie Ulster Cycle, like Medb, as "cross-dressing symbols of sex and politics, not
historical representations of real fighting women," and as figures who "aped men because
they dwelled in a pagan era that was morally and sexually out of control" (212). Bitel
states tiiat Medb is far from a realistic portrait, for "in Christian Ireland [when the tales
feattuing Medb were composed] women no longer practiced such overt hostility against
men," and, if tiiey did, there is no evidence for it, she insists (215-16). Bart Jaski
comments in Early Irish kingship and succession, published in 2000, that, while a woman
could mherit property and exercise confrol over marriage-property in certain cases,
[S]he was unable to pass entitlement to kin-land to her sons or daughters. This
effectively excluded women from political office, and made it impossible [for a
man] to acqufre a kingship or lordship by marrying a female heir. Medieval Irish
society did not allow for mdependent hefresses such as Eleanor of Aquitaine and
the enormous political repercussions which the marriages to these women could
cause. (144-5)
Medb, under these terms, then, is a fictional anomaly that dismpts the "properly ordered
cosmos" of early Christian Ireland (Bowen 30).
This "distortion" of historical fact and a desire to explain Medb's otherwise
"shocking" behavior have prompted many Old Irish scholars to posit Medb as an
"obvious" case of a humanized goddess whose actions should not be read as those of a
mere mortal woman. Writing in 1927, Tomas 6 Maille was one of the first to propose
such a view. He states in his article "Medb Cruachna," in which he relates and analyzes
the tradition of Medb's accession to the Connacht throne and her four marriages: "This
makes the significance of Medb pretty clear. According to this series of traditions, it
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means nothing else than the sovereignty of Ireland" (139, original emphasis). As a
goddess - of sovereignty, fertility, or war - Medb's lustful ambition and mthless behavior
are more tolerable and explainable because, as Proinsias MacCana states in "Women in
Irish Mythology," "her moral misdemeanours were all performed as it were in the line of
duty and had a sound mythological motivation" (522). According to T. F. O'Rahilly, in
his article "On the origin of the names of Erainn and Eriu," Medb is clearly one of the
many local permutations of the "divine mother Eriu [Ireland] conceived
anthropomorphically" (14), but, as a mortal queen in the Ulster Cycle tales, she has
become nothing more than "a masterful woman, with the inevitable result that her
character has sadly degenerated, so much so that at times she is no better than a strongwilled virago" (16).
In large part, the reading of Medb as divinity was a reaction to a 1911 article by
the then highly respected German Old frish scholar and translator Heinrich Zimmer, who
concluded that Medb served as an example of the morally cormpt nature of the preChristian Irish. O'Rahilly states: "Zimmer was so shortsighted as to take our
euhemerized myths at their face value as sociological documents; and . . . he drew the
unfounded conclusion that [Medb's] shamelessness reflects the culture of the pre-Aryan
mhabitants of Westem Europe" (16, n. I). Rosalind Clark, operating under the same
assumption that Medb has been humanized (although she seems to mistakenly define this
process as euhemerism - the process of deifying historical heroes into mythical immortal
or demi-god figures), says of the Connacht queen in The Great Queens: Irish Goddesses
from the Morrigan to Cathleen Ni Houlihan:
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In the euhemerization [sic] process it is inevitable that Medb should lose some of
her power along with her immortal qualities. She also loses some of the respect
of her descendants or one-time worshippers. . She retains the sexual powers of
the goddess, but she is therefore portrayed simply as a promiscuous woman. Her
role as supematural protectress of the land is lessened to that of a woman warrior.
She remains the Sovereignty of Connacht, but since such a position is not suitable
for a mortal woman, her role as queen is belittled and ridiculed. Medb's
purpose is all too obvious: her own selfish, petty desire to get the bull. .In short,
the Christianization of the tradition, which set the euhemerization process in
motion, did a great disservice to Medb. (132-3)
Likewise, Green's comments about Medb attest to the desire to "salvage" her reputation
by casting her in a mythical light:
The treatment of one sovereignty-goddess, Medb, is especially worth examining
because she has been endowed with a spurious historicity and humanity in the
myths. She is presented not as a goddess but as a warrior-mler of the province of
Connacht, and has clearly undergone a humanization-process whereby the
goddess became a queen. .
Medb is frequently cited as an example of high
female status in Celtic Ireland, but this argument falls apart if one strips away the
layer of humanity from her identity. . It was because of the humanization
process that Medb has been painted in such negative colours by Christian
redactors with an androcentric perspective, who saw her as an unnatural human
woman, unacceptably promiscuous and a destroyer, rather than as a spirit, a
figment of the pagan Celtic imagination. (79)
Underlying these scholars' efforts at rescuing Medb's character from misogynistic
interpretations because of her behavior is an implicit agreement with the concept that
"real" women do not, could not, and should not act and speak in that manner. Only by
placing her into a separate and exempt category are the behaviors Medb exhibits - mling
a kingdom, leading an army, fighting in battle, using sex or the promise of sex as
incentive or weapon - palatable. The paradigms of gender-appropriate behavior, thus,
remain intact.
This mythic tradition surrounding Medb and other Old Irish female characters has
become so prevalent that it has led several scholars to conflate Medb of Connacht with
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other sovereignty goddess figures, implying that all of the powerful female figures in Old
Irish literature are interchangeable. T. F. O'Rahilly calls her a double of the Mythological
Cycle character Etain ("On the Origin" 16; Early Irish Histoty 131, n. 2), as well as a
double of Medb Lethderg, a sovereignty goddess of Tara, in his later book Early Irish
History (176, n. 3). Green confiisingly conflates Medb of Connacht with Tara's Medb
Lethderg as well, when she claims that Medb of Connacht "would not allow any mortal
king to mle at the royal court of Tara unless he first had sex with her" and explains that
Medb had nine consorts (80). These are descriptions clearly connected with the Lethderg
but not the Connacht tradition ( 6 Maille 136-138; Clark 131). Jaski explicitly melds the
two when he describes the sovereignty activities of "the promiscuous queen Medb of
Cniachain [Connacht] aUas Medb Lethderg" (69).
The roots of this conflation can be found in O Maille's 1927 article. He discusses
both Medb of Connacht and Medb Lethderg in the article, calling Medb Lethderg a
namesake of the Connacht queen and stating "[Lethderg] offers an exact parallel to her
namesake for the large number of husbands" (136). The story of the Connacht queen's
many marriages appears in a tale known as "Cath Boinde" [Battle of the Boyne], found in
the manuscript collection known as the Yellow Book ofLecan (see Chapter I for a review
of the literary and manuscript tradition). 6 Maille claims that the tale seems to have
inspfred the "Pillow Talk" introduction to the second recension of the 7am Bo Cuailnge
(hereafter referred to as TBC II), one of the many manuscripts compiled in the Book of
Leinster {129-130). Medb Lethderg's tale appears in the Book of Leinster as well
(although not part of the Tain manuscript), which prompts 6 Maille to state: "The Medb
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Lethderg, 'Medb Red-Side' tale is probably the Leinster version of the stories detailed [in
"Cath Boinde" and the beginning of TBC II]" (142). Consequently, many scholars have
tended to intertwine the two Medbs, leading to confiision about the mythical traditions
and the qualities associated with Medb of Connacht in the Ulster Cycle. 6 Maille's
analysis, as well as O'Rahilly's strong stance on the divinity of Medb's character, have led
to statements like the following from MacCana, which clearly indicates how pervasive
the mythological interpretation has become: "virtually all the ... heroines of medieval
Irish literature [are adaptations] in human terms of the archetypal goddess figure"
("Women" 522). Jaski adds yet another layer to the ingrained nature of the sovereignty
myth: "Remarkably, even historical queens acted in this fashion. From the genealogies
and annals we have some suggestive examples of Irish kings marrying the wife of their
predecessor, which seems to indicate that queens were sometimes treated as sovereignty
figures during their lifetime" (69).
However, while endowing Medb with divine attributes did help to shield her
from the onslaught of what Doris Edel calls "unsavoury polemic" (149) in her 1997
article "Caught between history and myth? The figures of Fergus and Medb in the Tain
Bo Cuailnge and related matter," it also meant that, "ever since, the interpretation of
Medb as a mythical being has dominated the scene" (149), almost to the exclusion of any
other approach. I believe that the Medb-as-goddess tradition has become so accepted, in
fact, that other possible readings are obscured - and often discounted. In addition, as
Joanne Findon states in her well-received 1997 study of Emer (another prominent Old
Irish female character) through a gender lens, A Woman's Words: Emer and Female
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Speech in the Ulster Cycle, the sovereignty approach disguises the fact that, while
divinity may appear to empower her, casting her as a goddess constrains her, subjugating
her, "to the larger political interests of men" for she is "defined within the male concems
of sovereignty" (9).
To a great extent, both the mythologizing of Medb's character and the insistence
among many scholars that she is historically impossible are reactions to collections of
early Irish tales, genealogies, and annals in both Gaelic and English translations dating
back to the last half of the seventeenth century, in which the tales were treated as "tme
history" by their authors and translators. Most notable among these are Geoffrey
Keating's seventeenth cenmry Foras Feasa or Eirinn [The History of Ireland], Eugene
O'Curry's 1861 Lectures on the Marmscript Materials of Ancient Irish History, and
Douglas Hyde's 1899 A Literary Histoty of Ireland. Later attempts at "setting the record
straight" succeeded in placing Medb and her Ulster Cycle companions into a mythical
and legendary realm, much hke those other mythical wanior women, the Amazons, to
whom Medb has often been compared. In On the Trail of The Women Warriors, her
scholarly search for the possible historical reality of the Amazons, Lyn Webster Wilde,
encountered the same shift in approaches to their historicity:
[A]s the early and rather naive feminist enthusiasms were laid aside, a new
consensus grew up: the Amazons did not exist. Official. Many emdite articles
were written, most by feminist classicists, pointing out that the Amazons were a
kind of compensatory mechanism for the Greek patriarchs - they subjugated their
own women so thoroughly that their guilty consciences created a myth to show
the dreadful things that would happen if women threw off the yoke. Or, it was a
classic "reversal" myth, asking the question "What would happen if men didn't
mle the roost?" The answer was always "bad things." (4, original emphasis)
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The same arguments have been used in connection to Medb and the other strongminded warrior women of the Ulster Cycle, even by feminist scholars like Green (79).
Frank O'Connor states in A Short History of Irish Literature: A Backward Look that the
7a/>i contains "rancorous anti-feminist irony" (34) that cannot be mistaken, and that "the
purpose of the original author would seem to have been to warn his readers against
women, particularly women in positions of authority" (32). Medb, like the Amazons,
becomes fodder for propaganda against letting women gain any political power, a symbol
to make sure Ireland maintains its "properly ordered cosmos" (Bowen, 30).
Both approaches - unhistorical and mythical - serve to negate Medb's
individuahty. She becomes a historical impossibility or fictional invention on the one
hand, which also alters other aspects of the texts and how they are to be interpreted.
Conversely, she is relegated to being an archetypal symbol that "works to erase [her]
womanhood even as it forces [her] to 'represent the unrepresentable'" (Findon 9).
The inability of so many scholars - even those who champion her as a powerfiil
goddess - to accept Medb as a mler and war leader has its "roots in typical nineteenthcentury attitudes" about appropriate gender characteristics (Edel 143-144). These views
led to prejudiced commentaries on the sagas in the latter part of the nineteenth and early
part of the twentieth centuries, especially by those steeped in Grermanic and Anglo-Saxon
literature, who categorized the Celtic sagas and "temperament" as "emotional and
childish, viz. essentially feminine, and thus inferior to the rational, adult, and masculine
temperament of the Anglo-Saxons" (146). Because Medb, in particular, "offended
against the contemporary moral code," as Roger Sawyer explains in "We Are But
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Women": Women in Ireland's history, early translators and scholars, "mthlessly
suppressed all bawdy elements, or

sanitized them ahogether" (4), even those in

Ireland who used the image of the "Celtic fighting spirit," represented by characters in the
Ulster Cycle like Cii Chulainn and Deirdre, to fight for home mle and an autonomous
republic (Bitel 1-2). A succinct example of the gender paradigms in operation in the
early part of the twentieth century can be seen in Zimmer's controversial 1911 article,
which prompted 6 Maille's article, and which Edel discusses:
It is tmly remarkable how strongly Zimmer, who appears in his other publications
as an original thinker, was influenced by the prejudices of his own time and class
vis-a-vis the female protagonists of the Ulster Cycle. The conclusion he arrived at
was that while in the other literatures it is the male who takes the initiative and
demands, whereas the female gives - and often gives herself only with reluctance
and shame, even in legitimate relations - the Irish texts describe the reverse
situation; despite the fact that it is also the male who commands in public life, in
the domain of sexuality it is the female who makes the demands and the male who
consents, "daher der Mann der Verschamte und das Weib die Schamlose ist
[therefore the man is the bashfiil one and the woman is the shameless one]" (Edel
147 - my translation).
Those restrictive gender paradigms led to what Lorna Reynolds describes in her article
"Irish Women in Legend, Literature and Life" as the stereotype of the Irish colleen, a
stereotype of womanhood that was pervasive in other parts of Westem Europe, and that
helped cast Medb and the other strong women of the Ulster Cycle in a negative light:
"[T]he sentimental, nineteenth-century notion of the Irish colleen [was] the gentle modest
creamre, with the shawl over her head and the limpid, tmsting eyes, a notion perpetuated
until quite recently by the figure on [Irish] pound notes" (12).
Rosi Braidotti, in Nomadic Subjects, explains that gender paradigms like the ones
that serve to restrict women or denigrate a character like Medb, whether in her own
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medieval cultiire, the later Victorian period, or even in today's seemingly more accepting
society, stem from the pervasive historical notion that "Woman refers to a female, sexed
subject that is constituted, as psychoanalysis convincingly argues, through a process of
identification with culturally available positions organized in the dichotomy of gender"
(162, original emphasis). In other words, "woman" has represented, in patriarchal
history, the opposite or "other" of the male paradigm, and overwhelmingly presented as
inferior to that universal measure. Alcuin Blamires shows in his introduction to Woman
Defamed and Woman Defended, his valuable anthology of medieval texts dealing with
medieval antifeminism, that the concept of women being judged and measured against
the male paradigm so prevalent in the Middle Ages dates back to Greek physiology: the
female was seen as a receptacle, playing a passive receptive role in procreation, and, from
there, it was a small step to making her the receptacle of men's images, fantasies, and
fears (2). "All this was summed up," Blamires adds, "in the uhimate derogation of
woman, as 'deformed' or 'defective' male, one who could not reach the male standard of
perfection" (2). In the highly charged Christian culture of the medieval period, woman's
very existence could constitute a sin in itself, for she could inspire lustfiil thoughts in any
man who mraed his gaze her way (4); she became the receptacle and reflection of men's
fears of not being able to control their lustfiil thoughts or impulses, very likely out of a
possible sense of inferiority or even envy of women's abilities and/or physical qualities
(5-6).
Joan Ferrante, in her book Woman as Image in Medieval Literature: From the
Twelfth Century to Dante, explains how that notion of woman as receptacle or reflection
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translated into traditional medieval courtly literature: "the force of love is embodied in a
woman who is the man's other self (73), or embodied "in the person of a woman who is
a mirror image of himself. . or one that he has, in a sense, created" (74). She adds that
"her presence in his life symbolizes his potential excellence. His final union with her (if
he can achieve it) represents the completion of himself (74). While woman is not
portrayed as defective or sinful as in more overtly misogynistic texts like those Blamires
includes in his collection, the female character still does not exist as herself, for herself,
but simply as an image or creation of the man's fantasy or psychological need. As
Georges Duby states in his essay "The Courtly Model," courtly literature was escapist
literature created, for the most part, by men for men; "All the romantic heroes were
young knights, and the female figures served simply as a pretext for the demonstration of
youthflil mettle, of virile qualities. . . These [texts] show not women but men's image of
women" (253-55). Claudia Opitz concurs in her essay "Life in the Late Middle Ages":
"Women appear in literature and documents [of the late Middle Ages] almost exclusively
as reflections of male ideas about them, as the idols or demons of men's fantasies" (267).
Scholars and translators of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries clearly seem
to be operating under these concepts in their assessments or interpretations of Medb's
character and role in the Ulster Cycle - Medb becomes a receptacle of their own fears
and/or fantasies of "pagan" warrior women. It also seems clear that many contemporary
scholars, like Clark, Green, Bitel, and, especially, Patricia Kelly, in her article "The Tain
as Literature" use these misogynistic concepts as the foundations for their analysis of
Medb's characterization.
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Women, therefore, historically have been constmcted according to male
paradigms and parameters. Luce Irigaray puts it bluntly and succinctly as the opening
statement of her groundbreaking article "This Sex Which Is Not One": "Female sexuality
has always been conceptualized on the basis of masculine parameters" (23). She goes on
to state what many medieval scholars say: "Woman . . is only a more or less obliging
prop for the enactment of man's fantasies" (25). Braidotti, following Irigaray, uses a
mirror metaphor to describe the role that women historically have been relegated to
playing, the same concept used by many medieval and classical scholars: "the mirrorfimction is the specific role that women are expected to play. A woman is the flat surface
that is supposed to reflect the male subject; her bodily surface, deprived of any visible
organs, without anything to see, is the mirror" (71).
Reynolds's description of the stereotypical gentle Irish colleen operates under the
same parameters of woman as a reflection or receptacle of male fantasies or ideas of what
women should be. The Irish colleen evokes the stereotypical Victorian image of
womanhood as the self-sacrificing, unresisting "angel in the house," a figure named after
the title of Coventry Patmore's 1855-1856 poem. Nina Auerbach describes the
characteristics of this stereotype in Woman and the Demon: The Life of a Victorian Myth:
"[T]he selfless paragon all women were exhorted to be, enveloped in family life and
seeking no identity beyond the roles of daughter, wife, and mother. 'Angel' and 'house'
become virtual synonyms. The social corollary of this identification is an equally
implacable association between womanhood and domestic purity.

" (67,69). That

"angel" stereotype conforms to the same paradigm of woman as "mirror" or "flat surface"
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that reflects others' images of her, especially the image of her as altmistic mother. Shari
L. Thurer, in her study of the changing paradigms of motherhood throughout history. The
Myths of Motherhood: How Cidture Reinvents the Good Mother, quotes psychoanalyst
Alice Balint to explain that selfless image that so enthralled the Victorian imagination:
'"The ideal mother has no interests of her own'" (xxvii). Thurer also affirms the concept
of women being cast in roles of men's making, even in a role specifically and exclusively
female ~ motherhood: "In men's imagination, the mother was the selfless nurturer or the
wicked stepmother" (xxvi). There was no room for anything in between, and, like all
other images of woman as constmcted by the male paradigm, the role of "angel in the
house" or good/bad mother became (and in many cases still is) a form of female
containment, in the same way the medieval concept of "woman as lust" is, and in the
same way that the sovereignty goddess image of Medb is.
The Victorian patriarchal culture justified the need for female containment by
raising the concept of the biologically weaker and more emotional nature of women that,
by the latter half of the nineteenth century, was "confirmed" by scientific thought, states
Katharina Rowold in Gender and Science, her collection of late nineteenth-century
articles that debated the nature of the female mind and body (xv-xvii). This "scientific"
concept of female "inferiority" superseded, or, at least, complemented the concept of the
divinely-ordained inferior female (xvi) of the earlier medieval culture that held that
women were baser and "associated with 'matter' as with various other inferior categories,"
and, therefore, less spiritual, less intelligent, and more vulnerable to sin (Blamires 2-6).
The weaker biological and physiological nature of women dictated that they were not
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equipped for the worldly and masculine environment of ambition, commerce, and
competition (Rowold xvii-xix). The concept of separate spheres for men and women,
with women in the restricted and restrictive world of the home and domesticity, helped to
ensure the longevity and pervasiveness of the "angel in the house" stereotype, and the
equally pervasive and long-lived fear that allowing women to leave the domestic sphere
would result in nothing less than the destmction of the properly ordered world (xviii-xix),
the same fear Bowen ascribes to the medieval Irish scribes as they contemplated Medb's
aggressive warrior queen figure (30-1).
Antonia Fraser suggests another explanation for the continuing stereotype of
woman as a paragon of care and virtue in The Warrior Queens: The Legends and the
Lives of the Women Who Have Led Their Nations in War: "[W]oman as a whole has been
seen as a pacifying influence throughout history, this pacifying role being perceived as
hers by nature and hers in duty" (7). Rowold offers the Victorian "scientific" explanation
for woman's instinctive pacifying nature: "In body and mind woman was more under the
influence of her reproductive function. Emotion and instinct dominated over reason.
Maternal instincts - 'the strongest of all influences in the determination of character* made woman natiirally more nurturing, non-competitive, and underiay her moral
influence" (xvii). This "pacifying role" is in line with the identification of woman as
nurturer and life giver, as passive and wanting to avoid aggression and conflict, and as
reluctant and pmdish in sexual matters as can be seen in the Victorian gender definitions,
and it had widespread negative effects on women, real or fictional, who did not fit the
paradigm.
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The same conventions that led eariy scholars and translators to see the fictional
Medb as an aberration had a powerfiil effect on the so-called Gaelic Revival of late
nineteenth and early twentieth century Ireland. The revivalists, Bitel says, were at first
seduced by pre-Norman Ireland as the model for a patriotic and "tme" (non-anglicized)
Ireland:
Irish folklorists, poets, and playwrights [of the Gaelic revival] idolized Maeve,
Grania, and golden-haired Deirdre as stem and gorgeous mothers of the modem
Irish. Convinced that early Ireland had been a golden age in every way - even
proud of its barbarous violence - they touted it also as a Celtic paradise of warrior
queens and fairy women, unique in ancient Europe. The singular status of
Irishwomen was proven to revivalists when they remembered that Ireland had
always been a woman in the minds of the poets. Sometimes desirably fertile and
sometimes wasted by her conquerors, sometimes staunch and sometimes fickle,
she was lover and mother and always feminine. (1-2)
However, according to Edel, it was this identification with the feminine that led to the
kind of criticism of both Irish literature and cultural history that is exemplified by
Zimmer's comments about the childishness and vulgarity of the Irish sagas and the
society that produced it (146-48). That criticism, based on the idea that aggressive and
sexually uninhibited women were "abnormal" so prevalent in the gender conventions of
the day, seemed to extend to some of the promoters of the Gaelic Revival, like the fiery
Maud Gonne, who sometimes actually assumed the name Maeve, "supposedly for
security reasons" when she attended meetings advocating open rebellion (Sawyer 55).
Gonne shared much with her literary "namesake" says Sawyer: "As with her
attitude to the conventional view of a woman's place in society, she had few qualms
about using any means at her disposal to achieve her chosen ends.
of using violence for the causes which she believed to be just, Maud
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A strong advocate
. seldom shrank

from manipulating means to serve her ends" (56-7). However, like her assumed
namesake, Gonne suffered the kind of criticism aimed at women who "wish to pursue a
role other than that ordained by custom," always facing the "conflict of interest between
political commitment and personal, especially matemal, obligations" (56). Gonne, along
with the literature and history promoted by the members of the Gaelic Revival, became
victims of the general conventions of "proper" male and female behavior and roles. The
outside criticism of both their literature and culture eventually led many of the Gaelic
Revival writers, like W. B. Yeats, Standish O'Grady, and Lady Anne Gregory to
"masculinize" their versions of the early Irish narratives and legends (Edel 146), create
female characters of dubious morals (Sawyer 56), naive women who, in the end, simply
accept their "inferior" place (60-1), or who conformed to the stereotype of the "wild" or
"uncultured" frish colleen who needed only to be coaxed gently into proper civilized
behavior by a benevolent (male) master (Reynolds 12), a stereotype perhaps perpemated
by the very visible non-conformist Maud Gonne who was not "tamed" by any master.
Although the purpose of the Gaelic Revival efforts was to reclaim a national
identity and history that was independent of England and the Germanic culmres, criticism
of that literature and culture created pressure to "refute the [negative] doctrine of national
characters proclaimed in Anglo-Irish circles" (Edel 146). However, the emphasis on the
"masculine" aspect of the Ulster Cycle, especially, had the result that "for the female
heroic characters its negative effects were more far-reaching than for their male
counterparts" (146-47). Suddenly, the strong and aggressive female characters had to be
either condemned/censured or justified in some other way in order to conform to the
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gender conventions of the time. For Medb's character, this led to what might be called
the "Victorianization" of her character by writers like Standish O'Grady and Lady
Gregory, who excised or greatly modified many of die elements of the sagas that went
against "the puritan conscience of freland" (Sawyer 4), turning Medb into a figure that
was willful and unmly, but tamable. Lady Gregory, a staunch defender and promoter in
her own right of an Irish national culture, in her bowdlerization of the sagas, conformed
more tolerably to the role "traditionally ascribed to [women] by those who believe that a
woman is to be found behind every successful man" (Sawyer 69), as well as to the
Victorian image of women as emotionally unsuited to the aggressive nature of the male
sphere of behavior when she declared that she '"left out [in her version of the sagas] a
good deal I thought you would not care about for one reason or another'" (Sawyer 4).
Her declaration also seemed to perpetuate, however, the stereotype of the Irish people as
uncultured, childlike, and in need of a benevolent but superior "matemal" presence to
give her "children" what she knew was good for them. The sagas as presented in the
early part of the twentieth century by writers such as O'Grady and Gregory emphasized
masculine competence and temperament, and did help to dispel the unages of a backward
nation that could not confrol its women, but, as Sawyer says, the stories originally
recorded by the poets starting in the seventh century "just [do] not square with the
varnished representations which became popular some thirteen centuries later" (Sawyer
5). Later, in the wake of 6 Maille's 1927 article, Medb's character became essentially
synonymous with the sovereignty goddess, at once excusing her "excesses" but forever
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condemning her to be read as an aberrant figure who could not ever conform to the
gender paradigms of the nurturing, caring, and pacifying female.
The idea of these qualities as "essentially feminine" is still widespread today. For
Carol Pearson and Katherine Pope, in TTie Female Hero in American and British
Literature, the cenfral assumption seems to be that the feminist and female hero "has no
reason to enfrap [others], make them feel guilty, or dominate them" (15). Nadya
Aisenberg, in her 1994 Ordinary Heroines: Transforming the Male Myth, defines the
feminist hero as one "who aims to improve society rather than to exercise individual will,
to emphasize moral above physical courage, to stress the joyfulness of life rather than its
death" (36). While these attributes certainly correspond to the "angel in the house"
concept of Victorian gender conventions, or to the medieval figure of the mirror who
"symbolizes [the man's] potential excellence" (Ferrante 74), they do not bring to mind a
figure or character like Medb, relegating her, once more, to the realm of the non-heroic
(i.e. in need of pimishment).
Lynne Segal points out in Is The Future Female? Troubled Thoughts on
Contemporary Feminism, however, that the values regularly ascribed to woman's
"nature" - gentleness, co-operation, and caring - that have aided women's movements to
resist and combat destmctive or oppressive forces, have also served "to consolidate the
oppressive restrictions on so many Victorian women" (199-200). Emphasizing the
superiority of the qualities of the "feminine" sphere of home and comfort to oppose the
violent qualities of the "masculine" sphere, in other words, helps to make the woman's
sphere even more of a prison. "[S]uch values can inspire strong and committed stiiiggle
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against the forces of destmction and repression," but "in more reactionary times .

these

very same values could inspire defensive, self-protective, puritanical repressiveness"
(200).
The idea of woman's "nature" as peace loving and nurturing regulariy is invoked
as an argument against women taking part in active combat in the modern military, as
evidenced by the statement Kate Muir makes in Arms and the Woman that the possibility
of women entering fiiU combat "has disturbed many military - and civiUan - men. They
find this role reversal threatening, or just downright perverse" (2). She goes on to quote
General Robert Barrow, a former commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps, who spoke
against women in combat after the first Gulf War (1991):
"Exposure to danger is not combat. Being shot at, even being killed, is not
combat. Combat is finding . closing with . . and killing or capmring the
enemy. It's killing. And it's done in an environment that is often as difficult as
you can possibly imagine. Extremes of climate. Bmtality. Death. Dying. It's
. unciAilized! And women can't do it! Nor should they even be thought of doing
it. The requfrements for strength and endurance render them unable to do it. And
I may be old-fashioned, but I think the very nature of women disqualifies them
from doing it. Women give life. Sustain life. Nurture life. They don't take it."
(2-3)
Clark seems to subscribe whole-heartedly to the same concept of human women
as essentially gentle and peace-loving in her assessment of Medb's role as a mortal leader
of armies: "Medb's role as destroyer is apparent throughout the Tain, but such a role is
horrifying in a mortal woman. She lures warrior after warrior to his death, offering him
rich gifts, her daughter Finnabair, and her own friendly thighs. When a goddess lures
men to destmction we do not question her purpose" (132-3). The "moral outrage"
conveyed about the very idea of women participating in combat or leading armies into
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war speaks directly to the still widespread association of women with exclusively
nurturing and life-giving qualities, from members in both patriarchal and feminist camps.
The danger of such "essentialist" arguments about womanhood, most often associated
with proponents of cultiiral feminism, is that a "belief in some intrinsic or inevitably
greater pacifism in women than men" tends to "sensationalize and simplify the issues"
connected with gender, feminism, and patriarchy (Segal 168), which, no doubt, has
contributed to the pervasive categorization of Medb as beyond the realm of feminist
reclamation.

Questioning the Paradigms and Traditions
However, in spite of patriarchy's best attempts at restricting women to the "angel"
sphere, and culmral feminism's staunchest avowal that only women can lay claim to the
qualities of peace and nurmring (with its concomitant disavowal of aggression or
violence as part of a woman's "nature"), every culmre and every age possess a darker,
more dangerous image of woman as a destmctive force, of which Medb is a prime
example. The fact that this counter image inspfres both fear and desire in both men and
women reveals an implicit acknowledgment that an exclusively pure "angel in the house"
cannot and never did exist, a recognition that dates back to early civilizations, says
Rosalind Miles in Who Cooked the Last Supper? The Women's History of the World (35),
and that gives powerfiil credence to Braidotti's comment that "no [one] image is a
representation of the tmth" (69). That realization makes room for a re-examination of
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Medb based on the notion that there is no singular category called "Woman," because, as
Braidotti says, "there is always more to things [or people] than meets the eye" (69).
Miles goes back to pre-history to show that the concept of woman as multifaceted was a foundational element of life: "Commentators stress the prominence and
prevalence of the Great Mother Goddess as an essential element from the dawn of human
life" (35). Over time, the dual-natured Great Mother Goddess, a figure equally revered
for her benevolence as for her war-like rages, underwent a "softening or bowdlerization
[which] has obscured the briskly fiinctional nature of her motherhood" (38). Sarah B.
Pomeroy explains in Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves: women in classical antiquity
that this "softening" of an originally dual-natured or "whole" goddess is a common aspect
of patriarchal cultures:
The distribution of desirable characteristics among a number of females rather
than their concentration in one being is appropriate to a patriarchal society. . . . A
fiilly realized female tends to engender anxiety in the insecure male. Unable to
cope with a multiplicity of powers united in one female, men from antiquity to the
present have envisioned women in "either-or" roles. (8)
Part of the fijnctionality of the earlier goddess was fiilfilling her role as bringer of death;
this was the "dark" side of the mother that was as much a part of her personality as the
generous giver of bounty and life. Miles explains:
Overemphasis on the good mother, procreative and nurturing, also denies the bad
mother, her dangerous, dark and destmctive opposite. These early civilizations,
however, understood very well the strong association of the divine woman with
death, and stress that the Goddess who brings humankind into the world is also
she who kindly (or not so kindly) commands the way out of it. (38)
Thurer confirms that early civilizations were not "wedded, as we are, to an allloving, all-forgiving stereotype of mother" (10). It was a time when women, or their
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divine reflections, were "whole in ways that fliture female divinities and their human
counterparts would be denied" (10), before patriarchy distributed the various
characteristics of woman into more easily controlled and envisioned entities (Pomeroy 89). Miles says of this initial "whole" female: "[B]oth 'life' and 'death' sides of the
Goddess come together without strain in her primary aspect, which is in fact riot
motherhood pure and simple, but her sexuality" (39, original emphasis). Perhaps the
perpetual re-emergence of the "dark" or "demonic" woman in patriarchal cultures is a
testament to the desire for (and fear of) that early dual-namred female who, as Thurer
says, "expressed her complete psychic reality" (10). Pomeroy implies that possibility in
her analysis of the "fractured" Greek goddesses: "If the characteristics of the major
goddesses were combined, a whole being with unlimited potential for development - a
female equivalent of Zeus or Apollo - would emerge" (9). Such a whole female would
be in keeping with what new research seems to reveal about women's and men's roles in
early civilizations.
Miles argues that a rethinking is in order about whether the social stmcture of
early civilizations led to "natural" sex-based pre-dispositions to either aggression (male)
or peace (female). The male "sphere" of dominance and aggression, she says,
traditionally is attributed to the long-lived theory that it is to "man, the hunter" that
humanity owes its survival and flourishing (28). "Man's 'hunting pedigree' can thus be
used to justify every act of male aggression from business chicanery to wife-battering and
rape, while the 'right to dominate' of'early boss man' has proved far too serviceable to his
successors to be cast aside," she states (28). However, more recent and less biased
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archaeological evidence and theories paint a different picture. Segal says of this "man the
hunter" theory: "It is a heritage which is hotly disputed, despite its instant fascination for
the twentieth-century urban male. Other research suggests that early humans were not
aggressive hunters at all, but rather seed eaters and foragers as well as hunters, sharing
their food in ways quite unlike other primate groups" (179). Miles further explains:
"When the first men fought or killed, then, they did so not for sport, thrill or pleasure, but
in mortal fear, under life-threatening attack, and fighting for survival" (31, original
emphasis). In fact, she says, it is important to rethink all of the sex-based divisions
regularly imposed on early civilizations (31). Men and women contributed in equal
degrees because survival of the group was at stake. She explains:
Because group protection was so important a part of man's work, it is essential to
question the accepted division by sex of emotional labor, in which all tender and
caring feelings are attributed to women, leaving men outside the circle of the
campfire as great hairy bmtes existing only to fight or flick. In reality the first
men, like the first women, only became human when they leamed to care for
others. (31)
As patriarchy became the norm, as seen in Greek and Roman civilizations,
women were relegated to secondary status, including in the mythology, and their
characteristics were compartmentalized. Even so, these classical culmres also produced
stories of aggressive females or warrior women, like the Amazons or the Dyonisian
Maenads, and, although the stories inevitably ended with the women being tamed or
killed, their presence in the myths attested to an implicit understanding of woman's dual
namre. Later still, medieval religious writers would emphasize the divinely ordained
status of women as inferior and praise those women who could rise above their inferior
and sinfiji natures; nevertheless, stories abounded of women who did not conform and
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still managed to be saved or even to be considered national saviors - Mary Magdalene,
Eve, Deborah, Judith, all of whom could be seen as precursors to, or as having some
influence on the shaping of Medb's character by the Christian scribes. As Thurer says:
"Despite the woman's ambiguous status, there are numerous images of female strength in
the Bible" (54), once again reviving the dual nature of woman, at once angelic (or good)
and demonic (or bad). As Thurer shows:
Deborah is a case in point. A fiery rehgious mystic, who prophesied and sang,
she organized a coalition army (which no man was able to do) and destroyed the
rival force of a major Canaanite king. And, as if that was not enough testimony to
female power, the defeated Canaanite foolishly took refuge in the tent of Jael,
another ferocious woman, who proceeded to drive a stake through his head after
he fell asleep. Deborah memorialized this event in a famous victory hymn. (54)
Patricia Kelly, in fact, includes an analysis of Medb's character as a counterpoint to
Deborah, stating that the monastic scribes may have seen in Medb a failed Deborahfigure and emphasized her faults to promote a comparison for their Christianizing
purposes (84-5). While Kelly's analysis perpetuates the reading of Medb as a negatively
drawn character, it is important to note that she does not criticize Deborah's "unfeminine"
behavior, nor does she imply that the monastic scribes saw Deborah in a negative light,
attesting, perhaps, to the general understanding or acceptance of the muhi-faceted nature
of women - in spite of the patriarchal culture's attempts at suppressing or erasing the
darker, more aggressive side.
Victorian culture also showed evidence of an implicit knowledge or acceptance of
the concept that women did not correspond to one singular, universal image. Auerbach
states that the ethereal and pure figure of the "angel in the house" was countered by the
equally pervasive image of woman as demon, often pictured as mermaid, siren, or
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serpent-woman (90, 93). The contradictory visions of womanhood reiterated the age-old
patriarchal conviction that women could not/should not be tmsted, and that, if not
constrained and confined within strict patriarchal guidelines of conduct, women were
dangerous and capable of dismptive and destmctive behavior (Bowen 30-1; Blamires 36; Rowold xviii-xix; Webster Wilde 4).
One damaging side effect of the conflicting stereotypes of women through the
ages - the angel/demon dichotomy - is that women were rarely conceived as fully human
or whole, as they most likely were in the earliest civilizations, when, as evidence
suggests, "life was fairly equal between the sexes" and women "were not subordinate in
social status" as Thurer says (10). Auerbach explains how the angel/demon conflict
affected conceptions of Victorian women: "According to [the Victorian] governing
imaginative convention, women exist only as spiritual extremes: there is no human norm
of womanhood, for she has no home on earth, but only among divine and demonic
essences. The imaginative scheme does not believe in a human woman" (64). Woman is
"other" in this concept, a figure that produces a mixture of comfort and terror, worship
and horrified fascination - a shifting image suggested by the pervasive goddess/whore
dichotomy that has afflicted Medb. The main character of Hans Christian Andersen's tale
"The Little Mermaid," Auerbach says, succinctly embodies the Victorian mythology of
womanhood: "a lovable woman [who] is a silent and self-disinherited mutilate, the
ftiUness of whose extraordinary and dangerous being might at any moment return through
violence. The taboos that encased the Victorian woman contained buried tributes to her
dismptive power" (8). Elizabeth Wurtzel, writing in Bitch: In Praise ofDifficnh Women,
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confirms that the same contradictions and sense of "otherness" about women still exist
today: "Women seem to be the repository of aeons of ages of bad blood, beginning with
Eve, ending our stay in Eden with her curiosity and lust for strange fmit, and it has
started to seem that even if we act like good giris, the worid is still quhe likely to find us
bad " (8).
The ever-present stereotype of woman as angel/demon is clearly in evidence in
the portrayal of Medb in early translations of the Ulster Cycle tales by Standish O'Grady.
O'Grady published several volumes of Irish tales and histoty between 1878 and 1920, all
based on early Irish sources, but, as Clark says, his versions were highly popularized and
he took great license in his portrayals (54), a point Sawyer confirms (5). O'Grady
presents readers with a Medb who is, on the one hand, a typical "fainting Victorian
heroine" who must be continually soothed and comforted by Fergus, her lover and the
commander of her forces, and, on the other, an imposing Amazon eagerly anticipating the
gore and violence of battle (Clark 222, n. 34). In other words, she is portrayed in the way
a woman should behave and in the way that Victorian men feared (but, perhaps, secretly
desired?) a woman might behave if not properly governed. In keeping with the Victorian
image of woman as "other" or supematural, O'Grady attributes Medb's "unnamral"
attraction to the aggression of warfare to her divine ancestry (222, n.34).
Likewise, Zimmer's outrage at Medb's "shameless" and promiscuous behavior, at
the same time that he insists to readers he is not singling out "all the dirty passages"
(Edel, 147), seems to reveal the lingering Victorian preoccupation with demanding that
women conform to the ideal at war with the fascination for the siren or mermaid.
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Webster Wilde encounters this same shocked fascination when it comes to the subject of
the Amazons:
The very idea of the Amazons, of mthless women warriors who live apart from
men, excites people at a deep level. It brings out the sex-warrior in some women:
they would like to do violent things to the men they feel have hurt and abused
them; it acts as an erotic goad to many men - they love the thought of being
dominated by a beautiful springy-limbed maiden, or of subduing her after a fair
fight. Others of both sexes feel very disturbed by the idea of women engaging in
battle, rejecting their "natural" tenderness in favour of mthlessness and mastery
(2)
The angel/demon stereotype helps to explain why, although she is censured,
criticized, and even degraded by scholars and translators alike, Medb exercises a
powerful hold on the imagination, the same allure expressed in Eraser's description of the
first century CE Briton warrior queen, Boudica and the dual appeal she inspires: "Hers is
a gallant - and a savage - story. Even as we bow the knee, we shudder and step back as
the Warrior Queen rides by" (3). That paradox is at the heart of the description of Medb
as she appears in Cecile O'Rahilly's translation of TBC I: a "tall beautiful woman with
pale, tender face and long cheeks" who carries "[i]n her hand a javelin, keen, sharp-edged
and light[, and a] sword with pointed hilt across her shoulders" (210). At the same time
that she shocks and inspires fear, she entices. In our own time, the paradox continues, as
Muir asserts:
What is it about women in uniform? What is it that men, women
photographers, pornographers and readers of the Daily Telegraph find so
fascinating? It is not, surely, their continuing advancement into military jobs
traditionally held by men, or their splendid service records. The obsession with
women in uniform goes much deeper: soldier girls are sexual icons.
The sight of a woman trimmed neatly into a tight skirt and a brass-buttoned
jacket arouses all sorts of textbook passions. Attraction; a desire to be dominated
by a woman so obviously wearing a badge of power; and the desire to peel away
the anonymity of the uniform to reveal the (hoped-for) softness beneath. (176)
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The Case for Warrior Women
New research about women's roles as fighters or warriors throughout history, as
well as current debates about women serving in combat situations in our own time, have
prompted a rethinking of the definitions and qualities traditionally associated with the
"feminine" gender, a re-evaluation that sets the stage for a re-reading of Medb that
encompasses the muhiplicity of female "gendered" behavior. Segal states: "Of all the
biological mythologies that surround human behaviour and social arrangements, the one
that man' is inevitably aggressive, whereas 'woman' is not, is the most tenacious" (180).
This myth is responsible, Segal says, for the so-called natural connection between men
and war, and the "masculine" quality of the military (176-179). However, "[t]he male
image of militarism, jealously guarded, also serves to deny or obscure women's relation
to nationalism and militarism" (179), which can be just as aggressive as the "natural"
qualities associated with men. Jean Bethke Elshtain argues similarly in Women and War:
Man constmed as violent, whether eagerly and inevitably or reluctantly and
tragically; woman as non-violent, offering succor and compassion: these tropes on
the social identities of men and women, past and present, do not denote what men
and women really are in time of war, but function instead to re-create and secure
women's location as noncombatants and men's as warriors. These paradigmatic
linkages dangerously overshadow other voices, other stories: of pacific males; of
bellicose women; of cmelty incompatible with just-war fighting; of martial fervor
at odds - or so we choose to believe - with matemalism in women. (4, original
emphasis)
Muir also counteracts the assumption of women's roles as natural peace-makers:
"Sue Bradbury, a former WRNS officer [British Navy], weapons analyst and mother-oftwo, wrote in the Daily Mail when the women-at-sea issue was being debated that she
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believed unequivocally that female sailors would be able to kill as mthlessly as men
when the need arose" (44). Women, Muir adds, normally will avoid outright physical
aggression if possible because of their, generally, weaker physical situation, especially
against men, but when pushed into a comer, "they will. . . resort to violence, and often
effective violence" (99). Segal writes that the connection between women and peace
should not be an absolute "given" (198). Aggression and war, she says, is not the
exclusive domain of men, just as peace is not exclusively female (174-187).
Until recently, the concept of women warriors fell into the category of fanciful
fable or rare (and aberrant) exceptions to the norm, explained away as mythical stories
created by men to express fears of a world turned upside down, featurmg creatures
(warrior women, like Medb or the Amazons) as imaginary as minotaurs or unicorns. As
Clark says, subscribing to that widely held view of fighting women: "Women fighters are
the exception in our literature. In real life they are even rarer, and the memory of them is
usually suppressed" (27). The past two decades, however, have been witness to
something of an explosion in both the scholarly and popular press of volumes dedicated
to tracing the history of women as warriors, mlers, and military leaders. Fraser's book
The Wanior Queens, first published in 1988, examines and contradicts the assumption
that female mlers who led their nations into war were "singular exception[s]," a term she
borrows from Edward Gibbon (3). Webster Wilde's 1999 On the Trail of The Women
Warriors and Jeannine Davis-Kimball's 2002 Warrior Women explore the archaeological
evidence, which has recently come to light, of female warriors in various ancient culmres,
revealing that myths once thought to be fantastic flights of the male imagination may
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contain more tmth than fiction. Joan Dmett's 2001 She Captains brings to light the long
history of women sailors, sea captains, and pirates, some more mthless and savage than
their male counterparts.
Segal, Elshtain, and Muir bring up more recent examples of women in combat,
and the relationship of women and war, all of which force a rethinking of entrenched
gender paradigms that have had such an influence on research into women in eariier
historical periods. Segal, for instance, cites numerous examples of women both
aggressively supporting war efforts and participating in battle situations during both
WWI and WWII (168-175). Elshtain similarly discusses the efforts of women in both
World Wars, including sections examining the female Resistance fighters in France and
Italy, and the Soviet women combat forces in World War II (106-120, 176-180). Muir
devotes a chapter to the history of women as fighters and warriors, discussing the welldocumented cases of the Dahomeyan Amazons of West Africa in the nineteenth cenmry,
and, in World War II, the British female soldiers of the Special Operations Executive
who organized armed resistance, and the Soviet female forces who fought against Hitler
(59-73). Another chapter focuses on the women in the 1991 Gulf War, which she calls
"the Battle of Mothers" because of the number of female participants who left children
behind as they went off to war (115-133). That chapter has particular resonance when
looking at historical warriors and warrior queens who either left children behind or
fought alongside their children, as Medb does in the Ulster Cycle. As Muir states about
the documented recent history of women as combatants in national armies: "What is of
interest here is not the phenomenon of women freeing men to fight by taking on auxiliaty
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roles, but the female soldiers who took up weapons and fought themselves" (61). It is of
interest to this smdy, specifically, because it forces a re-evaluation of the traditional and
"namral" qualities associated with womanhood and femininity, which must extend to
women (both historical and fictional) of the past. The studies mentioned here lend
credence to, and, I would argue, necessitate a re-evaluation of Medb's role as a warrior
queen in the Ulster Cycle, as well as a re-examination of just how much her character
may owe to historical role models not considered by previous scholars. The current
popularity in scholarly circles of uncovering and recognizing the contributions of women
to histoty, including a recognition that women not only did not necessarily work "behind
the scenes," letting the men take the credit, but that many engaged in open and sometimes
hostile fighting and even warfare, makes Medb an apt subject for a closer and less openly
negative analysis.
In light of these changing paradigms, an acknowledgement that women are not
(and have not been) always peace-loving and nurmring creamres who shunned aggression
and competition, perhaps Medb's portrayal is not as fantastic or unhistorical as previously
thought. Precedents for Medb's powerful warrior queen character can be found in the
historical figures of the first centuty CE Briton queens Boudica, of the Iceni tribe, and
Cartimandua, of the Brigante tribe, both of whom mled their tribes and commanded
armies of warriors in confrontations with the Roman legions intent on subduing the
native Briton tribes. Greek and Roman writers and chroniclers, as well as Julius Caesar
himself, reported their surprise and shock at the fact that women in the "Celtic" tribes
they encountered (primarily Gauls and Britons) led more public lives than their own
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women. The Roman historians Tacitus, Dio Cassius, Diodoms Siculus, and Ammianus
Marcellinus, all writing between the first and second centuries CE, mention that, among
the Britons and the Gauls, women seemed to be the equals of men in terms of mling or
fighting (Fraser, 55-59). Caesar himself, in his own writings, "points out the relative
freedom of women in Gaul and Britain, in terms of marriage and property: they could
choose their own husbands, to some extent" (Green, 22). Bitel dismisses these classical
accounts as "too formulaically pervasive

.to be very credible" (212), but, in general,

scholars accept their basic veracity, even while conceding that the information may have
been exaggerated as a tactic to paint the Gauls and Britons as primitive and barbaric, i.e.
not civilized like the Romans (Green, 22, 24).
In Ireland, although it is tme there is no incontrovertible proof that women
regularly or wilUngly became warriors, there are some tantalizing references to fighting
women embedded in some early law manuscripts, as well as references to politically
influential women (some named as queens) in several of the annals. In a late seventh
cenmry law tract called, in Irish, Cain Adomndn [Law of Adomnan], and in Latin, Lex
Innocentium [Law of the Innocents], examined in Mairin Ni Dhonnchadha's article "The
Lex Irinocentium: Adomnan's Law for Women, Clerics and Youths, 697 A D , " specific
mention is made that women were to be permanently exempted from military service
(64). Moreover, the law makes special provisions for the payment of fines in the case of
murder of women, especially in connection with violent warfare (fines paid to the church
and not to a secular entity, as was customaty); the law also distinguishes between women
as instigators of violence and those who are victims of violence in determining the fines
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to be paid (66-67). The law is attributed to Adomnan, the abbot of lona and an important
parochial leader between 679 and 704, who was a significant figure in both ecclesiastical
and secular politics (58). According to Ni Dhonnchadha, this aspect of the law seems to
indicate that "murder of women [in battle] was acknowledged to [have reached] such
crisis level, on occasion at least, that political leaders accepted the necessity of church
intervention and consequent loss of fines [to the church]" (66). Green comments on this
element of the law: "The Cain may, in part, be a vehicle for Christian propaganda but it is
hard to imagine that the need for women to be protected from the perils of warfare was
purely fictitious" (30).
Another Irish law tract, dating from the early eighth century, titled Bretha Crolige
[Judgments on Blood-lyings; or nursing fees for those wounded], provides special
nursing and fee provisions for twelve types of women who are of special importance to a
territoty or political region (Binchy 27). Among these, Daniel Binchy reports in his
article, also titled Bretha Crolige, are listed two women with characteristics that seem to
imply military or political leadership. The first is described as "a woman who tums back
the streams of war," glossed by the late fifteenth-century legal scribe as an abbess or
female hermit who "turns back the manifold sins of wars through her prayers" (27).
Legal historian Fergus Kelly, however, says that this description might also "refer to a
female militaty leader" (69). The second woman listed in this section of the law is
described as "a mler entitled to hostages" glossed as one "who takes hostages, such as
was Medb of Cmachain" (Binchy 27). Like the implication in Adomnan's law that
women had frequent intimate experience with the consequences of warfare, this later law-
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text implies that women sometimes had to assume leadership positions in those battle
situations. The mention of Medb's name as an exemplar certainly gives evidence for a
common tradition or knowledge of the Ulster Cycle well into the fifteenth centuty,
popular or widely known enough that her character could be used as an example with
immediate significance. Does the mention of "a mler entitled to hostages" in a section
expressly devoted to women, perhaps, also imply something of an acknowledgement (if
not acceptance) that women did or could serve in leadership positions?
Of course, these brief legal references do not serve as concrete evidence that the
fighting women and warrior queens so prominently featured in the Irish heroic sagas
were patterned after the reality of women's lives in early Ireland. However, when these
references are combined with the numerous mentions in the annalistic texts of historical
women who can be shown to have exercised significant political influence (including
instigating war), it becomes possible to see Medb as Sawyer describes her: "as bmtal and
aggressive as any legendaty man, and [a woman who] offered her favours to anyone who
might advance her ambitions," with "no need for

apologies" (5). Reynolds gives her

own assessment of Medb, which counters the stereotype of woman as "peace-maker" but
is more in line with the muhi-faceted woman who offers much "more

than meets the

eye (Braidotti 69):
She sets herself up as a standard - the man must measure up to her
In the war
it is Maeve who stands out and it is she who gives the orders.
It is she who
cajoles various warriors . to engage in single combat with Cuchulainn.
it is
the personality of the woman, not of her husband, that is stamped on the stoty,
and it is she who lives on in legend. (Reynolds 14)
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ft is clear from the preceding discussion about fighting women that the rigid and
patriarchal gender parameters by which women have been historically viewed are
beginning to be questioned and re-evaluated. Perhaps Medb is not such an aberration
after all.

Questioning the Sovereignty Myth
At the same time, this discussion may start to question the predominance of the
sovereignty approach in scholarly circles. Voices of dissension exist in this area of
research as well. James Carney, commenting in 1966, in his introduction to Eleanor
Knott and Gerard Murphy's Early Irish Literature, on the subject of Medb's "obvious"
sovereignty stams, states that the idea of euhemerism so strongly championed by T. F.
O'Rahilly and O Maille, while not without merit, "appears to be over-used" and the
evidence even manipulated to an extent in order to "better support an association [of
Medb's character] with the ceremony of kingship-marriage" (14-15). He counters the
assertion of Medb of Connacht as an obvious goddess, and wams against Old Irish
scholars making characters found in Old Irish tales "into gods, goddesses, or 'ancestordeities' on the slenderest evidence" (Introduction 17). In his analysis of Medb, he states:
There is no direct evidence to link Medb of Cmachain with whatever goddess
originally symbolized the sovereignty of Tara [a link O'Rahilly and 6 Maille do
make]. The evidence mainly rests (a) on an etymologizing of her name, and (b)
on identifying her with another Medb, Medb Leithderg, who, it is assumed, was
such a goddess. (14)
Her name, he says, was quite common in pagan Ireland, found both in masculine
and feminine forms (15-16). Additionally, the name Medb is often etymologized by
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many scholars as "she who intoxicates" (a play on the word "mead"), purportedly linking
her to the tradition of the sovereignty goddess handing a cup of liquor to the chosen
bridegroom in the ceremony of the kingship-marriage (15). Camey states, however, that
"traditions that have survived concerning the association of liquor with the ceremony"
normally include ale, not mead, thereby weakening the purported link to Medb's name
(16). In fact, I would propose that O'Rahilly's insistence on Medb as a euhemerized
divinity, ironically, makes a reading of Medb as possibly modeled on historical persons
even more plausible, as euhemerism is defined as a theory attributing the origin of the
gods to the deification of historical heroes. This would imply that the sovereignty
goddess by which O'Rahilly sets such store was, at one time, a historical figure around
whom legendary feats and supematural traits were constmcted. If, as O'Rahilly claims,
the Christian scribes humanized her, along with other divinity figures of early Ireland, in
order to hasten the process of eradicating the earlier pagan belief systems {Early Irish
History 261), her re-humanization, then, simply brings her back down to "reality." After
all, as Peter Berresford Ellis says in Celtic Women: Women in Celtic Society and
Literature, all myths "are created from realities, from moral tales and actual events lost in
the recesses of histoty" (42).
Camey is more inclined to believe that the tradition of Medb's numerous
marriages (another factor in the sovereignty designation) simply may be the product of
"the Irish tendency to exaggerate," and, while he does not discount the possibility that
"somewhere at the back of such traditions we may well have the vety common idea of
kingship-marriage, this is by no means certain" (Introduction 16). He brings up the case
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of the historical queen Gormlaith, who died in 946 (discussed below, pp. 124-26) to show
the ease with which mythological connections can be made if one is looking for them or
is intent on proving them. Her name can be translated to mean either "Red Ale" or "Dark
Sovereignty," both names implying a sovereignty connection (16). She was married
several times, and she was the daughter of a high king of Ireland, also perfect conditions
for associating her with the sovereignty deity (16). Camey concludes: "Had the tradition
of this woman come to us by hundreds of years of oral tradition, confused with other
queens of the same name, we might easily hear that she had a dozen husbands, all kings,
and that she allowed no one to be king who did not marty her" (16). The case of
Gormlaith is a particularly apt example of the popularity or tendency to attach the
sovereignty role onto Irish queens, for her life has been mythologized to a certain extent
by both Christian scribes and later scholars examining and explaining the early Irish
culture of kingship, as shown by W. Ann Trindade in her article "Irish Gormlaith as a
Sovereignty Figure," and Bart Jaski in Early Irish kingship and succession (69-72, 153).
It is entirely possible, and plausible, to surmise, along with Carney, that Medb was also a
product or victim of this exaggeration, conflation, and mythologizing.
Even Clark, one of the staunchest supporters of reading Medb as a goddess, casts
doubt on the sovereignty characterization as it applies to Medb: "There are two aspects of
Medb's stoty which do not fit the usual pattern of the sovereignty myth. First, the
province of Connacht is given to her by her father, the High King of Ireland, and she is
queen there in her own right for a while without any husband at all" (132). She explains
that this discrepancy "may be a result" of the humanization process: "Since Medb must be
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represented as a human queen, there must be a rationalized explanation of the way a
woman came to be in such a powerful position" (132). Second, Clark brings up the fact
that Medb does not fulfill the qualities of a supematural battie-goddess who hovers at the
edges of the battle and prophesies or terrifies the warriors, like other sovereignty figures;
"[s]he fights herself .

however unsuited that role may be to a [mortal] woman" (16), an

aspect of the stoty she also attributes to the humanization process. As in the case of other
scholars, Clark finds herself having to explain the inconsistencies through the still
popular and highly convenient theoty of euhemerism-to-humanization that Camey
questioned fifteen years before her study.
Ellis argues that Medb of Connacht too often mistakenly has been Hnked with
Medb Lethderg, the figure he claims is a sovereignty goddess (41). The similarity in
names, he says, has led some scholars to propose Medb of Connacht "as a literaty
reincamation of the sovranty [sic] goddess [because s]he appears as the daughter of a
High King [of Ireland] named Eochaid Feidhleach" (42). He adds: "It might well be that
there was a Medb who was an historical person and who really did attempt to invade the
kingdom of Ulaidh (Ulster). But she has become so swamped in myth and religious
symbolism that it is impossible to tmly identify her" (78). Like Camey (Introduction, 1417), Ellis does not discount the euhemerism approach, but also does not dismiss the
possibility of historical precedence for Medb's character in the sagas.
Jaski, who initially claims that "even historical queens acted in [the] fashion [of a
sovereignty figure]" (69), concludes that there is sparse historical evidence for
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maintaining that ritual marriages between a king and a symbolic goddess took place (72).
As he states:
It is possible that in the pre-Christian period Irish kings were inaugurated in a
symbolic wedding to a goddess representing the territoty. However, in the early
medieval period bari/heis rigi [wedding feast of kingship] is not associated with
any sexual act, and is nothing more than the usual term for the royal inauguration
feast. . .O'Rahilly's theoty that the king of Tara was symbolically espoused to the
goddess Eriu at his inauguration, while lesser kings were similarly married to the
local goddess, remains unproven for the historical period. (72)
He adds that the concept of a territorial goddess and a sacred marriage between a king
and a goddess "would be difficuh to reconcile with the political stmcmre of early
medieval Ireland," especially when one considers that "[i]n certain situations, two persons
held the kingship concurrently, and one may wonder how they would have performed a
sacred marriage, not to speak of bishops and abbots who became kings" (72). Like other
scholars, Jaski does not discount the idea of a pre-historic belief in a sovereignty goddess
in freland, nor does he insist that the ritual of the sacred marriage never existed, but he
does question the validity, like Camey, of assuming it is the "obvious" or only
explanation for the powerful females, like Medb, in the sagas.

The Historical Dimension of the Warrior Queen
Questioning the conviction of the sovereignty approach to Medb leads to doubts
about the insistence among many scholars that she is an historical impossibility. As with
the studies that uncover the fact that warrior women can no longer be relegated to the
fringes of myth, emerging research about women in leadership positions gives lie to the
idea that mling women were rare exceptions in histoty, which helps to see Medb as less
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anomalous than previously purported by so many scholars. Before mrning to a specific
discussion of the evidence for possible historical precedents or models for Medb in
Ireland, a general review of the historicity of women who mled and led armies into war
will help to show that warrior queens are neither fictional nor historical anomalies or
phenomena. On that subject, Fraser states, "almost evety culture throughout history has
had its Warrior Queen or Queens either in fact or in fiction, or in some combination of
them both" (7). Although accounts and biographies of mUng women and warrior queens
have appeared in some number throughout the twentieth centuty (one need only browse
through Fraser's extensive reference notes), Fraser's book The Warrior Queens, which
first appeared in 1988, became something of an impetus for a boom in "women who lead"
publications and research, a specialized sector of the surge in general women's smdies
and women's histoty interest, research, and publication in the past decade. Some of the
publications are specific biographies of female mlers, which often seek to dispel longheld negative, sometimes even false, portrayals of the queens, or which seek to separate
histoty from myth, like Michel Chauveau's 2002 Cleopatra: beyond the myth, Nicholas
Clapp's 2001 Sheba: Through the Desert in Search of the Legendary Queen, and Alison
Weir's 2000 Eleanor of Aquitaine: a life. Other researchers have opted for a
historiographical approach, investigating the roles of the queens as by-products of,
influence on, and reaction or resistance to the political-social circumstances of their
environments, as Miles does in a chapter of her Who Cooked the Last Slipper? Other
scholarly publications in this vein include Judith Herrin's 2001 Women in Purple: Rulers
of Medieval Byzantium, a detailed study of three Byzantine empresses in the eighth and
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ninth cenmries CE; Peter Linehan and Janet L. Nelson's 2001 The medieval world, which
includes sections on the power of noble and royal women in several westem countries;
Jennifer Lawler's 2001 Encyclopedia of women in the Middle Ages, also including
chapters on ruling and poUtically powerful women; and the various contributions to the
second volume of^ History of Women in the West, which addresses the Middle Ages,
published in 1994, and to the 1999 collection edited by Linda E. Mitchell, Women in
Medieval Western European Culture.
The mling female or warrior queen is not solely a westem phenomenon, nor is she
exclusively a medieval or Common Era (CE) occurrence. Miles includes brief
biographical information on medieval and early modem queens from Yemen, Jemsalem,
Cypms, and Nigeria (136-138). Fraser includes a discussion of the first cenmty CE
Vietnamese sisters Tmng Trac and Tmng Nhi, both of noble blood, who commanded
armies of noble vassals in their fight against China's intended domination of their country
(237). She includes sections on several BCE female mlers: the ninth century Assyrian
queen Sammu-ramat, whose sparse historical stoty was, as Fraser says, "gleefully
[transformed]" by Greek writers "into a demi-legendaty creature" (known as Semiramis
in legend) with questionable sexual morals (28-29); Tomyris, the sixth century queen of
the Massagetae, who led her army against the Persian king Cyms the Great (30-31);
Artemisia, Queen Regent of Halicarnassus, a militaty commander in the army of the
Persian king Xerxes during his war against the Greeks in the fifth centuty (31 -34); and
an extensive section on the famous Cleopatra VII, shedding light on her achievements,
political sense and ambitions, and intellectual abilities, and dispelling some of the myths
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long-attached to the first centuty BCE Egyptian queen (34-42). The 1994 publication
Imperial Rulership arid Cultural Change in Traditional China, edited by Frederick P.
Brandauer and Chun-Chieh Huang, includes the article "Empress Wu and Proto-Feminist
Sentiments in T'ang China" by Chen Jo-shui, in which she discusses the impact and
career of the seventh centuty CE Wu Chao, popularly referred to as Empress Wu, who
"was the only female mler in China ever to proclaim herself emperor" (77). Jo-shui
remarks of this woman who could be considered to have possessed "feminist" qualities:
"She was a pivotal figure in medieval China; her role and policies had considerable
impact on social, political, and cultural developments in the T'ang dynasty" (77).
This growing field of study is important in correcting the still entrenched ideas
that only men affected history, that only men had the capacity and intelligence to lead
nations and armies, and that women had only marginal influence on the affairs of the
world throughout the centuries. Laura Liswood, the director of the Council of Women
Leaders at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, states the necessity
for such research succinctly: "Where is history's record of women leaders? We must
appreciate the 'power of the nurror.' We understand who we are by what we see. In
societies where women are not significantly visible in leadership roles, people absorb
silent messages that 'acceptable' leaders are male" (Beams and McHargue "About
Sophia"). As these research efforts show, it is possible to re-evaluate and reclaim
women's places in histoty, and separate history and fact from myth and fiction. Clearly,
Medb as a warrior queen, even if she is wholly fictional, can no longer be described as an
anomaly. Fraser states about Cleopatra, long the victim of "bad press": "[A] close
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inspection of Cleopatra's career reveals far more concentration on power politics and far
less self-indulgent dalliance than wistfiil popular imagination cares to admit" (36). This
study approaches Medb with the same objective: what can a close reading, from a
different perspective, reveal about her character's political, miUtaty, and leadership
motivations and abilities beyond the traditional assumption and assertion that she is
simply acting out of" her own selfish, petty desire[s]" (Clark 133)?
The same methods used to re-evaluate historical women warriors and mlers, as
shown in the preceding discussion, coupled with the emerging questions of the traditional
approaches to Medb's character serve to lay the groundwork to re-evaluate Medb's role
using a different approach, to tty to extract those elements of her character that may have
been modeled on real figures in Irish histoty, even while conceding that she herself might
never have been a historical character. On this point, Ellis says: "There has been an
ongoing argument among scholars as to whether Medb was purely myth or whether she
was based on an historical personage. The argument will probably continue until the end
of time" (42). Camey calls into question the strictly mythological approach to Medb's
character, citing the "Irish tendency to exaggerate" and the "commonness of the name
Medb" in both feminine and masculine forms (Introduction 15-16, original emphasis).
While neither argument categorically negates a purely mythological origin for Medb's
character, the debate allows for the possibility of a historical kemel as the genesis of
Medb's mythological legend, in the same way that Fraser discusses the Sammuramat/Semiramis legend (28-29).
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In order to shed some contextual, historical light on Medb's character, two first
centuty CE Briton warrior queens, Boudica of the Iceni and Cartimandua of the Brigante,
merit a closer look, for both queens, like Medb, are products of a "Celtic" culmre, and
they show the historical reality of female political power and sexual freedom that is
portrayed m the Ulster Cycle. Scholars are in general agreement that the Ulster Cycle
most likely depicts a time in Ireland prior to the coming of Christianity, most likely
between the first cenmty BCE and second centuty CE, making Medb's "reign" roughly
contemporaneous to the reigns of the historical Briton queens. Carney's comments, in his
article "Early Irish Literature: The State of Research," on the 7a/>/'s setting represent the
majority view: "It shows an Ireland that appears to have a cultural and organizational
resemblance to Celtic Britain and Cehic Gaul at the time of Julius Caesar" (113), a period
just a few decades earlier than when Boudica and Cartimandua lived, reigned, and went
up against the more powerful Roman empire.
The two Briton queens are mentioned in Roman chronicles and histories,
primarily those of Tacitus and Dio Cassius, writing in the first and second centuries CE,
and, even taking into account the Roman tendency to exaggerate for propaganda
purposes. Green states that there "must surely [be] some validity and a basis in reality" in
the Roman accounts (20). She continues:
[I]t is difficult to gauge how usual it was to have CeUic female commanders and
mlers. Caesar mentions many Gaulish leaders by name but women are not among
them. On the other hand, there are hints that British women were more
prominent: vety few leading Britons are referred to by name in the sources, so it
may not be significant that Boudica and Cartimandua are the only female political
leaders named. (22)
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In fact. Green says, Tacims certainly seems to imply that the Britons were "by no means
unused to female leaders in battie" or as political mlers (20-21), a point that Fraser
emphasizes, as well (55). Ellis states that there is evidence that Celtic female mlers, if
not the absolute norm (he does not subscribe to the idea of a Cehic matriarchy), were not
unusual, and date back to at least about 500 BCE (76). He mentions several Cehic
queens, from various parts of Europe, all of whom had military encounters with both
Greeks and Romans, and he includes detailed discussions of both Briton queens (80-92).
In 51 CE, Cartimandua was an estabUshed queen-commander of her tribe and a
client-leader to the Roman governors of Britain (a leader who pledged loyalty and paid
tributes to the Roman Empire in remm for a level of autonomy and protection against
enemies) (Fraser 53). Caratacus, a rebelhous Brigantian chieftain, after several defeats at
the hands of the Romans, sought refiige with Cartimandua, but was then betrayed by the
queen and handed over as a special overture to the Emperor Claudius (53). When she
later was threatened with a rebellion led by her consort Venutius, Rome was obliged to
come to her aid to quell the rebellion (53). In about 70 CE, the final chapter in
Cartimandua's mle occurred, when she joined forces with her husband's armor-bearer
Vellocams in an attempt to gain political support against the mounting popularity of
Venutius (54). This coup, although supported once again by the Romans, did not end
successfully, but Cartimandua, as Fraser says, was still able to "peacefiilly [retire]" after a
reign of at least two decades (54). Tacitus, in a clear attempt to shed a negative light on
female mlership, attributes to Cartimandua a "lustful" nature, a woman mled by her
adulterous urges in wanting to replace her husband with his armor-bearer (54). Later
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historians and literaty authors, John Milton among them, would emphasize her adulterous
behavior over her obvious strategic skills in political survival (54-55), a tactic, says
Fraser, which obeys "that mle which links sexuality to the Warrior Queen where
possible" in order to highlight her unsuitability and depravity (54-55). Green explains the
significance of Cartimandua's role in histoty: "[Her] activities demonstrate that it was
possible for British women to hold supreme power within a tribe, to own property, lead
armies, change marriage-partners at will, and to enter into negotiations and treaties with
Rome, receiving its support despite its intolerant attimde to female emancipation" (20).
These same attributes - along with the concept of attaching depraved or insatiable
sexuality to a warrior queen — can be applied to Medb, although, in the Irish sagas, her
treaties are not with Rome, but with other powerfiil provincial (male) mlers.
In the midst of Cartimandua's reign, another Briton queen, Boudica, emerged,
causing greater problems for the Roman governors than Cartimandua ever did. On the
death of her husband Prasutagus in either 59 or 60 CE, a client-king of Rome, Boudica
became the regent for the Iceni kingdom on behalf of her two minor daughters (Fraser,
57). It is assumed that, in order to assure a peacefiil transition for his kingdom in its
relations with Rome, Prasutagus left part of his possessions to the Emperor and the other
part to his daughters, but this, apparently, was not a satisfactory arrangement to Rome, in
view of the events that occurred (57). Prasutagus's will was not honored, and
representatives of the Roman procurator seized all of the king's estate and treasure, and
added insult to injury by pubUcly flogging Boudica and raping the two daughters (57-58).
According to Green, these events precipitated a rebellion on the part of the Iceni, who
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were joined by their neighboring tribe the Trinovantes, "who were disaffected because of
taxes, misappropriation of their territoty in and around their capital and the presence of
the expensive and blatantly provocative temple of Claudius in their city of Camulodunum
(Colchester)" (32). Before the uprising was quelled (in either 60 or 61 CE), Boudica's
forces - which, it is speculated, included women as well as male warriors - had bmtally
laid siege to and destroyed three important Roman towns (including London), and killed,
most likely, a few thousand Roman inhabitants (32). As with Cartimandua, the Roman
historians made exaggerated claims of cmelty and savagery against Boudica and her
Briton troops, as well as exaggerated the number of "innocent" Romans massacred, but,
unlike Cartimandua, Boudica's legend survived to become a positive symbol of both
Celtic and British independence and patriotism (Fraser 102-106).
One especially relevant aspect of Boudica's revolt - for its bearing on Medb's role
in the 7am - is the scene described by both Dio Cassius and Tacitus just prior to the final,
and fatal, battle between Boudica's army and the Roman legions. Both historians claim
that Boudica exhorted her troops (and family members who gathered there to inspire the
warriors to greater fighting prowess) while "driving round and round the assembled tribes
in her chariot" (96). It is a scene whose echoes can be felt in the description, in the Tdirt,
of the first night of the gathering of the great Irish tribes against Ulster, when Medb
refuses to turn in for the night until she has made her rounds of the camp to see her troops
settled in (C. O'Rahilly, TBC II 146).
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The Irish "Evidenre"
Boudica's stoty is important in highlighting that the concept of a warrior queen
who commanded an army and fought on the battlefield - aspects so central to Medb's
stoty - was not a foreign idea to the inhabitants of either Britain or Ireland. Boudica is
often cited as the British counterpart of Medb, and seems to have been especially popular
with the Gaelic Revival promoters. In Medb, the Gaelic revivalists had found their own
warrior queen to counter the British boast that their national patriotism existed long
before the Anglo-Saxons or the Normans arrived on British soil (Bitel 1; Sawyer 4).
Sawyer adds that the revivalists may have regarded Medb as a superior model of Celtic
pride, for, while Boudica reacted to the Roman onslaught, Medb "chose to act" (4),
showing that "compared with the lot of women in many other cultures, Irish women
started from a position of strength" (6).
As tempting as it is to use the stories of Boudica and Cartimandua as "proof that
Medb is a reaUstic reflection of the Irish "Cehic" period, it must be noted that the Ulster
Cycle tales were written by monastic scribes intent on, most likely, discrediting or even
demonizing the earlier pagan culture in much the same way that Roman historians
exaggerated and embellished their reports in order to demonize the Celtic barbarians who
allowed their women to fight and mle. However, it caimot/should not be assumed that
the scribes simply invented or created the characters in the sagas. It is generally agreed
that the tales are based on earlier oral folklore, which, in tum, may be based on possible
historical foundations - albeit with embellishment, first, on the part of the oral
storytellers and tribal poets, and, later, by the monastic scribes intent on denigrating the
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pagan culture. Bowen says of the scribes: "For them the stoty was fixed and given, a fact
no longer of literamre but of histoty. They thought of Queen Medb not as a goddess, not
as a fascinating literaty creation, but as a larger-than-life ancestress" (31). It is risky to
generalize, however, and, therefore, it should not be assumed that, because the first
cenmty Britons (and earlier Celtic cultures in other parts of Europe) had tribal warrior
queens, the Irish accepted women in leadership positions as well. However, the historical
evidence for Boudica and Cartimandua, just across the Irish sea, at roughly the same
period in freland that has been called its "heroic" age (Ellis 78-79; Murphy 114-116), and
the references to fighting women and queens in Irish legal tracts (see above) and annals
(see following discussion), certainly invite the notion that Medb might be historically
possible, or, at least, modeled on historical women. Camey has proposed that the Ulster
Cycle has a historical foundation, implying that the main characters, including Medb,
have some basis in historical tmth as well:
[T]here is a strong historical element in the 7am, but
a number of the stories
surrounding it are composed fictions . composed partly from traditional
thinking and material, and set against what I would regard as the fundamentally
historical background of the central epic. 7am Bo Cuailnge is, I would hold,
neither fiction nor histoty, but an amalgam of both. ("Early Irish" 116)
One element of early Irish (pre-Norman) culture that does help to make a strong
case for seeing Medb as a reflection (likely exaggerated) of the historical situation is that
early Ireland, in fact, did have its share of historical queens (even if not technically
timlar), several of whom are named in the annals and genealogies, women who can
clearly be seen to have influenced provincial politics and dynastic affairs. This seems to
contradict Fergus Kelly's assertion that the annals contain no mention of female poHtical
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leaders (69). The argument over whether Ireland had queens comes down to a case of
semantics: how does one define the term queen? 6 Corrain notes that "even in the
earliest annals there are references to queens," although most often, until about the midtenth centuty, these women are called wife of the king or queen of the king of a particular
kingdom (10). However, starting in the tenth centuty, the annals record what 6 Corrain
calls a change in the stams of queen: "their names began to be linked with the kingdoms
[themselves] over which their husbands mled" (10). This "change in style," he believes,
"reflects a major rise in status. Kingship and its institutions were being steadily
consolidated and the stams of the king's consort rose accordingly" (10). While Kelly,
therefore, may be correct in saying that, technically, Ireland had no independent female
mlers, 6 Corrain counters this by noting that, ahhough they were not titular and
independent mlers like Medb in the Ulster Cycle, "we need not doubt that the queens
exercised a considerable influence on politics especially since their marriages were
frequently contracted for dynastic and political purposes" (10). Jaski concurs that "the
political background and social stams and reputation" of wives and mothers of kings and
future kings "was likely to play a role" in the political arena (153).
Aside from the issue of the meaning of the term queen in the historical records,
another problem that arises when examining the annals and other genealogical records is
determining how tmstworthy their historical authenticity is. As Jaski states:
Unfortunately, the sources are silent about intrigues at court, the vying for power,
the scheming behind the scenes, the competition between queens and concubines
and other personal and political games which often form the icing on the cake in
historical writing. Even the descriptions of figures . about whom we are better
informed than usual, have a certain saga-element in them. (153)
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As with the general acceptance among scholars of the basic veracity of the Roman and
Greek commentaries about Celtic culmre and women, however, most Old Irish scholars
accept that, while the records must be viewed with some caution, the annals and
genealogies are fimdamentally historically tme. Most scholars argue against T. F
O'Rahilly's assertion that much of the genealogical data was pure invention on the part of
what he calls pseudo-historians who manufacmred an early history to "eradicate the
pagan beliefs that still lingered on among many of their counttymen" {Early Irish History
261). Instead, these chronicle records should be viewed, as several researchers have
proposed (Carney 1966; 6 Corrain 1979; Simms 1979, 1986; Trindade 1986; Ni
Bhrolchain 1995; Radner 1998; Jaski 2000), in the same way Camey describes the saga
material of the Ulster Cycle:
It could best be regarded as possessing the tmth of a historical novel, a novel
written many centuries after the events it portrays, but adhering more or less
closely to a skeletal history of the past. This history, until the seventh centuty
[slightly earlier, perhaps, in the case of the annals and genealogies], was handed
down orally by an organized group whose business and whose reason for being it
was to preserve such material. ("Early Irish" 116-117)
This approach to the information contained in the annals and chronicle records
makes the queens mentioned in them particularly relevant in terms of analyzing them as
possible historical and literaty models for Medb's character over the years the Ulster
Cycle tales were shaped, copied, recopied, and revised by scribes who were, in many
cases, also the annahsts. Of course, one must always keep in mind, as Jaski (69-72, 153)
and Trindade (155) note, that a level of reverse influence also may have been occurring fictional embellishment of historical events for propaganda or sensationalizing purposes as seems to be particularly the case with two of the queens named Gormlaith in the mid-
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tenth to early eleventh centuries CE (see discussion below pp. 124-28). However, the
evidence of influential queens in the annals and other non-saga sources clearly indicates
that a historical foundation for Medb is not out of the question.
Ellis, in arguing against Fergus Kelly's assertions about the historical lack of
queens in Ireland, brings up the case of the BCE queen of Ireland Macha Mongmadh
(Macha the Red-haired), listed in three different annalistic/historical sources. Although
he concedes that one must approach the historical authenticity of Macha with caution
because these records are obviously retrospective annalistic entries, written in by
annalists trying to reconstmct a distant past, he does not hold that her story is pure
fabrication, in spite of the strong traditions that conflate the historical Macha with the
myths of the goddess Macha (79), in much the same way the human Medb is conflated
with the tradition of the sovereignty goddess Medb Lethderg (see pp. 67-68 above).
O'Rahilly claims that these pre-Patrician annalistic entries (so called because they predate the legendary arrival of St. Patrick, and, hence, Christianity and literacy, to Ireland
in 432 CE) are especially suspect, and should be viewed as pure fictional inventions,
based, most likely, on mythological tales, on the part of what he calls pseudo-historians
intent on creating a continuous and established genealogical connection for many of
Christian Ireland's powerful dynastic families {Early Irish History 266-69). In light of
the growing body of archaeological and historical research regarding the not-so
anomalous existence of female mlers and miUtary leaders, Ellis's comment that "the
historical figure [of Macha] . seems a fairly tangible one" (79) is a viable conclusion.
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The Book of Leinster (LL), compiled ca. 1160, contains a tract that recounts the
stoty of the founding of Emain Macha (the Ulster royal seat), named after the golden
brooch that Macha used to mark out the foundations of the palace she demanded be built
(O'Curry 70-71). Eugene O'Curry includes both the Old frish text and exact translation of
the story found in the Book of Leinster in his Lectures on the Manuscript Materials of
Ancient Irish History (70-72, 526-528), a summary of which follows.
Macha is the daughter, and only child, of the Ulster king Aedh Ruadh, one of
three Ulster kings who share the sovereignty of all of freland. The three kings make a
pact for each to reign in tums of seven years. When Aedh drowns, leaving Macha as his
sole progeny, the other two, Dithorba and Cimbaoth, refuse to let her mle as her father's
rightful heir during the next tum her father would have reigned. She then raises an army,
defeats the two rival kings, and takes her seven-year tum as rightful mler. Dithorba dies
soon after, and his five sons demand the throne from Macha, but she refuses because she
fought and won the right to mle, and, therefore, has also won the right to reign
indefinitely. During the ensuing battle for sovereignty, Dithorba's sons are defeated,
Macha banishes them from the kingdom, and marries her once-rival Cimbaoth, in order
to consolidate both their sovereignty rights. Macha, in an attempt to further establish her
power, goes after the banished sons of Dithorba, captures them and makes them slaves,
and orders them to build the new official royal seat of Ulster, where Cimboath reigns as
Ulster's first official king until his death.
Elements of this same story, with one important addition, are found in a series of
entries in the Annals of the Four Masters (AFM), dated to about 1636 and attributed
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primarily to the Franciscan friar Michael O'Clety (O'Cuny 142-145). All entries from
AFM come from the two volumes edited and translated by John O'Donovan (hereafter
referred to in citations as AFMl and AFM2). The entries dealing with the primaty
circumstances of Macha's reign are dated between M4518 to M4546 (by my calculations,
this translates to ca. 641 to 613 BCE). The entries at M4539 (620 BCE), M4540 (619
BCE), and M4546 (613 BCE) introduce important departures from the stoty contained in
the Book of Leinster tract translated and discussed by O'Curty, for they relate the fact that
Cimboath died seven years after his marriage to Macha, after which she reigned on her
own for seven more years, until she was killed, in M4546 (O'Donovan AFMl), by a rival
for the throne. Geoffrey Keating, in his Foras Feasa or Eirinn [The Histoty of Ireland],
roughly contemporaty to AFM, adds saga-like embellishments that endow Macha with
sovereignty goddess attributes: in her pursuit of Dithorba's five sons, she disguises
herself as a leper, convinces each son, in turn, to go off into the woods to have sex with
her, where she overpowers and binds each one, and, then, takes them all back with her to
Ulster, where they are commanded to build the palace (Comyn and Dinneen). Keating
also intertwines a clearly mythological tradition of a different Macha into what is
fundamentally the same story found in the Book of Leinster tract (Comyn and Dinneen).
Later scholars focus on the sovereignty goddess aspects of the stoty found in Keating as
well as his conflation of Macha Ruadh with the mythological Macha (Rolleston 150-152;
T. F. O'Rahilly, Early Irish History 290, 350; Gantz 227-228; Green 76-77), fiirther
entangling the mythological with the plausibly historical, as Ellis discusses (79).
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These historical/mythological entanglements happen with Medb's stoty, and,
although the stories of both Macha Mongmadh and Medb are shrouded in the same kind
of mythical veil, the fact that both supposed pre-historic queens appear in sagas,
genealogies, and annals opens up possibilities for viewing their stories as containing the
seeds of historicity around which euhemerized myths developed. When one then
considers that elements of myth and saga also surround the stoty of two different
historical queens named Gormlaith - found in the annals and genealogies (see below pp.
124-28) - it becomes even more plausible to assume that there may be more than a small
kemel of historical tmth to both (supposedly purely fictional) pre-Christian queens. The
tradition of Macha's story is relevant, however, in more than historical terms, for the
circumstances surrounding her accession to the throne of Ireland help to show that the
stoty of Medb as an independent mler directly engaged in warfare or combat (even if
fictional) is not anomalous in Irish literature. Additionally, the tendency of early Irish
scribes to embellish and conflate traditions, even in annalistic records (as can be seen
with Gormlaith), makes it especially important to disentangle the myth and fiction from
what may be historically relevant.
Even more revealing than Macha's stoty, in terms of how to read Medb as
reflective of the period during which the Ulster Cycle tales were circulating, are the
annalistic records of five ninth- through eleventh-century royal women who easily
correspond to 6 Corrain's claim that "we need not doubt that there were many like
[Medb] in real life" (10). The circumstances related in the annals about each of the
queens are especially relevant in terms of the behaviors exhibited by Medb in
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manuscripts with later composition dates, especially TBC U (with language that dates it
to the early- to mid-twelfth centmy), which contains some important behavioral
modifications in Medb's character from TBC I (with language, in parts, dating to as early
as the seventh or eighth centUty). A careful examination of the historical queens
sfrengthens the plausibility that Medb's character is, at least in the later manuscripts,
influenced by or modeled on historical queens. Findon suggests that possibility in her
comments about medieval audience reception and interpretation of the Ulster tales:
"While these people likely recognized mythic overtones in the female figures who appear
in the narratives, they also most certainly had other images of women in mind - the
women of the Old Testament, Mary, and the saints (especially St. Brigit), as well as
queens and other secular women [just prior to or of thefr own time]" (12). A close
analysis of these five historical queens helps to both refute the pervasive insistence
among scholars that Medb is an anomalous, fictional invention and support the validity of
reading Medb as a reflection of the diversity of female models available to her medieval
audience, as well as making her relevant to a modem audience beyond a connection to
some mythic, primordial "goddess within all women," which, frankly, like the
sovereignty myth, tends to essentialize and limit women almost as much as the traditional
patriarchal gender paradigms of the separate spheres.
The five queens discussed here are notable not only for the kings with whom they
are connected, but also for the numerous annalistic entiies ui which they are mentioned.
In most cases, they appear not only more than once in the same annalistic compilation,
but thefr names and stories are found in different armals. Additionally, many entiies
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reveal the influence these women had on the volatile provincial politics of the period.
Alfred P. Smyth comments in his chapter on dynastic marriages in Celtic Leinster:
Towards an Historical Geography of Early Irish Civilization AD. 500-1600 that the
aristocratic women who married into other, sometimes hostile, tribes and became childbearers "constituted the most important social class of those who exchanged one tribe for
another because as members of the aristocracy they belonged to the dominant social
group" (82-83). Additionally, Smyth states, they exercised as much mfluence as, if not
more than, their male counterparts at certain levels of society, for "[r]oyal women . . . left
home and tribe when they reached maturity and had more experience of the wider world
in some respects than their menfolk, who fared abroad only in pursuit of the heady
business of war" (83).
The annalistic records are important to a smdy of a character like Medb for two
reasons. First, that the women are mentioned at all m records of such a patriarchal and
patristic culture is significant, but that their names and stories appear more than once, and
often m different annals, mdicates the women were important historically and politically
to the annalists and those that commissioned or supported the compilation of the armals,
indicating that a stoty featuring such a sfrong female like Medb is neither politically nor
historically out of character. Second, tiie annals, like the saga literature, seem to reveal a
degree of familiarity with fraditions or history among and across communities. Kathryn
Grabowski and David Dumville, in Chronicles and Annals of Mediaeval Ireland and
Wales: The Clonmacnoise-group Text, thefr analysis of tiie annalistic texts connected to
Clonmacnoise monastety - one of the most important centers of learning, after Armagh
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in Ulster - and Joan Radner, in her examination of what are called the Fragmentary
Annals of Ireland (hereafter FA), show tfie interrelationships between annals, indicating
that monasteries and communities shared chronicle information for inclusion into their
own annalistic records.
Additionally, Jaski (69-72, 153) and Trindade, in her article on tiiree different
queens named Gormlaith, discuss tiie influence saga or legendaty material may have had
on certain annalistic entries. Findon specifically brings up tiie fact that monasteries
borrowed manuscripts from one another in order to recopy them for thefr own
communities (19). All of these practices increase the likelihood that saga, historical, and
political material was well known in several communities across different provinces or
kingdoms, allowing for the possibility of tiie saga scribes basing their characterizations of
certain figures on historical persons appearing in the annals. Like Jaski, who states that
some of the chronicle entries "have a certain saga-element in them" (153), Trindade
makes the claim in her article that the scribes seem to have appropriated the mythopoeic
tradition of the sovereignty goddess in recounting the stories of certain historical queens
in the annals and other historical material to strengthen political ambitions (155). The
reverse, however, could be equally as tme, that the fictional or mythological material is a
"reflection of the earthly reality," as Edel suggests (151, n. 33). Trindade herself allows
for the possibility of an inter-textual flow in both directions - literature to histoty; history
to literature - when she states that she believes the annalistic records of the three
Gormlaiths she discusses in her article are "neither histoty nor fiction but something of
botii" (155).
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Medb's character in the tales with later composition dates exhibits behavior
remarkably similar to the behavior attributed to the five Irish queens discussed below. In
addition to the possible saga/annals inter-textual relationships, remarkable
interrelationships exist between the queens themselves, their political affiliations, and the
annalistic records. The historical records are linked in much the same way that Tom
Chadwin shows, in his article "The Remscela Tana Bo Cualngi," that many of the tales of
the Ulster Cycle are connected: "Here is intertextuality in its most concrete form,
whereby texts have little meaning when divorced from the texts with which they are
inextricably associated" (75). Whether because of concrete historical reality or scribal
manipulation and embellishment, the annalistic material concerning the five queens
discussed below becomes its own quasi-cycle, which possibly influenced the shape of the
later versions of the Ulster Cycle and Medb's character in those later tales.
The first queen, Gormlaith, daughter of Donnchad Midi, king of Tara 770-97, was
also the wife of Niall Caille mac Aedha, king of Tara 833-46 (Jaski 226, n. 150).
Gormlaith is politically important in a major feud between her husband Niall Caille and
his rival Feidlimid mac Crimthann, the king of Munster. The Annals oflnisfallen (AI)
report that in 838, at a great assembly of the men of Ireland, Niall Caille submitted to
Feidlimid, making Feidlimid the king of Ireland (Mac Airt AI; Grabowski and Dumville
47, 99). Two years later, however, Feidlimid plundered Tara, as well as other provinces
along the way, and took Gormlaith and her female train as hostages, most likely to force
Niall Caille to submit to his kingship (Mac Airt AI; Grabowski and Dumville 52, 99;
Jaski 224). Trindade and Jaski comment that, while Niall Caille did succeed on several
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occasions to defeat Feidlimid's ambitions, the abduction of his wife was a terrible insult
that would have prompted Niall to retaliate (Trindade 146; Jaski 224). Trindade says:
"Gormlaith . . . appears as a pawn in a dynastic stmggle" (146).
However, Gormlaith seems to be significant beyond her role as a political pawn,
as her laudatoty death notice reveals. Her death notice in 861 appears in five different
annals, all of which identify her as queen of Tara or Ireland (Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill
AU; O'Donovan AFMl; Radner 114-115; Jaski 226, n. 150). The Annals of Ulster (AU)
state the following in her death notice: "Gormlaith, daughter of Donnchad, a most
charming queen of the Irish, died after repentance [i.e. in a nunnery, most likely]" (Mac
Airt and Mac Niocaill AU), attesting to her high stams and reputation. In spite of the
tendency in many entries to denigrate the character of a queen abducted by a political
rival (as is the case with the fictional Medb, and with the historical M6r, and, by
implication of adulterous behavior with rivals, with the second and third Gormlahhs,
below), this first Gormlaith's reputation does not seem tarnished. Additionally, this
"most charming queen of the Irish" is directly connected to the next influential queen
through her son.
Gormlaith's son, Aed Findliath, king of Tara 862-79, married another politicallyinfluential woman. Land (or Flann or Flanna) of Osraige. Land's royal lineage alone
would qualify her for inclusion in the annals. Radner discusses Land's family
connections and political influence. Land's father was Diinlang, a king of Osraige, and
she was sister to Cerball, a powerful king of Osraige and eventual ally to two of Land's
husbands (xxii-xxv). She was married to three powerful kings: Gaethine mac Cinaeda,
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king of Loiches, with whom she had a son, Cennetig (king of Loiches after his father, and
a powerful ally to his uncle Cerball); Mael Sechlainn mac Maile Ruanaid, king of Tara
846-862, with whom she had a son, Flann Sinna (who would later succeed to the kingship
of Tara - after his stepfather Aed FindUath's death); and, finally, Aed Findliath in 862,
who took the kingship of Tara upon Mael Sechlainn's death (xxiii) Additionally, Land's
brother Cerball married the daughter of her second husband Mael Sechlainn, her stepdaughter (xxiii).
However, FA include several entries which clearly reveal how politically
influential Land was considered, and which have bearing on Medb's stoty. In FA 327
(866 CE), it is related that Aed defeated invading Norwegians at Loch Febail, but the
majority of the entty is devoted to Land; first, explaining that it was Land who incited her
husband to fight the Norwegians in the first place, and, then, listing her marital and
matemal histoty (118-119). Land's maternal and marital history is again related in FA
338 (866) in a long entty devoted to praise for her son Cennetig, who was triumphant
against a raiding party of Norwegians (122-125). In an even longer entry at FA 366
(868), the annalist devotes a substantial portion to recount how Land overheard an insult
to both her husband and son (Flann Sinna), and "mightily incited [her husband] to gather
forces against [the Leinster forces mustering against him]" (133). Radner suggests that
the annals may have been compiled under the patronage of descendants of Land and her
brother Cerball (perhaps some two hundred years later) in order to strengthen Osraige's
waning provincial political status (xxvi).
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The recounting of details pertaining to Land and her political influence are not
found in other annals chronicling the same events, which suggests to Radner that these
details, while not necessarily invented, may have been embellished to counter events that
occurred in the mid-eleventh centuty connected to Mor (see bielow) that helped to reduce
the political power of Osraige (xxvi). Once again, intertextuality comes into play with
the next queen, Gormlaith, daughter of Flann Sinna and, therefore. Land's granddaughter,
whose stoty seems inextricably tied up with saga-like elements, making it difficuh to
separate history from fiction, as Trindade states (146-47).
The historical facts of Gormlaith's life are that she was "married to the leading
kings of the day" (Jaski 70). First, she was given in marriage to Cormac mac Cuilennan,
king-bishop of Cashel, an important Munster royal seat; on Cormac's death, she next
married his rival, Cerball mac Muirecain, king of Leinster, who died one year after the
. marriage; and, finally, she married Niall Gliindub, king of Tara. and a son of Aed
Findliath (her grandmother Land's husband). Fictionalized or embeUished accounts of
her life abound in several annals and other historical writings; these writings include
several poems attributed to Gormlaith herself, as well as saga-like entries, many of which
(including the poems) seem to have been composed after her death in 948 (Trindade,
148).
The legends of Gormlaith endow her with a powerful personality and what seems
to be considerable political power, but like many of the powerful women in the sagas, she
is given a sad and humiliating end, most Hkely to diminish that power. Her first marriage
is purported to have been unconsummated, as Cormac was legendary for his piety, a
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reputation he apparently wanted to preserve (Smyth 83; Trindade 147). As one story
recounts, Cormac repudiated Gormlaith and sent her back to her father because of his
sanctity (Trindade 147). Shortly afterward, in 908, Gormlaith's father Flann Sinna and
his ally Cerball mac Muirecain attacked Cormac and killed him, and Gormlaith was
married to Cerball, who, legend has it, abused Gormlaith (147). Cerball died only a year
later, in a bizarre accident, recounted in some detail in FA, when his horse shied when
startled by a comb-maker, and Cerball fell back onto his own spear (Radner 166-67;
Trindade 147). Gormlaith was then married to Niall Gliindub, who died in 919 in battle
against the invading Norse, and, according to various legends, which Trindade states are
clearly manufactured, Gormlaith then wandered for several years, becoming destitute and
ragged as she begged from door to door, finally dying after a ghostly visitation by Niall
(148; Smyth 83). The poems attributed to Gormlaith are laments in which she blames
herself for both Cerball's and Niall's deaths, "perhaps," says Trindade, "in order to evoke
one of the 'tragic exits' to which Irish heroines seem so prone" (148). One of those
poems, found in several annals, contains the line: "Evil to me the compliment of the two
foreigners who slew Niall and Cearbhall" (O'Donovan; Radner 164-65), implying, states
Trindade, a possible reference to adulterous or, at least, flirtatious behavior on the part of
Gormlaith with the foreigners (i.e. the Norse who slew her husbands in battle).
According to both Trindade and Jaski, the poems and other saga-type material
surrounding Gormlaith's eventfiil life are clearly the work of propagandists, possibly in
order to appropriate the concept of sovereignty to help solidify political ambitions
(Trindade 146; Jaski 70). Alfred Smyth adds a note of reality to Gormlaith's history in
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order to counter the mythologizing: "A more somber and contemporaty observation in
the Amials ofl/lster shows us that she survived her third husband by thirty years and died
an old woman 'in penitence' (i.e. in a nunnety) in 948" (83), a fact Trindade confirms
(149-150). The same kind of contradictions in character portrayal occur with the next
queen, yet another Gormlaith, of Leinster.
The fourth historical queen in this discussion is possibly one of the most famous
queens of Ireland; legend attributes her with conspiring wath the Norse enemy to kill the
great eleventh-cenmty Irish hero-king, Brian Boni, king of Ireland 1001/02-1014. As
with the prior queens, this Gormlaith has an impressive royal lineage; daughter of
Murchadh, a powerful king of Leinster; sister of Maelmordha, also a powerful king of
Leinster; married ffrst to Olaf Cuaran, Danish king of Dublin, who died in 980; second, to
Mael Sechlainn Mor, king of Tara (died 1022); and, finally, to Brian Boni, king of
Munster and Ireland, who died in the Battle of Clontarf on Good Friday, 1014. Two of
her sons became powerful kings in their turn: Sitric, son of Olaf, who became king of
Dublin upon his father's death, and Donnchadh Donn, Brian Boni's son, who became
king of Ireland after his father's death. Legends that cast Gormlaith in a negative light
began to appear after Brian's death at the hands of invading Danes and Norwegians in the
Battle of Clontarf The most famous of these legends about Gormlaith's treachety is in a
saga titled Cogadh Gaedhil re Gallaibh [War of the Irish with the Norsemen], "written
certainly before 1166," and most likely by someone who either was a witness to the
Battle of Clontarf, or acquired the stoty from witnesses of the battle (Todd xii, xxv). The
oldest manuscript of the saga is part of 77?^ Book of Leinster collection, dating from 1160.
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The saga demonstrates a clear pro-Brian propaganda, as James Henthom Todd (xxv), 6
Corrain (11), and Trindade (150) state. The Icelandic Njdls saga relates the Scandinavian
version of the same stoty, and similarly casts Gormlaith "as a grim and scheming lady
who plays men off against each other in her mthless vengeance against Brian Boni"
(Smyth 83). The resonance with Medb is unmistakable in terms of her seemingly
obsessive thirst for vengeance against Conchobor, the king of Ulster and Medb's first
husband.
That Gormlaith may have conspired to gather forces against Brian is plausible
considering the circumstances surrounding her three marriages, and the powerfiil royal
connections she had. However, Trindade states that, because Brian is presented as "a
paragon of Christian virtue and ancient heroic valour," and Gormlaith is portrayed as his
repudiated wife, "she could not expect to have received a particularly sympathetic
treatment," even in the Norse sagas, where Brian is also portrayed as a hero (150). Todd,
who compiled and comments on the translated Cogadh Gaedhil re Gallaibh twelfth
century Irish manuscript, states that it is possible all three marriages, or at least the
second and third, were unofficial - she was a concubine or second wife - and that both
Mael Sechlainn and Brian repudiated or discarded her, instilling in her a desire for
revenge (cbd, n. 1). According to Trindade, it is more likely that "Brian acquired her in
symbolic recognition of his supreme overiordship" when Brian defeated Mael Sechlainn
and took the throne of Tara in 1002 (150), perhaps putting her into the poshion of seeking
powerful aUies when and where the opportunity presented itself in order to survive
politically and personally.
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According to both the Irish and Icelandic sagas, however, Gormlaith's thirst for
revenge against Brian stemmed from his humiliating repudiation of her and his
subsequent cold rejection of her when she attempted a reconciliation (Todd clxl, n. 1).
The sagas relate that she then incited her brother Maelmordha, her son Sitric, and her exhusband Mael Sechlainn against Brian, who had defeated Mael Sechlainn and taken the
kingship of freland from him (clxii-clxvii). Eventually, Gormlaith is said to have sent her
son Sitric to Danish and Norwegian forces to enlist their help against Brian, to which
thefr leader agreed if he would be assured the kingship of Ireland and Gormlaith's hand in
marriage - a condition she agreed to (clxvii). 6 Corrain (11), Smyth (83), and Jaski
(153) comment that the tmth of Gormlaith's part in the death of Brian is too enmeshed in
exaggerated saga-like storytelling to fully separate fact from fiction, while Trindade
states that these events have "obviously been designed to demonstrate the motif of
treachety which seems essential to the biographies of many heroes" (151). However, she
was certainly important enough to warrant several mentions in the annals, and, like
Gormlaith, daughter of Flann Sinna (see above), this Gormlaith outlived all her husbands.
Surprisingly, her death notices in 1030 list her as queen of Munster (Brian's province),
but mention neither her supposed treachety or ill reputation, nor include the notation that
she died in penitence, as do many other queens' death notices (Stokes; Mac Airt AI). The
next queen, Mor, aside from exhibiting the same kind of strong personality traits as
Gormlaith, is linked with Brian's "treacherous" queen through their son, Donnchadh
Donn, who is instmmental in the scandal involving Mor.
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Mor was the daughter of king Congalach Ua Condhobafr, a powerful provincial
king, who married the king of Osraige, Gilla Patraic, whose ally was Diarmaid mac
Mael-na-mbo, the powerful king of Leinster. In 1053, the king of Meath, Conchobar Ua
Maelechlainn, kidnapped her from her husband, whh the help of his powerful ally,
Donnchadh Donn, son of Brian Boni and high king of Ireland (Stokes; O'Donovan
AFM2; 6 Corrain 11). The incident prompted a protracted provincial war, with Gilla and
Diarmaid plundering Meath repeatedly - ostensibly in an attempt to retrieve Mor, but that
may have been a convenient excuse for Gilla's and Diarmaid's poUtical ambitions, for
Gilla was never successfiil in bringing his wife back to Osraige ( 6 Corrain 11). On his
part, Conchobar retaliated for Gilla's and Diarmaid's actions in Meath by raiding Leinster
several times, taking cattle and killing several important allies of GKlla and Diarmaid for
the next twenty years, until his own death in 1073 (O'Donovan AFM2). Gilla, it is
reported in several annals, died in 1055, but no specific mention of cause of death is
noted (O'Donovan AFM2; Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill AU; Mac Airt AIX in effect,
leaving Mor free to legitimately many her captor. Although there is no clear evidence,
there are intimations that Mor may not have been too unwilling a kidnapping victim, i.e.
this may have been a pre-arranged "elopement" ( 6 Corrain 11). 6 Corrain remarks,
revealing how such an idea may have arisen, and how influential a personality Mor must
have possessed;
Conchobar, who resided at Cro Inis on Loch Ennell, had found himself a
headstrong wife for she demanded that he seize the diin [fort] of Camck on the
opposite shore of the lake, the royal residence of one of his most important subkings, as a private residence for herself He did, and ever afterwards it remained
the personal property of each queen of Meath. (11)
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Unfortunately, no death notice exists for Mor (as with Land), but her influence reaches
furtiier than her brief annalistic references imply. She is linked to Land (see above) who
was a princess of Osraige, the province from which M6r was kidnapped. Additionally, it
is perhaps this incident that prompted the annalistic scribes of the Fragmentary Anrials to
insert the references to Land retrospectively in order to help restore the waning reputation
and power of Osraige due to Meath's and Leinster's domination of the province,
especially after Gilla Patraic's death (Radner xxvi).
In addition to remarkable direct connections between the five queens discussed
here - marriage ties, familial relationships, provincial political connections (they are all
connected in some way to Leinster through husbands, fathers, or rivals) - all five women
possess headstrong personalities, and their stories share some interesting similarities, as
they share some remarkable similarities with Medb's story in the Ulster Cycle. These
elements certainly help to confirm Trindade's and Jaski's suggestions that the annals and
stories surrounding these (and other) queens have been manipulated to evoke a saga-like
quality, or, as Trindade says, a mythopoeic reference to the sovereignty tradition (Jaski
153; Trindade 155). However, the presence of these queens in the annals also allows for
the possibility of the saga material, like the Ulster Cycle, being influenced by and
modeled on the historical events and women, especially those tales revised and modified
after the events related in the annals, like the second recension of TBC (ca. 1160) in
which Medb's personality has undergone something of a personality change from TBCI that had also most likely become part of the common tradition. The case for seeing Medb
as a historical reflection increases even fiirther when one considers the fact that even non-
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Irish queens or powerful political women are mentioned in the Irish annals, like the
biblical Deborah and Judith, the historical Cleopatra, and, most relevant to this study,
./Ethelflaed of Mercia (discussed next), giving rise to the plausibility that the culture of the
early Irish during the period that produced the bulk of the sagas and annals (eighth
through twelfth centuries) accepted at least the possibility that women could mle and lead
militaty campaigns, and audiences may well have had these historical examples in mind
when they heard the stories of Medb, as Findon suggests (12).
One other historical queen merits mention, the Anglo-Saxon queen i^thelflaed,
eldest daughter of King Alfred the Great and titular mler of Mercia after the death of her
husband vEthelred in 911. Her death, in 918, came in the midst of a military campaign
against Danes, Norwegians, and Irish-Norwegians, and, while it cannot be said with any
certainty that she died in battie, the possibility exists, as records report that she did lead
troops into battle several times before (Wainwright 314-15, 318-19). Her story, found
extensively in FA {Fragnientaiy Annals), lays the foundation for the reading of a
historical personage acting as the model for a fictional character. Her stoty is most
instmmental in connection with her brother Edward (the Elder) and his campaigns against
the Danes in the first quarter of the tenth century; however, as Simon Keynes explains in
his article "Edward, King of the Anglo-Saxons," while Edward's accomplishments in
extending his power over England were remarkable, ".Ethelflaed's important contribution
should not be overiooked" (41). Frederick T. Wainwright says of her in his essay
"v€thelflaed Lady of the Mercians":
The success of Edward's campaigns against the Danes depended to a great extent
upon her cooperation. In the midlands and the north she came to dominate the
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political scene. And the way in which she used her influence helped to make
possible the unification of England under kings of the West Saxon royal house
(305)
Wainwright goes on to explain in his essay that v^thelflaed's cooperation with her
brother made it possible for the "destmction of the independent Danish armies in
England." (310), but that she also followed "a more independent line of action" in fending
off attacks from Norwegian and Irish-Norwegian forces threatening her own Mercian
borders in north-west England (317). Additionally, there is evidence in several sources to
suggest that i^thelflaed was accepted without debate or question by the Mercians as the
mler of Mercia after her husband's death (Wainwright 308-309; Fraser 154).
What is especially significant in terms of this smdy, however, is the fact that
/Ethelflaed's reputation merited mention in the Irish annals. FA record two of her military
campaigns and political accomplishments with lengthy accounts, at FA 429 (907) and FA
459 (possibly 917 or 918) (Radner 166-173, 180-183, 206-209). Her death is recorded at
AU {Annals of Ulster) 918.5, where she is called "a very famous queen of the Saxons"
(Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill AU). Michael R. Davidson comments in his essay "The
(Non)Subinission of the Northern Kings in 920" about this death notice that, while
conferring the title of queen onto .^thelflaed is technically incorrect, "the Irish annalists
are unlikely to have gone to the trouble of recording the obimaries of the northern
EngHsh .mlers if they were not kings of some note [or queen, in this case]" (206).
Davidson and Wainwright both point out that the Irish annals record >«thelflaed's military'
campaigns against the Danes and her death, while they are remarkably silent about
Edward's life or death, in spite of the fact that Edward was the more "important"
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(politically) of the two (Davidson 206; Wainwright 320). Wainwright comments: "[The
recording of her death in Irish and Welsh sources] alone is a fair indication of her
reputation outside Mercia" (319-320).
This reputation seems to have had a literaty effect as well. The Anglo-Saxon
poem Judith is suggested to have been written as a tribute to ^thelflaed, or, at least, it
may have been influenced by her activities as both a political and military leader (Ward
and Trent; Fraser 154). Alexandra Hennessey Olsen, in her article "Inversion and
Political Purpose in the Old English Judith," comments that the figure of Judith in the
Old Enghsh poem stands as a symbol for the women who suffered rape and murder at the
hands of the Danes-, and the character may have helped to incite resistance and armed
defense against the Scandinavians throughout the tenth centuty (292-93). Although
Olsen concurs with scholars who place the poem's composition a century after
iEthelflaed's death in 918 at her fortress in Tamworth, it is certainly reasonable to assume
that Judith's defiant and violent resistance to Holofernes in the poem harks back to
/^thelflaed's effective and militaty resistance to the Danes and Norwegians in her day,
which is related in the annalistic accounts discussed above. Olsen states that Judith's
character in the Old English poem resembles "an Old English warrior" (289); In her 1998
book-length study of the biblical and Old English character and stories, Judith, Sexual
Warrior: Women and Power in Western Culture, Margarita Stocker characterizes the Old
English Judith character as a symbol of national identity and a personification of liberty
against foreign forces (132). Both characterizations are equally appropriate for the
Anglo-Saxon "Lady of the Mercians" who successfiilly and efficiently defended her
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countty from invasion and conquest from the Scandinavians - a stoty that would not have
been lost on the Irish who were stmggling with their own Scandinavian invasions at
roughly the time the entries about ^thelflaed appeared in the frish annals.
The preceding discussion of both Irish and foreign historical queens does much to
confirm Ellis's and O Corrain's remarks that early Irish society was no stranger to
politically influential women, both within and without Ireland, as the annalistic entries
devoted to i^thelflaed show. At the same time, these annalistic commentaries dispel the
claim that Charles Bowen makes: "[I]t was quite foreign to Irish tradition for a woman to
exercise kingship [and t]he idea of a woman commanding royal authority and organizing
a great militaty expedition would have outraged the patriarchist prejudices of the
redactors" (30-31). Especially in light of the respectful and even admiring comments in
the annals concerning Gormlaith, daughter of Donnchad Midi (d. 861), Land, wife of Aed
Findliath, and ^Ethelflasd, a foreign queen, Bowen's comments seem contradictory. In
fact, Bowen himself seems to contradict his claim of monastic outrage at Medb's position
as queen when he later states of these same monastic scribes;
They thought of Queen Medb not as a goddess, not as a fascinating Uterary
creation, but as a larger-than-life ancestress; when they looked on her their
disapproval was real, but it was mingled with awe. It is hard to keep your lips
pursed when your jaw keeps dropping. If the redactors' undoubted antifeminism
had controlled thefr responses to the extent Frank O'Connor implies, we would
probably have gotten a much less powerfiil and impressive Queen Medb in the
Tain. surely .not the giantess we have instead. (31)
In addition, the annalistic evidence supports Edel's suggestion that Medb and
Aillil's behavior in the Ulster Cycle seems to reflect a political and psychological realit>
(153), as can be seen, perhaps, especially with Land and Aed Findliath, and Mor and
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Conchobar Ua Maelechlainn (her "kidnapper"), ft is both reasonable and plausible, then,
to suggest that Medb's character in the later manuscripts may have been fashioned after
these historical queens, especially given the fact that many of the stories surrounding the
historical women appeared as legends or saga-like tales (the stories of the second and
third Gonnlaiths, for instance) about the same time as the later, modified Ulster Cycle
tales, late eleventh to early twelfth cemuries. This possibility certainly gives credence to
Findon's statement that audiences had several images of women in mind as models with
whom to compare, the women who appeared in the saga material (12). There is a great
likelihood that the embellished and dramatic histories of these (and other) famous queens
existed and were most likely read and/or recited alongside the revised, embellished, and
more dramatic versions of the Ulster Cycle tales featuring a Medb exhibiting behaviors
remarkably similar to the traits attributed to the historical queens. If this were, indeed,
the case, then a popular tradition of forceful and politically powerful queens existed,
which seems to have been generally accepted, or perhaps even expected, by medieval
Irish audiences.
The similarities between the historical queens and Medb are remarkable. Like
Gormlaith, wife of Niall Caille, a rival king perpetrated a humiliating action against
Medb (rape), which incited a prolonged feud between two provinces, with neither
province ever becoming the definitive victor. Like Land, Medb incites two of her
husbands to take action against an enemy who has humiliated her, an insult against her
that also humiliates Connacht, and, therefore, Medb's husbands. Like Mor, she makes
difficult demands of her husband, and receives those demands. Like Gormlaith, wife of
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Brian, Medb makes pacts of a sexual nature with the "enemy" in order to take revenge on
an ex-husband. Like Gormlaith, wife of Niall Gliindub, Gormlaith, wife of Brian, and
Mor, accusations and actual occurrences of aduhety are associated with Medb. Finally,
like i€thelflaed, Medb is a warrior and leader of armies, as well as mler of her own
province, and accepted as such by her people, as can be implied by that many instances in
several Ulster Cycle tales in which male characters state they should ask Medb for her
opinion before they make any bind of decision. The analysis that follows in the next two
chapters will look at these and other incidents in several Ulster Cycle tales that reveal
Medb to be a realistically, if dramatically, drawn character, rather than an anomalous
invention that belongs in the shady, pagan, mystical past.
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CHAPTER III
"MESSIBA UASLIU&BA URRAITIU DIB" [I WAS NOBLEST AND WORTHIEST]:
MEDB AS POLITICAL RULER

Introduction to Chapter
Scholars have long maintained that Medb's femaleness would have precluded her
from mlership based on Old Irish laws and customs about kingship. The insistence of the
unhistorical nature of Medb's position as titular queen has led to the pervasive conclusion
among many scholars that Medb should be read as a symbol of the patriarchal, patristic
campaign to ridicule her and, by association, all women who do not conform to
conventional behavior patterns. The most common reading of Medb is that she is an
unnamral and aggressive woman who has overstepped the bounds of her gender by
aspiring to a leadership position. While I do not argue that this approach is invalid or
incorrect, I propose that the pervasive focus on her femaleness as a disqualification of her
ability to mle seems to have excluded, for many scholars, the possibility of examining the
behaviors attributed to Medb in the tales in terms of the cultural/political environment of
early freland. This chapter specifically analyzes her role as a political mler based on
cultural aspects of the early Irish culture depicted in the tales, the political climate of the
period in which the tales were composed and modified (ninth through twelfth centuries),
an examination of what seems to be a remarkable precedent for Medb's role in the Ulster
Cycle from the pre-Indo-European tales of the Sumerian Inanna, as well as offering an
analysis of her behavior through the concepts of coding strategies and gender
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performance to reveal Medb as a shrewd political player who both understands and uses
the customs of her cuUure and her very femaleness in order to gain a political advantage.
An examination of the "mles" for kingship set forth in the Irish law tracts,
especially in light of the behaviors of several historical kings as recorded in the annals of
the period in question, reveals that the kingship laws are prescriptive rather than
descriptive, like many of the laws governing social behavior found in the law tracts (see
the general discussion of these laws in Chapter I); therefore, judging or analyzing Medb's
behavior as mler solely on the customs, rituals, or mles set forth in the law tracts would
only reveal how she diverges from those mles, but not how her behavior compares or
contrasts to the actual practices of kings in the period to be examined. Additionally,
isolating Medb's behavior as a mler for analysis in the texts, without taking into account
the male mlers in the tales, especially her primary rival, Conchobor, king of Ulster, seems
to imply that the mles of kingship only apply to Medb. Therefore, where applicable, this
chapter includes comparative analyses of Medb's and Conchobor's actions in the
performance of duties as mlers of their kingdoms. In light of convincing research
proposing that the foundational mythology of the eariy Irish sagas correlates with IndoEuropean mythic pattems (Murphy 114-31; Arabagian; Olmsted "Irish Correlatives"),
and the evidence that the Christian scribes were well-versed with both Latin and Biblical
texts that may have influenced and even served as models for the Irish saga texts (Camey,
Introduction 2; Murphy 114-31; P. Kelly 84-5; Findon 13), it is both relevant and
enlightening to consider how her behavior might correspond to pattems of mlership as
presented in those eariier traditions. A full-scale examination of the possible ancient and
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classical correlates and evidence for what Charles Bowen, in "Great-Bladdered Medb:
Mythology and Invention in the Tain Bo Cuailgne," calls an "'intemal' mythological
influence" on the Ulster Cycle elements (30) is beyond the scope of this study, but I
include some compelling parallels between Medb and the Sumerian goddess-queen
Inanna, whose tales date from ca. 2500 BCE, that reveal startling similarities in their
tactics for establishing mlership, showing, in effect, that leadership and leadership tactics
are not exclusively male, allowing Inanna to be considered, perhaps, as a relevant
precedent for analyzing Medb on the basis of her actions, and not solely her sex.
Finally, this chapter offers the alternatives of "gender performance" and
"strategies of coding" as lenses through which to view Medb's character as a cunning and
strategic mler. Gender theories developed by Luce Irigaray, Judith Butler, Jennifer
Coates, and Deborah Cameron, and "coding" strategies proposed by Joan Radner and
Susan Lanser allow Medb's character to be read as deliberately adopting, appropriating,
or performing certain gendered behaviors in order to infiltrate and subvert the patriarchal
culture in which she must compete and survive. She emerges as a figure no more or less
treacherous, manipulative, honorable, and heroic than the men with and against whom
she fights. Aside from examining her qualifications and duties as a mler, I analyze the
motivations presented in the tales for the cattle raid at the center of the Ulster Cycle.
Although many scholars seem quick to ascribe the instigation of the cattle raid to Medb's
self-centeredness and ambitious whims, closer analysis of several of the tales - including
the TBC II prologue - reveals that legitimate, culturally-defined political and personal
reasons abound for the cattle raid and Medb's desire for the bull, incidents she must act
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upon in order to defend her province and her mlership. Approaching Medb and the tales
through these lenses allows for a reading of Medb as a reflection of reality - if
exaggerated - and allows for an analysis of her behavior as conscious acts in connection
with her role as a mler, and not simply as outright fabrication on the part of the moralistic
patriarchal society intent on using her as an example of negative feminine behavior.

Traditions of Kingship
It is clear from many scholars' comments that they read Medb as having been
drawn by the monastic scribes to represent both an unsuitable and incompetent mler. The
prevailing view argues that her character is meant to represent an unnatural and
aggressive woman who has overstepped the bounds of her gender by aspiring to a
leadership position. Patricia Kelly states "The Tain as Literature": "Medb is . . . being
assessed [in the 7am] with respect to sovereignty: she is found wanting, and it is her sex
which disqualifies her. . . .Medb is thus a failed embodiment of kingship itself, the
supreme male role which she seeks to usurp" (83). Rosalind Clark describes her in the
following terms in The Great Queens: Irish Goddesses from the Morrigan to Cathleen Ni
Houlihan: "Medb's instigation of the Tain is seen as the whim of a headstrong woman
who is trying to prove her superiority over those who should be her betters: her husband
and the other kings of freland" (134). Perhaps the most representative comment on this
negative view of Medb's characterization in the Ulster Cycle comes from Lisa Bitel in
Land of Women: Tales of Sex and Gender from Early Ireland:
[T]he great war between Connacht and Ulster began because of nothing more than
a marital spat between Medb and Ailill. As they lay in bed together, instead of
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making babies like a good wife, Medb began totting up her flocks and clients,
tiymg to prove that her wealth and stams outweighed his. She attacked the
Ulstermen to even things up by stealing a bull, but her war ran awry because
Medb herself led tiie army, infroducing distinctly feminine thinking into the male
game of war. (213)
While there is no denying that instances of misogyny appear in the Ulster Cycle,
modem scholars, even (or, perhaps, especially?) feminist scholars, seem too willmg to
simply accept the prevailing and pervasive pronouncements of earlier scholars who insist,
like Frank O'Connor does i n ^ Short History of Irish Literature: A Backward Look, that
the Ulster Cycle, especially the 7am, is rife with blatant and obvious anti-feminism (34).
The law tracts of early freland reveal that, at least on paper, women lived more restricted
lives than men, and, as Fergus Kelly indicates in A Guide to Early Irish Law, the armals
do not include names of women who excersiced direct political or military power. He
writes: "Indeed, the male imagery which surrounds the office of kingship would seem to
preclude even the possibility of a female mler" (69). For him, as for many other scholars,
Medb's queenship is an imaginative and dramatic invention that serves as a reminder of
the chaos that would ensue if a woman were to step beyond the bounds of appropriate
behavior. I would argue that this negative view of Medb is so persistent that it, perhaps,
has obscured the possibility of reading her character and the texts through altemative
lenses. Because she does not conform to the documentary history of the early frish
society, little or no attempt has been made to look beyond Medb's femaleness in any
analysis of her role as political mler. In order to attempt such a culmral analysis of her
behavior in the tales, it is necessary to review the mles and customs surroundmg kingship
during the period the tales were compiled, recopied, and revised; this is an important
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aspect because, although the tales are purportedly set in a pre-Christian era, much of what
is depicted in the tales, most likely, depicts customs and traditions closer to the time they
were compiled, as Jeffrey Gantz says in the introduction to his translation of Early Irish
Myths and Sagas (7-8, 24), even if fraces of earlier aspects of kingship are included in the
descriptions of territorial disputes and provincial political conflicts. This same
"amalgam," to use James Camey's word ("Early Irish" 116), of earlier, mythological
fraditions and historically political realities can be found in the law fracts, genealogies,
and annals that serve as the most important evidence for kingship traditions in early
freland between the eighth and twelfth centuries.

Early Irish socio-political fraditions
Although early law tracts conceming the mles or rituals of kingship in freland
seem to imply that the position was a sacral type - the king was an embodiment of the
people he mled - only traces of this aspect are found in the later historical records dealing
witii kings (Richter 17; Jaski 88). In general, kingship in the historical period seems to
have been of a contractual nature between king and people (Richter 17-9; O Croinin 6384; Jaski 47-56). As was the case with the members of the tuath (die people), discussed
in Chapter I, kings were also subject to the system of honor prices, and tiie people could
demand compensatory payment, or even his expulsion, when a king did notfiilfiUhis
duty (Richter 17; F. Kelfy 18-9, 25-6; 6 Croim'n 79; Jaski 45-7). Michael Richter, in
Medieval Ireland: The Enduring Tradition, explains that a king's power was not
unlimited:
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According to the legal texts, he did not have any legislative power as the law was
complete, comprehensive and independent. He was not even responsible for the
maintenance of law, as this was the responsibility of the people. Offences were
settled through the pronouncement of the legal scholars, and were avenged by the
victim's clan by way of the blood feud or the imposition of compensation. (17)
Based on the legal sources, it seems the king's main duties were three-fold: defending his
tuath against outside enemies (as a commander of military campaigns), represent his
people as the leader of his kingdom at assemblies both within and outside the kingdom,
and act as a judge in certain matters in order to support his people and maintain order
(Richter 17; F. Kelly 23-5; Jaski 48-9). Fergus Kelly puts a king's position into
perspective: "He exercises direct mle only over his own tiiath. Sometimes, however, a
king acquires dominance over other tuatha, receiving military assistance from them in
times of war" (17). Elements of a contractual relationship between mler and tiiath are
evident throughout the Ulster Cycle, including in relation to Medb's position as mler of
Connacht. It must be said that all the legal tracts conceming kingship - contracttial and
sacral - use the masculine pronoun when referring to the king, and list sons and
grandsons of previous kings as those eligible to be considered for succession, confirming
the scholarly claim that early freland did not have timlar queens. However, the legal
tracts do not expressly forbid a woman from taking the throne; instead, it may be more a
matter tiiat the legal class did not have to deal with such a sittiation, given tiie constant
political inter-tribal and inter-famify wrangling for power over kingdoms and provinces
that is revealed in tiie annals, genealogies, and legal tracts. In otiier words, there was
never a shortage of males vying for mling power in earfy freland. Nevertheless, in light
of the fact tiiat the legal fracts do allow for what is called a female heir - a woman
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inheriting her father's property in the absence of sons - and for a marriage contract in
which the woman contiibutes more property and, therefore, makes the legal decisions (F.
Kelly 76), m theory, a woman might inherit tiie throne of, perhaps, a smaller kingdom in
tiie absence of a male heir, although there are no instances of such situations in the annals
or law fracts (more details and discussion can be found below about property and
marriage laws in connection with Medb's marriages).
In terms of a king's military duties, it is interesting to note that the law tracts list
loss of honor-price or even being deposed as a consequence of defeat in battle because it
signifies a loss of face or a sign of injustice on the part of the king, and, therefore, reflects
badly onto the tiiath, although Fergus Kelly comments that the annals record no instance
of such incidents (F. Kelly 19). The legal tract Crith Gablach explains that evidence of
cowardice on the battlefield results in the king losing his honor-price: an injury to the
back of the neck seems to imply he was fleeing the battlefield and resulted in loss of
honor-price to him (or his kin if he died), unless it could be shown that he received this
wound after breaking through the ranks of the enemy, which would indicate honor and
courage on the battlefield, therefore, entitling him (or his kin) to the rate of payment due
to a king (F. Kelly 19; Jaski 46). This last element is reflective of a society preoccupied
with elements of honor and shame as was the early Irish society of the eighth through
twelfth centuries, as Thomas M. Charles-Edwards says in his article "Honour and Status
in Some Irish and Welsh Prose Tales": "honour and shame are twin foundation-stones of
early medieval society" (137). While defense of the kingdom was the primary
responsibility in terms of a king's military duties, subjugating or forcing another kingdom
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into submission was just as often a motivation for mounting a military campaign. This
subjugation often took the form of a cattle raid because the loss of cattle implied a
shameful loss of face for the king or nobleman whose cattle were stolen, as the
accumulation of cattle implied an increase in honor status for the kingdom that acquired
the cattle (Jaski 103). Details regarding the military role of a mler are fully explored in
the next chapter, whose focus is the military campaign of the central raid itself, but it
should be noted that the tales do not seem to reveal a tiiath (Connacht) that demands
payment of honor-price from Medb for supposed cowardice on the battlefield, or a
demand for her deposition as a result of her having been defeated on the cattle raid,
which one might assume should be depicted if Medb's failure as a mler is being
emphasized, as so many scholars have claimed.
The duties of a king in connection to assemblies and judgment are more political
and administrative in nature than the military duties, although waging war and instigating
cattle raids seem to have highly political aspects as well. According to Bart Jaski, in his
remarkably thorough Early Irish kingship and succession, published in 2000, "[t]he main
function of a king was to act as the people's representative in intemal and external
political and legal matters" (49), and tiiis included making "important political and legal
decisions . . . during meetings at which the king met with (representatives of) the people
or other kings" (50). Jaski explains that the sources imply that these gatherings, often
called fairs, served both political and social fimctions, allowing for games, the telling of
stories, and cementing of political alliances or contracts, with strict mles in place for the
suspension of traditional compensatory consequences and fights with rivals (50-3). hi
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addition, these fairs or assemblies carried heavy political implications, both for those who
failed (or refused) to attend and for those who arranged and attended (53). The Ulster
Cycle contains several references to such fairs and depicts the political power and
consequences attached to such fairs, with Medb depicted as one of the more powerful
figures attending.
The customs surrounding the duty of serving as judge for his own people, or,
sometimes, across boundairies for or between neighboring or subordinate kingdoms are
more complicated to ascertain and open to debate among scholars, as these duties seem
more strongly connected to earlier mythological aspects of the king as the bearer of the
"mler's tmth," one of the qualities associated with the earlier tradition of a sacral king.
By the historical period, most legal matters were handled by a specialized legal class who
formulated, enacted, and interpreted the laws for the king and the tuath (Richter 17; F.
Kelly 21-5; 6 Croinin 76; Jaski 55-6). It seems clear, however, that some instances
called for involvement by the king in order to dispense proper justice (F Kelly 23-5; O
Croinin 78; Jaski 56). The duty of judgment even extended, in some cases, to a king
enforcing a law or passing judgment on a point of law across kingdom boundaries (F.
Kelly 23). In most cases, this happened when two different subordinate kingdoms owed
allegiance to a more powerful overking, to whom they defer judgment (23). It is
noteworthy to point out that, in spite of evidence in both legal tracts and secular narrative
sources that shows women's words and women's judgments were considered of no value,
Medb is often depicted in the role of judge or counselor among her own province and
allies, as well as for members of Ulster, the province of her primary rival. This seems at
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odds with tiie insistence tiiat judgment of this kind is solely a male mler's province, based
on tiie concept of fir flaithemon (king's justice or tiiith), an element of sacral kingship
that, in the Christian era, began to be applied to all members of a tiiath to indicate the
moral obligations all people had to tell the tmth and behave in a moral fashion (Jaski 81).

Early frish mythological (sacral) fraditions
Because a sacral notion or definition of kingship seems to still have carried some
import in the historical period, it is helpful to tum to an examination of those elements, in
order to understand the scholarly claim of Medb's unsuitability for mlership. These
earlier concepts apply to the qualities a king/mler must possess in order to be considered
fit to mle: that he be a just king, that he be unblemished, and that he marry or sleep with
the goddess who symbolized the territory over which he mled (Richter 17, 19; F. Kelly
18-9; O Croinin 77; Jaski 58). Richter, Kelly, and Daibhi 6 Croim'n, in Early Medieval
Ireland: 400-1200, imply that these three qualities still carried significant weight in the
historical period in terms of how kings were chosen or what rituals were followed in the
installation or inauguration of kings (Richter 19; Kelly 18-21; 6 Cr6inin 77-8), although
all three do admit that the legal sources do not make it clear to what extent these mles and
rimals were followed in the historical period (Richter 19; Kelly 26; 6 Croinin 64-5).
Jaski is more thorough in his analysis of how much of the earlier sacral elements of
kingship were present in the historical period, pointing out the political impracticality of
some of the rituals associated with the three qualifications listed.
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The fir flaithemon, or king's tmth, is connected to the idea of an intunate
connection between a rightful and just king and the land over which he mles: "If the king
is just, his reign will be peacefiil and prosperous, whereas if he is guilty of injustice {gdu
flathemon) the soil and the elements will rebel against him," says Kelly (18). 6 Croinin
terms this aspect "an entirely pagan, sacral concept of kingship bound up with fate and
taboo, luck and disaster," (77), although in the later historical period, the more
mythological concept of the king's truth was conflated with the Biblical or Christian ideas
of divine punishment or providence, as Jaski explains (74). One of the earliest texts in
which the concept of the fir fiaithemon appears is the Audacht Morainn, dating from
about 700 CE, and Jaski says: "The basic premise of Audacht Morainn is that the actions
of a ruler will be reflected in his reign," implying a relationship between the king's tmth
or justice and nature, but the text, in general, seems to emphasize that a mler "practise
moderation, avoid aggressive behaviour and fulfil his duties" (74), which seems less a
mythological or divine idea and more a concept of practical political common sense. As
Jaski rationally concludes on the issue of the fir flaithemon being a sacral element of
kingship still strongly adhered to in the historical period: "If the Irish really believed that
a just king caused natural prosperity, one would expect a gulf of revolts during the times
of very bad weather, cow-diseases and famine. The annals give plenty of examples of
divme mtervention, but not of natiiral disasters causing political upheaval as a mle" (81).
By tiie historical period, Jaski reasons, the concept of fir flaithemon was likely integrated
into tiie concept of Christian divine punishment for anyone in tiie tuath not conforming to
the edicts of proper Christian behavior, not just the king (81). ft also seems to be the
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case, as might be deduced from the annals, that the concept of fir fiaithemon was adopted
or adhered to only when politically expedient, as Kelly attests: "our sources do not tell us
how far the kings themselves observed the [laws and edicts set up for a kingdom]... it is
doubtful whether many of the kings . . . paid much attention to [the] contents" as many of
the edicts, like a ban on cattle raiding, were important to kings or would-be-kings with
political ambitions (26). In terms of an analysis of Medb's role as mler, then, the concept
of fir fiaithemon, in light of the historical records that it seems to have become a concept
applied to the larger population of a kingdom, does not seem to preclude a female mler,
nor does it necessarily exclude Medb from being considered a mler in terms of a breach
of her "tmth" or "justice," given the historical evidence that many male mlers were not
deposed for not fully satisfying the concept of fir flaithemon. The issue of tmth,
deception, and public vs. private vows and promises in connection with Medb's role as a
legitimate ruler is discussed more fully below.
Closely connected to the concept of fir flaithemon is the taboo against a
blemished king mling; Jaski explains that an unblemished king is a visible representation
of Us fir flaithemon (72). "From this point of view," he says, "a king who sustained a
blemish, whetiier by satire, in battle, by natural disaster, or otherwise, was by definition
an unjust king" (82). However, legal and annalistic sources seem to contradict the idea
that a blemished kmg was automatically deposed, as Jaski shows (82-7). Fergus Kelly,
writing twelve years earlier, says much the same thing:
The sagas provide a number of instances of a king losmg his kingship through
some disfigurement. The only case cited in a law-text is that of Congal Caech,
who for a time held the kingship of both Ulster and Tara. According to
Bechbretha §§ 31-2 he was blinded in one eye by a bee, "and this put him from
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tiie kingship of Tara." However, in spite of the blemish he retained the kingship
of Ulster until his death in the battie of Mag Roth in 637 A.D. (19)
Based on tiie sources, it seems more likely, says Jaski, that "[i]t is left to the assembly or
council of dignitaries in the kingdom to accept or reject a blemished king" (86). A more
likely practical reason for not wanting a blemished king came from the fear of satire,
which could seriously damage the honor and reputation of a kingdom and its ability to
exercise power or military force over others in any serious way: "Satire was perhaps the
most tangible way for a poet to show on behalf of the community his disapproval with a
person's blemish or defamatory behaviour" (87). As with the concept of the^Fr
flaithemon, "[t]his did not only apply to a king, but to other people in the community as
well" (87), and aspects of both fear of satire and the acceptance of a blemished king can
be seen in the Ulster Cycle, once again, showing that the sacral concepts of kingship
implying that the mler must be male do not necessarily apply indisputably.
The aspect of sacral kingship that leads most scholars to insist that mlership was
solely a male domain is the concept of the banflieis rigi, usually translated as "wife-feast
of kingship," and taken to imply a rimalized or symbolic "marriage" between the chosen
king and the goddess of sovereignty of a particular tribe, kingdom, or province. This has
also been the element most used by scholars since Tomas 6 Maille's 1927 article "Medb
Chruachna" to support the characterization of Medb as a literary and humanized
representation of this goddess of sovereignty. Richter, Fergus Kelly, and 6 Croinin seem
inclined to follow T. F. O'Rahilly's stiident claim that this symbolic marriage was a
common tradition of inauguration ceremonies for kings in most places of early Ireland
(Richter 19; F. Kelly 18; 6 Croim'n 77). Jaski, although not denying that a form of this
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symbolic "sacred marriage," which seems to have its roots in ancient Celtic, pre-IndoEuropean and frido-European, and even classical traditions, may have existed in the prehistoric, pre-Christian period of Ireland (prior to about the mid-fifth century), he finds the
plausibility of such a ritual being practiced in the historical period doubtful (63-6). He
cites countless examples from the annals and other historic texts that use the term
banflieis rigi in a way that cannot possibly imply the ritualized sexual union between the
goddess and the king (64-72). He also questions the notion of women incorporating
sovereignty, but does not deny the possibility of such a ritualized concept existing in the
pre-Christian period, admitting that, even in the historical period, the instances recorded
in the annals of kings marrying their predecessors' wives may indicate that this
mythological tradition was practiced in reality (66-71). He adds, however, that the
practice of marrying a predecessor's wife "may also have served other political
advantages, such as continuation of a marriage alliance or humiliation of one's past rival.
Unformnately, we know too little about the political circumstances under which these
marriages took place to state anything with certainty" (71). Although it is certainly valid
to read Medb in the Ulster Cycle as symbolic of the sovereignty goddess who mates or
marries with a mortal male in order to confer kingship upon him, in light of historical
sources that show evidence of what might be called "revolving" marriages between one
politically advantageous queen or royal female and several subsequent kings, it is also
reasonable to suggest that Medb simply reflects the political reality of freland in the eariy
historical period, albeit with the dramatic exaggeration of making her the (possibly
unhistorical) titular mler rather than her husbands.
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The questions raised by Jaski about the strict adherence to the sacral aspects of
kingship in the historical period supports the possibility of reading Medb's behavior as
mler in the Ulster Cycle through the lens of the confractual relationship between mler and
tuath as discussed by Richter, Kelly, 6 Croim'n, and, especially, Jaski. Jaski concludes
that the legal tracts conceming kingship seem prescriptive rather than descriptive:
The overall impression is that the sources express an ideal rather than a
precondition for mlership. It added to a king's royal stature if he showed those
qualities the early Irish writers and poets cultivated, but we can be sure that not all
Irish kings were as good, wise, brave, strong and handsome as their legendary
role-models. A serious lack in character, intellect or physical form could
disqualify a person from the kingship, simply because it obstmcted his ability to
rule and lead his people. (88)
In addition, as Richter says, attesting to the prescriptive nature of the legal tracts, "[t]he
existence of mles governing succession was not, therefore, able to prevent political unrest
in early Ireland. Added to this was the fact that the king also had to assert himself against
his rivals outside his tuath" (19). As Bitel describes, in reference to other areas of society
in which laws were written to limit and regulate behavior that could have negative effects
on the community, the fact that laws existed to address behaviors and situations that did
not conform to socially-prescribed standards seems to imply that kings (or others) could
defy those standards and still be considered part of the community (22). As the analysis
of the Ulster Cycle tales conceming Medb's mlership will show, below, it is the political
tiu-bulence of the historical period as depicted in the annals and other historical sources
that is reflected more often than the concept of a sacral mler who stands "above his
subjects and [acts] as mediator between society and (super)natiiral forces" (Jaski 88).
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A Sumerian Precedent?
Although the preceding discussion makes an effort to distance an evaluation of
the Ulster Cycle from its mythological roots as regards the concept of sacral kingship, it
may be informative to look at other aspects of a possible mythological foundation for
elements found in the Ulster Cycle in connection to reading Medb's mlership in terms of
performative tactics. Convincing research exists that presents evidence of pre-IndoEuropean and Indo-European foundations or correlates for several motifs found in the
early Irish sagas: cattle raids as political enterprises, bride-stealing, or marriage by
"elopement," and the concept of the king-goddess marriage ritual (Cormier; Arabagian;
Olmsted "Irish Correlatives"; Jaski 58-9, 66-8, 74-5). In light of such research, I propose
that the pre-Indo-European Sumerian goddess-queen Inanna, whose tales date back to ca.
2500 BCE, provides a startling parallel to Medb's character in several aspects: most
importantly, embodying both mler and sovereignty figure in one, using morally
ambiguous tactics for political advantage, and acceptance and exaltation of her mlership
by her subjects in spite of her sex. In this section, I provide a brief overview of Inanna's
Cycle and preliminary discussion of the parallels to Medb's role in the Ulster Cycle.
Specific details are provided where relevant in the literary analysis of the Ulster Cycle
that follows. Comparison to Inanna shows that leadership and leadership tactics are not
exclusively male, and it allows Inanna to be considered, perhaps, as a relevant precedent
for analyzing Medb on the basis of her actions, and not solely her sex.
While interesting parallels can be drawn between the Sumerian and eariy Irish
societies - a primarily patriarchal civilization characterized by well-developed concepts
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of law and justice recorded in legal documents that, nevertheless, afforded women certain
important legal rights, including the right to divorce their husbands (Kramer, "Sumerian
History" 120-1) - a detailed examination of the culture and society is beyond the scope of
this study. What is most relevant to this study are elements found in the four primary
tales that make up what has been called the Inanna Cycle that reveal a culmre that seemed
to understand that behaviors, even those connected to leadership, are not specifically
gendered: both men and women can be tmthful and treacherous, mthless and peaceloving, heroic and cowardly. All these elements appear in the Ulster Cycle, associated
with both male and female characters.
In the first tale, "The Huluppu-Tree," Inanna is presented as a young woman with
what might be called impatient, prideful, or even arrogant ambitions, but who has not
attained the mental/emotional maturity to mle and finds herself vulnerable to the
obstacles she faces. The second tale, "Inanna and the God of Wisdom," introduces
readers to a woman who has developed a sense of her feminine sexual maturity and
strikes out to acquire the political and intellectual powers she knows she needs in order to
mle as a competent and wise queen. This tale, in particular, has important resonance with
Medb's role in the Ulster Cycle, as Inanna, like Medb, uses both morally ambiguous
tactics and her feminine "charms" to acquire the sacred me ([may], the sacred laws of
heaven and earth, or the sacred attributes of civilization) from her grandfather Enki, the
god of wisdom and of the waters (signifying fertility). The third tale, "The Courtship of
Inanna and Dumuzi," recounts the marriage of Inanna and the shepherd-king Dumuzi in
frank and erotic language that prefigures the Song of Songs of the Hebrew Bible, as well
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as the direct and coarse language contained in the Ulster Cycle in connection to bodily
matters like sex and seduction, which led the early scholars and translators of the Irish
tales to comment about the shameless nature of the early Irish culture or to sanitize the
tales in their translations (see Chapter II). This third tale is important in establishing an
important precedent for reading Medb as a mler in spite of, or perhaps in addition to, her
characterization as a sovereignty figure, as Inanna's marriage to Dumuzi does not relegate
her to a non-leadership role; she is still the queen of Umk after her marriage to Dumuzi in
the same way that Medb remains as titular queen of Connacht after her marriages. The
fourth, and longest tale of the Inanna Cycle, "The Descent of Inanna," provides a view of
a darker, mthless, and even, perhaps, cold-hearted Inanna. She descends into the
Underworld in order to conquer it from her sister Ereshkigal, but, as with her joumey to
the god of wisdom, uses what might be termed manipulative tactics to assure that she will
return from the land from which no one retums. Once she does return to earth, it is on
the condition that she finds a replacement for herself, and, out of a seeming state of
resentment that Dumuzi does not moum her absence nor celebrate her remm, she chooses
her husband to replace her. The four tales taken together provide a picmre of a "goddess
who mles over the sky, the earth, and the underworld. Here was the goddess in all her
aspects," as Diane Wolkstein says in her introduction to the book she co-wrote with
Samuel Noah Kramer, Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth: Her Stories and Hymns from
Sumer (xvi). That description of Inanna presages an Irish warrior queen who is at once
mthless, seductive, sexual, ambitious, manipulative, practical, decisive, impulsive,
vengeful, vulnerable, loving, and intelligent.
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In addition to specific attributes shared by Medb and the Sumerian Queen of
Heaven and Earth, Inanna represents an early model of the dual-natured woman who
possesses benevolent^ountiful and mthless/violent aspects, a category to which Medb
also corresponds (see Chapter II). Rivkah Harris states in Gender and Aging in
Mesopotamia: The Gilgamesh Epic and Other Ancient Literature that Inanna "was a
paradox; that is, she embodied within herself polarities and contraries, and thereby she
franscended them. . . . She represented both order and disorder, stmcture and
antistmcture. In her psychological fraits and behavior she confounded and confused
normative categories and boundaries" (159). Medb embodies and exhibits these same
confradictions, polarities, and transcending possibilities, adhering to the picture presented
of the "whole" woman/goddess of ancient (pre-patriarchal) times that Rosalind Miles
describes in Who Cooked the Last Supper? The Women's History of the World: "[B]oth
'life' and 'death' sides of the Goddess come together without strain in her primary aspect,
which is in fact not motherhood pure and simple, but her sexuality" (39, original
emphasis). Medb, like Inanna, is a female character that expresses "her complete psychic
reality" (10), as Shari L. Thurer says in The Myths of Motherhood: How Culture
Reinvents the Good Mother: the embodiment of life and death, beauty and horror, war
and peace, and both unafraid and unashamed of expressmg or using her sexuality - a
potent mix that inspires anxiety and condemnation still today.
This chapter posits Medb as a character that reflects the political realities of early
Ireland, but that can also be read as a successor to the once-whole female figures that
populated ancient civilizations and texts, as well as an indication of the way gender
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paradigms are changing today through tiie use of gender performance theories, as
described below. Medb is at once a descendant of earlier paradigms, a product of her
time, and a harbinger of the kind of women modem readers and audiences, increasingly,
are becoming accustomed to encountering (in texts, films, and real life). Using cultural
and political aspects of the early frish cuhure depicted in the tales, referring to elements
that serve as precedents for Medb's role from the Inanna Cycle, and offering an analysis
of her behavior through the concepts of coding strategies and gender performance as
developed by Luce frigaray, Judith Butler, Deborah Cameron, Jennifer Coates, and Joan
Radner and Susan Lanser (see below), I present a reading of Medb as a shrewd political
player and legitimate mler who both understands and uses the customs of her culture and
her very femaleness in order to gain a political advantage and survive in the male
dominated world she must inhabit. Before proceeding with the actual analysis and
interpretation of Medb's behavior in the tales that mark her as a mler, I present a brief
review of the basic elements of gender performance theory used in this smdy (discussed
in detail in Chapter I).

Reading Medb as Oueen
As has already been noted, one of the most dominant approaches to reading Medb
is as a character deliberately drawn in a negative light by monastic scribes intent on
denigrating and suppressing the women of thefr culture. While such a reading is certainly
valid and viable, it relies on interpreting the tales and Medb's character solely based on
monastic (or authorial) intention, ft is a well-documented fact tiiat medieval clerical
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writers and philosophers were pervasively misogynistic (see Alcuin Blamires's Woman
Defamed and Woman Defended for a comprehensive review of the general subject, and
Lisa Bitel's Land of Women for a meticulous discussion as the subject applies to early
freland). This smdy does not refute that misogyny exists in the texts, nor does it argue
that scribal intent was to portray Medb in a positive light. However, as Deborah
Cameron argues in her article "Performing Gender Identity: Young Men's Talk and the
Constmction of Heterosexual Masculinity," because readers and literary analysts interpret
texts based on their preconceptions, especially regarding gender (270-71), this smdy
argues that, whatever scribal intent may have been, those reading or hearing the tales
would have interpreted the characters and behavior according to thefr own
preconceptions of that behavior. As Joanne Findon states in^I Woman's Words: Emer
and Female Speech in the Ulster Cycle: "Even in the more overtly misogynistic
depictions of women, an embedded resistance can often be discemed; that is, the women
m these texts seem to challenge the very stereotypes that seek to constrain tiiem," which
opens up the texts, then, to a variety of interpretations and readings on the part of the
receivers of the tales (5). While the monastic scribes may have fashioned Medb
according to tiiefr misogynistic understanding and image of women, readers and listeners,
especially women, would have interpreted Medb according to their lived experiences as
women, or as intimates of women (husbands, fathers, brothers, lovers), and likely would
have viewed her behavior from a different perspective. This element of perspective is the
foundational premise of this smdy's analysis of Medb in these tales.
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The Gender Performance Approach
Using the theories of gender developed by Luce Irigaray, Judith Butler, Jennifer
Coates, and Deborah Cameron, wherein gender is adaptable, fluid, and impermanent (see
Chapter I), Medb's character can be read as deliberately adopting, appropriating, or
performing certain gendered behaviors in order to infiltrate and subvert the patriarchal
culture in which she must compete and survive. Gender parody (Butier), gender
performance or performative gender (Coates and Cameron), and mimicry (Irigaray) are
different terms for the same concept, that of appropriating or assuming a behavior
perceived as gendered (occurring only m either females or males) m order to conform to
or destabilize the stams quo. In their article "Sfrategies of Coding in Women's Cultures,"
the infroductory essay to Feminist Messages: Coding in Women's Folk Culture (edited by
Joan Radner), Radner and Susan Lanser have developed a useful set of definitions for
these forms of gendered "performances," which they call "strategies of coding," and
explain that these actions are usually "undertaken m situations of risk . . . are [often]
ambiguous in that neither the fact of coding nor the key to the code has been made
explicit, and . . . are therefore [often] indeterminate in intentionality" (4). They argue that
coding need not be deliberate; that is, the writer or performer may not have consciously
intended to embed coding into the text or performance that is perceived as coded by those
readmg, hearing, or viewing it (6). This form of unconscious and unintended coding
relies on the concept that "plausible, if provisional, meanings can be inferred tiirough an
understanding of the situation in which they have been produced" (7). Although Radner
and Lanser concern tiiemselves primarily with texts and performances by women, tiieir
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concept of interpreting coding can be applied to Medb's behavior, for, as in several of the
texts included in Radner's book, tiie Ulster Cycle can be said to be a text where "tiiere has
been neither the signaling of an intention to code nor any open complicity in a coding
system; the performance is meant to pass for an uncoded activity" (7).
Radner and Lanser classify several forms of coding by which Medb's behavior
can be read. Appropriation, similar to Irigaray's mimicry or Butier's parody, describes
the deliberate and often exaggerated assumption of a stereotype in order to subvert the
dominant culture (10-13). Disfraction is the drowning out or covering up of the act of
coding or subversion through some kind of "noise" (performance, verbal strategy, or
softening of the subversive message with humor or pathos) (15-16). Indirection is the
creation of ambiguity in a message being delivered through metaphor, impersonation (as
in appropriation), or hedging (16-19). Trivialization is the term used for "the
employment of a form, mode, or genre that the dominant culture considers unimportant,
innocuous, or irrelevant," as in women who label their talk "just gossip" to divert
attention from the serious subject of the conversation (19-20). Finally, the appearance or
claim of incompetence can be used as a sfrategy of resistance to the dominant culture,
especially when a competent or efficient woman claims to be incompetent at performing
"male" activities (20-23). While thefr "coding sfrategies" categories certainly make the
performative aspect of gender concrete, Radner and Lanser also concede that "gendered"
behavior is very much a matter of perception, sfrong theoretical tenets of all four gender
tiieorists whose concepts form the foundation of this smdy. Radner and Lanser comment
tiiat interpreting coded acts or texts can be difficult and complex, as "[s]frategies overlap.
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interweave, blend into one another" (23), which means one must acknowledge that one
interpretation "might not necessarily be considered such by other interpreters" (10). As
in Radner and Lanser's smdy, the analysis that follows, in tiiis and the next chapter, of
Medb's role as a warrior queen is designed to present an example of (possible)
subconscious and unintended coding (10) that can still be interpreted as a coded message
to women (or others) in her culture "to refiise, subvert, or fransform conventional
expectations [and] criticize male dominance m the face of male power" (23), in the same
way that Findon suggests is possible in many of the Old Irish texts, even those that must
be assumed to have been written by male clerics (5). This chapter is an across-the-tales
interpretation of Medb's role as queen, and, thus, only key scenes and actions related to
that role is discussed, and not necessarily entire stories, unless otherwise noted, although
brief summaries of the tales are provided as each tale is introduced.
Aside from the abundant scholarship regarding the unhistorical aspect of Medb's
queenship, the most pervasive criticism of her role as a mler is exemplified by Patricia
Kelly's comment that the Tain presents Medb as "a failed embodiment of kingship"
because of her sex and her actions on the cattle raid (83). However, an examination of
several texts, including the TBC II prologue, discloses a long tradition for tiie acceptance
of Medb as a legitimate mler, as well as several strong political and personal reasons for
the cattle raid, and it is on this aspect of her character tiiat tiiis chapter focuses, hi
addition, several of the linked tales of the Ulster Cycle convey, through the actions and
words of several male characters, a gmdging admiration or even respect, and certainly
acceptance (or, at least, tolerance) of Medb as a mler.
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The Earliest Tradition - Conailla Medb Michuru
Although it may be problematic, historically, for Medb to be cast as a reigning
titular queen, from a literaty perspective, neither allies nor enemies dfrectly question her
position in such a role. The tradition of Medb as titular queen can be found datmg back
to one of the earliest known manuscripts that contains elements of what would become
the Tain Bo Cuailnge, the text known as Conailla Medb Michuru [Medb's evil contracts].
In this short poetic text, dating from the early- to mid-seventh century (Camey, "Early
Irish" 122; Olmsted, "Earliest Narrative" 7), Medb's sovereign position appears to be a
given. It is interesting to note that what is considered evil or illegitimate in this text is not
her leadership role, but her intent to steal the Bull of Cuailnge from Ulster, as Garrett
Olmsted shows in his analysis of the tale in "The Earliest Narrative Version of the 7am:
Seventh-century Poetic References to 7am Bo Cuailnge" (6-7). What is especially
revealing, however, is the negative implication attached to Fergus mac Roich's character
(a hero of Ulster and Medb's lover). Rather than the heroic and honorable warrior still
loyal to Ulster that he appears to be in TBC II (LL), he is cast, in Conailla Medb
Michuru, as a traitor who indirectiy brings about the death of his own son, the Ulster hero
Fiacc (who did not join his father in exile in Connacht). Doris Edel comments in her
article "Caught between history and myth? The figures of Fergus and Medb in the 7am
Bo Cuailnge and related matter" that subsequent versions of die cenfral cattle raid epic
seem to rehabilitate Fergus's character, marginalizing his love affair with Medb, and
especially changing the motivation for his leaving Ulster to go into Connacht, which.
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originally, was his "passion for a foreign queen [Medb]" (150). Camey explains that the
stoty related in Conailla Medb Michuru seems to have been the source for the Leinster
genealogies, which purportedly establish direct lines of descent from Fergus for several
Leinster and Munster royal families, and in which Fergus's role as traitor to the
Ulstermen is clearly recounted ("Early Irish" 124-25). As Camey states: "The
genealogical fradition shows Fergus in a bad light" because it clearly states that Fergus
defected to Connacht to follow Medb ("Early Irish" 125). Later tales, like the famous
story of Defrdre ("The Exile of the Sons of Uisliu," discussed in more detail in the next
chapter), "a fiction" according to Camey, "composed in the Old frish period, [that] has no
ancient roots in Irish tradition" ("Early frish" 125), created an honorable justification for
Fergus's presence in Connacht; "the fiction-writer who created the Deirdre story has done
a ffrst-rate job of whitewashing" ("Early Irish" 125). Understanding this whitewashing is
important, for it places Medb's role in relief. Alongside a warrior who willingly betrays
and fights against his previous friends, battle comrades, and family, as Fergus appears m
the eariier tales, Medb's determination for battle against and conquest of Ulster seems
part of the traditional cultural environment. Once Fergus's character has become an
honorable warrior who has chosen exile as a matter of principle, and is only reluctantly
Medb's ally, Medb's actions as a leader with legitimate grievances and reasons for battle
become suspect - accusations of willftd and devious behavior, as well as the description
of her raid as a personal "whim" seem legitimate. Thus, Medb can be criticized or
censured, not by direct denigration of her character, but by unfavorable comparisons to
otiier characters, still leaving the primaty tradition intact, includmg tiie ambiguity of style
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tiiat allows for varied perceptions (Edel 152). However, as I argue in more detail in
Chapter IV, on closer examination, Fergus's divided loyalties and repeated underhanded
actions on the battlefield, which arise because of this whitewashing, make him more
suspect than honorable, even in the later tales that, purportedly, have rehabilitated his
reputation.

Marriage as Political Survival - "Cath Boinde"
The sfrongest support for viewing Medb as both a legitimate and qualified mler in
her own right comes from the tale known as "Cath Boinde" [The Battle of the Boyne],
found in two fourteenth century collections, but containing language that dates it from
about the early tenth century, according to Tomas 6 Maille (131), who analyzed the tale
in the famous 1927 article "Medb Chmachna," in which he posits Medb as a clear
sovereignty figure. The dating of the language makes it ordy slightly later than the
earliest dating of some of the language in the first recension of TBC (compiled ca. 1100,
but containing language as far back as the eighth century), but earlier than the proposed
date for the second recension of TBC (dated to ca. 1160, with language dating to the late
eleventii or early twelfth century). Considering the dating of the earliest tradition, which
already depicts Medb as a mler in her own right - Conailla Medb Michuru ca. seventh
century - "Cath Boinde" may have been written to establish that tradition in a more
concrete fashion, in essence, filling in the details.
"Catii Boinde," franslated by Joseph O'Neill, relates how Medb became queen of
Connacht and gives information about her four maniages. The tale first explains that
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Medb's father, Eochaid Feidleach, the high king of freland, marries Medb (and three of
her five sisters) to Conchobor as compensation for her fatiier having killed Conchobor's
father, Fachma Fathach (176-7). Medb tiien leaves Conchobor, and, clearly, Medb's
leaving fosters resentment in Conchobor, for, according to the tale, "the first cause of tiie
stirring up of the Cattle-raid of Cuailngne was the desertion of Conchobar by Meadb
against his will" (177). After this incident, Medb's father installs her as queen of
Connacht after being befrayed by his sons - who tried to kill him to take his throne - and
after Eochaid defeats and exiles the sitting king of Connacht, Tindi, son of Conra Cas
(174-79). However, after her father installs her on the throne of Connacht, Medb begins
a relationship (and, it is assumed, a marriage) with the deposed king Tindi, and the
language of the text implies that he serves as a consort while she maintains the official
governing power (178-9). It is interesting to note that the tale reveals that the allied kings
of freland (aside from Conchobor) look to Medb, not Tindi, for counsel on how best to
wage war against Conchobor and Ulster, even after they are together (178-9). Shortly
after her marriage to Tindi, which seems almost in defiance of her father's actions, Medb
and Tindi attend the festival of Tara (a political and social gathering) at her father's
request; Conchobor also attends (178-79). At fair's end, while Medb bathes in the River
Boyne, Conchobor overtakes and rapes her (178-81). Tindi, challenges Conchobor to a
fight in retaliation, witii the approval of tiie kings of freland, and, during this fight, Tmdi
is killed (180-81).
Eochaid Dala (who previously had tiied to lay claim to tiie tiirone of Connacht)
comes to Medb's aid against Conchobor in tiie battle tiiat breaks out after Tindi's deatii,
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and brings Medb and her froops safely back to Cmachan (180-81). Eochaid Dala's
followers, united now with Connacht and Medb against Conchobor's treachery, seek to
appoint Eochaid Dala as the new king of Connacht "with the consent of Meadb. Meadb
consents to that on condition that he should marry her, and that he should have neither
jealousy, fear, nor niggardliness, for it was 'geis' [cultural taboo with serious
consequences if not met] to her to marry a man who should have these three qualities"
(183). While Medb is married to Eochaid Dala, she and Aflill, the grandson of one of her
sisters, begin a love affair, for, as the tale relates, when he arrived at Cmachan, "he was a
great spirited warrior in battles and in conflicts, and a battle-sustaining tower against
Conchobar, defending the province of Meadb, so that it was he who was chief of Medb's
household afterwards, and Meadb loved him for his virtues" (183). Eochaid Dala, aware
of the affafr, challenges Ailill to a duel, a battle that Ailill wins with considerable help
from Medb about Eochaid's weaknesses (183). The remainder of the tale explams that
AiUll was married to Medb during the cattle raid against Ulster (183-5).
Following 6 Maille, this tale has long been used by many scholars to "prove" the
obviousness of Medb as a sovereignty figure. 6 Maille is quite strident in his analysis of
the series of events depicted in the tale: "According to this series of fraditions, it means
nothing else than the sovereignty of Ireland' (139, original emphasis), an insistence that
seems to preclude the possibility of any other reading or analysis. However, even one of
the staunchest supporters of the Medb-as-divinity characterization, Rosalind Clark, m The
Great Queens: Irish Goddesses from the Morrigan to Cathleen Ni Houlihan, is forced to
admit that the events surroundmg Medb's accession to the throne do not correspond
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appropriately to the pattern usually associated with the sovereignty myth: "the province
of Connacht is given to her by her fatiier, tiie High King of Ireland, and she is queen there
in her own right for a while without any husband at all" (132). If she were to conform
fully to the sovereignty myth, there already would have been a tradition of Medb as the
mtelary goddess of Connacht, and each of her husbands would have the main power to
rule the province upon their marriage to her. However, this is not the state of affairs as
depicted in "Cath Boinde." Instead, the province is acquired by Medb's fatiier upon his
ousting of the sitting king of Connacht, Tindi, and Medb's father, in tum, confers the
mlership of the province onto his daughter (O'Neill 178-9). Until she marries Tuidi,
Medb rules the province on her own. Finally, as a final break in the pattem of
sovereignty, each husband is clearly accorded the position of consort upon marrying
Medb, as Medb continues to make political decisions, whereas, if the tale/events were
clearly designed to symbolize a sovereignty myth, it would be expected that each
husband become the timlar mler, with Medb relegated to the consort relationship.
A more appropriate model for viewing this tale comes from the ancient Inanna
Cycle. Taken together, the four primary tales of the Sumerian cycle paint a picture of a
goddess-queen who can be said to represent both sovereignty and mlership. In "Inanna
and the God of Wisdom," Inanna acquires the sacred me that she needs in order to mle
her sacred city of Uruk, becoming both mtelary goddess of the city and its mler; in fact,
she mles the city from her throne for a time before she marries. The tale recounts a long
list of tiie me (attributes of civilization) tiiat the god of wisdom, hianna's grandfather
Enki, gave her, and among the first of them are elements of botii divinity and mlership:
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"He gave me tiie high priesthood. / He gave me godship. / He gave me the noble,
enduring crown. / He gave me the throne of kinship" ("Inanna" 16). After having
established herself as the titular, competent mler of Uruk, and exalted by her subjects,
Inanna consents to be married to Dumuzi, a shepherd who might be said to represent the
general population of Uruk, who then becomes king of Umk through his marriage to
Inanna. The "Courtship of Inanna and Dumuzi" is a tale that can only be called a literary
allegory of the hieros gamos ritual, or the divine/sacred marriage of goddess-mortal king.
In this respect, the tale represents the mythological concept of the sovereignty myth - she
confers kinship on him; however, in the subsequent tale of the Inanna Cycle, "The
Descent of Inanna," it is clear that Inanna is still the timlar ruler of Uruk. It is she who
makes the political decisions and has ultimate power over Dumuzi, even though he is
called the king of Uruk.
Therefore, an altemative reading to the traditional sovereignty myth presents
itself, which also can be applied to "Cath Boinde" and Medb. The symbolic marriage
could be the queen-goddess to the "people" of Uruk, represented by Dumuzi, in the same
way that Tinde (the ousted king of Connacht) could represent the "people" of Connacht;
this would be tiie reverse of the traditional sovereignty myth, in which the goddess
represents the province or tribe who marries the king and confers on him the right of
kingship over the people. When Medb manies Eochaid Dala, after Tinde is killed, it is
tiie people who clamor for Eochaid to be king, and tiie marriage happens only when
Medb consents. "The Courtship of Inanna and Dumuzi" presents a similar scenario when
hianna first rejects Dumuzi in favor of a farmer, who she finds more appealing, but.
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tiirough Dumuzi's entreaties, her family's encouragement and counsel, and the promise of
the gifts he will bring her (representing more humble offerings than the farmer will bring,
signifying the general population, perhaps), she finally consents to marry him
("Courtship" 30-5). It is fascinating and noteworthy to point out that Queen Elizabeth I,
about four hundred years after Medb's tales took their latest shape, would adopt a sunilar
relationship in her own rulership, in effect, casting herself as a virgin goddess who
"married" herself to her people rather than risk submitting herself or England to
"perpemal masculine confrol" as Antonia Fraser says in The Warrior Queens (210). It
should also be recalled that, while Elizabeth perpetuated the myth of herself as a Virgin
Queen or a vfrgin goddess, most sources claim that Elizabeth had her share of lovers who
"visited" her private chambers (see discussion of Medb's relationship with Tinde, below,
for this term). The concept of a queen who represents both sovereignty and rulership can,
perhaps, begin to dismantle the pervasiveness and popularity of the Medb-as-sovereigntygoddess approach.
Based on these elements that cast doubt on the "obvious" sovereignty myth
analysis of this tale, I propose that "Catii Boinde" can be read as a reflection of several
aspects of the cultural/political environment of early Ireland, as well as analyzed tiirough
gender performance strategies in order to show that Medb is a politically asmte figure
who understands how to maneuver through tiie minefield of a patriarchal culture.
Bitel says in Land of Women that the detail of Medb's fatiier installing her as
queen of Connacht, thereby giving her the power to confer kingship on her husband, "had
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no historical counterpart" in early Ireland, but may represent "the whimsical nature of
political power" (214), a point that Jaski reinforces when he states:
[A woman] was unable to pass entitiement to kin-land to her sons or daughters.
This effectively excluded women from political office, and made it impossible
[for a man] to acquire a kingship or lordship by manying a female heir. Medieval
frish society did not allow for independent heiresses such as Eleanor of Aquitaine
and the enormous political repercussions which the marriages to these women
could cause. (144-5)
However, Irish laws of marriage and property theoretically did, in fact, allow for the
situation depicted in "Cath Bomde." Fergus Kelly notes that, from about the seventh
century, nine different forms of sexual unions or marriages are distinguished in the law
tracts of early freland (70). The two categories that are relevant to Medb's situation are
one in which a woman of a tiiath marries a man outside her kingdom, making her the
authority in the marriage, called Idnamnas fir for bantinchur [union of a man on womanproperty] and the Idnamnas comthinchuir [union of joint or equal contribution of
property], in which the wife is known as a be cuitchernsa [woman of joint sovereignty]
(70). This first category of marriage, according to the law tracts, usually happened in the
case of a woman inheriting her father's property when there were no sons; such a woman
was called a banchomarbae [a female hefr], and the law tracts show that, in this case, it
was the woman who could make tiie legal decisions conceming her property, even in
court, where women normally had no voice (76). Such a female heir inherited a life
interest in the property, and, after her deatii, the land generally reverted to her fatiier's
nearest male relatives, not her husband, if he survived her, or her sons (76). However,
Donncha 6 Con-ain explains in his article "Women m Early Irish Society" tiiat women
could "preserve an interest in the estate for her ovm children by marrying one of [her
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fatiier's male] relatives and it is likely that this was common" (3). While the historical
annals and legal fracts do not record such a simation happening at any royal level, Bitel
says tiiat tiie laws record instances of fatiiers avoiding "strict laws of patiilineage by
giving land to tiieir daughters" or allowing "women to choose their own husbands,
participate in legal contracts, or take part in economic transactions" (22). These instances
of recorded defiance of prescribed norms certainly allows for the possibility of reading
Medb as an example of such non-conformance.
"Cath Boinde" reveals that Medb's father, in effect, had no sons who could inherit
his property; after explaining that Eochaid's three sons tried to kill him to take the throne,
the tale states: "it was Eochaid Feidleach who made the holy request that no son should
mle freland after his father for ever, and that was verified" (O'Neill 175). Medb, thus,
becomes a banchomarbae, and, after she becomes queen, each of her marriages is,
techiucally, to a man outside of the immediate tuath, making Medb the decision-maker in
the marriage, a point brought out several times in the tale, as her husbands defer to Medb
in decisions of policy-making or her position as counsel to the other kings of freland
during assemblies. In addition, while the law tracts record that a female heir may not
leave her property to her children, the law tracts also make allowances in the case of
children of a union between a female heir and a husband from outside the tuath; in such a
situation, as Tomas 6 Cathasaigh explains in his article "The Sister's Son in Early Irish
Literature," "since such a father is without the legal capacity of a freeman, the son
becomes a member of his matemal kindred, and from them receives the orbae niad 'the
inheritance of a sister's son'" (144). Although no tales exist that relate what happens to
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Comiacht after Medb's deatii - whether any of her surviving sons inherited the throne
after her - tiie laws seem to impfy tiiat tiie possibility exists that one of them could have
vied for the throne legitimatefy as an orbae niad Moreover, the hints that the annals and
genealogies provide about likely court intiigue and other political games between queen
consorts and secondary wives on behalf of their sons' positions in their fathers' kingdoms
during tiie historical period (Jaski 153) lend a timbre of realism or autiienticity to a
reading of "Cath Boinde" from such a cultiiral approach.
Each marriage described in "Catii Boinde" can also be characterized as a
Idnamnas comthinchuir [union of joint or equal contribution of property], which Kelly
describes as the highest level of legal marriage m early freland (70). In such a marriage,
explains O Corrain, both husband and wife brought equal property to the union, and,
therefore, had equal decision-making powers in the relationship (2). "No contract or
busmess dealing of one of them is valid or legally binding, without the consent of the
other," writes 6 Corrain (2). Especially in light of the fact tiiat each of the three men she
married after she became timlar queen of Connacht are kings or sons of kings, it is
realistic to assume that they would bring considerable property and power to the
marriage. This type of marriage is especially significant in an examination of Medb's
relationship with Ailill on the raid, as several incidents in the Tain seem to imply that
Ailill is a willing and consenting participant (and perhaps instigator), rather than a
passive cuckolded husband, as so many scholars have branded him (further discussion of
this aspect appears in the last section of the chapter, during examination of motives for
the raid).
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Anotiier cultural element regarding marriage is brought up in "Catii Boinde," that
of an arranged or forced marriage. The tale relates that Medb is given in marriage to
Conchobor, king of Ulster, as compensation for her father having killed Conchobor's
fatiier, Fachma Fatiiach (O' Neill 176-7). In early Irish law, according to Fergus Kelly,
"[w]hen a member of a king-group is illegally killed, his or her kinsmen get a share of the
eraic or 'body fine'" (13). He fiirther explains that, in general, the eraic was a payment in
some form of currency to the kinsmen of the murdered person (126). Perhaps to
emphasize the pre-Christian period that the Ulster Cycle is intended to represent, the
eraic is depicted here as Eochaid Feidleach's daughters in marriage, or perhaps as legal
concubines, another category of accepted legal unions in the marriage lists (71). This
exchange of daughters as payment brings up the element of women's autonomy in
decision-making conceming marriage in early Ireland; as in many other medieval
societies, women had little or no voice in who they married: "rather than direct
negotiation between lovers, legal coupling consisted of bargaining between men," says
Bitel (42). At least, that is the picture presented on paper, she says, for the records do not
reveal what happened before the negotiations between families began; "[t]heoretically,
[women] took no part m the choice of spouses or the negotiation of families" (42).
However, from the evidence of laws drawn up to exact compensation from mle-breakers
(marriage or elopement with the "wrong" person), it is clear that women (and men) did
not always follow the letter of the law (58).
However, "Cath Boinde" relates that Medb abandoned Conchobor "through pride
of mind" (O'Neill 177), raising the question of what the frish legal texts reveal about
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divorce or separation, and how that issue might help to read Medb's abandonment of her
first husband as more than "pride of mind," a description, of course, that places her
squarely into the category of the willful and arrogant woman most scholars are quick to
associate her with. The legal texts provide several circumstances in which a wife can
divorce or leave her husband, among them repudiation of her for another woman, if he
fails to support her, if he spreads a false story or cfrculates a satire about her, or if he
strikes her so hard it leaves a blemish (Kelly 74). She can also leave him if he fails in his
husbandly sexual duties: if he becomes impotent or too fat to perform sexual intercourse,
or if he is too talkative about their sexual relationship (74). While any attempt to
determine why Medb might have left Conchobor is a purely speculative exercise, several
tales in which Conchobor figures pronunentiy paint him as vengefiil, treacherous, jealous,
violent, sarcastic, and sexually aggressive. Tom Peete Cross and Clark Harris Slover, in
the introductory material to the story of the birth of Conchobar in their collection Ancient
Irish Tales, say of Conchobor: "Though he appears at times cmel and unscmpulous, he is
generally represented as a brave warrior and a just mler" (131). hi the same way that
Fergus's character is gradually rehabilitated (see above), Conchobor, in spite of his
questionable morals and tactics, is frequently depicted or praised as being noble (and
even associated with Christianity in some tales!), while, by comparison, Medb's
reputation suffers. However, given his vengeful and violent behavior toward Medb in
"Cath Boinde" itself, when he rapes her publicly at the festival of Tara (O'Neill 178-81),
it is certainly reasonable to suggest that Medb may have had just cause for leaving
Conchobor for any number of reasons listed in tiie legal fracts.
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The marriages in "Cath Boinde" also can be read from the perspective of sound
political judgment on Medb's part. Marrying Tinde may seem to be an action of
rebelliousness on Medb's part, perhaps an act of defiance in the same vein as the cases
recorded in the law tracts of women running off with the "wrong" man that Bitel talks
about (58). However, "Cath Bomde" states: "Eochaid Feidleach executed a prince's
injustice on Tindi, drove him into the deserts of Connacht, and set Meadb up in the royal
seat of Cmachan" (O'Neill 179). Tindi, therefore, is a potentially lethal enemy, especially
if he should decide to ally himself with yet another of Medb's enemies, Conchobor, who
has been shamed by Medb's abandonment. From a political standpoint, marrying Tindi
neufralizes his threat, and she gains a powerfiil ally against Conchobor, as is shown when
he challenges Conchobor to a duel after Conchobor rapes Medb. The tale relates: "It fell
out, however, that Tindi was a visitor with Meadb for a long time after that" (179); the
legal texts use the term "visiting" to imply a less formal relationship than marriage (F.
Kelly 70), so it is not clear if Medb and Tindi actually marry, but the union is certainly a
known one, for the kings of Ireland who ally themselves with Medb ask for both Medb
and Tindi to attend the festival of Tara (O'Neill 178-9). The nature of Medb's
relationship witii Tindi can be read from a gender performance perspective, whetiier she
marries him or not, for, in either case, Medb might be read as adopting the role of the
seductress, keeping her enemy close through sexual atfraction, and hidmg the fact that
she has shrewd political goals.
Her marriage to Eochaid Dala can be read through both political and gender
performance perspectives as well. The tale reveals that, when Eochaid Dala comes to
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Connacht after having saved Medb from the battlefield in the Battle of the Boyne against
Conchobor, he does not come alone; he brings with him the members of three great tiibes
tiiat have united as one (O'Neill 180-1). Given that his followers ask that he be given the
kingship of Connacht for his success at having saved Connacht from total defeat (182-3),
Medb can only assume that, if she refuses, he has both the power and the numbers of
warriors to take the throne by force. The politically asmte option is to offer Eochaid Dala
marriage and the opportunity to mle togetiier. By acquiescing, Medb can be viewed as
appropriating the role of either a woman who "knows her place" and accepts the stronger,
more powerful man as her rightful husband, or a passionate, impulsive woman who is
marrying the "prince charming" that saved her from her enemies on the field of battle. In
either case, by using gender performance tactics, she hides her tme aims and protects
both her position as queen and her province from conquest by a powerful potential
enemy.
Finally, her marriage to Ailill also can be read from a political perspective, as the
tale reveals he has proven himself a mighty opponent to Conchobor, and brings with him
a powerful and loyal fighting force that, by virtue of his family relationship to her - he is
her sister's grandson - also would be loyal to her in a way Eochaid Dala's followers
would not. It is clear that her actions in having an affair with Ailill paint Medb as
adulterous and promiscuous, but, once again, viewed through both political and gender
performance perspectives, Medb emerges as a shrewd political strategist. While the tale
implies there is a great degree of sincere passion, or even love, between Medb and Ailill,
it is also viable to read Medb as engaging in her affafr with Ailill for political advantage.
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in addition to her passion for him. He is younger and has proven himself stronger and
more competent as an enemy of Ulster; seducing him, or encouraging his infatuation with
her, makes him an ally she can depend on. By playing the "slut" for the benefit of her
husband, she avoids a direct political coup against Eochaid and his followers. The fight
for the throne now becomes a duel over love, and, because it is Eochaid that challenges
Ailill, Eochaid's followers have no motive for a military campaign against Medb and
Ailill. The political takeover is almost bloodless. Her marriages alone, however, do not
qualify her for rulership, and it is important to examine the tales for evidence of actions
that can be read as examples of her qualifications for mlership and competence in the
performance of those duties. Several tales contain incidents that can be read in that light.

Oualifications - "Cath Boinde" and TBC II Prologue
The assumption that Medb is qualified to mle is revealed in two important texts.
The first, "Cath Boinde" [The Battle of the Boyne], already discussed above in
connection to Medb's marriages, is most likely the source for the second of these texts,
the explanatory introduction popularly labeled the "Pillow Talk" prologue in TBC II in
the Book of Leinster, wherein a major reason for the cattle raid is revealed (6 Maille
129). "Cath Boinde" reveals a tradition of Medb's allies among the kings of Ireland
looking to Medb for leadership and guidance regarding their desire for war witii Ulster
and Conchobor (O'Neill 178-9). After her fatiier installs her on the throne of Connacht,
and she begins her relationship with Tindi, the kings of freland still look specifically to
Medb for counsel regarding war when one might assume that kings and warriors would
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forsake a woman's counsel, in accordance with medieval misogynistic concepts of
women's advice and words (P. Kelly 78-89; Blamires 5):
It fell out, however, that Tindi was a visitor with Meadb for a long time after that,
so that it was in Cmachan with Meadb the fairs of freland were wont to be held,
and the sons of the kings of Ireland used to be in Cmachan with Meadb at that
time to see if they might exchange war with the province of Conchobar.... for all
the ill-feeling that was between them. (O'Neill, 179)
The "Pillow Talk" prologue of TBC II adds even stronger support for Medb as a
qualified ruler. This section of the 7am, besides infroducing three important political
reasons for the cattle raid (discussed below), also includes a debate between Medb and
her husband Ailill about which of them has brought more to the marriage. During this
conversation, Medb enumerates her royal credentials and qualifications for mlership:
"[M]y father was in the high kingship of freland, namely Eochu Feidlech.... He
had six daughters: Derbriu, Ethne and Ele, Clothm, Mugain and Medb. I was the
worthiest and noblest of them. I was the most generous of them in bounty and the
bestowal of gifts. I was best of them in battle and fight and combat. I had fifteen
hundred royal mercenaries of the sons of strangers exiled from their own land and
as many of the sons of native freemen within the province. . . . I had these as my
standing household," said Medb, "and for that reason my father gave me one of
the provinces of freland, namely, the province of Cniachu. Whence 1 am called
Medb Chruachna." (C. O'Rahilfy, TBC II 137-38).
One especially important commentary must be made on the sentence that O'Rahilly
translates as "I was the worthiest and noblest of them," which has been translated as "die
noblest and seemliest of them" (Cross and Slover 282), and "the highest and haughtiest of
them" (Kinsella 52). The words used in the Old frish text are: "Messi ba liasliu & ba
un-aitiu dib" (C. O'Rahilly, TBC II 1), which literally translate to: "It was me who was the
nobler and worthier of them" [my franslation]. While Cross and Slover's franslation,
taken directly from Joseph Dunn's 1914 translation of TBC 11 {Book of Leinster), does not
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veer too far from the literal translation, it does apply an ambiguous nuance to "urraitiu"
[worthier]; while "seemly" can mean appropriate or suitable, it also has the connotation
of an adornment or pleasant speculation, adding a layer of indistinctness to the
description - is Medb "seemly" because she is more suitable (i.e. qualified), or because
she is an aesthetically pleasing adornment to the throne? Kinsella's translation, while it
certainly adds to the dramatic and traditional reputation of Medb as headstrong, willful,
pridefid, and ambitious to a fault, must be viewed as a subjective and biased translation
rather than an accurate one - most likely to heighten the characterization of Medb as a
self-centered woman. Those words, however, are vital in the context of viewing Medb as
a legitimate, or, at least, suitably qualified candidate for occupying the throne of Cniachu.
In addition, this passage in TBC II indicates that tradition endows Medb with two very
important qualities of tme leadership: the ability to lead an army and fight, and the
wisdom to bestow generous bounty on her followers as rewards for their service and
loyalty, elements alluded to in tiie legal tracts regarding kingship (see discussion above
on kingship laws).
Once again, it is instmctive to look at the Sumerian hianna Cycle to find a
relevant precedent or precursor for Medb's assertions tiiat she is, indeed, worthy and able
to assume tiie position of leadership. The story "hianna and the God of Wisdom" relates
how and why hianna becomes the exalted heroic, shamanic queen of Umk, revered and
adored by the Sumerians. The tale recounts how hianna makes the decision to travel to
see Enki (her grandfather) in the hopes of gaining some wisdom in order to mle her city
("hianna" 12). She joins him in drinkmg, and, in his increasing drunkenness, Enki gives
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Inanna the sacred me, which she quickly accepts (14). Among the gifts she receives are
qualities that show the dual-edged aspect of leadership: "He gave me the dagger and
sword. / He gave me the black garment" (16) - elements of death and mourning; "He
gave me the colorful garment. / He gave me the loosening of the hair" (16) - elements of
joyous celebration; "He gave me the art of forthright speech. / He gave me the art of
slanderous speech. / He gave the art of adorning speech" (17) - a ruler must know how to
use the right kinds of words. Most relevantly, Enki gives her the following gifts,
revealing that a ruler must be willing to act as is necessary and as the simation calls for in
the performance of his/her position as leader:
He gave me the art of the hero.
He gave me the art of power.
He gave me the art of treachery.
He gave me the art of straightforwardness.
He gave me the plundering of cities.
He gave me the setting up of lamentations.
He gave me the rejoicing of the heart.
He gave me deceit.
He gave me the rebellious land.
He gave me the art of kindness.
He gave me travel.
He gave me the secure dwelling place. (17)
Leadership, then, is a study in contradictions, accountability, and in understanding
the thin line between necessary moral ambiguousness and moral cormption. To
understand these moral differences, Enki finally gives hianna "the giving of judgments"
and "tiie making of decisions" (18). In Sumerian Mythology: A Study of Spiritual and
Literary Achievement in the Third Millennium B.C., Samuel Noah Kramer describes
hianna's quest for leadership in words that equally can be used when discussing Medb's
ambition for power over Ulster:
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frianna, queen of heaven, and mtelary goddess of Erech, is anxious to increase the
welfare and prosperity of her city, to make it the center of Sumerian civilization,
and thus to exalt her own name and fame. She therefore decides to go to Eridu,
the ancient and hoary seat of Sumerian culture where Enki, the Lord of Wisdom,
who "knows the very heart of the gods," dwells in his watery abyss, the Abzu.
For Enki has under his charge all the divme decrees that are fundamental to
civilization. And if she can obtain them, by fair means or foul, and bring them to
her beloved city Erech, its glory and her own will indeed be unsurpassed. (65)
til her "Interpretations of hianna's Stories and Hymns," Diane Wolkstein states that
Inanna's eagemess for the gifts Enki offers "tums from bravado to tme decision" when he
offers her the last gift, that of making decisions (148). As she explains: "[WJithout 'the
making of decisions' the other me [cultural values] are meaningless

It is the will - the

sfrength and ability to make decisions . .. that perceives, believes, and takes action"
("Interpretations" 148). The "Pillow Talk" prologue of TBC II reveals that Medb
possesses many of the same attributes that Inanna acquires from Enki, with the added
implication that Medb developed her leadership skills and qualities on her own, rather
than acquiring them as gifts from her father. Medb's pronouncement to Ailill in the TBC
II prologue emphasizes that her father gave her the throne of Connacht because of her
greater nobility, worthiness, and battle skills. Medb, therefore, might be seen as a more
greatiy evolved descendant of the goddess that Rivkah Harris states was revered for her
"awesomeness and formidable power" by the ancient Sumerians (xii), descriptions that
can certainly apply to Medb.
As an intriguing element of comparative analysis that can help put Medb's
character into perspective, and perhaps dispel some of the pervasive negative opinion she
has labored under, it should be noted that Conchobor, Medb's primary rival, like Medb
and Inanna, acquired his kingship through subterfuge and what might be called outright
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blackmail. Medb attained her rulership through her father's commission of a "prince's
injustice on Tindi" (O'Neill 179), and Inanna gained the throne of Uruk by taking
advantage of Enki's drunkenness ("Inana" 14). Conchobor also came to be king of Ulster
through a deceptive scheme perpefrated by his mother, Ness, on the sitting king of Ulster,
Fergus mac Roich (the same Fergus who is the lover of Medb); the story is told in the
early twelfth century tale found in the Book of Leinster called Scela Conchoboir maic
Nessa [The tale of Conchobor mac Nessa] - 1 use the translation found in Thomas
Kinsella translation of The Tain here. Fergus develops a passion for Ness (Fergus
develops passions for many women throughout the Ulster Cycle! - see next section), but
Ness would only agree to sleep with him if she receives something in return (Kinsella 3).
She demands that Fergus give her seven-year-old son Conchobor the right to sit on the
throne of Ulster for a year, and, with the agreement of his subjects, Fergus agrees to the
trade (3-4). As soon as Conchobor is on the throne, however, Ness goes into action:
"[she] immediately set about advising her son and his foster-parents and everyone in his
household. They were to steal everything from one half of the people and give it away to
the otiier half She gave the Ulster warriors her own gold and silver - all this was in
hopes of what her son would get" (4). This scheme assures that Conchobor appears
supremely generous, for every family in the kingdom has their wealth and possessions
increased. When the year ends, and Fergus demands his throne, the people of Ulster have
second droughts: "They gatiiered together and talked: they felt greatly insulted that
Fergus had given them over, like a dowry, while tiiey were gratefiil to Conchobor for all
he had given them. They decided, 'What Fergus sold let it stay sold; what Conchobor
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bought let it stay bought'" (4). He is exalted by the people of Ulster from that day
forward, and it is interesting to note that the many instances of Conchobor's own devious
behavior, as related in several tales, does not seem to defract from this high regard. Two
mlers in neighboring provinces gain their thrones through deceitful parental behavior and
behave in morally ambiguous fashion throughout their reigns, but are perceived by many
readers and scholars from divergent viewpoints - the characters' primary point of
departure is their sex, which can only imply that gender paradigms are firmly in place on
the part of analysts, scholars, and other readers. There are tales, however, that show that
Medb understands how to put the leadership skills and qualities she either instinctively
possesses or has gained through experience into practice for her own political
advancement and the protection of her province and people.

Aspects of fir flaithemon (king's justice) - "Cath Boinde,"
"Tain Bo Flidais," and Fled Bricrend
Aside from the incident mentioned above about the other kings of freland looking
to Medb for guidance on making war against Conchobor and Ulster, three other scenes,
from three different tales, allow Medb to be seen as accepted by people as a qualified
decision-maker - her own subjects as well as members of rival tribes. In "Cath Boinde,"
after Tmde's death, when Eochaid Dala's followers, united now with Connacht and Medb
against Conchobor's treachery (raping Medb and defeating Connactii and the kings of
freland in the Battle of the Boyne in the middle of the festival of Tara when all fighting
should be suspended), seek to appoint Eochaid Dala as the new king of Connacht, they do
so after agreemg among themselves that it should be "with the consent of Meadb"
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(O'Neill 183). The implication is clear; if Medb had not consented to the relationship,
neither tiie marriage nor Eochaid Dala's appomtment as king would have occurred,
altiiough, as stated above in the section on Medb's marriages, there are strong motives of
political survival that could have provoked Medb to agree to the marriage. Medb's
position as titular queen, with final say on the matter of consorts, conditions of marriage,
and bestowing of political power, is clearly an accepted given, for, otherwise, it can be
assumed that Eochaid Dala and his followers would not have bothered to consult Medb,
as might be surmised from the legal tracts, annals, and genealogies conceming royal
marriages.
Another instance of others, in this case Ailill and Fergus, seeking and acquiescing
to Medb's counsel is found in the fore-tale "Tain Bo Flidais" [The Driving of the Cattle of
Flidais], found in both LU {Lebor na huidre [Book of the Dun Cow], compiled ca. 1100)
and LL {Book of Leinster, 1160), but probably derived from an older (and more clearly
supematural) fradition, according to A. H. Leahy in his introductory material to his
translation of the tale ("Flidais" 103, 106-07). The tale relates how Flidais, the wife of
Ailill Finn, the king whose territory adjoins Connacht, falls in love with Fergus and sends
messages to him on a weekly basis (108). Upon Fergus's coming into Connacht, he
confers with Ailill about what he should do about this love, as Fergus does not wish to
bring a war upon Connacht by stealing a neighboring king's wife (108). Ailill's response,
once again, reveals that Medb is considered thetioiedecision-maker - and her plan is
sfrategic, politically diplomatic, and underhanded:
"Yes, what shall we do next in the matter?" said Ailill; "we will consider this in
counsel with Maev." "Let one of us go to Ailill Finn," (said Maev), "tiiat he may
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help us, and as this involves a meeting of some one with him, there is no reason
why it should not be thyself [Fergus] who goest to him: the gift will be all the
better for tiiat!" (108)
Fergus's "diplomatic mission" to ask Ailill Finn for aid and provisions for
Connacht in tiie upcoming cattie raid against Ulster backfires because Ailill Finn knows
his wife loves Fergus (110). Ailill Finn insufts Fergus, and a duel ensues between the
two men that evenmally forces Medb and Ailill to bring their armies to rescue Fergus,
defeat and kill Ailill Finn, and carry off Flidais, her retinue of maidens, and Flidais's herd
of cows (112-20). In the end, however, Medb's sfrategy works, in spite of its apparent
diplomatic failure, for Fergus marries Flidais, and Medb acquires the help of Flidais's
cows to sustain her armies with their milk during the Cattle Raid for the Bull of Cooley
(122). Medb reveals a keen understanding of the art of leadership as a combination of
crafty subterfuge and aggressive hostility, qualities that were already in evidence in the
ancient Sumerian period of Inanna (see previous section).
Yet another fore-tale. Fled Bricrend (Bricriu's Feast), gives evidence of Medb's
adeptness at decision-making, even if, as Kramer comments about Inanna (see previous
section), she sometimes must resort to less than ethical means to preserve her kingdom.
The oldest version of Fled Bricrend is foimd in LU (1100), most likely based on a
prototype composed perhaps as early as the eighth century (Cross and Slover 254). The
tale primarily focuses on three famous heroes of the Ulster kingdom, Cu Chulainn,
Conall Cemach, and Loegaire Buadach, and their vying for the Champion's Portion at a
feast in Emain Macha (the royal seat of Ulster). The Champion's Portion is a rimal
boasting/testing challenge that determines who will be named the greatest warrior, and
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who, therefore, deserves that largest and choicest piece of meat. Bricriu, a character who
appears in several Ulster Cycle tales, is most commonly cast as a buffoon, a mischievous
froublemaker, or, in some cases, a Loki-type character (from Norse mythology) that stirs
up strife through slander. Bricriu sets up his feast deliberately to challenge the three
warriors, and to stfr up confiision and mischief in the Ulster royal household and
entourage of Conchobor. The series of tests that the three Ulster warriors must engage in
include being sent to Medb and Ailill's court in Cmachan to let Ailill judge which of the
three should be awarded the Champion's portion. Conchobor and the Ulster sages
consider that "'[t]here is really no better judge'" than Ailill to choose the Champion
(Henderson 25). Ailill, however, does not seem content to be given this task; in fact, he
responds that he believes the task of judgment was given to him out of hatred (25), a hint
at the rivalry between the two provinces and the ease with which gestures or words are
taken to be insults and, therefore, reasons for war. Ailill asks for three days to consider
the judgment, and he sets a challenge on the heroes the first night that all three find
insulting and childish (26).
Ailill becomes agitated at this tum of events, and spends the next three days and
nights pondering his judgment, "for he took the difficulty that faced him to be fraught
with danger" (26). Medb, however, calls him a coward and announces tiiat she will judge
tiie three warriors (26); her plan is sfrategically aimed at avoiding implication of insult
against any one warrior, thereby avoiding desire for revenge, but her solution satisfies the
letter of the task asked of Ailill -judging which warrior deserves the Champion's portion.
She explains that judging the wartiors is easy because Loegaire and Conall are as
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different as bronze and white metal, and Conall and Cu Chulainn are as different as white
metal and red gold (the most valuable precious metal) (26). She, therefore, privately
awards each warrior a cup made of the metal she feels he is worth, telling each one by
tums that he should be awarded the Champion's Portion once he retums to Emain Macha,
and that his cup will show the others just where he stands (26-28). In Emain Macha, Cu
Chulaiim proves to have the most valuable cup - red gold with a dragon-stone bird etched
into the bottom; Loegaire and Conall, however, dispute Cu Chulainn's claim, accusing
him of having paid Medb to give him the most valuable cup (33). This insult instigates a
skirmish between the heroes, which forces Conchobor and Fergus to set yet another
challenge for the heroes and another judge to determine which is the tme champion (3334). Medb has successfiilly employed a strategy of distraction and indirection - she
knows the warriors will argue among themselves later because her choosing each as the
"tme" champion was privately conveyed (no public witnesses) - to avoid having Ulster
place blame on her and take revenge on her kingdom, hi addition, by privately awardmg
each warrior his cup, she avoids each warrior's wrath against her - it can only become a
"his word against hers" scenario, which would only incur public embarrassment if he
were to contest her word. She exhibits an implicit understanding of the gifts of
"forthright speech," "slanderous speech," and "adorning speech," ("hianna 17), and of ttie
situations in which to use each gift.
On the surface, and by modem standards, Medb's actions seem deceitful, and
easily conform to the medieval misogynistic concept "that women are quicker-witted than
[men], and can 'run rings round them'" (Blamires 5), impfying that this facility signifies
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ease witii lymg or deceitfiUness (subterfuge, inventing stories on the spur of the moment,
slanderous gossip). Blamires states tiiat, in spite of a medieval culture that "insisted that
woman's reason and inteUigence were paltry," women were often categorized as having
"mental agility, adroitness, and verbal cleverness; and [they were] good for on-the-spot
decisions" (5). One way to counter male anxiety over women's quick-wittedness was to
"assert superiority and close ranks in other departments of the intellect" (6), which often
took tiie form of labeling women's advice and decisions as untmstworthy; hence, many
medieval tales contain sarcastic pronouncements by male characters - Fergus and Ailill
among tiiem - deriding women's advice as typical "woman's counsel" - too impulsive
and emotional to take seriously (P. Kelly 78-79; Findon 5).
However, Philip O'Leary, in his article "Verbal Deceit in the Ulster Cycle," makes
a point about the Old Irish cultural emphasis on public honor and shame versus private
promises and oaths, which attaches a different perspective to Medb's actions in judging
the three warriors. "Public promises . . . must be adhered to at the risk of public disgrace,
the most potent social sanction in early freland," he explains (17). However, as is the
case with Medb's judgment of each warrior as the champion, "[a] privately pledged
briathar [lit. word; oath] carries no such weight" (20). O'Leary emphasizes that modem
audiences may have difficulty reconciling the concept of ethical behavior being govemed
by public or private situations, but "it must nonetheless be acknowledged that this game
has mles unquestioned even by the defeated," (26) as seems clearly the case in Fled
Bricrend and Medb's seemingly underhanded solution to the judging of the Champion's
Portion. Connacht is protected through Medb's understanding of these cultural concepts.
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and can be read as an experienced, sharp, and cunning practitioner of political strategy.
Establishing Medb as a shrewd political sfrategist allows for an altemative reading of her
motives for instigating the cattle raid against Ulster for the Donn Cuailnge - the Great
Bull of Cooley. The next section establishes that, read through the political and cultural
environment of early freland, and through the lens of gender performance, Medb's
character has both sfrong political and personal reasons for wanting to strike at Ulster and
show that she was, in effect, forced to imdertake the cattle raid for her political survival.

Motivations and Predictors for The Tain - "Cath Boinde,"
"The Courtship of Ferb," Echtra Nerai, "Tain Bo Regamna,"
and TBC fl Prologue
The discussions in the previous section of public versus private behavior, and the
highly important concepts of public honor and public shame in early Irish society, play a
vital role in understanding the motivations fiieling Medb's desire for acquiring Ulster's
great Dorm Cuailnge. It is especially hnportant to bear in mind that, although the Donn is
officially under the stewardship of Daire mac Fiachna, the great bull is uUimately the
property of Conchobor. Although many scholars seem quick to ascribe the instigation of
the cattle raid to Medb's self-centeredness and ambitious whims, closer analysis of
several of the tales - including tiie TBC fl prologue - reveals that legitimate, culttirallydefined political and personal reasons abound for the cattle raid and Medb's desfre for the
bull.
First, it is important to understand the significance of cattle to early frish culture
and, therefore, the political connotations associated with cattle raids. O Cromin remarks:
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"All the [historical and archaeological] evidence underlies the importance of cattle, and
cows provided a standard reference for every manner of fransaction and activity" (99).
Miranda Green states in Celtic Goddesses that cattle had mythological associations as
well: "bulls represented sfrength and virility, and cows were linked with the fertility of
the herd and its milk-yield" (180). In addition, "cattle were a measure of wealth," often
associated with women (fertility) m the myths and sagas, and often included in brideprices or dowries (180). Jaski explains the political significance of cattle to the early
Irish, which helps to explain the inclusion of cattle raids in the saga-literature: "In early
Ireland cattle-raids were often more than simply expeditions to rob or steal; they can
indicate the political claims by vexed overkings who came to take what they thought was
rightfully theirs" (103). Jaski adds: "Cattle-raids were not only means to enforce political
claims to submission, but also tests of leadership and valour during which careers could
be made or broken" (160). Ruth Katz Arabagian comments in "Cattle Raiding and Bride
Stealing: The Goddess in Indo-European Heroic Literature" that the saga material reflects
this political aspect of cattle: "defense [or raiding] of cattle is a labour typical of the . . .
Irish hero of epic or saga, one might say a short-hand designation for heroic work" (109).
Medb's desire for the Donn Cuailnge is deeply rooted in the cultural and political climate
of the period the tales were composed, reshaped, and dissemmated - as can be attested to
by the numerous aimalistic records describing how kings raided rival kingdoms and
carried off women and cattle (see historical discussion Chapter fl).
"Cath Boinde" perhaps offers the most compelling motivation for a cattle raid that
potentially could weaken or desfroy Conchobor's kingdom or his mlership. Clearly,
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Medb's abandonment of Conchobor, her first husband, as the tale states, "through pride of
mind" fosters resentinent in Conchobor, for it is stated: "the first cause of the stirring up
of tiie Cattle-raid of Cuailnge was the desertion of Conchobar by Meadb against his will"
(O'Neill 177). Medb's leaving, because it leads to her being installed on the throne of
Cormacht, is a public humiliation of Conchobor's power, inspiring resentment and desire
for revenge that is played out repeatedly in many of the tales.
Additionally, Conchobor's resentment prompts him to perpetrate the very public
humiliation of rape against Medb while she is attending the festival of Tara; to add insult
to injury, he overtakes her when she is bathing (a vulnerable position) in the River
Boyne, a sacred river (178-81). This public outrage constimtes "an insult which mptures
social bonds and creates feud," as Thomas Charles-Edwards explains (137). Fergus
Kelly comments that early Irish law had strict provisions for the punishment of rape:
"The rapist must pay the honour-price [the number of milch cows - cumals - one is
worth according to status and wealth] of his victim's legal superior (i.e. her husband,
father, son, or guardian). In addition, full body-fine [established at seven cumals for
every freeman/woman, irrespective of rank] must be paid" for the rape of certain women:
girls of marriageable age, chief wives, or nuns who have not renounced thefr holy vows
(135).
In "Cath Boinde," because the rapist is a rival king, who ostensibly understands
the mle of public opinion, and his victim is the accepted sovereign mler of another
province, and tiie daughter of the high king of freland, the reaction is immediate and
angty. Even if a body-fine and honor-price could be exacted, the tale implies the kings of
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freland (Medb's allies) would not have accepted Conchobor's compensation attempts:
"When that tale [Medb's rape] was told in Tara, the kings of freland rose forth from Tara,
and Tindi mac Conrach and Eochaid Dala with them.... The banners of the king of
freland are raised to attack the king of Ulster; and Tindi, the son of Coma, challenged
Conchobar to fight" (181). The exacting of punishment in this case seems to call for as
public a forum as the one in which the crime was committed. Charles-Edwards
comments:
The pressure to make things public and well-known was general. Private
imdertakings were of little worth beside an undertaking in the presence of an
assembly of men. Rights and obligations should, in all common sense, be
proclaimed and accepted by an assembly. For this reason local assemblies were
essential to early medieval societies: their formal recognition of solemn
statements, their memory of what had happened in the past performed many of the
fimctions which we naturally attribute to the state. (136)
This concept of a public assembly and public acknowledgement of Conchobor's
crime seems to serve as the foundation for the "duel" challenge issued to Conchobor - a
duel m which Conchobor kills Tindi, but an outcome that is, nevertheless, acknowledged
as a good deed by the kings of Ireland, for Conchobor publicly fulfills the requirements
of the challenge (O'Neill 180-1). As Charles-Edwards states, the public challenge in this
case may be necessary because "[w]ithout vigorous public judgment any other penalties
will only be usable with great difficulty" (137). However, fiirther insult occurs when
Conchobor subsequently defeats her father (and her) at the Battle of the Boyne, resulting
in tiie humiliation of Medb having to be rescued from tiie "dint of fighting" by Eochaid
Dala, who later becomes her third husband (180-1). Having been publicly humiliated by
Conchobor twice and losing her husband while her rapist lived could only have made
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Medb more determined to find a way to take both personal and political revenge when
the opportunity arose.
Medb's subsequent marriage to Ailill mac Mata - her fourth husband, who defeats
Eochaid Dala in a duel for Medb, with considerable help from Medb about Eochaid's
weaknesses - creates a political alliance that, Camey says, "could not but be a threat to
Ulster" ("Early frish" 120). "Cath Boinde" relates that Medb and Ailill begin a love affair
because, when he arrived at Cniachan, "he was a great spirited warrior in battles and in
conflicts, and a battle-sustaining tower against Conchobar, defending the province of
Meadb, so that it was he who was chief of Medb's household afterwards, and Meadb
loved him for his virtues" (O'Neill 183). In terms of Connacht's political survival, by
helping Ailill defeat Eochaid Dala (183), Medb acquires a consort and ally with the
proven skills and qualities to protect her province against a rival determined to overpower
her kingdom.
Certainly, the story of Medb taking a younger lover and aiding him in killing and
replacing his rival for Medb's affections adds drama and a note of titillation to the Ulster
Cycle, and serves to exemplify scholarly interpretations of Medb as promiscuous and
conniving. Medieval church texts, especially, help to support and confirm the
misogynistic readings, for many of the clerical writers cast women as dangerous
distractions to men simply through their very existence because of their inferior
"material" nature, which made them prone to sinning, thereby producing lustful thoughts
in the men they came into contact with (Blamfres, 4). As Blamires states, "[t]he guilt is
hers, not theirs," and it led clerics to evenmally propose that woman was "not merely . .
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a sexual snare employed by the devil, but even . . . a voluntary one" (4). Bitel discusses
the effect these medieval concepts of women had on early Irish legal, theological, and
gnomic (or "wisdom") texts, which sought to categorize and define women for the benefit
of the men in the society, and which are rife with misogynistic statements about the
nature of women (18-38). In such a context, then, a reading of Medb as a promiscuous
sexual predator who incites different lovers and husbands to commit sinful acts (rape,
adultery, murder) is certairdy viable.
However, from a cidtural perspective, Medb's actions in casting off one husband
for a stronger and more skilled consort is in keeping with early Irish customs of "trading"
one spouse for a more politically-advantageous one, as Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
discussed in her article "The Banshenchas Revisited" (72-3). Both the Irish annals and
Roman British history provide historical precedents for royal women making sexual and
political alliances with lovers in order to gain power or protect territories (see discussion
on Cartimandua and the historical queens listed in the Irish annals in Chapter II).
Additionally, Medb's action of "replacing" her spouse can be read as a strategy of
appropriation of male behavior, as, in effect, she is "performing" in the manner of many
kings of the time, both historical and fictional. Readings of Medb that cast her in a
negative light, as a woman trying to "usurp" the male role of king, as Patricia Kelly states
(83), ironically give credence to a gender performance interpretation of Medb. Applying
Radner and Lanser's theory of sfrategies of unconscious codmg - appropriation for
political survival in this case - allows Medb's character to be perceived as a figure witii
independent agency.
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A second interpretation of gender performance or mimicry can be attached to
Medb's behavior in this incident: appropriating or parodying the behavior of a sexually
promiscuous and manipulative woman who is mled by her heart and physical desires as a
sfrategy for disfracting her enemies. Assuming the role of a seductress with fickle tastes
- as T. F. O'Rahilly states, a woman with "unconcealed leanings towards a multiplicity of
husbands and paramours" ("On the Origin" 16), in keeping with medieval concepts of
women as naturally sinfid and lustful - deludes her enemies into thinking that she is
simply a foolish woman who cannot control her desires, leading them to underestimate
both her asmte political sense and strategic military skills. As with appropriation of male
behavior, reading Medb through the concept of gender parody endows her character with
agency and individual power. In both cases, she tums stereotypes into strategic tools
against the culture that seeks to negate and denigrate her.
Medb's marriage to and alliance with Ailill leads to another powerful motivation
for her desire for revenge against Conchobor, which can be found in the fore-tale called
"The Courtship of Ferb," which, to date, has received little attention in scholarly circles.
The tale - the oldest version of which is found in the same compilation as TBC II (1160),
but with language revealing it may be as old as the tenth century, and franslated by A. H.
Leahy {"Ferb," xx) - reveals yet one more attack from Conchobor against Medb. This
time, Conchobor attacks and kills her son Mani More (one of her seven sons with Ailill)
during his wedding feast to Ferb, daughter of King Gerg, a Connacht ally. On the first
night of his arrival at Gerg's castle, Mani More's druid wams that the fierce wind that has
arisen is an omen of an attack from Conchobor during which both Mani and Gerg will die
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(10-11). Gerg dismisses the waming, saying that, as "no muster of heroes or of waniors
from Ulster" can be discemed, there is no cause for alarm (11).
The tale, however, tiien shifts to Conchobor's bedroom, where he is visited by an
apparition, which tells him tiiat, in seven years, Medb will instigate tiie great cattle raid,
laying waste to Ulster and capttiring tiie Donn of Cuailnge, but that, if he attacks Gerg's
castie immediately, he can have victory over Gerg and Mani (12). The vision prompts
Conchobor to jump out of bed and prepare for an attack on Gerg's castle, against his
wife's objections that '"there hath been enough of stiife already betwixt us and the men of
Connaught'" (12). After consulting with his dmid, Conchobor makes the decision to go
on the attack because fate has decided that, even if he were to hold back on this attack,
the future cattle raid would take place (13). He goes to kill Mani and Gerg because, in
effect, this assured victory allows him a form of revenge before the fact of the later cattle
raid, which is fated to devastate Ulster, no matter what Conchobor may do.
William Sayers, in his article "Women's Work and Words: Setting the Stage for
Strife in Medieval Irish and Icelandic Narrative," sheds light on this aspect of prophecy in
Irish narrative, which is usually associated with a female figure: "According to the logic
of conventional causality, the forecast does not cause the events it relates, but in narrative
terms it all but makes them inevitable" (63). In "The Courtship of Ferb," as in other Old
Irish tales, it is a woman from the Otherworld - the ban sid (lit. woman from the sid- the
Irish Otherworld - source of the legendary Irish banshee, who predicts death) - who
appears to Conchobor, and later to Medb, to predict outcomes that have already been
determined. As Sayers states: "[T]he seeress, like other supematural or supematurally
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endowed females [in Old Irish tales], does not engage in conflict but often proclaims its
imminent realization" (63). Prophecies, vows, and foretold fates about the cattle raid, m
fact, abound in many of the fore-tales, confirming that the cattle raid and its outcome is a
foregone conclusion. In the case of "The Courtship of Ferb," Conchobor's attack on Mani
More simply assures that the cattle raid will take place because it gives Medb yet one
more sfrong reason to take revenge on Conchobor.
The tale further relates that the news of both Gerg's and Mani's deaths is brought
to Medb's attention by the same apparition that visited Conchobor, and Medb and Ailill
mount an army to avenge their son (Leahy, "Ferb" 25-8). When the armies meet, Medb
and Conchobor come face to face, and, although she, herself, manages to kill several
warriors with her sword, the "Piercer of the ranks of War," including two of Conchobor's
sons, she is unsuccessful in killing Conchobor himself (47). Eventually, her army is
routed, and Conchobor retums to Ulster victorious, leaving Medb and Connacht
humiliated once again.
The death of her son by the hand of her rival - the same enemy who raped her
publicly - certainly creates an overwhelmingly powerful motivation for taking revenge
through the cattle raid. Antonia Fraser conmients that throughout centuries, warrior
queens have capitalized on their stams as mothers to justify and have their harsh actions
in politics or on tiie battlefield forgiven (332-3). "[T]here is nothing in the slightest bit
unnatural," she states, "about the mother's defence of her young, which can even be quite
blatantly aggressive without incurring the taint of'masculinity'" (333). The description of
Medb's attack on Conchobor presents a mother's rage: "She formed her froops into a
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compact and smbbom band, and she raised weapons fit for the battle before her; and she
made sfraight for Conor to take vengeance on him for the death of her son and of the
people that were witii him" (Leahy, "Ferb" 47). She can be forgiven that she uses her
formidable weapon to "deal out blows and mutilation and destmction," cmshing and
slaying anyone in her path, including two of Conchobor's sons (47). In terms of gender
performance, appropriating a mother's right to defend or avenge her young proves to be a
powerful advantage. As Fraser explains: "[B]iological motherhood is after all the one
role which is totally closed to man. Thus the role of the fighting mother in wartime can
be put across as primordially patriotic, instead of primitively distasteful" (333). There is,
of course, given the history of hostility between Medb and Conchobor, a factor of
personal vengeance and pride involved, but adding a mother's understandable fury means
no one questions her motives for this attack, and lays an even stronger foundation for the
later - already prophesied — cattle raid.
Another prophecy and a vow conceming the cattle raid figure prominently in two
intricately inter-related fore-tales, Echtra Nerai [The Adventures of Nera] and the "Tain
Bo Regamna" [The cattle raid of Regamon], which is sometimes known as "The
Apparition of the Great Queen to Cuchulainn." The earliest manuscript version of Echtra
Nerai is found in a collection known as Egerton 1782, dating from the early sixteenth
century, but must have had a much earlier tradition, as elements found in the tale are
referenced in both TBC I and TBC fl, both dating from the early twelfth cenhiry and
earlier, according to Kuno Meyer in his edition of the tale (212). "Tain Bo Regamna" is
found in the Yellow Book ofLecan, a collection dated to the late 1300s, but this tale also
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must have had an earlier version, for several incidents in the tale come to pass in TBC,
where the tale is referred to by name, says Tom Chadwin in his article "The Remscela
Tana Bo Cualngi" (74-5). In addition, the name of "Tain Bo Regamna" itself appears
directly in Echtra Nerai (Meyer 224-5). Chadwin calls "Tain Bo Regamna" one of the
most important of the remscela [fore-tales] because of this inter-textual element (75).
Additionally, characters in both fore-tales make clear that the events that occur are direct
causes or anticipations of the great cattle raid in TBC (Chadwin 72-3). Taken together,
Echtra Nerai and "Tain Bo Regamna" provide reasons and causes for the cattle raid that
can be regarded as beyond Medb's direct control; in other words, her instigation of the
raid is inevitable because it is decreed by fate, as Sayers explains (63).
Echtra Nerai relates the adventure of a Connacht warrior named Nera who has a
vision that Medb's fortress. Rath Cmachan, is destroyed in a battle with the people of the
sid. He follows the Otherworld warriors into the sid, where he is told that he has
witnessed a vision of what will happen in a year's time unless he wams the people of
Connacht. Nera marries a woman of the sid, and then retums to Rath Cmachan to wam
Medb and Ailill of the impending battle with the Otherworld beings. Medb and Ailill
plan a raid of their own to counter the Otherworid attack. During the year that Nera is at
Rath Cmachan, his Otherworld wife has borne a son and given that son a cow. When
Nera retums to the sid, he encounters the Morrigan - a battle goddess - who has stolen
the boy's cow, mated it to the Donn Cuailnge (Ulster's great Brown Bull), and then
brought the cow back to the boy. Nera remms to Rath Cmachan once more to wam
Connacht that the sid still plans to attack, and stays a year, during which Medb and her
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warriors prepare for an attack on the Otherworld. Nera retums to the sid one last time to
bring out his family and possessions before the attack, and evenmally the Connacht
warriors attack the sid and bring away its freasures. When Nera leads out the bull calf
bom to his son's cow and the Dorm, the calf encounters Cormacht's great white-homed
bull, Firmbenach; the bull and calf get into a fight, and the calf is defeated by the
Cormacht bull. This defeat prompts the calf to bellow out a complaint, which is
translated for Medb as meaning that if its father, the Dorm Cuailnge, were to meet
Finnbenach on the same plain, the white-homed bull would be soundly defeated. Medb
then utters a vow, which Chadwin describes as "a prophetic element which describes one
of the causes of TBC" (72-3). As Sayers states, prophecies and vows do not cause an
event, but they explain or verify the inevitability of that event (63). Medb's vow
establishes one more foundation for the already predicted cattle raid:
Then said Medb in the manner of an oath: "I swear by the gods that my people
swear by, that I shall not lie down, nor sleep on down or flockbed, nor shall I
drink butter-milk nor nurse my side, nor drink red ale nor white, nor shall I taste
food, until I see those two kine fighting before my face." (Meyer 227)
While the conditions of the oath are exaggerated, considering the cattle raid lasts
several months, the motivation for the oath can be seen as an extension of the
antagonistic relationship between Medb and Conchobor. In effect, the bull calf s bellow
unplies that Ulster, represented by the Donn Cuaihige, is a stronger and superior kingdom
than Connacht, represented by Finnbenach. The bull calfs pronouncement is just one
more insult heaped on the growmg collection of humiliations directed at Connacht by
Ulster. The vow, however, acts in the same way as the prophecy given to Conchobor by
the ban sid about the impendmg cattle raid in "The Courtship of Ferb." The raid is a
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foregone conclusion; the prophecies and vows serve as descriptions for readers and
audience members to understand why the raid takes place, as Chadwin states (73).
In uttering the vow, Medb "performs" in three ways. She is appropriating or
mimicking the predominantly female function (in Old Irish literature and culture) of the
prophesier or seer, in essence, like the Morrigan, simply confirming an inevitable
outcome - the raid and the subsequent battle between the two bulls, the Donn and
Finnbenach, at the end of TBC. She responds with bold words to yet another insult or
threat from Ulster, represented by the calfs insult to Finnbenach. In doing so, she adopts
an aggressive stance in the company of Ailill, Bricriu, and Fergus; in other words, she
appropriates a (stereo)typical masculine stance of answering a threat with a counterthreat. Third, because she is in the company of men, and especially because of Fergus's
presence, who, although her lover, is one of Ulster's most fierce champions and, perhaps,
not to be fully tmsted, her bold stance is expressed in what can be perceived as
(stereo)typically feminine (i.e. emotional, dramatic) terms: a personal, exaggerated
reaction easily related to the "hysterical" words uttered, for instance, by women who,
after having been rejected by lovers, vow never to eat or sleep again until they retum.
Adopting (appropriating) a hysterical, irrational, exaggerated attimde in the presence of
Fergus, Bricriu, and Ailill is a strategy of disfraction that allows the men to laugh off her
vow, and effectively disguises Medb's determination to cmsh Conchobor and Ulster once
and for all without revealing her tme thoughts to a potential enemy, or not completely
trustworthy ally - Fergus.
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The Morrigan's foray into the sid to steal the cow of Nera's son is recounted from
a different point of view m "Tain Bo Reganma." The tale focuses on the Morrigan's
retum joumey to the sid with the now pregnant cow, and her encounter with Cu
Chulainn, who challenges her because, as he tells her, he is charged witii the care of all
the cattle in Ulster (Leahy, "Apparition" 132). In the ensuing exchange of threats
between Cu Chulainn and the Morrigan, the battle goddess prophesies that Cu Chulainn
will only live as long as the calf in the cow's womb is a yearling, and that the calf will
help to instigate the great Tain Bo Cuailnge (135), which confirms and explains Medb's
vow in Echtra Nerai. Therefore, "Tain Bo Regamna" presents one more confirmation of
the inevitable and foregone nature of the raid, with the added element of prophesying Cu
Chulainn's death, which Medb engineers in one of the after-tales of TBC. The encounter
between the Morrigan and Cu Chulaiim adds weight to the unavoidable role Medb plays
in fiilfilling a prophecy that will come to pass no matter what steps are taken to avoid it, a
fate that Medb subsequently tries, but fails, to change twice at the beginning of TBC.
Most often singled out by scholars as the scene that portrays Medb in her most
negative and willful light, the "Pillow Talk" prologue to TBC II actually provides three
compelling, inter-related political motives for Medb's cattle raid against Ulster, as well as
presents support for reading Medb as a sfrong leader with shrewd negotiating skills.
Additionally, the prologue reveals a complex and complicated relationship between
Medb and Ailill that, combined with elements of their liaison found in other tales,
supports Edel's conviction that their alliance is "just what one might expect in a relation
of this type in real life - and thus botii psychologically and politically convincing" (153).
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It should be noted that, of all the relationships in which Medb is involved, only
her match with Ailill is described as one based on love. "Cath Boinde" states that Medb
loved Ailill for his courage and skill at defending her province from Conchobor's attacks,
which led to their affair while she was married to Eochaid Dala (O'Neill 183). When
Eochaid tried to banish Ailill out of jealousy, "Meadb did not permit the doing of that
deed, for she loved Ailill better than Eochaid" (183). The implication derived from the
characterization of this relationship is that her previous marriages were political alliances
entered into without sfrong emotion. Medb's passion for Ailill is further revealed when
she helps him defeat Eochaid in the duel Eochaid demands. After the "fierce fight," in
which Eochaid dies, "Ailill assumed the kingship of Connacht thereafter, with the
consent of Meadb'' (183), once again revealing Medb's higher status and royal authority
as an accepted given. This higher, or, at the very least, equal stams characterization is of
major importance when analyzing the argument between the royal couple that opens the
"Pillow Talk" prologue of TBC E. It is perhaps Ailill's certainty of Medb's love for him
that prompts him to taunt her and challenge her superior status in the marriage during
tiieir pillow talk; he tells her,'".. .you are better off today than when I married you,'"
prompting Medb to answer quickly, '"I was well-off before (marrying) you" (C.
O'Rahilly, TBC II137). The tmth of her retort is supported by the elements found in
"Cath Boinde," which 6 Maille suggests is the inspiration for the TBC II prologue (12930), and in Medb's subsequent recounting of her lineage and the qualities she possesses
that led her father to install her as queen of Connacht (C. O'Rahilly, TBC II 137-8).
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This marital verbal sparring leads Medb and Ailill to demand an accounting of
their respective possessions in order to determine which of them is, in fact, the greater
property-owner. Far from being "nothing more than a marital spat" (Bitel 213) or "the
whim of a headsfrong woman" (Clark 134), this counting of property has major political
implications for Medb and her stams as the titular mler of Connacht. It is specifically in
this incident that a reading of Medb and Ailill's marriage as a Idnamnas comthinchuir
[union of joint or equal contribution of property] is viable. In his article "CeUic Women:
The Opposing Sex," Patrick K. Ford sees Medb as a wife, as described in the legal tracts,
who has the right, among others, to "enter into confracts independently of her husband"
and "give gifts independent of her husband's consent" (423-4), especially if the wife
brings more property or is of higher stams than her husband, as Medb's retort to Ailill
seems to imply. Medb's seemingly self-centered desire to "prove her superiority over
those who should be her betters" (Clark 134) during their argument, in light of this legal
situation, represents her political survival. As Ford states: "Clearly, Medb has more at
stake here than simple vanity: the legal background makes it imperative that her
marriage-wealth be equal to his if she is to enjoy joint sovereignty in the marriage" (424).
The accounting reveals that Medb is equal to Ailill in every respect but one: the
special bull Finnbenach. The white-homed bull had moved over to Ailill's herd because
"he deemed it unworthy of him to be counted as a woman's property," thereby upsetting
tiie balance of power between the royal couple (C. O'Rahilly, TBC II 139). Medb's
precarious position in tiie marriage, and, therefore, in her province, can be convincingly
mfen-ed in the following statement from TBC II: "It was to Medb as if she owned not a
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penny of possessions since she had not a bull as great as that among her kine" (139). At
risk is not onfy her sovereignty in die marriage, but her ability to command respect and
loyalty from tiie people and, most importantly, the warriors of Connacht, as well as the
respect of the neighboring kmgs of Ireland, who, as discussed above, look to her for
leadership and guidance in matters conceming tiieir rivalry with Ulster. Additionally,
losing authority and status as tiie timlar mler of her own province would place her at a
distinct disadvantage with Ulster and Conchobor, who would, no doubt, take full
advantage of her suddenly inferior stams. Regaining equal, or higher, stams in the
marriage, then, is a political necessity for Medb.
Medb, however, does not immediately mount a military campaign to steal or
capture the only bull equal to Finnbenach - Ulster's Donn Cuailnge - as might be
assumed in the characterization of the raid as "a woman's fancy" (Edel 152) or "the whim
of a headsfrong woman" (Clark 134). Instead, she takes what might be called a decidedly
"feminine" tack: negotiation in order to avoid violence, in keeping, perhaps, with the
stereotype expressed by anthropologist Ashley Montagu that '"it is the women who are
conciliators and do not believe in confrontation'" (qtd. in Muir 99). The negotiation that
Medb attempts and the reason it fails bear close attention, for they reveal that, contrary to
general commentary about Medb's role as willful instigator of the raid, in effect, she is
coerced or mcited into attacking Ulster for her political survival. In the cultural climate
depicted in the Ulster Cycle, in fact, once compelled into taking up arms against Ulster,
Medb acts no differently than any male character in the tales.
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She proposes a frade with Daire Mac Fiachna, the caretaker of the Donn Cuailnge
that, in modem terms, can only be characterized as a win-win situation:
"Go you there, Mac Roth [her herald], and ask of Daire for me a year's loan of
Donn Cuailnge. At the year's end he will get the fee for the bull's loan, namely,
fifty heifers, and Donn Cuailnge himself (returned). And take another offer with
you, Mac Roth: if the people of that land and country object to giving that
precious possession, Donn Cuailnge, let Daire himself come with his bull and he
shall have the extent of his ovra lands in the level plain of Mag Ai and a chariot
worth thrice seven cumala, and he shall have my own intimate friendship." (C.
O'Rahilly, TBC II 139-40)
The conditions of the deal reveal she is an astute political strategist and a shrewd judge of
character, understanding very well how to capitalize on her rival's weaknesses and
desires. As a political negotiation, the trade avoids an armed raid that would result in
deaths on both sides. In this respect, Medb can be read as a compassionate mler with the
interests and welfare of her subjects at heart. In addition, she assures that Ulster, through
its representative Daire Mac Fiachna, does not lose honor, for she offers a profitable
reward, fifty heifers, which would greatly increase the worth of Ulster's cattle herds.
However, the second part of the deal reveals that Medb understands all too well
the political reality of the rivalry between Ulster and Connacht, and, like any effective
leader, she prepares a contingency plan. This additional offer to Daire presents Medb as
a clever and perceptive judge of temperament. That she correctiy understands Daire's
weak points is confirmed by his reaction to Mac Roth's delivery of the conditions of the
trade: "Daire was well pleased with that and (in his pleasure) he shook himself so that
the seams of tiie flock-beds beneath him burst asunder" (TBC II 140). Dafre's personal
ambition, it is clear, is greater than his loyalty to Ulster, as he reveals: '"By the tmth of
my conscience, even if the Ulstermen object, tiiis precious possession, Donn Cuailnge,
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will now be taken to Ailill and Medb in the land of Connacht'" (140). Medb capitalizes
on two separate elements here. First, the offer of the fifty heifers as payment allows
Daire to save face with his Ulster superiors - he has increased the wealth and stams of
Ulster through his shrewd negotiation - and, second, the offer of land and personal
wealth pleases Daire because it would raise his own stams among the Ulstermen.
Therefore, his public duty as a subject of Conchobor is maintained while he is personally
rewarded for his participation. In her article "Re-Membering Archaic Women: The Body
in Archaic Irish Frances Epic and Narrative," Frances Devlin-Glass comments that the
Victorian, moralistic, and nationalistic views of both sexual behavior and standards of
epic literature had a sanitizing and obscuring effect on the Ulster Cycle and other Irish
literamre of the period (261), making Medb's sexual offer seem immoral to the early
franslators (late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) and, therefore, prompting them
to read Medb's character as a negative one. Devlin-Glass reads Medb's offer to Daire in a
different light:
In these discourses [in The Tain], sexuality is nonproblematic morally. Medb's
"friendly thighs" [Thomas Kinsella's term] are offered as proper and the ultimate
good in a set of proposed exchanges for the Donn Cuailnge (the brown bull of
Cuailnge) because of the prosperity such a loan can bring to Cmachan (modem
Connacht), without jeopardising the prosperity of Ulster. (265)
Another element to consider in the sexual offer to Daire is what it reveals about
her relationship with Ailill and her stams in the marriage. Devlin-Glass argues that Medb
can ordy make this offer because she is in a marriage of joint contribution (265), in
which, as 6 Corrain, explains neither partner can engage in any business or enter into any
contract without the consent of the other (2). This reading would imply that Ailill has
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consented to this part of the negotiation, bringing up tiie possibility that his initial
challenge to Medb's status in the marriage during the "Pillow Talk" was, indeed,
somethmg "more than a marital spat" (Bitel 213). As Devlin-Glass comments, "When
Medb chooses her partner, she is represented as making demands of'equal lordship' in the
relationship" (265), as befits a marriage of joint sovereignty (see the discussion about
Ailill's role in the instigation of the raid and the marriage below). From a gender
performance perspective, Medb takes advantage of her own reputation as an independent
and sexually free woman in offering her "intimate friendship" to Daire, which both
"sweetens" the deal and disguises the shrewdness of her political acumen; she can be
dismissed as a woman who is willing to "give it away" to get her heart's desire, a woman
ruled by her passions, in the same way her actions in helping Ailill defeat Eochaid might
be perceived. Once again, her enemies can be deluded into underestimating her political
and military prowess.
In spite of Medb's attempt at political finesse, however, the inevitability of the
cattle raid, as prophesied several times, cannot be prevented. Devlin-Glass comments: "It
is the dismption of his system of exchanges, effected by a male and based on loose talk
between messengers about Medb's intentions to take by force what she cannot have
through exchange, that sets the bloody events of the epic in train" (265). A drunken bout
of boasting ensues among three of the messengers in Mac Roth's company, with one of
the men uttering what, in effect, constimte fighting words: '" .. if the bull were not given
willmgly, he would be given perforce'" (TBC II 141). Daire's butler hears the Connacht
messenger's boast, and immediately informs his master, who, because the boast has
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become a public insult, vows not to give the Donn to Medb and Ailill willingly. Mac
Roth tries to diffuse the situation: '"whatever messengers might say as a result of
indulging in your meat and drink, it should not be heeded or noticed nor accounted as a
reproach to Ailill and Medb'" (141). Daire, however, has been reproached by his own
servant for his willingness to give the Donn to Medb and Ailill, and, so, carmot do
anything else but refuse the deal; it has become a matter of public honor.
Ewa Sadowska, in her intriguing and persuasive article "The Military Nature of
the Raiding Campaign in 7am Bo Cuailnge," proposes that Medb's negotiation attempt is
a ploy - another form of distraction - to give her the perfect excuse to execute a longplarmed raid, as supported, perhaps, by the evidence of Medb's securing of help and
provisions from neighboring provinces and kingdoms in several fore-tales (245-6).
Sadowska states, "Medb used her request [for the loan of the bull], therefore, as a tactical
device or a pretext for initiating the raid into Ulster. In other words, she insisted on
acquiring the bull because she was well aware that she was not going to obtain him by
peaceful means" (245-6). Daire's refusal, then, is not only a function of the concept of
public honor so prevalent in Old Irish society, but it becomes the catalyst for Medb's
possibly premeditated raid, as well as one more element in the self-fulfilling prophecy of
the raid. Once again, Medb's actions during the negotiation, including the offer of her
body as an incentive, can be read as both distraction and indirection/misdirection, with
the result that Medb's long-standing and shrewd preparations for an attack are disguised.
Mac Roth's messengers also serve as catalysts for the cattle raid, in the manner
described by Sayers as traditionally a function of female characters in Old frish (and
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Icelandic) sagas. Women, he explains, often perform the role of inciting men to avenge a
wrong or commit destmctive acts (67). As he states, "In a viricentric society, women as
inciters to vengeance are active on behalf of societal values (however questionable we
may find vendetta) in which they, just as fully as the men, shared" (68). The messengers
in TBC II express the hostile feelings that Connacht - including Medb - holds for Ulster,
thereby effectively ensuring that open warfare ensues between Connacht and its bitter
rival. Because, in this case, there is a gender reversal in the figure who executes the act
of vengeance (Medb), it is, therefore, the men who perform the role of tuming her "into
[a] keen [weapon]" through their hostile words (67). Devlin-Glass states that Medb
becomes both the instrument of fertility (or prosperity to her kingdom) through her
attempt to negotiate and her desire to acquire the bull, and the instrument of destmction
and chaos, as in many early societies in which goddesses played dual roles (265). She
argues that "[t]o reduce Medb merely to the stams of cattle- or fame-hungry queen is to
overlook the fact that fertility comes at a price" (265), a reality Medb explicitly expresses
several times during the raid itself.
A reading of gender reversal can be extended to Ailill, in his role of "inciting"
Medb to demand an accounting of their possessions, and to the white-homed Finnbenach,
who refiises to be mled by a woman, both actions that ultimately lead to Medb's
mounting an army against Ulster to capture the Donn. Although, clearly, Ailill's
challenge to her superior stams in the marriage and Finnbenach's affront to her ruling
stams can be read through a fraditional lens as obvious, rancorous anti-feminist remarks
(O'Connor 34) meant to remind women of their proper place in society (Bitel 213), it is
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equally viable to read these episodes as instances of role reversal. Ailill's taunting words
about her inferior status m the marriage threaten her public honor as mler of Connacht,
and, thus, prompt her hostile actions against a common enemy. Finnbenach's defection to
Ailill's herd, similarly, ensures that Medb embark on a strategy that results in armed
warfare against Ulster, also assuring that Medb's vow of seeing Finnbennach and Donn
Cuailnge fight one another comes to pass. Ailill's and Finnbennach's words, like the
boasts of the messengers in the later scene, work as "verbal means to revenge," reversing
the fraditional motif of "women's words promoting hostility through other agents"
(Sayers 66). As in other instances of appropriation, Medb can be read as appropriating or
mimicking the fraditionally male role of exacting vengeance after being goaded by the
opposite sex with words meant to incite hostile action.
Medb's reaction to Mac Roth's news that Daire has refused the trade reveals that
she is as aware of the power of public reputation as anyone else in the culture: '"There is
no necessity to "smooth the knots", Mac Roth, for it was certain,' said Medb, 'that he
would not be given freely if he were not given by force, and he shall so be given'" (C.
O'Rahilly, TBC II141). She must now tum to matters of plannmg an armed assault; to
sunply let the matter rest would expose both her personal reputation and that of
Connacht's to disasfrous public humiliation and ridicule. Her hold on the throne, the
guarantee of loyalty from her warriors and the neighboring kings of Ireland, and her legal
stams in the marriage are all at stake; in effect, Medb has no choice but to wage war,
thereby fulfiUmg the elements of the prophecy. In accepting the necessity and
inevitability of having to take the Donn by force, Medb acknowledges and confirms the
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early Irish concept that laughter, ridicule, and shame are more destmctive than physical
damage or even death, as Philip O'Leaty explains in his article "Jeers and Judgments:
Laugher in Early Irish Literature" (15). As he writes: "For the protagonist of Irish heroic
literature, laughter was almost never a spontaneous outburst of inclusive amusement, but
rather a conscious condemnation of unacceptable behaviour" (16). Laughter, because it
implied a public witnessing of some kind of humiliating incident, "was also a judgment
direct, personal, and unambiguous" (16). Failure to correct or prevent such laughter,
therefore, underscored some kind of disqualifying deficiency of behavior, intelligence, or
understanding of cultural norms and expectations, exposing the figure to even further
humiliation and laughter (16).
For Medb - and by association, Ailill - attacking Ulster and following through on
the implied challenge issued by Daire to "come and take the Bull if you want him," both
corrects earlier humiliation at the hands of Ulster and Conchobor (the rape, Mani More's
murder, defeat at the Battle of the Boyne), and attempts to prevent fiirther disgrace. Any
hesitation on Medb's part would be constmed - by the people and warriors of Connacht,
by Ailill, by the neighboring kings of Ireland with their own vendetta against Ulster, and
most, importantly, by Conchobor - as weakness, unsuitability as a leader, and as proof
she deserves to be an object of laughter and satire. As O'Leary explains:
til this light, laughter in Irish heroic literature can be seen as the primary, and
certainly the most universal, social sanction, one whose invocation was open to all
orthodox members of the society, and whose imposition was immediately,
predictably, and devastatingly efficacious. For when a person whose self-image
is a reflection of public opinion, whose existence achieves meaning only m a
social context, is rejected . . . by that opinion and denied in that context, [s/]he is
in effect stripped of his[/her] vety identity. ("Jeers" 25)
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Medb's position and reputation are very much products of public opinion and all too
vulnerable to that same public opmion, as her character is shown to understand m several
instances throughout many of the tales.
Once the mustering of the Connacht-led raiding party begms, a contingency that
includes troops from the neighboring provinces who have previously looked to Medb for
counsel, it is interesting to note that Ailill seems quite willing, and even eager, to go
along on the foray. This seemingly blind acquiescence to his wife's single-minded drive
to acquire the Donn, which would immediately eliminate his new superior status in the
marriage (and his possible rise to titular leadership in Connacht), has led critics to refer to
"Ailill's celebrated complaisance" in all matters conceming his wife (Bowen 28), and to
comment that Medb "is the dominant partner: Ailill is a complaisant husband, virtually
conniving in her cuckoldry of him with Fergus" (P. Kelly 77). However, Ailill, like
Medb, has his ovm political and personal reasons for wanting to humiliate Ulster.
Edel discusses that close attention to the roles played by Medb and Ailill m both
TBC I and TBC 11 reveals that the relationship between the royal couple is not as clearcut as is often assumed (152). Although it is tme that Medb is a stronger and more
dominant character in TBC II than in TBC I, wherein "there is a sort of equilibrium
between" the spouses, there are instances in TBC II in which Ailill takes credit for
leading the raid into Ulster (151-2). Specifically, Ailill seems to assume leadership
duties in the following passage from TBC fl, an episode that does not appear in TBC I:
"I have succeeded in laymg waste to Ulster and the land of the Picts from the
Monday at the beginning of Samain until the beginning of spring. We have
carried off thefr women-folk, thefr sons and their youths, their horses and steeds,
their flocks and herds and cattle. We have levelled their hills behind them into
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lowlands, so that they might be of equal height. Wherefore I shall not wait here
for them any longer, but let tiiem give me battle on Mag Ai if it so please them.
And yet tiiough we say this, let someone go forth to reconnoiter the broad plain of
Meath to see whether the Ulstermen come thither, and if they do, I shall in no
wise retreat, for it is not the good custom of a king ever to retreat." (C O'Rahilly
TBC U 250)
This passage alone casts doubt on the characterization of Ailill as simply a complaisant,
passive, and subservient consort to a domineering and impemous queen, especially in
light of the fact that TBC II does seem to present Medb as a much more powerful
character than is porfrayed in TBC I, as detailed by Cecile O'Rahilly in her introduction
to TBC II (liii-lv). Other aspects of Ailill's character from several tales, however, help to
support Edel's contention that the relationship is not as one-sided as is widely proposed.
"Cath Boinde" introduces Ailill as the "son of Sraibgend of the Ema" (O'Neill
183), and James Camey, in his article "Early Irish Literature: The State of Research,"
explains that tradition associates Ailill with the Gailioin, a powerful dynastic family
connected to Tara, the legendary high-seat of freland (119-20). The Gailioin, who appear
in TBC, are, in tum, connected to Leinster, one of the legendary enemies of Ulster (11920), meaning that Ailill, prior to his marriage to Medb, already has a political rivalry with
Ulster and Conchobor. Participating in the cattle raid, then, is an opportunity he cannot
refiise when one considers the importance of revenge and public humiliation.
Additionally, "Cath Boinde" reveals that Ailill, while being reared in Cmachan and, no
doubt, learning to hate Ulster from his Connachta trainers, becomes a "battle-sustaining
tower against Conchobar, defending the province of Meadb" (O'Neill 183).
Medb's loss of status in tiie marriage would also lead to her loss of status in
Connacht, resulting in loss of loyalty from both her subjects in Connacht and the kings of
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freland who look to her for counsel and leadership. While it could be surmised that the
people of Connacht might accept Ailill as a suitable replacement, it is equally valid to
assume that, as Ailill was accepted as consort ordy because Medb gave her consent, her
subjects and allies might resent Ailill as the new titular monarch, especially as Medb's
role as titular mler seems to be regarded as a given in several tales. Medb's humiliation
and ridicule, then, could easily result in Ailill's humiliation by association - from both
Ulster, and Connacht's people and allies. Re-establishing Medb's sovereignty, therefore,
is as much in Ailill's interests as it is in Medb's. In addition, if the raid's objective capturing the Donn - were successful, the resulting elevation of Connacht's stams and
reputation would extend to Ailill as well as Medb.
Both "Catii Boinde" and tiie "Pillow-Talk" prologue of TBC U make mention of
the geis (cultural taboo) Medb must comply with when she marries: "he should have
neither jealousy, fear, nor niggardliness" (O'Neill 183); '"I demanded a strange bride-gift
such as no woman before me had asked of a man of the men of Ireland, to wit, a husband
without meanness, without jealousy, without fear'" (C. O'Rahilly, TBC II 138).
Especially relevant to the discussion of Ailill's willingness to participate in the raid is
Medb's elaboration on the "no fear" portion of the geis:
"If my husband were timorous, neither would it be fitting for us to be together, for
single-handed 1 am victorious in battles and contests and combats, and it would be
a reproach to my husband that his wife should be more courageous than he, but it
is no reproach if they are equally courageous provided that both are courageous."
(TBC II, 138)
Once Medb decides that she must take militaty action agamst Ulster - as argued above,
because of Ailill's provocation - Ailill, to avoid looking less courageous than his wife, is
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himself compeUed to join forces with her, or risk being the object of the much feared
public laughter or humiliation.
Finally, like his wife, Ailill has a strong personal vendetta against Conchobor;
Mani More, killed at the feast celebrating his marriage to Ferb, is his son as well as
Medb's. The prospect of defeating his son's murderer, combined with finally avenging
his wife's very public rape, which was not avenged by either of his predecessors (Tindi
and Eochaid Dala), is a strong incentive. Additionally, this will assure Ailill an elevation
m his reputation as "a battle-sustaming tower against Conchobar" (O'Neill 183),
irrefutably proving, perhaps, that Medb's confidence in and love for him are merited.
And, lastly, one final motivation to consider is that Ailill joins his wife's military
campaign, simply, because he loves her and wants to be by her side on the battlefield, a
possibility that should not be underestimated, as epics and sagas from as far back as the
Sumerian society verify - love, after all, is a potent motivator, and it allows readers to
view Aillil and Medb's relationship as a tme reflection of 'just what one might expect in
a relation of this type in real life - and thus both psychologically and politically
convincing" (Edel 153).
The reading proposed here does not seek to invalidate or replace the two
traditional approaches conceming her stams as a political leader: misogynistic and
sovereignty readings. Instead, this chapter seeks to provide an altemative lens through
which to view Medb, one that allows her to be repositioned as a legitimate mler with
independent and strategic agency, by applying theories of deliberate performance to
episodes and actions traditionally read as clear instances of ridicule or misogynistic
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oppression, and by viewing her actions in the tales through a cultural and political lens.
The following chapter applies the same concepts of performance strategy and sociopolitical analyses to allow Medb to be seen as other than "a disastrous war-leader"
(Findon 7) in her campaign against her enemy. It opens up the possibility for seeing
Medb in the way Antonia Fraser sees her: ".. .the tme heroine of The Tain. .. a vivid
character in her own right, both glamorous and ferocious" (15), in the spirit of the tme
warrior queen.
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CHAPTER rV
"AT MORA GLONDA MEDBA!" [MIGHTY ARE THE DEEDS OF MEDB]:
MEDB AS MILITARY COMMANDER

Introduction to Chapter
The previous chapter illustrates how Medb's character can be read as a competent
political leader with an asmte understanding of the responsibilities of that role, including
usmg tactics that seem morally ambiguous. The preceding chapter also establishes that,
when the events leading up to the cattle raid are read using cultural and gender
performance approaches, there are strong political and personal reasons for Medb
wanting to strike at Ulster, and she was, in effect, forced to undertake the raid for her
political survival. It is now time to tum to the battle itself and her role as military
commander. This chapter seeks to reposition Medb as a competent and shrewd
commander who understands the responsibilities and consequences of leadership, a role
that she properly regards as a performance. She uses strategies of disfraction, indirection,
and feigned incompetence - the "only a weak woman" syndrome (Fraser 213) - to
generate a more practical solution from her generals, which allows them to take credit.
Furthermore, the chapter explores how she can be read as subverting the early frish
cultural norms of shame and honor in order to achieve ultimate revenge against her
enemies. In addition, several characters throughout the militaty campaign, including
enemies, utter statements tiiat seem to imply respect and admiration for her warrior skills
(in the same way certain characters express respect or acceptance of her abilities as a
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mler, as shown in the previous chapter). While it is possible to read those statements as
fronic or sarcastic, designed to ridicule her tactics and her position as commander, as has
been proposed by several scholars, because the scribes did not add indicators for tone or
purpose (as is often the case in modem literature), it is also possible to read these
statements at face value.
A re-reading of the militaty campaign in the Tain itself through these various
perspectives allows Medb to be viewed as a leader who is as cunning, strategic, and
mthless as her male counterparts, a commander who is no more and no less treacherous,
devious, manipulative, honorable, brave, and heroic than the men with and against whom
she fights, converting her into an example of what John Keegan calls, in his introduction
to The Mask of Command: A Study of Generalship, "leadership of the heroic style:
aggressive, invasive, exemplary, risk-taking" (10). While scholars have shovm that the
outcome of the cattle raid can be viewed as a defeat and humiliation for Medb and
Connacht, it should be noted that the object of the raid, the Donn Cuailnge, is, in fact, in
the possession of Medb's forces by the end of the battle. In addition, several post-tales,
discussed in this chapter, reveal that Medb, although perhaps humiliated at the end of the
Tain, plots and exacts revenge on the principle players of Ulster: Cii Chulainn and
Conchobor. Therefore, the post-tales seem to reveal a tradition that concedes ultimate
victoty to Connacht and Medb. While this fact can certainly be read in a misogynistic
vein - the stereotype of the woman scomed or the woman obsessed with "having the last
word" - it might also be read as a leader and militaty commander who follows through
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on her promises, and, in light of the political and social culture of early Ireland, a person
fiilly aware of the power of honor/shame based on one's reputation.

The Tain
Traditional scholarship tends to characterize Medb's actions as a leader as
disasfrous and her campaign as a failure. Lisa Bitel states in Land of Women that Medb's
"war ran awty because Medb herself led the army, introducing distinctly feminine
thinking into the male game of war" (213), a characterization in keeping with the
traditional reading of Medb as a product of the "rancourous anti-feminist irony" that,
purportedly, wams readers of the negative consequences of letting a woman be in charge,
as Frank O'Connor suggests in A Short History of Irish Literature: A Backward Look (34,
32). Aside from, or perhaps in addition to, this misogynistic perspective is the
essentialist stance - still prevalent in many scholarly circles today - that women are not
"naturally" aggressive warriors, forcing Medb to be read as "aberrant." Rosalind Clark's
comment in The Great Queens: Irish Goddesses from the Morrigan to Cathleen Ni
Houlihan about Medb's warrior role is representative of this notion: "Medb's role as
destroyer is apparent throughout the Tain, but such a role is horrifying in a mortal
woman" (132). According to these views, Medb as a warrior queen falls mto the
categoty of myth, a purely fictional constmction meant to serve as convenient and
titillating fodder for propaganda against political power for women, like the Amazon
warriors in classical myth and literature.
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However, as shown in Chapter II, new historical research has revealed that female
warriors and warrior queens were more prevalent and less fantastical than once believed,
contradicting Clark's statement that "[w]omen fighters are the exception in our literature.
In real life they are even rarer, and the memory of them is usually suppressed" (27). In
light of such research, new readings of Medb (or other "aberrant" women in medieval
literature) must be considered a possibility, readings that do not rely so heavily on simply
looking for the misogyny (although that approach certainly still is valid). In "Caught
between histoty and myth? The figures of Fergus and Medb in the Tain Bo Cuailnge and
related matter," Doris Edel states that early Irish narrative possesses "a certain ambiguity
of style which seems to have been consciously intended in order to widen the range of
interpretation" (152). This claim is confirmed and supported by Joanne Findon, in^^
Woman's Words: Emer and Female Speech in the Ulster Cycle, who states, "[m]edieval
Irish literature from the seventh to the twelfth centuries thus presents a conflicting set of
views pertaining to women" (15). Misogyny and respect, according to Findon, co-exist
in the literamre (15), sometimes in the same text, as I propose in this study. Therefore,
just as an altemative reading can be found for Medb's position as a political mler, and her
role in the instigation of the cattle raid, an altemative reading for Medb's actions during
the raid can be proposed. This altemative, using gender performance and mimicry
theories, as well as a consideration of the political and cultural norms in which a figure
like Medb would have operated, reveals Medb to be a strategic and asmte military
commander, and provides a new and empowering way of interpreting Medb's "distinctly
feminine thinking" (Bitel 213). When read through this perspective, her behaviors
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become strategic tactics bom from rational and logical thinking that, in the end, become
more effective than the overt aggressive masculine posturing of the male warriors in
achieving the desired outcome.

Fergus and the Ulster Exiles
Before tuming to analysis of the militaty campaign itself, it is important to
explain the presence in Connacht of Fergus and three thousand of his fellow Ulstermen,
including Cormac, one of Conchobor's sons. In the earliest tradition of the Ulster Cycle
material (ca. early eighth centuty), as James Camey states in his article "Early Irish
Literature: The State of Research," Fergus's motivation for being in Connacht and
participating in the raid against Ulster "shows Fergus in a bad light," for he has defected
to Connacht because of his overwhelming (and shameful) passion for Medb (125). A
slightly later tale (ca. late eighth or ninth centmy), Longas mac nUislenn (The Exile of
The sons of Uisliu), versions of which are found in the twelfth century Book of Leinster
and the fourteenth centmy Yellow Book ofLecan, provides a more honorable reason for
Fergus and the Ulster Exiles' presence in Connacht. Camey describes this tale as "a
fiction composed in the Old Irish period [that] has not ancient roots in Irish fradition,"
and regards it as a "first-rate job of whitewashing" in regards to Fergus's character (125).
While the tale does rehabilitate Fergus's character to some extent, ironically, it seems to
vilify Conchobor's character, making Medb's campaign against Ulster to humiliate and
defame its king all the more palatable. I use the translation by Jeffrey Gantz for my
discussion.
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The tale primarily concems the daughter of Conchobor's storyteller, Deirdre, who
is prophesied to bring chaos and slaughter to Ulster. At a feast attended by Conchobor
and his warriors, the child cries out a terrible scream while still in her mother's womb,
prompting Conchobor's dmid to prophesy that the child would be the most beautiful
woman in all of freland, but that she would bring destiiiction in her wake (Gantz 257-9).
After the child is bom, the warriors declare that she should be killed to prevent the
prophecy, but Conchobor seems to take mercy on the infant, and announces that she will
be raised in seclusion until she is old enough to become his companion (concubine or
second wife), and that this will prevent the prophecy (260). When Deirdre is older, she
wishes to love a man with '"hair like a raven, cheeks like blood and body like snow,'" and
a feamle satirist, the only outsider (other than Conchobor) allowed to visit with Deirdre,
tells her that a man called Noisiu, one of Conchobor's great warriors, fits that description
(260). Deirdre sees Noisiu one day as he is walking along the outside walls of Emain
Macha (the royal seat of Ulster), and she steals away to confront him, demanding that he
run off with her (260-1). At first, Noisiu refiises, knowing who she is, but when she
threatens to have him satirized (a fate worse than death in early Ireland because satire
discredits and shames the person's reputation, something that a warrior, especially, cannot
recover from), he agrees to elope with her (261). Noisiu and his two brothers leave
Ulster with Deirdre, finding protection from various kings throughout Ireland, but
Conchobor eventually has them run out of Ireland, and they cross the frish Sea to
Scotland, where they find refuge for a while (261). The steward of the king of Scotiand
catches sight of Deirdre one day, however, and tells his king that she would be the perfect
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wife for him, and advises that the king kill Noisiu, his brothers, and the other warriors
that live in exile with them (261-2). When Deirdre hears of the plan, she tells Noisiu they
should leave, and they sneak away in the night to an island in the sea (262).
Conchobor hears of the plight of Deirdre and Noisiu, and is advised by his
warriors and counselors that he should welcome them back and forgive Noisiu and his
brothers, for it would be a shame on Conchobor if these great warriors should die in a
foreign land because of Conchobor's jealousy over Deirdre. (262). He acquiesces, sends
word that he will send guarantors to escort them back to Emain Macha, and Noisiu asks
for Fergus, his son Fiachu, a warrior named Dubthach, and Conchobor's own son
Cormac, assuming that Conchobor would not dare befray his most loyal and tmsted
warriors (262). Conchobor, however, capitalizes on two geis (cultural taboos) in order to
set up a treachery against Noisiu: he sends word that the Ulster folk should invite Fergus
to feast at their homes along the joumey back to Emain Macha, for Fergus could not
refuse hospitality under his geis; meanwhile, Noisiu and his sons had swom they would
not touch food until they arrived at Emain Macha, forcing them to continue with only
Fiachu as protection, while Fergus, Dubthach, and Cormac stayed behind at each
invitation (262). In this maimer, Conchobor insures that Noisiu, his brothers, and Defrdre
would arrive in Emain Macha without protection. Conchobor then calls a tmce with a
long-time enemy, Eogan mac Durthacht, and he is hired to kill the three brothers when
they arrive (262-3). Conchobor, meanwhile, would be protected from the sons of Uisliu
and the chaos by his mercenaries (263).
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Once Noisiu and his brothers and Deirdre arrive, Eogan attacks and kills the
brothers, and fighting ensues that results in tiie death of Fergus's son Fiachu (263). Word
of tiie treachery reaches Fergus, and he hurries to Emain Macha with Dubthach and
Cormac, where a raging battle ensues against Conchobor, resulting in the death of three
hundred warriors, the slaying of the young women of the province, and the burning of
Emain Macha (263). Fergus, Dubthach, and Cormac, along with three thousand warriors,
flee to Connacht where Medb offers them sancmary (263). Deirdre, the figure at the
center of the fragedy, is taken prisoner by Conchobor, who tries for a year to "woo" her
into becoming his companion, in spite of the treachery he has perpetrated on her lover,
Noisiu; Deirdre refiises to be a willing companion, instead lamenting loudly over Noisiu
(263). Finally, in exasperation, Conchobor decides to give her to Eogan mac Durthacht
as, it must be assumed, a sexual prize (267). Eogan takes Deirdre to a fair (a public
social and political affair) at Emain Macha shortly after this exchange (267). Conchobor
remarks that she is "the eye of a ewe between two rams," (a highly sexualized metaphor),
and Deirdre throws herself out of the chariot in which she is riding (behind Eogan), and
cracks open her head, dying instantly (267).
The stoty is important in terms of establishing a legitimate reason for Fergus and
his exiles being in Connacht at the time of the raid, as well as justifying their involvement
in a militaty campaign against their fellow Ulstermen. As both Camey and Edel
maintain, this tale elevates Fergus's reputation from a lustful womanizer - a man who
gave up his throne for the sake of woman (see Chapter III), and then betrayed his
countrymen for a foreign queen - to a man of high principles and honor (Camey, "Early
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frish" 125; Edel 150). Edel states that, in this process of rehabilitation, "the traitor is
transformed into an exemplaty hero and worthy counterpart of Cii Chulainn and finally
accorded the same rank as Conchobar" (150). In addition, converting Fergus into a more
honorable figure increases the drama of the tale by providing a believable cause for the
dilemma he seems to face: pledged loyalty (and sexual atfraction) to Medb and her cause
as a result of his anger toward Conchobor on one hand, and emotional loyalty to Ulster
and his foster-son Cii Chulaiim, against whom he feels no rancor on the other.
However, while scholars, particularly Edel and Patricia Kelly in "The Tain as
Literature," claim that Fergus's character represents exemplaty virtues of filial loyalty
(Edel 150; Kelly 86), I propose that several of the incidents that scholars claim make
Fergus an honorable chairacter actually cast him in a quite unfavorable light, as the
analysis below will show. The story of Deirdre, as it is popularly called, also sheds a
negative light on Conchobor's character, adding to the unflattering portrait of him as
treacherous, vengefiil, and violent that emerges from the tales analyzed and discussed in
Chapter III. In spite of these negative attributes, many scholars see both Conchobor and
Fergus as honorable characters, at the same time that they point to these very same
attiibutes as reasons for reading Medb as a failed leader and negative character. The
analysis that follows of the campaign and Medb's military leadership is based on tiie
same cultural norms applied to the male warriors and leaders to show tiiat she is no more
nor less manipulative, aggressive, deceitfiil, strategic, or boastfiil/prideflil than her male
counterparts. I would argue, in fact, that, in some instances, she displays more strategic
judgment than her male counterparts.
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The Mustering
Ewa Sadowska proposes convincingly in her article "The Military Nature of the
Raiding Campaign in Tain Bo Cuailnge" that the raid is a premeditated and long-standing
intention and tiiat Medb's actions assure that the raid takes place (245). This supposition
belies the characterization of Medb's military campaign and leadership as based on a
whim, suggesting a more strategic reading of Medb's actions is possible. As Sadowska
suggests, several of the fore-tales "provide additional evidence that Medb's intention to
attack Ulster did not result suddenly from a 'pillow-talk' with her spouse, Ailill, over tiie
discrepancies in the relative value of their respective possessions" (246). In addition, a
close exammation of her actions at the beginning of the mustering of the companies
against Ulster, as well as during the raid itself, provides a counterpoint to Patricia Kelly's
assertion that "Medb's conduct of her expedition is shown to be severely wanting" (78).
Her "feminine thinking" (Bitel 213), thus, can be read as highly sfrategic and aimed at
producing both the most public shame and the most political, economical, and military
damage on Ulster and its leader, Conchobor. As such, the raid serves the politically
motivated objective of establishing Connacht as "the new order in politics, when
Connachtmen would finally subjugate their ancesfral enemies from Ulster" (Sadowska
250), with the added benefit of finally avenging the public humiliation perpetrated on
Medb in the past.
The mustering of the warriors of Connacht and the men of the three provinces
allied with them against Ulster, as described m botii TBC I and TBC fl, is accomplished
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with a swiftness that seems to support an already intended plan to attack. The alliance
with the "kings of freland" is sfrongly established in the fore-tale "Cath Boinde," where
the mlers of all the provinces and kingdoms but Ulster look to Medb for counsel in
relation to thefr enmity with Ulster (O'Neill 178-9; see Chapter III). Therefore, their
quick response to Medb's messengers can be attributed to both their own deep-rooted
thirst for military conquest of Ulster and to a (possibly) pre-arranged pledge of alliance
with Medb in any military campaign against their common enemy. The subterfiige of
approaching Dafre with a request for the loan of the Donn can certairdy be read from a
traditional, misogynistic perspective; it aligns Medb with the medieval characterization of
women and their words as untrustworthy and deceitfiil (Blamfres 5-6). Medb's use of a
clever mse to assure the raid proceeds can also be attributed to another prevalent
medieval indictment of women, that of overwhelming greed (9), which corresponds to the
pervasive reading of Medb as both trying to usurp the traditional male role of "those who
should be her betters" (Clark 134), and covetmg the great Donn of Cuailnge at any cost,
desires which, as Patricia Kelly states, have "doomed the expedition from the start" (79).
However, it is important to note that, while there are instances in TBC where
Medb's leaiiership of the raid is openly criticized, tiiese indictinents of her abilities are
uttered by either enemies or characters, like Fergus, whose loyalty to Connacht and Medb
come under serious question when exammed more closely; therefore, the context of these
overt expressions of derision must be considered, hi keeping witii the tradition expressed
in many tales, especially "Catii Boinde," the leaders of the other provinces allied with
Connacht do not express doubt of her leadership role, nor do tiiey exhibit any hesitation
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in following her on the militaty raid. Ailill himself, as discussed in Chapter III, willingly
- one might even say eagerly -joins the campaign, and even takes a commanding role on
several occasions, perhaps indicating that the raid is not so much just Medb's "fancy," but
a fully committed joint operation, which includes Ailill and his crack regiment of fierce
Gaileoin, as well as the kings of Ireland.
On the day the gathered troops set forth for the battle plains, the prophetess
Feidehn, who predicts a dire massacre for the Connacht forces in the upcoming
campaign, approaches Medb. Patricia Kelly characterizes Medb's encounter with the seer
as "an inauspicious start" to the raid, for "she rejects the vision" several tunes, finally
dismissing "it as of little significance" (78). This reading of Medb's actions aligns itself
with the concept that Medb is porfrayed as a headstrong and irrational woman, who
refiises to listen to reason because of her overwhelming pride and desire to achieve her
ends at whatever cost. According to this characterization, Medb is so obstinate and selfcentered that she even rejects a clear prophecy of defeat and camage, and willfully
prefers to subject her followers to a sure death rather than give up a doomed cause.
A closer examination of Medb's encounter with Feidelm through gender
performance, however, reveals an altemative reading for Medb's seeming inability to
accept tiie vision of the prophetess. From a cultural perspective alone, Medb could not
abandon the raid based on Feidehn's vision, for it would publicly shame her in front of all
the gathered allies from whom she had obtained a pledge of allegiance. Tuming back at
this point would mark her as a coward, and paint her more sfrongly as a "typical" woman
- fickle, untmstworthy, and unsuitable as a leader - than her seeming "challenge" to
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Feidelm's prophecy. That she both understands and accepts the responsibilities of
leadership, with its concomitant credit or blame for both positive and negative
consequences, can be read in the statement she utters to her charioteer just prior to
Feidelm's arrival: '"All those who part here today from comrade and friend will curse me
for it is I who have mustered this hosting'" (O'Rahilly, TBC I 126);'".. .if not all rettim
safe and sound, it is on me their grumbles and thefr curses will fall. Yet none goes forth
and none stays here who is any dearer to me than we ourselves'" (O'Rahilly, TBC II142).
Patricia Kelly remarks about this scene: "The purpose of this passage, I suspect, is rather
to illustrate the most fundamental and far-reaching of Medb's shortcomings.... Medb
acknowledges herself not to be a 'tme mler'" because she confirms she will be cursed by
the survivors of the cattle raid, while the legal tracts on kingship state that a tme mler is
blessed by all his living subjects (83).
However, John Keegan, in his examination of leadership qualities found in
generals in several periods in histoty, says of leaders during what he calls the "heroic"
age - an age that corresponds to early Ireland as depicted in the Tain - that they
possessed "leadership of the heroic style: aggressive, invasive, exemplary, risk-taking"
(10), all attributes tiiat can be applied to Medb in TBC and other tales. Patricia Kelly,
who adamantly insists on Medb's negative portrayal, says the following about Medb's
role in TBC:
Medb's role in the Tain is pivotal. She identifies herself at the outset as the chief
instigator of the foray . . . and remains the driving force tiiroughout the narrative.
Her decisions are carried even against the advice of Ailill and Fergus. She has a
main say in the choice of wan-iors sent against Cii Chulainn and the rewards they
are promised ft is she who quells the distiirbance in the ranks caused by the
attack of the war-goddess and the dfre prophecy of Dubhthach. She leads a sub-
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expedition of her own for a fortiught to Dal Riata. At the end of the tale she
participates actively, and initially with success, in the actual fighting. (77)
Kelly's description of Medb strongly seems to support what Keegan says is interesting
about outstanding heroic leaders. Not only are they "champions of display, of skill-atarms, of bold speech, but, above all, of exemplary risk-taking," qualities which he claims
"may be taken for granted," but these leaders also seem to confirm that the "societies to
which they belonged expected such qualities to be presented" (10-11). Most importantly
for this smdy, Keegan states that successful leaders possess a "sfrong theatrical impulse,"
that, in essence, they "perform" their functions for an audience - their followers (11).
Keegan's characterization provides even further grounds for analyzing Medb's leadership
role as a performance meant to convince her audience of her abilities to lead.
Furthermore, the actions of the troops and, more importantly, the other kings of freland in
following her commands seem to contradict the characterization of Medb as a failed
leader worthy of derision, especially in light of a cultural environment said to be hostile
and suppressive of women.
What does Medb's exchange with Feidelm reveal, tiien? It is important to note
that Feidelm's prophecy is yet one more prophecy about the inevitability of the raid that
began with the vision Conchobor received on the night before he attacked Medb's son
Mani More on his wedding day seven years before (see Chapter III, pp. 196-97). William
Sayers, in his article "Women's Work and Words," maintains that "within narrative
prophecy fimctions as a performative utterance. According to the logic of conventional
causality, the forecast does not cause tiie events it relates, but in narrative terms it all but
makes them inevitable" (63). The raid and its outcome, then, is a foregone conclusion,
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leaving Medb little option but to proceed with her plans to attack in spite of Feidelm's
visions. Each time Feidelm tells Medb of her vision, variations of seeing red, crimson,
and blood on the froops following Medb, Medb seems to refute or reject the vision.
Medb's "challenges," however, all contain elements that reveal Medb has done some
carefiil sfrategic planning before embarking on her campaign (supporting Sadowska's
claim of premeditation). Medb first explains that she knows from messengers that
Conchobor, his men, and several of his allies (all except Cii Chulainn) are incapacitated
with their annual curse of debility {cess noinden) - brought on years before by a goddess
who cast a spell on the Ulster warriors that made them suffer like women in childbirth thereby making tiiem vulnerable to an invaduig force (O'Rahilly, TBC 1126; TBC II14344). Medb then states that Fergus and his three thousand exiled men have joined her on
the campaign, again putting Ulster and Conchobor at a distinct disadvantage (TBC 1126).
Finally, Medb says that in all war, one must expect both death and strife (TBC 1126;
TBC n 144), stating an obvious reality that all the men allied with her would understand
and accept. Rather than impetuous and self-centered challenges, Medb's responses to
Feidelm can be seen as proof that she has "done her homework," so to speak, and serves
an important purpose in establishing her as a legitimate and suitable leader.
Keegan says, "leadership . . . is, like priesthood, statesmanship, even genius, a
matter of extemals almost as much as of intemalities. The exceptional are both shown to
and hidden from the mass of humankind, revealed by artifice, presented by theafre" (11).
He goes on to say that an exceptional leader will only reveal to his/her followers what
"they hope and requfre," while what tiiey must not know "must be concealed at all cost"
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(11). Medb's encounter with Feidelm can be read as a performance staged for her allies
to both inspire confidence in her ability and to hide her fears or doubts about the
prophesied outcome of the raid, thereby inspiring confidence in her followers. She sets
the tone for the campaign during this exchange; she does not allow herself to be viewed
as a superstitious and easily frightened woman, instead, showing that, like a good leader,
she has made logical and sfrategic plans to stack the odds in their favor, but, also like any
good leader, understands the reality of war and is willing to take responsibility for those
consequences. Knowing that her froops also understand the inevitability of prophecies,
her challenges to the visions can also be seen as "morale boosters," realizing that if she
were to react fearfiiUy to the prophecy, her troops would only panic and bring even more
bloodshed upon themselves; confidence and bravery in the face of great odds are marks
of tme leadership.
In addition, because Fergus is part of the audience for her performance, she sends
him a message designed to throw him off balance. On the one hand, he receives the
message that she has planned for the raid carefully, and that his joining forces with her
against his native province is both viable and worthy, given his anger against Conchobor.
On the other hand, it is the first in a series of actions planned to test Fergus's loyalty to
Connacht, tests that, I argue, he fails repeatedly. Fergus's subsequent behavior on die
battlefield, as well as many of his statements, show that, in spite of his anger at
Conchobor, his ultimate loyalty rests witii Ulster, and many of his actions can be read as
attempts to sabotage the raid. Her encounter with Feidelm has shown him that she should
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not be underestimated - she is not the emotional and impulsive woman with whom he is
having a sexual dalliance.
Sadowska brings up another aspect of the mustering to refute Kelly's contention
that the campaign begins inauspiciously (P. Kelly 78). The raid is described as beginning
on the Monday after Samain, the late autumn festival during which Otherworld powers
were venerated in order to bring a good winter to the mortal dwellers (Sadowska 250).
This means that the raid is conducted during the winter, an illogical time to engage in
warfare, and it is often used as an element to point out Medb's incompetence as a
commander and willfulness in her desire for the Donn at any cost (248). However,
Sadowska states, "this observation should n o t . . . directly discredit Medb's competence in
the planning of the raid in winter," for it was Medb's prophets and dmids who held the
armies back, not allowing them to leave Cniachan (Medb's kingdom, where they had
gathered) until an auspicious omen had presented itself (249). This would imply, says
Sadowska, that the "auspicious omen" was that the campaign would overlap with the
feast of Samain, considered the most important of the Old Irish festivals (250). In
addition, because the debility curse afflicted the Ulster warriors in winter, in conjunction
with Samain, the dmids (and Medb herself) would have considered this an auspicious fact
(250). Samain marked the beginning of a new calendar year, and signified the renewal of
nature out of the chaos and disorder that the night of Samain symbolized, a time when the
doorways to the Otherworid were opened and the spirits freely passed into the mortal
realm, causing chaos and destiiiction (250). Therefore, Sadowska speculates:
Connacht's deparmre on the tain coincides then with the beginning of the new
calendar year, which terminates the old period of disorganization and upheaval
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and brings about a new order of things. It may be worth speculating fiirther
whether this could be the association Medb and her dmids attempted to create: a
coincidence between tiie renewal in nature and the new order in politics, when
Connachtinen would finally subjugate their ancestral enemies from Ulster by
overcoming them in an auspicious period of renewal during the newly launched
campaign. (250).
The fore-tale Echtra Nerai, in addition, provides something of a precedent for
Samain as an auspicious date for mounting a military campaign, for Connacht
successfully defeats the people of the Otherworid and brings away sacred treasures from
the sid at Samain (see Chapter Iff, pp. 199-201). This earlier victory in connection to
Samain must surely be in Medb's mind as she listens to the advice of her dmids,
especially as the events that occurred during the period covered in Echtra Nerai
precipitated Medb's vow that she would one day see the two bulls (Finnbennach and the
Donn) fight, a vow considered to be a confirmation of the inevitability of the raid (see
Chapter Ifl pp. 200-1). If Sadowska's speculations are accepted, Medb's skills at political
and military leadership cannot be questioned, and it becomes clear why the other kings of
freland, her husband Ailill, and even Fergus look to her for counsel regarding matters of
war, politics, and judgment (as in Fled Bricrend, see Chapter Ifl, pp. 185-8).
On the first night of the army's encampment, another incident arises that,
according to many scholars, casts Medb in a negative light, bringing out her irrational,
incompetent, and "distinctly feminine" mode of thinking. After having surveyed her
camp and all its inhabitants, in the manner of any dedicated and competent leader, Medb
finally sits down beside her husband and Fergus, and reveals that she is concemed that
the fierce Gaileoin regiment seem far superior to all the others in their campaign, and she
fears they will take all the credit for the victory over Ulster (TBC 1129; TBC II146).
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Fergus and Ailill propose that she leave the regiment behind in camp when the rest go to
fight, but she fears this will allow the troop to overpower Connacht and their allies when
they retum to camp, and to eventually overtake Connacht (TBC I 129). She exclaims that
they can neither stay in camp nor go to battle with them (TBC 1129; TBC II146). When
Ailill and Fergus ask what she proposes to do with them, her response seems to support
the characterization that she is an irrational, impulsive, and self-centered woman: '"Kill
them'" (TBC 1 129). TBC II adds a literary flourish to her response: '"Death and
destmction and slaughter I desire for them'" (TBC II146). Medb's outburst prompts
Ailill to say: '"I shall not deny that is a woman's counsel" (TBC I 129), and it is this retort
that, for many scholars, most strongly confirms the interpretation of Medb's character as
deliberately drawn by the medieval scribes to symbolize the epitome of a vicious and
self-centered harpy. Patricia Kelly says: "That following a woman's advice can only have
negative results is a topos in many texts" (79), and this view certainly aligns itself with
the prevalent reading of Medb in the Tain as a product of medieval misogynistic opinions
of women. In the end, Fergus and Ailill agree to disperse the Gaileom among the rest of
the troops, thereby decreasing their unified strength. Once agam, Medb's answer seems
to paint her as a stereotypically fickle woman who does not know her own mmd: '"I care
n o t . . . provided that they do not remain in the close battle array in which they now are'"
(TBC 1130; TBC II 147, with slight variation). Her original, aggressive declaration has
wavered in the face of superior male intellect - or has it?
ft should be noted that Ailill's retort about "a woman's counsel" only appears in
TBC I. hi TBC n, on the other hand, Ailill sunply mentions that he does not understand
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why their ability to pitch their tents quickly should concem her so much (TBC II146),
and it is Fergus alone who engages in an argument with Medb about what to do with the
Gaileoin. This revision of the scene seems to confirm Edel's conviction that neither the
texts of the Ulster Cycle nor the relationship between Medb and Ailill seems that clearcut (152-3). This ambiguity opens the episode up to an altemative reading through
gender performance, which paints a vety different picture of Medb's strategy here. As
has already been established, Medb can be read quite validly as a political and military
commander with some insight and intelligence; she thinks ahead and makes contingency
plans. Her concem about the Gaileoin possibly tuming into a larger problem is very real,
given the description in both TBC I and TBC II about their physical superiority and
military prowess, skills that both Ailill and Fergus confirm and are willing to defend
aggressively (TBC I 129-30; TBC II146-47). Her exaggerated and wild solution can be
read as a means to test the limits of their loyalty to the Gaileoin, and their response
certainly shows her to what extent they are willing to follow her commands. She has
leamed just how far she can push her two strongest allies - and it has become the first test
of Fergus's loyalty to her cause, which he has failed, for he is unwilling to do what could
be deemed necessary to ensure total victoty over Ulster. Ailill's protest is more
understandable, as, historically, the Gaileom are associated with his home province of
Leinster (Camey, "Early Irish" 120-1), and it can be argued that her outburst is designed
solely to test Fergus's commitment, with Ailill only an unfortunate bystander.
Second, and perhaps more importantly for tiiis smdy, Medb's methods can be read
as yet one more instance of gendered coding. She plays the role of a stereotypical.
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irrational woman by proposing a solution that is both exaggerated and hysterical, which
prompts botii Ailill and Fergus to call her foolish. She, therefore, engages in a sfrategy of
distraction, indirection, and even feigned incompetence, allowing Fergus and Ailill to
come up with a more viable and "logical" solution to the Gaileoin problem. Their
solution achieves exactly what she wants - a reduction of the Gaileoin sfrength in order
to eliminate their possible threat against Connacht. By proposing such an absurd action,
and then seeming to acquiesce so swiftly and dismissively to their more practical and
sensible solution, Medb allows her two generals to take "credit" for dispersing the
Gaileoui as well as the burden of seeing the order is carried out. Antonia Fraser discusses
this very strategy, what she calls playing the role of "Only-a-Weak-Woman," in
connection with England's Queen Elizabeth I, who used this ploy to "evoke the desired
reaction of wonder and disbelief from her ministers, military commanders, and even
enemies (213). In using this ploy - setting herself up as needing the more level-headed
advice of her male counterparts because of her female incompetence - Medb, once more,
disguises her sfrategic and quick-witted intellect from someone, Fergus, who she may not
fully trust (as with the episode in Echtra Nerai in which she makes an exaggerated vow
conceming the bulls fighting, see Chapter III, p. 201). In this manner, one might read
AiHU's comment tiiat Medb's solution of killmg the Gaileoin is typical of "a woman's
counsel" as an instance of praise, rather than derision, a perfect example of Luce
Irigaray's call to "assume the feminine role deliberately. Which means already to convert
a form of subordination into an affirmation, and thus to begin to thwart it" ("Power" 76).
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The Ffrst Encounter with Cii Chulainn
The next test of Fergus's loyalty comes shortly after the Gaileoir
after debate, Fergus is appointed to guide the armies between the provi
TBC II147). It soon becomes clear, however, that Fergus fails this test, for he leads the
armies astray out of "affection for the Ulstermen" (TBC II 147), "his own kin," in order
"to give the Ulstermen time to complete the mustering of their army" (TBC 1131). Medb
becomes aware of his suspicious actions and reproaches him. However, when Medb
confronts Fergus about his leading her armies astray, she says that it is Ailill who fears
that Fergus will befray him (TBC 1131; TBC II148), once again implying that Ailill is a
fully committed and willing partner, with a relatively equal say in commanding the
operation. Moreover, Medb deflects the force of her accusation by attributing the
suspicion of treachery to Ailill, perhaps hoping that Fergus would reveal his intentions
more openly to her, his lover, if he were to think she was only relaying Ailill's message.
Medb can be read as casting herself as simply Ailill's appendage in this scene, mitigating
her role as commander, and diffiising the possibility of Fergus's anger at being brought to
task by a woman. In light of this reading, a continuation of her "weak woman"
performance from the Gaileoin episode, his responses seem to imply that he has accepted
her characterization of herself as a gullible woman, and he tries to justify his actions as an
attempt to avoid '"the great one who guards Mag Murthemne [Cii Chulainn]'" (TBC 1
131), citing his great concem for Connacht's warriors. However, Medb proves not to be
as easy to sway as Fergus may have been hoping, for she shames him mto stepping aside
as leader of the Connacht host, bringing up how much wealth she and Ailill have given
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him during his stay with them (TBC II 148). The tone of Fergus's responses, in fact,
seems to confirm that he is covering up his tme intentions, telling Medb all she needs to
know about where his loyalties lie.
Fergus's tme allegiance is further revealed after the raiding party's fu-st encounter
with Cii Chulainn's handiwork: the killing of two Connacht advance scouts and their
charioteers, and the impaling of their heads on a forked branch that he has planted in the
middle of a stream (TBC 1134; TBC II 153). This opemng volley of the 7am prompts
Medb and Ailill to ask Fergus to tell them something more of the enemy about which the
Ulstermen have bragged so much. This story-telling episode and, particularly, Medb's
reaction to Fergus's praise of Cii Chulainn, like the Feidelm episode, can be read from
two distinctly opposite perspectives. Kelly states, "[Medb] airily discounts Fergus's
lengthy eulogy of Cii Chulainn" (79), characterizing the Connacht queen as reckless and
incompetent. Once again, in this light, Medb appears so obsessed with her desire for the
bull and for revenge on Ulster that the revelation of the supematural strength of her
opponent does not dissuade her, in spite of the consequences clearly in store for the
Connacht froops. Sadowska, however, offers a more plausible explanation, especially in
light of Medb's sfrategic planning:
. .. she can hardly believe that one warrior could pose a real threat to all her
froops. Even later on, when the army had already been exposed to the warrior's
attacks and his skills were described to the Connacht leaders by Fergus, Medb still
refiised to accept Cii Chulainn's unusual stature and persisted in evaluating him in
ordinaty human terms.... the danger of one warrior destroying the whole army
seemed so umeal tiiat the possibility was ultunately dismissed. (249)
The episode known as "Boyhood Deeds of Cii Chulainn" serves tiie important
fimction of putting Fergus's loyalties into stark relief, ft should be noted that, in both
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TBC I and TBC II, it is Ailill who first demands that Fergus tell them about this opponent
the Ulstermen have been praising, supporting Medb's earlier claim to Fergus that it is
Ailill who fears Fergus will befray them. Ailill's request for a description of the "Hound
of Ulster" seems designed to ascertain just how completely Fergus has tumed his back on
Ulster and his previous conu-ades and relatives. Fergus's obvious praise of both Cu
Chulainn and Conchobor and pride in his relationship to both betray his commitment to
the Connacht campaign. Fergus's opemng statements about Cii Chulainn's prowess and
worthiness prompt Medb to tty to mitigate the young warrior's power - what Kelly
characterizes as "airily discount[ing]" (79) - which can be read as strategic
"performances" for three important purposes.
From a leadership perspective, in keeping with Keegan's statement that "[w]hat
[the followers] know of him [or her] must be what they hope and require" and that
"[w]hat they should not know of him [or her] must be concealed at all cost" (11), Medb's
dismissal of Cii Chulainn's prowess reveals to her allies and followers that she is a
confident and determined leader. Her mitigation of the threat Cii Chulainn poses
alleviates the warriors' fears after hearing that it was only one man who had committed
the killings they saw. TBC II explains the warriors' reaction: "The hosts saw the horses
of tiie band who had gone in advance of them and the headless bodies and die corpses of
the warriors dripping blood down on the framework of the chariots. The van of tiie army
waited for tiie rear, and all were thrown into panic" (153). She uses logic to allay the
fears of her followers: '"He has but one body. He shuns woundmg who evades capttire.
His age is reckoned as but that of a nubile girl nor will that youthfiil beardless sprite ye
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speak of hold out against resolute men'" (TBC II 158). At the same time, her
performance hides any doubts she, herself, may have about both the ultimate success of
the campaign and her tmst in Fergus. She cannot reveal openly tiiat she does not tmst
Fergus, as this would inspire doubt among the allied kings of the other provinces, who
must have had their own doubts about the suitability of an Ulster champion as a primary
leader of froops, even if an exile.
Her challenge to Fergus regarding Cii Chulainn's skills, additionally, disarms
Fergus, for he is apt to see her as a foolish and overconfident woman who isn't willing to
listen to reason - as may have been the case several times already. Fergus, therefore, is
disfracted into thinking that Medb is both incompetent and irrational, and falls into the
trap of underestimating her strategic thinking. Furthermore, the language of her
challenge is calculated to put Fergus on the defensive; she has called his foster son a
coward: '"He shuns wounding who evades capture'" (TBC II158); and, she has called Cii
Chulainn's very manliness into question: '"His age is reckoned as but that of a nubile
girl'" (158). Fergus takes the bait, and, in doing so, reveals that Medb's suspicions about
where his ultimate loyalty lies are correct, but he also divulges important information that
Medb can use for strategic planning against such an evasive and seemingly unstoppable
enemy.
Uncharacteristically, given the outspokenness and rashness of speech and
behavior attributed to Medb, while Medb's dismissive words about Cii Chulainn initiate
the story-telling, in both TBC I and II, she does not interject any questions or comments
throughout the tale 1-ecounting. In TBC I, Ailill makes one comment in response to one
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of Fergus's stories about his foster son, and, in TBC II, in which his role is supposed to
have been diminished in favor of Medb's more powerful character, he is the only one to
comment or ask a question of each stoty teller; Medb is, surprisingly, neither heard nor
seen. Certainly, this absence can be attributed to scribal attention to the tales about Cii
Chulainn himself- an "intermission" of sorts - perhaps even implying that the boyhood
deeds section is an interpolation, a section added by later scribes trying to build
continuity out of various fragments of tales heard or read that seem to relate to the Tain;
Cecile O'Rahilly comments on many of those known and assumed interpolations in her
infroductory material to botii TBC I and TBC II.
Medb's conspicuous absence might also be explained by the tantalizing vision of
Standish O'Grady's "fainting Victorian heroine" (Clark 222, n. 34), eitiier too shocked
and distraught by the Ulster exiles' descriptions of camage and violence or overwhelmed
and mesmerized by her lover's story-telling to be capable of speech herself. In light of
the general tone of the early translations and scholarly criticism of Medb and TBC, a
view that privileges the male warrior and his activities - "an exaltation of male bonding
and warfare," as Frances Devlin-Glass states in "Re-Membering Archaic Women" (262)
- at the expense of female characters and their concems or activities, Medb's fading into
the background in this scene can be read as an instance of deferring to male supremacy,
an instance of Medb realizing her "place."
This "Victorian" characterization of Medb falls in line with attempts by eariy
linguistic theorists to categorize and classify "women's language" and, therefore, the very
"nature" of women. Representative of such early language theory is Otto Jespersen's
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often cited but (from a contemporaty perspective) now discredited 1922 chapter "The
Woman" from his book Language: its nature, development and origin. He states that
women's language is marked by "their instinctive shrinking from coarse and gross
expressions and their preference for refined, and (in certam spheres) veiled and indirect
expressions" (233). This feminine shying away from vulgar language, he claims, would
easily lead to "language becoming languid and insipid if we are always to content
ourselves with women's expressions" (234), and so it is to men that language owes its
"viguour and vividness," its avoidance of the "commonplace and banal," and its constant
and aggressive renovation (234). The characterization of Medb as willfiil, impulsive, and
self-centered finds an echo in Jespersen's categorization of women's talk as rapid and
constant, but not a marker of higher intellecmal power because women simply string
words along "like a set of pearls joined together on a string of ands and similar words"
(238), and this rapidity is due to "the fact that their vocabulary is smaller and more
central than that of men" (239). Operating from these assumptions, then, Medb simply
caimot compete with the Ulster exiles' intellectually superior male story-telling powers
and cannot (or, at least, should not) enjoy such "barbarous" and coarse tales - one more
way, in accordance with the views of the scholars in the negative portrayal camp, that
Medb's attempt at usurping the male role of kingship fails.
However, another reading of this episode is possible, especially in light of how
certain elements revealed in the stories about Cii Chulainn seem to be used against him
later in the cattle raid - most often at the direct instigation of Medb herself Equally as
tantalizmg as O'Grady's fainting Victorian heroine is a vision of, as already established, a
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strategic and shrewd Medb listening intently to the exiled warriors' tales of the
formidable enemy her Connacht forces must encounter, storing information about his
vulnerabilities, fighting methods, and personality quirks to use against him as the
situation calls for. Moreover, the question must be asked; as many of the Ulster Cycle
tales - mcluding those labeled as fore-tales to the Tain - imply that frequent
commimication and even travel occurred between Ulster and Connacht, how likely is it
that Medb and Ailill have not heard about the exploits of Cii Chulainn? For instance, if
Fled Bricrend is considered a fore-tale (and there are strong reasons for placing it as a
fore-tale), then Medb and Ailill even met Cii Chulairm before the cattle raid (see
discussion of Fled Bricrend, Chapter III pp. 185-8). Therefore, Medb's silent attention to
the exiles' tales can be read as an even shrewder action, for it can be constmed as a
performance - the pretense of not knowing anything about the champion of Ulster. Such
a reading would be in line with Keegan's description of leadership as a performance for
the sake of the troops: "What they should not know . . . must be concealed at all cost"
(11). Furthermore, by simply listening, Medb gauges the strength of the Ulster exiles'
allegiance to Cii Chulairm and their home province, realizing, no doubt, from the tone of
their praise that they are not to be trusted with sensitive and sfrategic information. It is
perhaps relevant to this characterization to note that Medb never reveals combat plans in
great advance, which is depicted by Patricia Kelly and Bitel as evidence ttiat her
campaign is pooriy planned and executed (P. Kelly 78-9; Bitel 213). However, tiiis
might also be read as a shrewd ploy to prevent Fergus and the other exiles from
delivering confidential battle plans to the enemy, a result, perhaps, of her paying "rapt"
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attention to the stoty telling, like an "awestmck" Victorian maiden - and, perhaps,
another instance of appropriation or mimicty on Medb's part.

Engaging the Enemy
The information Medb gathers about Cii Chulainn serves her in good stead later
during the raid, if one applies the concept of gender performance to Medb's actions.
After several nights, during which Cii Chulainn has killed one hundred of their men in
ambush attacks, Ailill and Medb offer him a tmce, ttying to woo him to their side with
promises of land, gifts, and women, but Cii Chulainn does not accept, instead proposing a
series of single combats evety day in return for allowing the Connacht army to continue
its march (TBC I 159-60; TBC II 176-181). Because Medb's army is allowed, then, to
continue its search for the Donn, Ailill in TBC I and Medb in TBC II, understandably,
agree to the terms with essentially the same words, "it is better to lose one man every day
than a hundred men every night" (TBC 1160; TBC H 181, with slight variation), which
shows that what could be read as a "mthless" comment equally can be uttered by a male
or female. The acceptance of the terms, perhaps, is more a reflection of the choices that
leaders must make for the good of the entire company, and Medb makes the necessary
choice, against the stereotype of emotionalism and sensitivity fraditionally attributed to
women. On one hand, this unsentimentality and seeming mthlessness is in keeping with
the traditionalist view of Medb as an abenant female character; h paints her as coldhearted and vety "unfeminine," and, as Clark says, "such a role is bonifying in a mortal
woman" (132). On tiie other hand, Medb's actions can be read as gender appropriation.
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especially in light of the fact that the decision to accept Cii Chulainn's terms is first made
by Ailill, in TBC I. ft would be mterestuig to know tiie reaction of scholars and critics to
Ailill's actions in this simation. Most likely, it would be termed sunply part of the
cultiiral climate of such a civilization, and Ailill would be classified as possessing the
qualities of a heroic age leader or king: "aggressive, invasive, exemplary, risk-taking"
(Keegan 10). I propose that Medb's actions in this regard should also be viewed m terms
of tile cultural climate - she is no less and no more cold-hearted or mthless than Ailill or
Conchobor, both leaders labeled as aggressively heroic.
Once the terms of the covenant with Cii Chulainn are accepted, Medb and Ailill
tum to providing the single combatants. In this task, the stories the Ulster exiles told of
Cii Chulainn's childhood help them make their choices of which warriors to send. The
stories all reveal that Cii Chulainn exhibits an aggressive sense of honor or pride, even
arrogance; he demands that he be treated in accordance with his stams as Conchobor's
nephew and as a great warrior, even when he was a child (TBC 1136-48; TBC U 15871). He reacts to actual or perceived insults with great aggression, normally challenging
the offender to armed combat, which Medb capitalizes on repeatedly, sending warriors
that she knows will incite him into violent action through their own determination to
show tiiey have bested the Hound of Ulster (TBC 1163-215; TBC II181- 243). hi this
respect, Medb exhibits a clear understanding of the early Irish culture of public shame
and honor. Most of the warriors are nominated or suggested by the Connacht forces and
sent to Ailill and Medb's tent, where the royal couple then makes the acmal request, hi
many cases, tiie warriors initially refuse to take up tiie challenge, but, because the request
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is ostensibly made in a private setting, tiie threat of public humiliation for refiisal does not
apply. Upon each wan-ior's hesitation, however, Medb and Ailill threaten public
humiliation, promise public honor and rituals, or inform the warrior tiiat Cii Chulainn has
made public statements against the warrior, himing the event into a public matter. As
Thomas Charles-Edwards states "Honour and Stahis in Some frish and Welsh Prose
Tales," for the early frish society, "[t]he pressure to make things public and well-known
was general," and, in such a society, "[t]he function of mlers was as much to exhort as to
give orders" (136). The same public standards that Medb and Ailill know will affect Cii
Chulairm - goading him into fighting warrior after warrior, and perhaps weakening and
wounding him enough to allow Medb and Ailill to succeed in their campaign, even if no
Connacht warrior ever kills him - are applied to the Connacht warriors chosen to do
battle with him. In this public scenario, once the warrior commits himself to the battle
with the Ulster champion, he is assured of great public acclaim, no matter the outcome of
the battle. He will either receive the praise and glory of having killed Cii Chulainn, or be
eulogized and memorialized for having fallen at the hands of the greatest foe. The
actions taken by Medb and Ailill to secure a warrior's commitment to meet Cii Chulamn
on the battlefield are in keeping with a society built around the concepts of public honor
and shame as methods of exacting loyalty; as Charles-Edwards states, "honour and shame
are twin foundation-stones of early medieval society" (137).
For many scholars, however, the methods Medb and Ailill use to exhort or exact a
warrior's commitment to fighting Cii Chulainn are ethically and morally questionable,
and, specifically, it seems to be Medb's participation in the dealings witii the waniors that
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comes under attack, even though it is clear that Ailill participates just as actively in the
negotiations. Three aspects singled out as castmg Medb in a negative light are that some
of the warriors chosen for single combat have foster relationships with Cii Chulainn, tiiat
she uses her daughter Finnabair as a reward - or bribe - to coerce warriors to fight, and
that she has deliberately seduced Fergus into betraying Ulster and Conchobor (P. Kelly
86). Kelly concludes that the Tain presents the theme of "the breakdown of social order,"
but that the blame "is not laid impartially on both sides, or on all participants" (86). For
Kelly, and others, the blame rests squarely on Medb, for she has "unjustifiably arrogated
power and status to herself (87), and the three aspects mentioned above are simply
symbolic of the way in which Medb seems to flaunt social conventions.
The first major criticism of Medb's character, coercing warriors with foster
relationships to Cii Chulainn, creates an untenable position for both Cii Chulainn and the
warrior who will meet him, for foster relationships in early Irish society are as strong as
familial bonds. Fergus Kelly notes, in A Guide to Early Irish Law, that the intimate
forms of address for "father" and "mother," in Old Irish, are reserved for foster-parents,
indicatmg the importance of the fosterage relationship (86). Lisa Bitel explains the basic
philosophy behind fosterage: "Among the sociopolitical elite at least, parents were to
send both boy and giri children to cultivate affective relationships with foster parents
from as early as age seven until young adulthood, officially so they could be educated
and provided with additional allies unrelated by blood" (86). Daibhi 6 Croinin says in
Early Medieval Ireland: 400-1200: "The practice doubtless originated in the necessity to
forge alliances beyond the immediate family and kin circles, and there is no doubting die
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essentially poUtical nature of the instimtion, nor the strong bonds forged by its
observance" (132). In most cases, a fosterage arrangement was a legal contract, with the
foster parents required to provide tiie basic necessities of life: clothes, food, shelter (F.
Kelly 87; Bitel 93). In addition, foster-parents were charged with teaching their
fosterlings what they needed to know in order to become successfid members of the
tiiath; the foster-child was educated according to the rank he or she was bom into, so a
noble's son would learn horsemanship and warrior skills, while a farmer's son would
learn to till tiie fields (Kelly 97; Bitel 93-4).
Although, like all legal relationships, fosterage could be fraught with tension, in
general, fosterage seems to have solved several problems, especially for women seeking
better opportunities for their children (Bitel 98). Bitel says that fosterage was a doubleedged sword for any mother who sought "a haven for her children from the harshly
patriarchal world - but not so atfractive a haven that her sons and daughters forsook her"
(98). In spfte of the pitfalls inherent in fosterage, because the practice was so widespread,
"the advantages must have generally outweighed the disadvantages. Apart from the
financial gain, the fosterfather must have benefited from the forging of links with his
fosterson's kin, and could hope for assistance in tunes of trouble" says Kelly (89-90).
Fosterage also provided children with companionship beyond their ovm blood siblings
(Kelly 90), which may have been more affectionate than tme sibling relationships. Bitel
says tiiat, especially among siblings of nobles or royals, hostile conflicts often developed
as children vied for a more favorable position in tiieir father's household, especially if
they were competing among siblings from different mothers, who also tried to manipulate
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thefr husbands or create problems for their stepchildren, or children of competing wives
(in polygynous households) (Bitel 94-5). Such emotional bonds between foster kin
(foster brothers and fosters on/foster father) are reflected in the sagas, and can especially
be seen in the relationship between Fergus and his foster son Cii Chulainn (Kelly 89;
Bitel 98). 6 Croinin adds:
In the Old Irish saga text Tain Bo Cuailnge, for instance, an added twist is given
to the atmosphere of fragic doom by the fact that the narrator, Fergus, was fosterfatiier to the Ulster hero Cii Chulainn, and the famous single combat at the ford
between Ferdia and Cii Chulainn is given added poignancy by tiie fact that the
two rivals were foster-brothers. (132)
While ft is tme that setting foster-brother against foster-brother, or foster-father
against foster-son adds pathos and drama to the story, laying the blame "for the
breakdown of social order" (P. Kelly 86) solely on Medb may be too extreme a point,
given the fact that several of Cii Chulairm's foster-kin are among the ranks of the
Connacht force because of Conchobor's treachery against his own foster and blood
relations. In fact, the negotiations undertaken with Cii Chulainn's foster-kin are possible
only because of the presence of the Ulster exiles, who have agreed to fight on behalf of
Connacht. This already implies a breach of the fosterage relationship; Medb simply
capitalizes on the situation, the way any skillful and strategic leader would. It should be
noted that, although the exiles willingly joined the campaign to capture the Donn, and,
therefore, bring humiliation to Ulster and Conchobor, they continuously exhibit especially Fergus, the leader of the exiles - favoritism and bias toward Ulster, in many
cases delivering strategic information to Cii Chulainn and deliberately sabotaging
Connacht battle plans m order to give Ulster and Cii Chulainn an advantage. While Kelly
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categorizes tiiis as evidence that Fergus and tiie exiles refiise to abandon condalbae (kinlove or patriotism), tiiereby making them noble characters (86), their sabotage is clearly
also a breach of thexi public feud with Conchobor, which led them to Connacht in the
first place, and \he\v public vow to join forces with Medb and Ailill in their campaign to
take tiie Donn by force from Ulster. In addftion, it should be noted that the two fosterbrothers who accept Medb and Ailill's request to fight agree to the terms proffered, and,
once they meet Cii Chulainn on the battle field, renounce thefr fiiendship so that they can
fight as foes (TBC II 191, 219). The only other foster-kin encounter occurs when Fergus
and Cii Chulainn meet on the battle field, but they conspire to avoid actual battle each
time they meet, denying Connacht a clear victory over Ulster in the process (TBC I 194,
236; TBC fl 208, 269).
In fact, when one analyzes how many times the Ulster exiles (especially Fergus),
sabotage the campaign and conspire against Connacht to give Ulster and Cii Chulainn the
advantage, it brings up the question of whether Medb exerts the kind of control over
Fergus in their adulterous relationships that her staunchest critics claim she does. Kelly
states that "[she] seduces Fergus into disloyalty to his kin" (68), but Fergus actually never
tums his back on Ulster or Cii Chulairm, and shows his loyalty to his kin openly from the
beginning of the campaign when he refiises to let Medb kill the Gaileoin, '"for they are
allies of us Ulstermen'" (TBC 1129), and leads the Connacht forces astray on their first
foray across the plains after their mustering - the actions that lead Medb and Ailill to
question his loyalty to them (TBC 1131; TBC fl 147-48). Given the number of times
Fergus betrays the Connacht forces in ways that Medb and Ailill must be aware of.
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readers might be prompted to wonder why they do not imprison or even kill Fergus for
his disloyalty. Medb and Ailill seem to exhibit incredible consfraint, which certainly
validates a reading that casts Connacht and its leaders as weaker, incompetent, and
unable to prevent tiieir enemy from besting them. However, another reading emerges if
one applies a shrewder purpose in Medb and Ailill's seeming consfraint - keeping one's
enemy in plain sight in order to mftigate his destmctive ability. Aware of Fergus's
loyalty to his Ulster kin, Medb and Ailill, justifiably, may fear that, if they alienate him,
he may simply retum to Ulster to fight alongside his foster-son. Keepuig hun among
them, even with his disloyal actions, is less dangerous than the altemative - dealing with
him as an open enemy.
This reasoning could help to explain two elements of Medb's behavior often
singled out as evidence of her treachery and incompetence as a leader. First, Kelly
comments that Medb and the Connacht leaders "repeatedly violate the warriors' honour
code" (79) - the terms of "fair play" agreed upon with Cii Chulainn. While this is
certainly tme in TBC I (150, 168, 177, 181, 193), ft should be noted that TBC II only
once directly mentions the breaking of the tmce of fair play by the Connacht forces (TBC
II196). Furthermore, TBC II casts doubt on Cii Chulainn's adherence to the terms of fair
play when he overtakes and kills twenty men of the Connacht forces who were "pitching
their tents ahead of the rest" (187). This episode occurs shortly after Cii Chulainn has
killed the first of the Connacht warriors to meet him under the terms of single combat,
and he laments that, because he has killed Nath Crantail, a Connacth wanior, Connacht
will now be able to advance its army, as agreed upon in the tmce: '"Alas that battle
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cannot now be given to Medb with a third of the host!'" (TBC fl 187). Cii Chulamn's
lament shows that he is adhering to the terms of the tmce, but the subsequent episode
with the twenty advance scouts is worded ambiguously, leading readers to question
whether Cii Chulainn killed them under proper terms of the tmce - i.e. being provoked or
attacked by the advance scouts, which would certainly be a breach on Connacht's part or whether he simply violated the terms of single combat and attacked the advance scouts
because he was enraged at seeing Medb's forces advancing - the tone of Cii Chulainn's
lament implies anger at this tum of events caused by his killing Nath Crantail (187).
Because this episode occurs, in TBC II, before the only explicitly stated instance of
Connacht tmce-breeiking (TBC II 196), it implies that Connacht, perhaps, felt provoked
into breaking the tmce, which confirms Edel's comment that early Irish narrative contains
deliberate ambiguity (152).
In addition, in both TBC I and TBC II, Fergus and other Ulster exiles repeatedly
send messages to Cii Chulainn about upcoming Connacht plans - what route the armies
plan to take, which wanior will be sent to fight Cii Chulainn next - which can be read,
from a Connacht perspective, as betrayal, considering the Ulster exiles have pledged their
loyalty to Connacht, and, certainly, as a breach of tiie terms of fair play. When Cii
Chulamn is told which wanior will come to face him, he prepares himself with the feats
or weapons he knows will defeat that warrior, and this can be read as an unfafr advantage.
The repeated breaking of the tmce on Medb's and Connacht's part, then, might simply be
read as retaliation for the Ulster breach of the tmce. Apart from tiie reduction of dfrect
statements of tiiice breaking, the most interesting changes found in TBC II in connection
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to what Kelly characterizes as Connacht's (and Medb's) spurious attimde toward the
terms of fair play (79) are the omissions of scenes in which Medb herself (in TBC 1)
personalty proposes that the tiiice be broken (TBC 1 177-79). She first proposes tiiat a
Connacht warrior break tiie terms of fair play against Cii Chulainn (177), and then
proposes a "mock peace" parley with the Ulster champion, which prompts Cii Chulainn's
charioteer, Laeg, to tell him: '"Many are Medb's freacherous deeds'" (178-79). If, as so
often has been claimed by scholars, scribal intent in TBC II was to reveal a more
imperious, impemous, and fallible Medb (T. F. O'Rahilly, "On the Origin" 16; O'Connor
32; C. O'Rahilly liii-lv; Bowen 31; Bitel 214; Edel 152), omitting scenes that so clearly
paint Medb as treacherous seems contradictory to this purpose. UUimately, Medb and
Ailill's goal is to acquire the Donn, and if one accepts the highly political namre of the
raid - a changing of the political balance, as Sadowska suggests (250) - then these
instances of tmce breaking serve as distractions to Ulster and Cii Chulainn from that main
objective, keeping Cii Chulaunn constantly engaged so that he cannot prevent Connacht's
movements with the bull, which they manage to capture shortly after the first instance of
single combat (TBC I 167; TBC II 188). Furthennore, tiie Ulster exiles' tales of Cii
Chulainn's childhood deeds would have certainly revealed to Medb that he was no
ordinary mortal wanior, and the tmce breaking can be read as having been undertaken to
see just how strong and undefeatable he is and as a practical measure of evening out the
odds once his prowess had been experienced.
The second flaw in Medb's leadership position that both Kelly and Bitel make
particular mention of is Medb's adulterous relationship witii Fergus during tiie raid (P.
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Kelly 80-1, 86; Bitel 213). However, as with the instances of tmce breaking, while TBC
I directly mentions the affair as having taken place during the cattle raid (154-5), TBC II
mentions tiie affair almost as an afterthought, and more to explain why Fergus has only a
wooden sword with him when he comes to meet Cii Chulainn in single battle after Medb
compels him to toward the end of the campaign (TBC II207-8). hi spite of claims that
the "dalliance" scene in TBC I casts Medb in a highly unflattering light and highlights the
weakness of Ailill as a suitable husband, I would argue that the scene serves to emphasize
the parmership aspect of their relationship, and denigrates Fergus's character rather tiian
Medb's. When his charioteer tells Ailill he has caught the two lying together, Ailill's
response is '"She is right (to behave t h u s ) . . . She did ft to help in the cattle-driving'"
(TBC 1155). This scene in TBC I can be read as evidence of a marriage of joint
sovereignty, making Ailill a fully invested partner in the raid, as with the proposed
reading of Medb's sexual offer to Daire for the loan of the bull, as Devlin-Glass argues
(265, see Chapter III). Rather than casting Ailill as a weak and cuckolded husband, his
comment simply might be read as his understanding of the reality of the situation, and, as
he uses the incident to deride and humiliate Fergus for the loss of his sword (which Ailill
asks his charioteer to take and hide), ft becomes an opportimity for Ailill to assert his
dominance over Fergus - an instance of the power of public laughter and humiliation.
That Fergus is easily swayed by his passion for women is established in two fore-tales,
"Tain Bo Flidais" and "Scela Conchobair mac Nessa" [Tidings of Conchobar son of
Ness], in which he loses the throne of Ulster to the seven-year-old Conchobor through his
passion for Conchobor's mother, Ness (these fore-tales are discussed in more detail in
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Chapter III). In addition, at the end of TBC I, Conall Cemach, an Ulster champion,
taunts Fergus, accusing him of fighting against his own people for the sake of a "wanton
woman," saying tiiat tiiis makes him a disgrace (235). While Kelly claims that Fergus's
character is "rehabilitated as an honourable figure at the end" of TBC I (81), that
rehabilitation entails his abandoning his professed loyalty to Connacht after already
having killed one hundred Ulster waniors on the battlefield (TBC 1234-35). Only the
taunts of Conall Cemach, the pleas of Cii Chulainn, and the threat of public humiliation
from both Ulster and Connacht tum him back toward Ulster's side, promptmg him to
publicly deride Medb as an incompetent battle leader (235-7). Medb and Ailill, it should
be noted, still manage to capture the bull and fifty of his heifers, and Medb's prophecy of
seeing Donn Cuailnge and Finnbenach fight on the plains of Ai (during which both bulls
are killed) is fulfilled. Connacht, while ostensibly routed on the battlefield, achieves a
political equilibrium with Ulster, for Medb and Ailill do not lose their status or their right
to mle Connacht; as Camey puts it: "something approaching the status quo is restored"
("Early frish" 114, original emphasis). It should also be noted that Fergus also goes back
to Connacht, where he continues his affair with Medb.
The affafr between Medb and Fergus is mentioned briefly in TBC II (208), but it
manages, once again, to cast Fergus in a negative light, hi order to explain why Fergus
approaches Cii Chulainn on the field of battle with only a wooden sword, TBC II explains
that a year before, Ailill caught Medb and Fergus together on a hillside and stole Fergus's
sword in order to humiliate him (208), and, most likety, to show Fergus that he was
aware of tiie affafr. The incident certainly could have the effect of painting Medb as a
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wanton and inunoral figure, who engages in an openly adulterous affair, and, just as
certainly can cast Ailill into the weak role of a cuckolded, and perhaps indifferent,
husband. However, the incident can also be read as Ailill's cooperation with Medb in
keeping Fergus loyal to their cause because Ailill says upon taking the sword that he will
not retum Fergus's sword until "the day of the great battle" (208), implying, as Sadowska
argues, that the raid and the great battle depicted at the end of the campaign are planned
long in advance (247-8). Once again, rather tiian reading Ailill as a puppet to Medb's
machinations, Ailill can be viewed as a co-conspirator who understands the reality of the
situation, but uses the opportunity to humiliate Fergus. As with TBC I, where Ailill
retums Fergus's sword to him at the start of the great battle against all the, now
recovered, warriors of Ulster, hiding the sword both assures that Fergus does not use the
sword against the Connacht forces during their encampment (as they wait for the final
battle) and assures that he does not retum to Ulster in the midst of the campaign, for it
woidd be a public humiliation to retum without his sword.
The affair is only alluded to toward the end of TBC II when Fergus confronts the
attacking Ulster troops (finally over their debility) and is taunted by his own men - the
Ulster exiles - tiiat Conchobor, his king, has made him "dependent on a woman of
property" (TBC II267). At the same time that this highlights his reputation as a moral,
noble character for choosing exile over loyalty to a kmg who befrayed him (a reference to
Conchobor's actions in the story of Deirdre and the sons of Uisliu, see above), it ridicules
him for allowing himself to be ruled by a woman, although the sexual natiire of tiieir
relationship is not directly stated, as it is in TBC I. Edel argues tiiat the affair between
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tiie two is marginalized in TBC II, with Fergus's character transforaied into a more noble
character, for, in TBC I, Fergus's abdication from Ulster to Connacht is clearly inspired
by his "passion for a foreign queen" (150), which casts Fergus in a quite negative light.
The de-emphasizing of their affair in the later recension, she says, is "closely linked to
the process of rehabilitation undergone by Fergus, through which the traitor is
transformed into an exemplary hero" (150). However, as ui TBC I, Fergus's exemplary
status is ambiguous at best, as, in TBC II, Medb openly criticizes Fergus's loyalty to them
and reminds him that they (she and Ailill) have a right to expect his loyalty, '"for you
were banished from your territory and your land and with us you got territory and land
and estate and much kindness was shown to you'" (TBC II 266), prompting Fergus to
publicly proclaim his intentions to fight for Connacht, '"if only I had my sword'" (266).
Thus publicly aligned with Connacht, Ailill retums his sword, and Fergus joins Ailill and
Medb in engaging the Ulster troops on the battlefield. Once again, however, Fergus is
taunted, this time by his own exiled men, and he reneges on his vow of loyalty to
Connacht, turning the tide of battie against Connacht and her allies (267-9). As a result,
Fergus becomes a traitor to both sides, and covers up his befrayal by criticizing Medb's
leadership (270), although in more ambiguous terms than in TBC I, once again calling
into question the insistence of Medb's more negative portrayal in TBC II.
Reading Medb's affair with Fergus and Ailill's seeming acceptance of it in both
TBC recensions as a sfrategic move to keep him in thefr midst, where he could do less
damage than as a formidable and open enemy, casts the Connacht mlers in a shrewder
light, characterizing them as figures who know how to use what Keegan calls the "mask
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of command" (11), figures fiilfy aware of what to reveal and what to hide (11). From a
gender perfbnnance aspect, Medb's sexual hold over Fergus helps to keep him disfracted;
she "uses" her reputation as a sexuaUy insatiable or sexualfy free woman to direct his
attention away from the militaty campaign, in general, and, perhaps, if one accepts that
Ailill is a fidl partner in the mse, she distracts him from Ailill's acquisition of his sword,
specifically, as not having his sword is a major humiliation for a wanior. Once again,
Medb perfonns for Fergus in order to lead him to underestimate her abilities as a shrewd
and competent sfrategist.
In addition, tiie scene in both recensions in which Ailill retums Fergus's sword
and Fergus agrees to fight against Ulster for Connacht can be read as a strategy of
distraction. Both Medb and Ailill, ft must be assumed, have become aware of Fergus's
ultimate loyalty to Ulster (see discussion above); therefore, Fergus's enthusiastic avowal
to use his sword to smite Ulster down at thefr exhortations (TBC 1233-4; TBC ft 266)
can only be read as hypocritical or as Fergus's naive belief that he has fooled Medb and
Ailill into thinking he is still loyal to them. From a traditional perspective, Medb and
Ailill seem naive or blind to still have faith that Fergus will fight for their side when
confronted by the full force of Ulster's troops. However, once again, if read from a more
strategic perspective, sending Fergus into battle gives Medb and Ailill the opportunity to
keep the Ulster troops and Fergus busy while they make sure Donn Cuailnge is
transported to their tenitory. This happens in both recensions while the men of Ireland
(Connacht's allies) are being routed by the Ulster troops and Fergus (who has tumed on
the allies), and while Cii Chulainn, Conchobor, and Conall Cemach, the fiercest warriors
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on the Ulster side, are busy tiying to convince Fergus not to kill them (TBC 1234-7; TBC
n 266-9). While a battle of wills and egos takes place on the battlefield, Medb and Ailill
accomplish their objective, stealing and transporting tiie bull of Ulster to their province,
effectively humiliating Ulster by doing tiie very thing tiiat tiiey vowed to do - take the
bull by force.
Finally, several scholars point to Medb's using her daughter Finnabair as a bribe
or reward for the warriors persuaded to fight against Cii Chulainn as a negative aspect of
her character, claiming that it portrays Medb as a figure obsessed with her desire for the
bull at any and all cost, including the mthless abuse and manipulation of her own
daughter (Bowen 28; O'Leaty, "Honour" 32; P. Kelly 82-83; Bitel 213). ft should be
noted that, although both Ailill and Medb engage in the "maniage" negotiations with the
Cormacht warriors, it is Medb's chziracter that is singled out for criticism. It should also
be stated that many of the warriors selected for single combat with Cii Chulairm are
chosen by the Cormacht men, and a few are suggested by Finnabair herself Medb often
appeals to the froops for a man who might be worthy of fightmg Cii Chulamn. While a
more extensive examination of Medb's role as a mother, including a specific analysis of
her complex relationship with Finnabair, is beyond the scope of tiiis smdy (but an
mtriguing topic for further smdy), it is important to mention here that, perhaps, die
characterization of Medb's matemal role as "more exploitative than protective" (Kelly 82)
is colored by a more modem attimde toward motherhood and matemal behavior. As
Shari L. Thurer states in The Myths of Motherhood, "Today, mother love has achieved the
stams of a moral imperative" that sets "standards for good mothering [that] are so
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formidable, self-denying, elusive, changeable, and contradictoty that they are
unattainable" (xvi). Thurer's discussion of the ideal image of a mother as a woman
whose "personal desires either evaporate or metamorphose so that they are identical with
those of her infant" (xvii) recall Nina Auerbach's description of die Victorian "angel in
the house" stereotype in Woman and the Demon: "[T]he selfless paragon all women were
exhorted to be, enveloped in family life and seeking no identity beyond the roles of
daughter, wife, and mother" (67, 69, see Chapter II). Given these expectations of
motherhood, which Thurer says are "so pervasive that, like air, it is mmoticeable" (xv), it
is easy to understand how Medb's character falls terribly short of the romanticized ideal.
Especially in the climate of the last few decades, when a vocal strand of feminism, like
the writings of Nancy Chodorow and Adrierme Rich, tumed to an examination and
reclamation of the mother-daughter relationship as the answer to dismantling the power
of patriarchy and misogyny, Medb's treatment of her daughter places her squarely into
the category of the stereotype of the wicked, evil, symbolically devouring mother - a
variation on the archetypal faity tale wicked (step)mother that so many children grow up
with.
However, as Thurer states, today's vision of a good mother "is only that, an idea,
not an eternal verity. The good mother is reinvented as each age or society defmes her
anew, in its own terms, according to its own mythology" (xv). While, by today's
standards, Medb and Ailill's offering thefr daughter m maniage to successive waniors
may seem abusive and unfeeling, it is important to consider the social environment of the
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early Ireland depicted in the Tain. As Muireann Ni Bhrolchain explains in her article
"The Banshenchas Revisited":
[A]s might be expected, women were probably used as pawns in the political
manoeuvres of male relatives. Marriages would have been mitiated and
terminated by a father or brother to secure an existing alliance or to appease and
pacify enemies. This was similar to the general European situation where royal
marriage was also a poUtical expedient. As the direction of the family's poUtical
ambition shifted so might the woman's husband. It may not have been
advantageous to fall in love with a husband - he might not last long! (70)
Medb herself, it should be remembered, was used as a political pawn by her father when
she was manied to Conchobor as a compensation for her father having killed
Conchobor's fatiier, as related in "Cath Boinde" (O'Neill 176-7, see Chapter Ifl). While h
can be argued that, as a woman with unconventional power in a male-dominated society,
Medb could defy fradition and refiise to let her daughter be used in the same way as she
herself was, it must not be forgotten that Ailill is part of these negotiations as well as his
wife, and such a subversive action would have been imthinkable, especially if one
considers their marriage one of joint sovereignty. Firmabair, as a royal daughter in a
culture that survived on the making or breaking of freaties, was simply too valuable in
terms of fostering political alliances, and, if one reads Medb as a shrewd leader, she had
to consider the good of her province over her daughter's personal feelmgs.
Furthermore, when one considers the accepted custom of fosterage, die overriding
matemal bond so many people view as somehow "instinctive" is put into perspective.
Lisa Bitel says that, especially among the elite class, "motiiers gave birth to babies,
endowing them with name, family, and eventtiaUy, inheritance; but foster mothers were
the mommies who supposedly instmcted and loved children" (86). The tale of Deirdre
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(discussed above) serves as a literaty example of a noble daughter's removal from her
birth motiier, and raised by her foster parents to be tiie wife of a kmg; it is reasonable to
suggest, given tiie widespread natiire of fosterage, that Finnabair lived with foster parents
for tiie prescribed time, from about age seven to just past puberty, or later m some cases
(Bftel 87, 96). While Bitel states that, until fosterage age was reached, children normally
stayed at home, and infants most likely were nursed by their own mothers (87), it should
be remembered tiiat Medb is a queen and charged with the duties of mling her kingdom,
ft is highly likely that, like queens in other countries, royal women in freland had wet
nurses or types of govemesses, especially if there were several children in the household,
even if the legal and historical sources are generally silent about those aspects of child
care (87). Once back with her natural parents, especially in royal or noble families, a
daughter could expect marriage negotiations to begin on her behalf. As Alfred P. Smyth
explains in his chapter on inter-tribal marriages in Celtic Leinster: Towards an Historical
Geography of Early Irish Civilization AD. 500-1600: "Royal women . . . left home and
tribe when they reached maturity and had more experience of the wider world in some
respects than their menfolk" and they were "no less numerous in reality than the warriors
who they quite clearly outlived, and no less mfluential on certain levels of society" (83).
Fmnabair, as much a product of her culture as her mother, would most likely have
understood that reality, although, as I propose below, ft is possible to read her in as
rebellious and sfrategic a light as Medb.
However, it is possible to read Medb's treatment of her daughter not as
indifference or lack of affection (or downright mthlessness), but as a component of
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Medb's attempt to teach her daughter how to survive in an environment generally hostile
toward women. Nikki Stiller says in Eve's Orphans: Mothers and Daughters in Medieval
English Literature that ft is easy for modem audiences and researchers to apply modem
standards to earlier periods without taking into account "how - cmdely and perhaps
wastefiiUy and mistakenly - a system lasted because ft provided a means of survival" (9).
ft is tempting to condemn Medb (or mothers like her) for seeming to barter her daughter
to the warriors willmg to fight Cii Chulainn, but ft should be remembered tiiat, in general,
daughters rarely had much voice in who they married, and, during the historical period,
records show that queens or daughters of kings were sometimes married to different
kings for political purposes, and even "traded" for more advantageous spouses at times,
as Smyth shows (78-83, see Chapter III for discussion on marriage laws). Medb certainly
may be using her daughter as an incentive and a political pawn, as might be said of most
rulers throughout history, but it can also be suggested that she is thinking of her
daughter's future. Stiller says that medieval texts that feature mothers and daughters may
reveal "how medieval women might have taught their daughters to survive in a world
ruled entfrely by men, [ a n d ] . . . what models of conduct mothers gave their daughters so
that the daughters could, in tum, reproduce their own kmd in more than a biological
sense" (9). Medb may have been trying to secure Finnabair's fiiture and security through
the ordy means she had at her disposal. Finnabair would have to be married eventually,
so why not to the warrior that succeeds in killing Cii Chulainn?
Additionally, Finnabair herself may not be as reluctant or exploited as claimed by
scholars. After all, ft is not specifically noted that she participates unwillingly in the
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negotiations, and tiie proposed marriages may not be so undesirable; there is a high
probability the wanior will die in his encounter, saving Finnabair from having to actually
fiUfiU die maniage, but, if tiie warrior does manage to kill Cii Chulainn, then Finnabair
will have the distinction of marrying the one wanior who bested Ulster's greatest
champion. In a culture so focused on honor and reputation, this situation would be
desirable. Furthermore, there is textual evidence to suggest that Finnabair is not the
passive daughter tiiat critics claim she is. Within TBC itself, several of the incidents
depicting the "confract" rituals in Medb and Ailill's tent, in which warriors are persuaded
to fight against Cii Chulainn, contain passages that seem to imply Finnabair is a willing
participant in offering herself as part of the "reward package." In some cases, ft is
Finnabair who suggests the warrior to be chosen because of her own attraction or
affection for him. The strongest evidence for seeing Finnabair as a young woman with as
sfrong a personality as her mother comes from a tale called 7am Bo Fraich [The Cattle
Raid of Froech], considered a fore-tale to the Tain Bo Cuailnge, found in the twelfth
century Book of Leinster, but which seems to have an earlier dating (Gantz 113). The tale
depicts Finnabair as defiant and determined, as well as physically heroic. Other tales in
which Finnabair appears briefly also imply that she has a mind of her own and is as
unafraid or unashamed of using her sexuality to her advantage as her mother. While it is
beyond the scope of tiiis chapter or this smdy to explore Finnabair's character in depth, ft
is important to note that there are indications she might be read through an altemative
lens in the same way as Medb, and in the same manner as Joanne Findon has done with
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Emer, Cii Chulainn's wife, in her important analysis A Woman's Words: Emer and
Female Speech in the Ulster Cycle.
Finally, while it is certainly tempting to apply modem, romantic notions of the
selfless and nurturing mother who protects her young even at the expense of her own life,
in the final analysis, Medb's behavior toward her daughter is no more condemnable than
that of any other royal parent of the same historical period. Children of royalty, both sons
and daughters, had little voice in the matter of their maniages, even into the twentieth
centuty. Firmabair, therefore, simply may be a reflection of how women had limited
power over their lives. However, as Bitel says, the legal tracts record instances of women
not conforming to prescribed rules of behavior in all aspects of life (58), so perhaps
Finnabair is also a reflection of the kind of woman Katharine Simms discusses in her
article "Women in Norman Ireland": "a strong-minded female [who] could make
nonsense of the legal fiction that she was perpetually under the guardianship of her
husband, or indeed the poetic fiction that women were more gentle and peace-loving than
men" (22), a description that certainly applies to Med as well. Finnabair's presence in her
parents' tent during each of the "befrothal" contracts with the warriors may even unply
her complicity with the negotiations, suggesting that she may be more her mother's
daughter (rather than simply her mother's pawn) than Medb's critics may be wilting to
concede, and certainly a topic for further research (see Chapter V).
Another episode in the Tain that prompts scholars to suggest Medb is drawn as an
incompetent military leader concems her insistence that her men cross the river Cronn by
digging a pass through its mountain rather than find a more passable sfte upsfream so that
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the frack they dug would remain as an insult and humiliation to Ulster forever (TBC I
153; TBC fl 175-6). Patricia Kelly includes this deed in the Ust of actions that she claims
shows "Medb's conduct of her expedition . . . to be severely wanting" (78), while Bitel
characterizes the episode as evidence of Medb's "distinctly feminine thinking," which
brands her as an unsuitable and incompetent military leader (213). Certainly, the scene
can be read as another element of Medb's self-centered obsession to inflict humiliation on
Ulster - an extension of her desire for the Donn - at the expense of her men. Kelly states
that her insistence on making her men dig a passage through the mountain falls under the
categoty of following a woman's foolish advice, which only brings negative results (79) in this case, it delays the onward march of the troops for three days and nights while they
dig the pass. From such a perspective, digging the mountain pass rather than finding a
more suitable place to cross the river seems impractical, emotional, and foolish, or as
Bitel terms it, Medb "chose the wrong [route] for her troops" (213). However, the
concept of inflicting a permanent and public insult upon Ulster is in line with a culmral
reading of this scene. As Charles-Edwards states, "ft was important to make everything
as public as possible" (136), and leaving a permanent mark on the land of Ulster would
constantly remmd Ulster and, more importantly, Conchobor that the humiliation had
taken place. Thomas Kinsella explains in the introduction to his translation of the 7am
that ft is important to understand the topographical element in the Tain for a full
appreciation of tiie epic (xiv), for "[p]lace- names and their frequently fanciftil meanings
and origins occupy a remarkable place by modem standards" (xiii). TBC II gives an
explanation for the naming of the mountain pass dug by Medb's men: "Since then Bemais
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Tana Bo Ciiailnge is tiie name of tiiat place, for afterwards the drove of cattle was taken
tiirough ft" (176). The peraianem track in the land that is named for the driving of
Ulster's great Donn and his cattle away from Ulster after being captiired by Medb is a
pennanent humiliation to Conchobor. As Charles-Edwards explains: "the greater die
publicity given to an assertion of fact and the higher tiie stahis of the audience, the greater
die force of the assertion" (135-6). In a society that puts such emphasis on public honor
and humiliation, a visible and pennanent mark of insult on the land, especially a mark
named after a humiliating action like taking Ulster's Bull, the symbolic representation of
botii Ulster and Conchobor, is the ultunate public disgrace, as expressed in die TBC fl
passage: "so that it might be a reproach and disgrace to the Ulstermen" (176). The
episode might be read as a symbolic rape of Conchobor in revenge for what Conchobor
did to Medb when he literally raped her in the river Boyne during a public event, as
recounted in "Cath Boinde" (O'Neill 180-81). Addftionally, if Sadowska's suggestion
that the raid had been planned long in advance with the aim to set Connacht up as "the
new order in politics, when Connachtmen would finally subjugate their ancestral enemies
from Ulster" (Sadowska 250), a permanent scar on the land they conquered and
subjugated would never let Ulster forget their hrnniliation and defeat. When combined
with other actions that can be viewed from a strategic perspective, her obsession with
digging a pass through the mountain becomes less "distinctly feminine thinking" (Bitel
213) or self-centered and more a calculated tactic to inflict the most demoralizing blow to
her enemy - one that, it should be noted, her men do not question or complain about.
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Resolution of the Raid - The Final Confrontation
The scene tiiat, for many scholars and critics, provides the sfrongest evidence of
Medb's deliberately negative portrayal occurs near the end of both TBC recensions,
although the TBC II version of this scene elicits the most comment, hi TBC I, shortly
after die final mustering for the "great battle" and the rout of the Connacht allies, Medb is
overtaken by Cii Chulainn as she makes her way from the battle-field, and she begs him
to spare her life (236). He does spare her, claiming that he does not kill women, and then
proceeds to give Medb and her remaining army safe passage back to Cmachii (236).
Patricia Kelly characterizes this exchange as "an admission of cowardice" on Medb's part
and a denial of warrior status to Medb on Cii Chulainn's part, both actions that serve to
humiliate Medb specifically "on the grounds of her sex," thereby disqualifying her as a
legitimate mler or militaty leader (82-3).
The same scene in TBC II adds an extra layer of denigration and humiliation,
accordmg to Bowen (32), Kelly (82), and Bitel (213). When Cii Chulainn overtakes
Medb, she has moved away from her retreating army because "her issue of blood came
upon" her (TBC II269). He, tiius, confronts her in "a helpless and ridiculous position"
(Bowen 32), in effect, "pissing in the dust," as Bitel writes (213). As in the first
recension, Cii Chulainn refuses to kill her, altiiough he does not specifically say tiiat it is
because he does not kill women, and grants safe passage to Medb and her army after she
dfrectly requests it (TBC U 270). The overall effect seems designed, according to several
scholars, to deny Medb legitimate warrior stams, brand her as a coward, and humiliate
her as a defective and failed woman who has overstepped the bounds of her sex (Bowen
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32-3; KeUy 82-4; Bitel 213; Edel 157). However, as Charles Bowen himself admits m
"Great-Bladdered Medb: Mytiiology and hivention m the Tain Bo Cuailnge," the scene
"is much more complex and ambivalent than this simple purpose would lead us to
expect" (32).
Both Bowen and Edel provide mythological symbolism to Medb's
urination/menstiuation in TBC fl, aligning the scene with the popular reading of Medb as
a sovereignty or fertility goddess. Her urination/menstruation "made three great trenches
m each of which a household can fit" (TBC II 260), which leads Bowen to state: "Even m
the midst of a disorderly and humiliating retreat, Medb manages to give a demonstration
of the power - the supematural, female power - that once made her feared and honored"
(33). Edel explains: "it could be argued that Medb was connected in this manner with a
spectacular feature in the landscape in order to endue her with supematural fraits" (158).
The mythological reading is a reading resistant to the traditional misogynistic
characterization of Medb, says Devlin-Glass, and is possible by "focusing on the
hyperbole of the details of Medb's menstmation and its symbolic registration of fertility"
and its capacity to mark and alter the land (268). That marking or altering of the land,
however, ties her action to the episode of demanding that her men dig a path through the
mountain on the edge of the river Cronn in order to leave a pennanent humiliation on the
land of Ulster (see above). Leaving the hyperbole aside, Medb's action creates a
landmark that, forthwith, will be known as Fiial Medba [Medb's Foul Place] (TBC II
269) - the insult to Ulster is unmistakable.
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The mythological perspective tiims Medb's urination/menstruation into a symbol
of fertility. Devlin-Glass reads the scene as one that "renders fertility more significant
tiian conquest" (268), for Cii Chulainn is, in essence, stopped in his tracks when he comes
upon Medb engaged in behavior that marks her specifically as fertile - menstruation.
Devlin-Glass refers to the scene in the "Boyhood Deeds" stoty-telling episode of a young
Cii Chulainn retuming from a hunting and killing adventure, and being overcome by his
violent "warp spasm" or "battle rage," which makes hun imable to distinguish friend from
foe (266). In order to avoid a massacre of all the people in Emain Macha, Conchobor
sends out a cadre of naked women to stand around the perimeter of Emain Macha, and
this quells his violent spasm, a scene normally interpreted as depicting Cii Chulainn's
shame at the sight of naked women (266). Rather than reading his reaction as shame, she
says the scene is perhaps suggestive of "a culmre in which sexuality and child-bearing
continue to have privileged stams over feats of warfare. The women of Ulster represent a
counterbalance to Ciichulainn's destmctive powers" (266). If this reading is accepted,
then the sight of Medb as distinctly female - one must assume that, at least, her lower sex
organs are visible - serves to defiise Cii Chulainn's rage, in the same way as the naked
women of Emain Macha did. In his article "Pagan Shame or Christian Modesty?,"
Raymond J. Cormier suggests another reading of Cii Chulainn's reactions to the naked
women in tiie story told about his childhood. He compares Cii Chulamn to the character
of Enkidu, in the Sumerian epic Gilgamesh, who is civilized, tamed, and brought into the
proper society of men tiu-ough tiie power of a woman's sexuality (45). He suggests that
Cii Chulainn's encounter with the naked women of Emain Macha tames his battle rage
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because tiie women represent the part of his life outside his wanior duties; it would not
be proper to kill the women, especially in their naked state, and ft would make him
vulnerable to satire (a dishonor of enormous proportions) (46). Additionally, he suggests
that Cii Chulainn may fear tfie power that their "stark female sexuality" represents (46).
In the same vein, Patiick K. Ford, in "Celtic Women: The Opposing Sex,"
proposes that images of or references to childbirth and/or fertility in the midst of a
battlefield symbolize that "the control over tiie battlefield (the death of men) is paralleled
by confrol over life (the birth of men); the womb therefore becomes an oracular symbol
and the portal that divides the word from the flesh, the promised from the realized" (429).
Ford further states, "The sex organs of the woman thus may be viewed as symbolic of the
prophetic powers of woman, and of her power over life" (430). The sight of Medb's
menstrual blood, then - an unavoidable symbol of fertility and the womb - might be read
as a vivid reminder to Cii Chulainn of his encounter with the Monigan and the pregnant
cow from the sid in "Tain Bo Regamna," during which she prophesied that he would only
live as long as the calf in the cow's womb were a yearling (Leahy, "Apparition" 135, see
Chapter III). Medb's "womb," thus, becomes a prophetic echo of the Morrigan's
prediction of Cii Chulainn's deatii - which, ironically, later comes to pass as a result of
Medb's dfrect instigation.
His hesitation might also be attributed to the sight of the menstrual blood itself,
"an object of fearful taboo m many cultures, where ft has often been regarded as
especially dangerous and destixictive to men" (Bowen 26). Janice Delaney, Mary Jane
Lupton, and Emily Toth state in thefr book The Curse: A Cultural History of
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Menstruation that the taboos arose out of the belief that woman's "power to create
suggests the power to destroy" and "[m]enstrual blood, the outward sign of her duality,
could be her weapon to annihilate the society she was responsible for preserving" (II). ft
is possible to read Cii Chulainn's hesitation as his understanding of the counterbalance
that Devlin-Glass discusses (266), as his fear of the sexual power women possess, as
Cormier suggests (46), and as his attempt to avoid the possibly deadly power her
menstruation blood might exert over him (Delaney, Lupton, Toth 7). Adding weight to
such a reading is the fact that Cii Chulainn decides not to kill her after he has repeatedly
vowed that he would kill her any time he saw her (TBC ft 173), yet he goes back on that
vow when given the opportunity to kill her at close quarters. His refusal can be read, of
course, from a misogynistic perspective: he is denying her a warrior's death, as Patricia
Kelly argues (213). However, an altemative reading of the scene emerges if one applies
to Cii Chulainn a healthy dose of fear and respect for the power that Medb's half-naked
state symbolizes, or fear of satire for killmg a woman as powerful as Medb, in spite of
their enmity.
There is yet another, even more resistant, reading possible for the scene in both
TBC I and TBC II, however, which can be related to Medb's sfrategic use of the
information she gathered during tiie stoty-telling episode and her use of gender
performance as a militaty tactic, ft should be noted that, in both recensions, while Medb
is overtaken by Cii Chulainn in her helpless and cowardly position, her araiy is spfritmg
away the Donn, and she manages not onfy not to be killed, but also to exfract a guarantee
of safe passage for her annies under Cii Chulainn's protection. In TBC I, Medb begs for
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her life, an action that Kelly characterizes as evidence that she is unfit for battle as the
honorable action would be to ask for no quarter on the battlefield from a worthy enemy
(82). However, from a gender periFormance perspective, her action could be read as a
sfrategy of appropriation or distraction. By deliberately adopting a helpless, distinctly
feminine stance, she disarms Cii Chulainn, allowing her army to get fiirther away. As
opposed to reading this scene as Cii Chulainn's humiliating refusal to give Medb a
warrior's stams, the scene can be viewed as Medb using the opportunity to deny Cii
Chulainn a warrior's conquest. She cheats him out of his personal vow to kill her the next
time he sees her, forcing him, through her tactic, to break his own word to himself, and,
to add insult to injury, extracts a guarantee of safe passage from him. Medb can be read,
here, as using the "Only-a-Weak-Woman" ploy that Antonia Fraser discusses (213), in
the same way that has been proposed in other instances, like the Gaileoin episode (see
above), once again prompting her enemy to underestimate her strategic skills.
The scene in TBC II, because of its focus on Medb's uniquely feminine bodily
matters, provides even stronger support for a gender performance reading. Her actions
can be read as a deliberate strategy to disfract Cii Chulainn based on the information she
gathered when Fergus and the other Ulster exiles told tiieir tales of his childhood deeds.
Havmg heard, m one of tiiose stories, that Cii Chulainn's battle rages can be quelled and
defused by the sight of naked or half-naked women, her "helpless and ridiculous
position" (Bowen 32) becomes a sfrategic move designed to divert Cii Chulainn's
attention from Medb's main army witii her overt display of "feminine" attributes.
Furthennore, Medb is aware of Cii Chulainn's deteraimation to kill her, as shown in
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several episodes during TBC, and tiiis implies tiiat she moves away from the mam amiy
witii tiie knowledge that he will follow her. Ann Dooley, in her article "The hivention of
Women in the 7am," describes the episode as "not so much a slippage into a
mytiiological mode appropriate to an old sovereignty goddess but rather a sly gender
performance to confound the male hero" (133). She proposes that Medb's "humiliation"
can be read as a shrewd sfrategy: "like a cunning female anunal who resorts to body
decoy stratagems, Medb has tumed both sexual and gender difference back on men to
good effect" (133). The sfrategy works brilliantly, for her army takes the Donn back to
Cruachii, under his protection no less, and the "men of freland" assemble there "that they
might see the combat of the bulls" (TBC II270), thereby fulfilling the vow/prophecy that
Medb uttered in Echtra Nerai (Meyer 227, see Chapter III).
While it can be argued that Medb's army and her reputation as a warrior and
military leader are humiliated and devastated by Ulster, for, technically, her army is
routed by Ulster's now recovered warriors, led by Conchobor, it must also be noted that
Ulster's victoty is a Pynhic one. Both recensions of TBC end with the great fight
between the bulls Fumbennach and Donn Cuailnge, a battle that ends with the violent
deatiis of both bulls, after the Donn "attacked the women and boys and children of the
tenitoty of Ciiailnge [in Ulster] and inflicted great slaughter on them" (TBC II272). The
battle of die bulls is a positive development for Medb; aside from proving her prophetic
power, she regains her political power as mler of Connacht, for she and Ailill retum to a
relationship of joint sovereignty - she may have not gamed die Donn, but Ailill has lost
Finnbennach, who defected from Medb's herd. Additionalty, while Ulster may be able to
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claim ft defeated Connacht on the battlefield, Medb has dispensed the ultimate insult to
Ulster and Conchobor. She not only made good on her vow to take the bull from Ulster
by force, but she also manipulated Cii Chulainn - Conchobor's nephew and Ulster's
greatest champion - into helping her lead the Donn to where he would eventually meet
his death after having tumed on his own people.
TBC ends with Connacht and Ulster assuming a peaceful political balancing act:
"Ailill and Medb made peace with the Ulstermen and Cii Chulainn. For seven years after
that no one was killed between them in freland" (TBC 1238). However, as Ruth
Lehmann says in her article "Death and Vengeance in the Ulster Cycle," perhaps
"vengeance [is what] caught the Irish imagination" (10), for the scribes wrote several
post-rdm tales that relate the deaths of several Ulster heroes, among them Cii Chulainn,
Conchobor, and his son Cormac (chosen to take the throne of Ulster after his father's
death), and the tales directly or indirectly involve Medb's maneuvers. It should be noted
that Medb outlives these three male characters (and even outlives both Fergus, whom
Ailill has killed out of jealousy, and Ailill, whose death she ananges for his infidelity,
and for his betrayal of her geis to marry a man without jealousy). However, as I discuss
briefly in Chapter V, it seems clear the Christian scribes were unable to tolerate the idea
of a victorious woman, and, so, composed a death tale for her that vimlently denies her
any sense of an honorable or heroic death - a topic for fiiture research. Except for that
death tale, that I propose is a deliberate break from the common tradition of Medb, she
manages to emerge as the ultimate victor in the entire Ulster Cycle.
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Revenge - The Final Chapter of the Raid
Conchobor's death tale is found in five different manuscripts, the oldest versions
in the Book of Leinster and the XL Manuscript in Edinburgh, appearing to represent
different versions from different ages (Meyer, Death-tales 2). The end of the tale aligns
Conchobor with Christian tradition, and the scene was most likely added considerably
later by monks wishing to claim Conchobor as a Christian believer and hero (Cross and
Slover 333; T. F. O'Rahilly 285; Lehmann 4). While Medb is not directly implicated in
the actions that eventually result in Conchobor's death, the dealer of what becomes his
death blow (seven years later, according to the tale) is Cet mac Matach of Connacht,
traditionally identified as Ailill's brother (Lehmann 4). As Lehmann states, "Conchubar
dies after long-drawn-out vengeance - ultimately for the defeat of Connacht by Ulster
[during the 7am]" (4). Mesgegra, a Leinster ally of Connacht, was killed by Conall
Cemach of the Ulstermen, and his brain was removed and mixed with lime in order to
create a hard "brain ball," which was then displayed as a trophy (Cross and Slover 34344; Meyer, Death-tales 5). Cet infiltrates Emain Macha one day when Conchobor's
jesters are playing with Mesgegra's brain on a field, and he steals it from them, canying it
into battie with him as a potential weapon against the men of Ulster (Cross and Slover
344; Meyer, Death-tales 5). He later devises a plan to lure Conchobor out into the open
by having several women of Connacht beg Conchobor to show himself to them because
they thought him the most beautiful man on earth (Cross and Slover 344; Meyer, Deathtales 1). Conchobor does show himself, and Cet slings the brain at him, where it embeds
itself into Conchobor's head (Cross and Slover 344; Meyer, Death-tales 7). The oldest
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part of the tale most likely ends with the recounting of how the Ulstermen buried
Conchobor where he fell, building "a pillar-stone at his head, and another at his feet"
Cross and Slover 344; Meyer, Death-tales 7).
The pious monks, however, added another seven years to Conchobor's life, having
a physician miraculously revive him, and, contraty to frish tradftion, having his Ulster
subjects decide they should keep him as a king even though blemished (Cross and Slove
345; Lehmann, 4; Meyer, Death-tales 9; see kmgship tradftions/laws in Chapter fll). For
seven years, Conchobor lives an uneventful life, having been told that he would instantly
die if he were to get angry or emotionally wrought (Cross and Slover 345; Meyer, Deathtales 9). Upon hearing of Christ's cmcifixion, Conchobor becomes angry, the brain ball
jumps out of his head, and he dies (Cross and Slover 346; Meyer, Death-tales 15). The
end of the tale seems designed to rehabilitate Conchobor's pagan and checkered life and
actions, perhaps in the same way that Fergus's character is rehabilitated in several later
tales.
There is no direct mention in the tale of Medb's involvement in Cet's attack on
Conchobor, but it is entirely possible, even probable, that Medb, at the very least, did not
discourage Cet from his frequent harrying raids upon Ulster after he stole Mesgegra's
brain. The whitewashing of Conchobor's character by the monks notwithstanding, even
tile circumstances of Conchobor's miraculous healing play into Medb's plans for revenge
and humiliation of her ex-husband:
[T]he physician said to Conchobor that he should be on his guard lest anger
should come on him, and tiiat he should not mount a horse, tiiat he should not
have connection with a woman, that he should not eat food greedily, and that he
should not run.
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hi that doubtfiil state, then, he was as long as he lived, seven years; and he
was not capable of action, but remained m his seat only . . . (345)
After her brotiier-in-law*s action with Mesgegra's brain, Conchobor is, in effect, a
humiliated mler: blemished, unable to perform as an active mler, and denied the basic
pleasures of life. The people of Ulster, therefore, have suffered the double humiliation of
losing the great Donn and the virility and competence of their king at the hands of Medb
and Connacht. It is, perhaps, a more effective revenge for Medb than an outright death
might be.
Cii Chulairm's death tale is found in two different versions, the older version
dating back to possibly the eighth century, and found in the Book of Leinster (Cross and
Slover 333; Lehmann 6-7). His death is directly instigated by Medb, who recruits the
children of several of the men of Ireland he had killed throughout the Tain (Lehmann 7).
Medb has six of the children frained as witches and warlocks, and they then use magic
against Cii Chulainn, weakening him before his final encounter with the warriors who kill
him using weapons that have been endowed with magic (Lehmann 7-8). While the tale
can certamly be read as characterizing Medb as a self-absorbed and obsessed figure, who
will do anything to avenge her wounded pride, a more strategic perspective can be
applied to her actions. Having leamed much from the story-telling episode in the Tain his refusal to back down from a fight, his acceptance of a prophecy to live a short but
glorious life, and elements that become his gessa (taboos he cannot break) - Medb is able
to assure that Cii Chulainn will go forth on tiie latest challenge to Ulster's power and
pride. Additionally, she leamed much about his fighting tactics and the feats he leamed
during his training that place him at a distinct superior advantage over any foe he might
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meet under normal circumstances on a battlefield. If she is to rid Connacht of the
continuing threat he poses, she must use more powerful tactics herself; thus, she stacks
the odds against him.
In light of the circumstances sunounding Cii Chulainn's death, Medb's actions on
the battlefield at the end of the Tain nught now be read as a subversion of the culmral
tradition of trying to avoid public shame at all costs. It is possible to see Medb's
humiliation by Cii Chulainn - especially his refusal to give Medb warrior stams because
she is a woman - as a deliberate tactic of subversion that, ultimately, comes back to haunt
Cu Chulainn. Her humiliation can be viewed as a sacrifice on her part, one that will
allow her to live and, therefore, wreak vengeance on her greatest enemy. Her acceptance
of humiliation, once again, leads her enemies to underestimate her because they have
accepted, at face value, that she has been effectively neutralized.
Finally, the death tale of Cormac Con Loinges - Conchobor's son, and one of the
Ulster exiles who took refiige in Connacht with Fergus - found in the post-7am tale
Togail Bruidne Da Choca [The destmction of Da Choca's Hostel], adds an element of
irony to the characterization of the Tain as a humiliating defeat for Medb and Connac^^
The tale is found in two manuscripts, one from the sixteenth century and the other from
the seventeenth (Stokes, Togail 11), but references to the tale and its events appear in
several other texts and annals as early as the nintii century (T. F. O'Rahilly, Early Irish
132). The stoty recounts that the people of Ulster chose Comiac as thefr next king after
Conchobor's death, but, on his joumey to Ulster to take tiie throne, Connacht forces
attack and kill him and his men while they stop ovemight at Da Choca's hostel. The tale
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sheds light on the complex and complicated relationship between Connacht and Ulster,
and reveals details tiiat cast Ulster in a negative light and cast doubt about tiie degraded,
poweriess, and defeated state of Connacht at the hands of Ulster at the end of the 7am.
Ffrst, in spite of tiiefr professed loyalty to Conchobor and Ulster at the end of the
Tain, both Cormac and Fergus have remained in Connacht, even though Ulster claims
victoty over Medb. This choice to stay in Connacht (at least seven years, based on how
long Conchobor's disabled kingship lasted as told in Conchobor's death tale), despite their
actions on the battlefield to assure Connacht's defeat, might be read as deep-seated
resentment against Conchobor for his betrayal of the sons of Uisliu and Defrdre, also a
betrayal of Fergus and Cormac. While they, perhaps, could/would not directly cause Cii
Chulainn's or Conchobor's death during the Tain, they seem not to have been able to
forgive the befrayal. Togail Bruidne Da Choca also reveals, however, that Fergus is still
enthralled by Medb, and Cormac has begun an affair with Scenb, the wife of a famous
Connacht harper, Craiphtine, implying their abdication from Ulster is not so principled or
honorable. Whether they remain in Cormacht for love/lust or out of resentment for
Conchobor, however, their continued exile in enemy territory only serves to fiirther
humiliate Ulster and Conchobor, especially in light of Cii Chulainn's death and
Conchobor's debilitated state, both a result of Connacht actions. Especially given the
foster-relationship between Fergus, Connac, and Cii Chulainn and the circumstances of
Cii Chulainn's death, directly mstigated by Medb, Fergus's and Connac's continued
residence in Connacht can only be read as an insult to Ulster, and casts a negative light on
the two Ulster heroes themselves, as well.
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fri addition, Medb and Connac stiike atioicebefore Connac leaves to take up his
position on tiie throne. Medb reminds Connac of how well he's been treated in Connacht
and how much he owes her, and Cormac vows tiiat he will '"be serviceable totiiee'"and
tiiat "'[n]o refiisal of request shall be made by us'" (Stokes, Togail 153). Later, Connac
tiies to honor that tince, perhaps tiying to show he is unlike his fatiier, but, in an ironic
reversal and echo of the Connacht messengers that incited the 7am (see Chapter Ifl), his
own men launch an attack on a group of Connacht warriors and devastate a settlement in
Connacht territoty in retaliation for a Connacht raid on an Ulster warrior party (that was
itself afready raiding Connacht territory) (159-163). Like Medb at tiie instigation of the
Tain, Cormac is placed in the position of having to retaliate or be seen as an incompetent
and unqualified leader, as one of his own men expresses: "'Woe,' says Dubthach, 'to him
who shall go before the Ulaid to be taken into kingship, and who lets them be wrecked by
natural enemies! for the tribes of Connaught are not truly friends'" (161). The gauntlet,
so to speak, has been thrown down, and Cormac is forced to lead his warriors against the
Connacht forces, a battle that ends in victory for Cormac and slaughter for the Connacht.
Once again, in an ironic reversal (or deliberate echo) of events leading up to the
Tain, an Ulster warrior disgusted with the Ulster behavior deserts his company and takes
the news of Cormac's betrayal to Medb and Ailill, who are, then, themselves forced to
take action against Cormac and his Ulster warriors. Fergus is once more cast in a
negative and humiliating light, for the Ulster warriors ridicule his position in Connacht:
""Tis easy to evade the man thou mentionest,' says Illann son of Fergus, 'for slack is his
perception'" (Stokes, Togail 313). Fergus's inability to think for himself, or his easily
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swayed loyalty, is proved when Medb convinces Fergus to remain in Connacht while her
men pursue Cormac by incitmg hafred of Cormac into Fergus: '"ft were easy for thee to
crown the son of the man who banished thee from thine own countty, (and to see the son)
whom he, instead of thee, begat on Nes crowned in thy presence!'" (317). Medb
strategically brings up Fergus's inability to resist female sexual manipulation, and calls
his manhood into question at the same time. Fergus was first manipulated by Nes
(Conchobor's mother) into allowing her son to take the throne of Ulster from Fergus for a
year m exchange for manying her - for he had a great passion for her - and then worked
behind the scenes to convince the Ulster people that Conchobor was a better king, so that
they chose to keep Conchobor as their king when the year was over (see Chapter III for
further discussion of this story). Some stories also tell that Cormac was a product of
Conchobor's incesmous liaison with his own mother, an affront to Fergus, as he was
married to Nes at the time (317). Fergus is, as several times in the past, easily
manipulated by Medb into sitting out the raid on Cormac's party.
In the end, Cormac and his men are slaughtered while they stop for the night at
Da Choca's hostel, which is m Connacht territoty, for a variety of reasons. Ffrst, Connac
is pursued by the harper, Craiphtine, who is jealous of Cormac's affair with his wife and
assures that Cormac is forced to break several of his gessa (taboos), a sure guarantee that
he will die. Second, Cormac is forced to go back on his word to Medb, m spite of
warnings by tiie more clear-headed of his men, like Amirgin, the dmid, who counsels that
tiiey should not stay in Da Choca's hostel, but push through the night to reach Ulster
tenitoty. Fmalfy, Connac is led by his men to underestimate the force that Medb brings
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against hun; when Amirgin is awakened from a prophetic dream of slaughter, and advises
Connac and tiie Ulster men to prepare for a great onslaught by Connacht, Connac seems
to mitigate tiie waming, perhaps toying to convince himself as much as ttying to mstill
confidence in his men: '"They will get their answer here among us,' says Connac: 'we
have warriors for them'" (321). His assurance strangely echoes Medb's constant
mitigation of the threat her enemies pose on the Tain, with the same results: it incites his
men to fight, but the battle ends in defeat.
What is most remarkable in this death tale is the characterization of Medb as a
fonnidable foe. In dfrect opposition to Fergus's scathing comment at the end of die Tain
that the defeat was a consequence of being led into battle by a woman, which bolsters the
claim by many scholars that Medb's character is a product of misogynistic scribes
attempting to denigrate non-conformist women, Togail Bruidne Da Choca shows Medb
in a strategic light. In a practical move, she uses the advantage of her relationship with
Cormac as a long-time guest of her province to negotiate a tmce that is beneficial to both
Connacht and Ulster. She mounts an attack party only after she is put into the poshion of
having to retaliate, and preempts Fergus's involvement by using his own weaknesses
against him. Finally, she attacks Da Choca's hostel only after she has gatiiered enough
information from spies to strike the most effectively. Her reputation as a strategic and
competent mler and military commander is perhaps most supported by die words placed
by the scribes into Ulster characters' mouths. The Ulster deserter, Lonfiach, expresses
outrage at the Ulster breach of tiie tmce, assuring his comrades tiiat thefr actions will
come back to haunt them, implying they have aroused a dreadfiil vengeance (Stokes,
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Togail 313). Amargin, the dmid, utters what might be read as the most compelling
indication that Medb can be read as a competent, effective, and successfid commander.
Upon learning tiiat the Ulster troops intend to stay at Da Choca's hostel ovemight, he
urges tiiat tiiey fravel through tiie night to reach Ulster tenitoty, fearing negative
consequences if they remain in Connacht tenitory, wherein the hostel lies (313). He then
utters: '"Mighty are tiie deeds of Medb. No foe of hers should neglect her'" (313). The
implication anived at by the end of the tale is that the Ulster troops and Cormac made the
mistake of underestimating her power and strategy, and paid the ultunate price.
On its own, of course, this tale and these statements by her enemies can be seen as
anomalous, especially in light of Fergus's obviously misogynistic remarks at the end of
tiie Tain, where he expressly denigrates her leadership by telling her she has led her
froops asfray the way a mare might lead a herd of horses asfray when they should be led
by a stallion (TBC 1237; TBC II 270). However, Fergus's comments must be read in
context; he himself has been humiliated by his own kin on the battlefield, who have
reminded him that he has befrayed his people for the sake of following a woman and
become dependent on a woman for his living, and he has been reminded by that woman,
Medb, that he owes his loyalty to Connacht because of all they have done for him. His
comments, then, might be read as his attempt to salvage his own self-respect by
fransfening his rage at himself onto the nearest scapegoat; he can, then, deny his own
culpability by blaming the failed raid on Medb's incompetence, rather tiian admitting his
own role in assuring that the raid fell apart. After all, much of the confiision among the
Connacht froops is directly a result of Fergus's sabotage and subterfuge.
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Even witiiin tiie 7am, Medb's reputation as a wanior of some skill is admitted, by
none other tiian Cii Chulainn himself. In the episode known as "The Hard Fight of
Cetiiem," an Ulster warrior named Cetiiem mac Fintain attacks the Connacht
encampment and escapes with his life, although he is severely wounded. Once back at
the Ulster encampment, Cii Chulainn has his physician examine Cetiiera's wounds, and a
warrior woman, the physician proclaims, inflicted one of them. Cethem's description of
this woman is notable because it does not present her in a misogynistic light, perhaps
denoting the dual appeal that warrior women have on many men (and women); she is
awe-mspiring for both her sexual appeal and her ability to inflict pain and arouse fear
(see Chapter II for a discussion of dual-namred women). Cethem describes her as
beautiftd but deadly, regaled as she was in flowing clothes and weapons of war (TBC I
210; TBC II 237). Cii Chulainn's response to Cethem's description, however, seems
astonishing, especially in light of the reading by many scholars of his ultimate encounter
with Medb at the end of the raid. TBC I simply states that he knows who the woman is,
Medb of Cmachan (210), as if no other explanation is needed, but TBC H adds his
comment that Cethem should count himself lucky that she only wounded him and didn't
kill him, for she was capable of killing him and counting it as a great victoty if he had
fallen (237). This exchange, perhaps, adds yet another perspective to his final encounter
with Medb and why he refiises to kill her. While a misogynistic attempt to deny her a
wanior's death is certainly a valid and supportable reading, it is also possible to read the
scene as Cii Chulainn's reluctance to kill an enemy he has, perhaps gmdgingly, described
as a worthy opponent, while she is at a distinct disadvantage. Using the excuse that he is
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not used to killing women (an oufright lie based on his previous killmg of several
women) can be read, then, as a convenient excuse in order to save face.
Ultimatefy, any reading of Medb depends much on the perspective of readers and
analysts, as Deborah Cameron argues (270-1; see Chapters I and Iff). Readmg Medb as a
shrewd, strategic militaty commander does invalidate or replace the two fraditional
approaches to Medb scholarship, that of seeing her as a product/victun of misogyny and
reading her as a sovereignty figure, histead, this chapter (along with the others in die
smdy) seeks to provide an altemative lens through which to view Medb, one that allows
the character to be seen as much a realistic product of her culture (if subversive) as the
male characters in the Ulster Cycle, an altemative that can begin to dismantie the gender
paradigms still so pervasive in society that claims women cannot effectively command a
military campaign because of their "distinctly feminine thinking" (Bitel 213). By
applying theories of deliberate performance to episodes and actions traditionally read as
clear instances of ridicule or misogynistic oppression, that "feminine thinking" can be
mmed into an asset, or, as Luce Irigaray says, can be seen as converting "a form of
subordination into an afffrmation" ("Power" 76). Carol Gilligan states m her now classic
In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development that early
psychological smdies focused on child development stages imply that giris develop a
moral perspective based more on cooperation, interdependence, and empathy rather than
the male model of competition and strict mle boundaries (6-15). She cites a smdy done
by Janet Lever, in which Lever comes to tiie conclusion that, in order to achieve success
in aduft life, "if a giri does not want to be left dependent on men, she will have to leam to
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play like a boy" (10). If this premise is accepted, Medb's actions as a military
commander can be viewed as her adoption of tiie mles by which the men in her
envfronment "play" in order to survive in the cultiiral climate she inhabits.
At tiie same time, however, that Medb appropriates men's mles and behavior, she
does not discard her "distmctly feminine thinking" (Bitel 213), which proves to be
beneficial, for it disarms her enemies (and some allies) into underestimating her abiUties,
thereby giving her the upper hand she needs to not only compete and survive, but also to
succeed. Her actions certainly can be read as manipulative and morally questionable, but
are they any more questionable or duplicitous than those of the men in her company or
among the enemy? Treachery and betrayal abound on all sides throughout most of the
tales of the Ulster Cycle, and even Cii Chulairm cannot be held up as an example of
exemplary nobility. Given the cultural and political environment Medb inhabits, it is
possible to view her as a figure that does what she must if she is to hold her own with the
men around her. She can do no less than they if she is to be perceived as a worthy
opponent or ally, certainly, and, often, must do things on a grander scale to be taken
seriously. Sometimes, this means camouflaging her intentions and inviting others to
underestunate or dismiss her based on the stereotypes she, perhaps, deliberately adopts,
which gives her the ultimate power of surprise. That she was duplicitous is not at issue.
As Elizabeth Wurtzel states in her fascinatmg smdy of non-confonning women Bitch: In
Praise of Difficult Women, when one woman is duplicitous, it implies, "by extension, that
all women are duplicitous. Well, so what? What do you expect? [She was] using what
little power [she] had to get what [she] wanted" (82). What seems to rankle, as Wurtzel
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argues, when a woman does use her feminine powers to invert the stams quo is that she
steps beyond the role society has dictated for her - mindless sex object or passive child
breeder - and hims the tables on the one with the traditional (and, some would say,
divinely or naturally ordained) power (82-3). Ultimately, the anger arises from the
realization that he is vulnerable and susceptible to temptation (sexual or psychological)
by someone he considers inferior and of no consequence. Like Fergus and Cii Chulainn,
a man caught in this simation often mms the blame on the perpetrator, denying any
responsibility on his part, as Alcuin Blamfres notes about many medieval misogynistic
texts in Woman Defamed and Woman Defended: An Anthology of Medieval Texts (4).
I would argue that Medb is singled out as a negative character and a failed leader,
in spite of the fact that she behaves no more treacherously than her male counterparts,
because of her sex and the sexual nature of some of her manipulations; she suffers from
what Fraser calls "the Voracity Syndrome

a popular vice to associate with the name

of a female leader" (27-8). Wurtzel says that there is a widespread view that "women
drag men down with sex" (64), and Medb suffers from this same verdict, thereby
obscuring any possible objective examination of her actions on the battlefield and as a
mler. Many of the instances of Medb's treacherous behavior have counterparts among
the male characters, except for her mstances of using her sexual allure or distinctly
female namre to persuade, coerce, or disarm her enemies or allies. Therefore, these
mstances seem to push Medb into a more villainous role m the Ulster Cycle. However,
as Wurtzel states, "Do women use sex as a weapon? Of course. But, as Eleanor
Roosevelt once said: -No one can make you feel inferior without your consent'" (64). She
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is an example of tiie woman who completefy understands that "sex [by itself] is really not
much of a weapon in the end. You need to have some talent and brains or notiiing will
work" (25). Roger Sawyer says of Medb in "We Are But Women": Women in Ireland's
history that she "offered her favours to anyone who might advance her ambitions" (5),
and ft is tiiis element of her character tiiat poses the most tiireat and evokes the harshest
condenmation, for she cannot be dismissed as simply a "chronic nymphomaniac," as Bitel
calls her (70). She is a female at odds with the paradigm of "feminine" behavior tiiat
presents them as soft, pliant, emotional, nurturing, and in need of delicate, gentle wooing.
Not only does she not need seducmg; she often adopts the role of seducer herself,
reversing the accepted order of gender relations.
This may be the crux of understanding the vimlent nature of the criticism of
Medb's character. Those male characters, especially Fergus, taken in by Medb's ploys are
understandably reluctant to admit that they were too weak to withstand her allure. Their
actions and attitudes (and perhaps those of the Irish scribes and the scholars from the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) are succinctly explained by Wurtzel's statement:
"Women don't bring men down; men, for whatever reasons, bring themselves down, and
tiien all of a sudden it's cherchez lafemme" (64, original emphasis). Many of die
nusogynistic elements found in the Ulster Cycle may be explained by that belief- on the
part of the male characters, the male scribes, and the male scholars of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries - which was then accepted as the "obvious" perspective
because of such entrenched gender paradigms. The perfomiance perspective proposed
here, on the other hand, allows Medb to be read, not necessarily as a rehabilitated role
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model, but as a character endowed with the same elements of daring, intelligence, and
sfrategic purpose that her male coimterparts display - as questionable, mthless, and,
perhaps, even as cold-hearted as those elements may be at times. Viewing her through
this lens converts her into, along with her male counterparts, an example of what Keegan
calls "leadership of the heroic style: aggressive, invasive, exemplary,risk-taking"(10).
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CHAPTER V
"IT IS SHE WHO LIVES ON IN LEGEND":
IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The reading of Medb as a warrior queen proposed in this smdy is meant to
provide an altemative that allows Medb's character to emerge as a figure in her own right,
not one subsumed by a mythological perspective that makes her, ultimately, a passive
object as she is appropriated for patriarchal political purposes, or a character so
associated with misogyny that she becomes nothing more than an icon of oppression and
ridicule. This is not to suggest that either of the two fradftional approaches to reading
Medb should be discarded or abandoned, for both have provided valuable insight into the
culture from which the Ulster Cycle emerged, and the forces that helped to shape the
context of the tales.
However, as Joanne Findon says about the "mythological" approach in her own
smdy of Emer, Cii Chulainn's wife, A Woman's Words: "Viewing these women only
through the lens of mythological models results in short-sighted and nanow conclusions,
botii about the female characters themselves and about the beliefs and attitudes of the
society which inscribed them in its texts" (137). Insisting that Medb be viewed as a
divine sovereignty figure inscribes her witii dubious power and, ultimately, makes her an
inaccessible representation of womanhood for audiences and scholars hoping to gain
some insight into the historical period in which tiie tales evolved. Research into the
period has shown that, while medieval audiences certainly may have inherently accepted
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tiie mythological foundations of the stories, they also, most likety, would have connected
tiie tales to figures and events closer to thefr own time (12). Focusmg on only die mythic
aspect of Medb's character distances her from an analysis that seeks to understand how
eleventii- and twelfth-centuty audiences might have perceived her, or how she might be
accessible to a modem audience.
Likewise, reading Medb through a patriarchal perspective, as Rosalind Clark {The
Great Queens), Patricia Kelly {"The Tain as Literamre"), and Lisa Bitel {Land of Women)
have done, is important, for it exposes the nusogyrustic mindset that has repressed and
limited women throughout history. However, analysis through a patriarchal,
misogynistic lens implies tacit acceptance of or even agreement with the behavioral
paradigms used as a measurement for female success or failure. Additionally, it implies
that defiant or "abenant" female characters can only be seen as victims of a misogynistic
society that will undoubtedly censure or punish them, or that they are invented products
of patriarchy designed to send a message of censure to real women and waming to men to
exercise more control over their women. Focusing on the means of oppression alone,
even in literary analysis, implies that women have always and solely been victims, but as
Sandra Harding says in her infroduction to Feminism and Methodology: Social Science
Issues, it is important to realize that women have always resisted (5). ft is cmcial, also,
not to apply implied judgment based on the "essentializing" gender paradigms of
patriarchy that have been taken up almost militantly by cultural femmists, for ft creates
the same kind of rigid parameters that patriarchy has tried to impose on women.
Labeling female figures such as Medb "abenant" implies that "femmine" behavior is
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unifonn, creating tiie mytii of a unified categoty of "Woman," as can be seen in the
definitions of the "female hero" proposed by Carol Pearson and Katherine Pope {The
Female Hero in American and British Literature) and Nadya Aisenberg {Ordinary
Heroines). Such analysis denies the wide spectmm of both "feminine" behavior and
forms of resistance to tiie patiiarchy, and relegates a character like Medb to the realm of
"mouthpiece" of the patristic, misogynistic scribes, wherein she is described as a failed
leader, treacherous, obsessed, self-centered, and dishonorable.
Focusing, instead, on analyzing the defiant behavior of a strong "abenant" female
on its own terms - in literature and histoty - reveals, perhaps, how women throughout
centuries and cultures managed not only to survive the patriarchal limitations under
which they lived, but, as historical research is increasingly revealing, to thrive and
succeed in their male-dominated worlds. A review of law tracts, annals, other historical
sources, and the sagas and secular nanatives of early freland reveals that women did act,
with some frequency, in opposition to or defiance of prescribed norms of behavior,
implying that gender paradigms may not have been as rigidly in place as is often
assumed. As Bitel states, while the texts prescribe "well-defined, well-articulated social
roles for women" they also reveal "the variations on these roles, the violations of their
boundaries, and a mind-bogglingly wide and subtie range of relations between real men
and women" (16). Medb, tiierefore, while clearly a figure tiiat consistently and openly
defies the standards of behavior expected and prescribed by the society that created her,
may not be as anomalous or abenant a figure as claimed by many scholars. This is not to
insist she is a typical or fiilty realistic reflection of frish women of the historical period in
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which the tales emerged, but she certainly can be seen to have counterparts in the "real
worid" of the society in which tiie tales were compiled, shaped, and disseminated, as
attested to by the historical documents of the period. As a resuft of this altemative
approach, Medb becomes a literary reflection of women who "wish to pursue a role otiier
than that ordained by custom," of women who have "few qualms about using any means
at [their] disposal to achieve [their] chosen ends" as Roger Sawyer says of Maud Gonne,
who invoked Medb's name in her own rebellious activfties during the Gaelic Revival
period of the late nineteenth century (55-6). Through such a readmg, Medb embodies the
kind of woman - the "bitch" - that, as Elizabeth Wurtzel says in her book Bitch: In
Praise of Difficult Women, instills fear and awe in both men and women, and is still
considered revolutionaty today (26) - the woman who "assume[s] she has to be not nice"
but who, then, must live "outside the system, outside of what is acceptable," and is
labeled "difficuft, crazy, a nightmare: a bitch" (30).
Such an approach may also help to dispel the concept - still prevalent in many
cfrcles - that women are "namrally" more virtuous in their goals and less cold-minded
about how to achieve those goals than men. While this smdy proposes that Medb can be
read as a strategic and tactical mler and commander, it does not attempt to cast Medb in a
virtuous or morally superior light. She is, as Sawyer describes her, "as bmtal and
aggressive as any legendary man, and offered her favours to anyone who might advance
her ambitions" (5). This smdy shows that, when analyzed under those parameters, she
comes across as no more or less bmtal, aggressive, manipulative, or even treacherous
than her male counterparts. Denying that women have these traits only serves to
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perpetiiate rigid gender paradigms, and female characters that exhibft such behavior,
can
only be labeled abenant and umealistic, ratiier than representative of one variant of the
wide specfrum of female behavior, ft is tempting to want to place people, botii men and
women, into easity defined categories of "good" or "bad," but the reality is that human
beings (and tiie characters modeled on tiiem) are a combination of botfi principled and
unprincipled behavior. A reading that makes room for female ambition and manipulation
toward a political goal - whether motivated by honorable or dishonorable desires allows for as much variance in female behavior as it does in male behavior. If characters
like Conchobor and Fergus can be read as both unscmpulous (or morally ambiguous) and
honorable, it is reasonable to suggest that Medb, who behaves in very similar ways
throughout the Ulster Cycle, also should be able to be viewed in that light. The
approaches used in this smdy - sociopolitical, cultural, and gender performance - help to
re-evaluate Medb's character as a woman who understands that "the woman we perform
is not the same woman in all circumstances," as Jennifer Coates says in her article
"Thank God I'm a Woman: The Constmction of Differing Femininities" (295).
That such a reading is not only viable but also relevant is borne out by the
growing numbers of research efforts, and their increasing popularity, at reclaiming and
re-evaluating historical and literary women who have defied patriarchal conventions. It
is also relevant that in tiie popular culture media - especially in film, television, and
music - there seems to be a growing fascination witii and perhaps even acceptance of the
kind of female Medb represents. Television series likeXena, Warrior Princess, Bufly,
The Vampire Slayer, and Alias, and films like Tomb Raider and Charlie's Angels all
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featm-e women witii ambiguous morals and ambitious goals, who use calculated tactics to
accomplish tiiose ends, and who are depicted as both sexually active and not above using
sex to achieve their goals. The same can be said of musical icon Madonna, a woman who
exemplifies the concept of gender perfonnance, who has managed to not only survive but
tiirive in tiie male-dominated world of rock and pop music, taking charge of her own
career and emerging as a role model in spite of the often hostile efforts at denigrating her
character and conduct over the years. It should also be noted that Madonna and the
characters and shows noted above, beyond generating considerable mass appeal among
both women and men, have begun, in the past few years, to attract serious scholarship.
Kate Mufr, in Arms and the Woman, explains the appeal these dual-natured women have
for the public: "they may be the subject of male fantasy, but they are also female
fantasies. For men, they are challenging and possibly also sexually arousing. For
women, they are empowering" (184).
Wurtzel states - confirming that a new reading of characters like Medb is both
necessary and possible - that today, "it is no longer possible to fantasize a good girl who's
not also a bad girl.. . [and ft is necessary] to understand that good and bad are not
opposites, they are both just different forms of intensity" (5-6). The implications to
medieval smdies, and to Irish medieval smdies in particular, of research that allows for an
altemative view of the dual- or many-natured female is significant, for it provides an
approach to reading non-conforming female characters in ways that do not depend on
viewing them from the "abenant" perspective of patriarchy or through the lens of
sovereignty, ft allows for a reading of the female characters as literary reflections of the
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tensions presem in tiie historical period during which the texts emerged, and perhaps as
reflections of historical women who helped to produce those tensions in their societies.
Literaty anafysis of such female figures must take into account the fidl historical context
in order to understand what those tensions were, and in order to properly read for the
points of resistance tiiat may be embedded in a text, even in those texts written by male
authors who did not consciously intend to include elements that question the maledominated environment.
Close analysis of both literary and historical/legal texts in conjunction - for any
society - can reveal a more accurate picture of that society, especially as regards attimdes
about gender and gender paradigms, as this analysis has attempted to do. Further, more
in-depth research into the historical queens of the tenth through twelfth centuries (those
mentioned in Chapter II and others in the annals and historical documents) may prove
fixutfiil in shedding more contextual light on Medb's character and the possibility that she
was modeled on a historical person, or a composite of historical queens. However, even
if no dfrect historical model is found for Medb among those documented queens, it does
not make Medb inelevant as an object of study, for a closer analysis of such historical
women can certainly help modem scholars to understand the cultural envfronment with
more clarity, and this, in tum, can reveal more about how reflective Medb may be of the
more subversive elements in early Irish society.
While this study has opened up both Medb's character and the Ulster Cycle tales
to an altemative reading that helps to posit the Irish wanior queen as a more realistic
figure, it does not claim to be a definitive study of Medb. Other important aspects of
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Medb's role in the Ulster Cycle wanant fiirther and closer analysis. A close, comparative
examination of tiie behavior she and Conchobor exhibft in tiieir roles as mlers and
militaty commanders can place her character in an even greater contextiial light,
especialty considering tiiat Conchobor is described as being "at times cmel and
unscmpulous, [although] he is generaUy represented as a brave wanior and a just mler"
(Cross and Slover 131). Particularfy infomiative in such a comparative smdy would be
the differences in the way each character "uses" sex as, usually, a political tool.
Conchobor uses elements of force and aggression in his sexual domination, while Medb
generally "offers" her favors or "friendly tiiighs," to use Thomas Kinsella's words (55).
This difference raises the question about which method of "persuasion" is more effective
as a tool of manipulation and humiliation: violent, forcible submission or psychological
mducement that, in the end, assures consent on the part of the "victim"?
One fertile area of study that has received little scholarly attention, except in brief
negative terms, is Medb's role as a mother, even though several tales reveal that she is the
mother of several children. The negative comments about her matemal behavior are
generally confined to her relationship with her daughter, Finnabair, who appears as a
substantial character in the main 7am and 7am Bo Fraich, one of the fore-tales to the
mam raid, and is mentioned briefly in several other tales. Scholars intent on exposmg the
misogyny of the medieval scribes describe Finnabair's role in the 7am as a victun of
Medb's political and prideful ambitions, or, at the very least, define Finnabair as nothing
more than an extension of Medb with no agency or will of her own (see Chapter fV).
Medb as a mother defies the paradigms of motherhood set by both the Christian medieval
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society in which tiie Ulster Cycle emerged, and tiie late nineteenth-/earfy twentieth
centtity environmem in which the tales were first widely translated, hi both culttires, the
ideal mother was defined as one who, in the words of psychoanalyst Alice Balint, '"has
no interests of her own'" (qtd. in Thurer, xxvii).
Medb, it is clear tiu-oughout tiie tales, has many interests outside of her children,
and is closer m behavior to the ancient goddesses, like the Sumerian hianna, who were
"whole in ways tiiat future female divinities and thefr human counterparts would be
denied," as Shari L. Thurer states in The Myths of Motherhood {10). Medb's sexual
nature atfracts the most criticism, and has led scholars to condemn her as a "bad" mother
or posit her as a "fertility" goddess because of her reproductive prodigiousness (alongside
her sovereignty goddess status). A sexual mother, especially one who seems to enjoy sex
for more than its procreative purpose (as Medb seems to), must be condemned - or
excused as a mythological symbol, as has been the case for many goddesses who were
both mothers and sexual. It would be especially informative to analyze Medb's role as a
mother in the context of the cultural climate of early freland and medieval Europe, and
the other female (mother) characters in the Ulster Cycle. How abenant is Medb,
ukimately? hi addftion, a detailed exploration of Medb's and Finnabair's relationship
would help to place Finnabair's character into proper context, with the suggestion that
Finnabair can be read as a much more independent and active figure, rather than a victim
of her mother's willfiil and pridefiil machinations (for a brief discussion of this idea, see
Chapter W). Medb, 1 argue, can be read in the same way that Thurer defines the Great
Mother goddess of the Paleolithic era, as a "mother who worked outside the home," a
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motiier who "did ft all" and "made the mles" (1), or, in the words of Diane Wolkstein i

in

her description of frianna, a woman "in all her aspects" (xvi, origmal emphasis).
Because tiiis study focuses on Medb's role as mler and military commander

as

depicted m the common fradition of her character in tiie Ulster Cycle, I do not mclude a
detailed discussion of what I would characterize the one anomalous tale that violently
moves away from that common fradition: her death tale. Aided Meidbe [The Violent
Death of Medb], which merits an in-depth study of its own. The tale was probably not
compiled any earlier than the mid-twelfth century, altiiough brief mention is made of one
element in the story in a manuscript composed ca. 1024, making it possible that parts of
the tale were known as early as the mid-eleventh century, according to Vemam Hull in
the infroduction to his translation of the tale (52-4). Only two manuscript versions of the
tale seem to exist, the earliest in the twelfth-century Book of Leinster (ca. 1160) and the
other in the sixteenth-century Edinburgh MS. XL manuscript (Hull 52). The bulk of the
tale, therefore, seems to be either roughly contemporaneous to or later than the common
fradition found in "Cath Boinde" or the "Pillow Talk" prologue of TBC ft, which depicts
Medb as having received the Cormacht throne from her father (see Chapter 111). This
information is important, for Aided Meidbe includes what seems to be a deliberate
alteration of that common tradition. In the deatii tale, it is implied that one of Medb's
sisters, Clothm (manied to Conchobor), is the rightfiil queen of Connacht, until Medb
murders her and assumes the throne (Hull 59-60). At the time of her death, Clothm was
pregnant with Conchobor's son, Furbaide mac Conchobair, and he was apparently saved
by bringing him forth via a bmtal forni of a Caesarian operation, perfbnned with swords
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(60). This son grows up to avenge his mother's deatii on Medb while she is batiimg i
ma
sacred lake; he uses a piece of hard cheese like a stone, which he shoots from a sling shot,
hitting her in tiie forehead and killing her instantty (61). While the tale certainly adds
drama to the Ulster Cycle and continues the tradition of the bitter enmity between
Conchobor and Medb, ft substantially alters what seems to be a commonly held fradition
of Medb's accession to the throne of Connacht found in the greater part of the Ulster
Cycle.
As has been discussed throughout this smdy, the most pervasive attimde toward
Medb's character among scholars of Old Irish literature is to read her as a victim or
product of misogynistic thinking, as part of an agenda to suppress and denigrate the
women of early Irish society perpefrated by the monastic Christian scribes. While I do
concur with those scholars who maintain there are clear instances of misogynistic
sentiment throughout the Ulster Cycle, I argue that if it were as blatantly obvious,
rancorous, or rampant as many of those scholars suggest, "we would probably have
gotten a much less powerful and impressive Queen Medb," as Charles Bowen says in his
article "Great-Bladdered Medb" (31). In the majority of the tales, Medb appears as the
rightfid mler of Connacht (accorded tiiat position by her father, not through murderous
intentions on her part), and gamers respect, albeit sometimes gmdging, from those
around her, including a few of her enemies. Attacks on her character and gender are
present, but the texts "allow for more subtty nuanced readings" (Findon 5). However,
Medb's deatii tale stands as a notable exception to the more subtle misogynistic
ipulation evidem in the bulk of the Ulster Cycle tales. While I suggest that the other
manir
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tales lend themselves to altemative readings, especialty when approached from feminist
and gender perfbnnance perspectives, Medb's deatii tale can only be read as a blatant and
deliberate character assassination - one which sfrips her of herrightfiiloccupation of the
Connacht tiirone and which transforms her into a mthless, usurping murderer who kills
her sister in order to steal the tiirone. Because this tale has received, as yet, little
scholarly attention, an in-depth analysis is called for to compare it to the tone and story
ti^ditions found in other tales in the Ulster Cycle, in order to show how, unlike the rest of
the tales, this stoty does show a clear misogynistic agenda, one that cannot be mistaken
or nuanced. In fact, Medb's death tale stands as the clearest argument for seeing Medb as
a literary cluu'acter, one directly "affected and shaped by a whole range of historical and
cultural considerations," as Findon argues (II). Medb emerges, in this tale, as
deliberately manipulated by her "authors" in order to send readers/listeners a specific
message, and that message is clear: women with ambition are out of control and deserve
the most humiliating of deaths.
Only a close and comparative analysis of her death tale and the rest of the Ulster
Cycle can reveal the radical "shape-shifting" Medb undergoes, and it certainly sheds a
much-needed light on Medb's character in the other tales of the cycle. The power she
exudes between tiie lines of most of tiie tales, which cannot befiillysuppressed, invites
retaliation from the patiiarchy, hence the blatant character assassination in her death tale;
her power must he neutralized. Rather than unquestioningty accepting Medb's character
as the symbol for "womanhood gone bad," which has been so pervasive in Old frish
scholarship, ironicalty, through a detailed analysis of this overtly misogynistic tale, it can
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become possible to read her character as a forai of resistance to the very patriarchy that
tried to suppress and denigrate her. Such a study, of a tale that can only be described as a
vimlent denigration of what can be read as an essentially heroic character, invites
comparative research of other strong women who have also suffered the consequences of
character deprecation. The reclamation process for some of these women - both
historical and fictional - has begun: Cleopatra, Joan of Arc, Mary Magdalene, Antigone,
Guinevere, and, in Old frish scholarship, Deirdre. Other "sirens of the Otherworld" and
"dismptive mortal women" (Findon 138), both in the Old Irish worid and beyond, await
serious scholarly attention that attempts to paint a less disparaging portrait that fully takes
into account cultural, political, and gender issues. There must be a place in feminist
research to appreciate - if not celebrate - the "strong-minded female [who] could make
nonsense of the legal fiction that she was perpetually under the guardianship of her
husband, or indeed the poetic fiction that women were more gentle and peace-loving than
men" (22), that Katharine Simms discusses in her article "Women in Norman Ireland."
Reclaiming a character like Medb from the centuries of "unsavoury polemic"
(Edel 149) does not mean she must be tumed into a saint or made into a morally superior
or even moral character; she is heroic and deserving of admiration not because she is
morally superior or because her cause is virtuous, but because she challenges the
seemingly closed and impenetrable world of male heroics and honor, playing by their
mles and often besting them at their own game. Perhaps the best way to read Medb,
through the lens of performance used in this study, is to admit that her character acts in
accordance with her cultural and political environment, as do the male characters, but
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does so in opposition to that culture's dictates for women, which brands her as a
subversive element. What this study has shown is a way to "remap" the traditional,
patriarchal territory, as Cheryl Glenn says in Rhetoric Retold (3), and provided a new,
"angular" lens through which to view the flat surface of the conventional landscape in
order to include new landmarks and road signs that allow a fuller, more accurate picture
of that territory (5). The texts themselves reveal a tension and ambiguity conceming
women's positions and roles in Old Irish society, as both Doris Edel (152) and Findon (5)
argue, making it distinctiy possible to suggest an alternate reading of Medb, a character
so long entrenched in the two traditional perspectives that it has been difficult to imagine
another reading. Even the scribes, as pious and misogynistic as they might have been,
found Medb to be a character they could not fully denigrate or weaken in the bulk of the
Ulster Cycle tales, as Bowen claims when he says that they saw her "as a larger-than-life
ancestress; when they looked on her their disapproval was real, but it was mingled with
awe. It is hard to keep your lips pursed when your jaw keeps dropping" (31), which
evokes the picture Antonia Fraser paints of the warrior queen: "Hers is a gallant - and a
savage - story. Even as we bow the knee, we shudder and step back as the Warrior
Queen rides by" (3).
Any analysis of Medb, therefore, should incorporate all aspects of her character,
accepting that "rebellious and unladylike and occasionally antisocial acts are [an] obvious
statement" (Wurtzel 3). Loma Reynolds, in her article "Irish Women in Legend,
Literature and Life," succinctly expresses the understanding that Medb's character does
not need to be rehabilitated in order to be appreciated: "She is depicted as a masterftil.
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boastful, wilful, power-loving, uninhibited woman, who regards herself as the equal of
any man, and one who must be seen to be the equal" (13), but, in spite of her aggression
and faults, "it is the personality of the woman, not of her husband [as active a participant
in the war as she is], that is stamped on the story, and it is she who lives on in legend"
(14). Only by reading her as a complex, complicated, multi-faceted, and even heroic
character can she emerge from the mj/thic and misogynistic fringes she has been forced to
inhabit for so long and serve as a guide for readers and scholars to view the landscape
through newly discovered angles and lenses.
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